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FOREWORD 

It has been estimated that over 200,000,000 people, almost 10 percent 
of the world's population obtain the bulk of their food .by shifting culti
vation or ''swidden farming" C> These people are spread over about 30"· percent
of the soils suited for agriculture and are located in the tropics where 
crop growth is possible for 12 months each year.. Some of the most inten
sive agriculture to be found anywhere is also located in the tropics. With 
modern technology, high yields of the basic food crops can be obtained in 
such areas and from two to four crops a year can often be grown. A few 
such areas support a population of 1 400 people per square mile. Much. of 
the land under swidden farming supports only 15-20 people per square mile; 
The great virtue of swidden farming is that it enables peoples, isolated 
for various reasons from coum,ercial sources of fertilizers, modern mah)lineiy 
and agricultural chemicals, to produce better crops than can be. prodt1ced 

·with any other system under the limitations cited above. 

It acc�plishes these results by the use of a long ''bush'' or.. jungle
fallow in which the original jungle cover is cut eff, dried and burned. 
All the plant nutrients absorbed by the jungle cover (except nitrogen which 
is volatilized during the burning) are left on the surface of the soil in 
the form of plant ash. Annual weeds are smothered out by the dense Jungle 
cover and falling leaves are incorporated in the soil by the action"·of worms 
thus increasing its content of nitrogen and organic matter. This surface 
soil when first cleared, is loose and can be planted to rice or corn by
making a hole with a pointed stick; It is cropped usually f.or �ne ·t:o three 
years and then allowed to revert to jungle for periods ranging from eight
to 20 years depending on the amount of land availableo It is a syste� in 
which the fertility of the surface soil is restored from reserves in the 
subsoil by the deeper rooted jungle plantso 

This system has been in use for hundreds of years in tropical areas 
in Asia, Africa and South America. It is deeply rooted in the culture"·"of 
the people. It is of great interest to sociologists, anthropologists and 
agriculturists. Dr. Judd is a sociologist with advanced training in 
agriculture. He is therefore uniquely qualifiecl for studying it. ·He 
speaks the Thai language and was able to work closely with the swid'den 
farmers of Northern Thailand. He give.s a detailed picture of their"· farm
ing art throughout the year for swidden farming is a year-aroun� ·bus·�i\ess. 
We need to know more about both the art, the science and the economics of 
this unique type of agriculture. Dr. Judd has made a useful contribution 
to our knowledge of all three. 

Richard Bradfield 
Professor of Soil Technology, 

Emeritus 
Department of Agronomy 
Comell University 
Ithaca, New York 
September 1963 
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PREFACE 

The material presented in this Data Paper is_ derived from a doctoral 
dissertation entitled "Chao Rai: Dry Rice Farmers in Northern Thailand'', 
which was presented to the faculty of Cornell University in June 1961 •". 
Publication of this excerpt in Data Paper form will make more·"readily
available to those most interested in Thailand and tropical agriculture 
the results of the research that pertain most directly to agriculture. 

' 
References to chapters of the thesis are given where pertinent •. 

Those who wish to refer to the original thesis may do so through copies 
obtainable from University Microfilms, Ann Arbor,,Michigan. 

The romanization system used in transcribing Thai into Roman letters 
is the t1General System'" devised by the Royal Institute ·of Thailand and 
published in the Journal of the Thailand Research Society. Volume XXXIII, 
Part 1, March 1941, with the following exceptions: 

� _ --- as an initial sound is written as j instead of as ch 
I , ·  Q, . - -� aw instead of as 0 ,

o 1 i instead of as 9i 
Ai is written as u' instead of as u

lKd" --�j: :�:!:: :: 
it l-� is written as u'a inste.ad of as ua4;q ,�-'' El is written as u'ai instead of as uai ,. 

During the period of field research for this study, 1958-1959, the 
unit of Thai currency, the bat (given here in its more c.omnaon romaniza• 
tion, baht) had an exchange val�e equivalent to U. S. $.05. _.. 

It should be noted that map scales are not accurately indicated 
because of reduction for reproduction in this Data Paper. 

The author wishes to acknowledge his gratitude for the guidance and 
encouragement of Professor Lauriston Sharp during the research and its 
reporting, and his appreciation and respect for the teaching and advice 
given by Professor Richard Bradfield. not only in regard to soil sciences 
but to their interrelationship with other agricultural sciences and with 
the social sciences. 

Laurence C. Judd 

Ithaca, New York 
September 1963 
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CHAPTER I 

IHTROBUCTION 

Swidden Agriculture in Southeast Asia 

Many articles and b0oks have been written on shif ting Ct.tltivation as 
practiced in South America, Africa, and Asia, and several organizations 
including the Food and". Agricultare Organization of the United Ratio�• and _
the Institute of Pacific Relations 1-ve speasered studies of pe_ :faople
Southeast Asia who practice swidclen agriculture. By shifting cttll'tl'Vit'ion 
er "swiclden agriculture� is meant discontinueus cropping of particular 
fiel•s which are slash cleared and burned for ODe or more year's:•··erops, and· 

·then allowed to lie fallow and return io natural vegetation for at ·least· •
i

s�veral years before being used again. In Thailand this practice ·i�s .called· :
thatn rai."2 The swiddeaer is called chao rai, and is distinguished. ·:fr.om the 
wet rice farmer, chao .!!!,. 

Dobby, in the various chapters of his l>ook on Southeast Asia, .attempts
to estimat:e the actual area uncler shifting cultivation, and the numbe�··of 
people involved. For iastaaee, of Bu� he."writes that about 2\111illion 
people are. engaged in taungva (195"0: 18;2). Ia S\iHt±ariting, he".states' that 

.. 

Even today as llltlch as 5 millioa acres of.. teaporary clearing .
each year is.being cultivated ever ·southeast Asia, and between 40_ 
and 50 million acres ef clearing in the forests is being cultivated 
or is recovering from recent temporary cultivation. (1950: 3 49Y 

Bartlett, .in reviewing Bobby's writiag, finds many flaws -- especially
relating te botanical details -,and thinks that"_"Dobby underestimated the 

.
l.rbe term "'swiclden", 4.erived fr• nswithe'', to burn, an olcf ·. English 

dialect word found in various fonas in. Scotch and. in seve-ral Scandinavian 
languages, was used in 19 51 by Izikowitz· on the recaw,end•tion o_f Ekwall, 
and has since been used by Conklin (195 4), Ekwall (1955), Bartlett"."(1957),
Halpern (1958), and others. It meets the need for a single wo1:cl i� ., . .· 
·"English to refer to the general practice of slash-�nd-burn shif,i1-1g_ �gri·
culture, and avoids regionally-linked specific meanings such_a�·�re-'�fought
te mind by kaingin, milpa, and other vernacular terms used in_,.. r$_gions

·practicing some variation of swidden ·fanning. 

-2In northern Thai, which is quite similar to Lao, �he pr�ctice of 
swidclen is called tham hai, since most initial "r'' sounds of off\el:�l�'Thai 
(staadari langkok Thai) are pronounced with a beginning ''h" souna·. ·.:.p•r an 
exhaustive listing of other vernacular names given to swiddenittg"·:tn.-La"tia·'
Aaerica, A ·frica, and Asia, consult Conklin (1957: 1). In some se�tions of 
Tb.ailancl, this ttame term is used to refer to upland ::crops gr·own on · 1and 
that has been perman�atly cleared. 

1 



--
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extent ·of swiddening in Malaya� but, in general, supports the picture of 
swiddening drawn by Dobby for the region. ( 1957: 38 4-390) 

Gourou estimates that there are some 2 million persons who inhabit the 
400,000 square kilometers of upland Indochina and who practice swiddening. 
(1951: 31) 

Halpern writes, 

In Laos about half tbe population is e�■posed of 1110aatain tribes, 
most of whom practice swidden farming as their major economic activity. 
And if the Lao"·who use this technique either principally or as a 
supplement to wet rice cultivation are added to this �mber, . .  it can 
be seen that swidden farming is of great significance in Laos. (1958: 
24) 

CORltlin has lllade an �xhaustive investigation of the agricultural 
techniques involved in swiddening in his study of the Hanunoo in Mindoro 
Island in the Philippines • His method of distinguishing the basic systems.
of swidclen farming is as follows: 

A. Partial systems of at least two major subtypes: 

1. Supple• entary swidden fanaiag (where a permanent-field culti-
vator, through necess!ty J,overty, insufficient lowland or 
terraced grain field.!,/ or as a tenant, devotes part of his 
agricultural efforts to the cultivation of a swidden which may
be at some distance from his residence) . 

2. Incipient swidden farming (where the cultivator, often with 
little prior knowledge of swidden techniques and usually from 
a crowded pE:tmaaent•field region, moves into an upl�nd area as 
a homesteader, squatter, or resettler, and devotes".all his 
agricultural efforts".to the swidden in or near which he makes 
his h011e) .  

B. Integral systems of at least two subtypes ("integral" in the sense 
of"· basic or essential to the whole culture; central not peri
pheral),: 

1. Pioneer swidden farming (where significant portiens'of ·"climax 
vegetation are custmarily cleared each year) .  

2. Established swidden farming (where tree crops are plentiful
and relatively little or no climax vegetatioa is cleared 
annually; including an unknown number of subtypes such as the 
Banunoo system ••"• ) (1957:3) 

Credner ( 1935a) ,  GoQrou (1951, 1956), Grist (1959), Huke (1954), 
Izikowitz (1951), Kaufman (1956) ,  Pelzer (19 48) and Pendleton (1953) have 
all described aspects of swidden culture and written of its importance in 
mainland Southeast Asia;"· 
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Swidden Agriculture in Thailand 
' . 

llistorically, swidden farming has.sbeen of importance in all parts of 
Thailand. Even in the .central plain, are.as back fr• the streams \were 

' ,/./ 'swiclclened until irrigations·caaals were dug, either by corvee labor under 
royal ¢OM• a�d, or. by interested iaclividuals. In the Northeast� swiddea 
�arming has been related to the movementsof Lao peoples into Thailand, as .reported by Madge who writes that in the regj.on ·of Ubol 

The predominant pattern is of small farmers owniy their own 
land. Originally they were settlers from the north· /Laos7 who . - -
cleared the jungle a� established villages. The practice of 
shifting cultivation. gradually gave place to regular cultivation 
with definite field boaudaries. (1957: 51) 

Jaalekha records-the changes in central Thailand after 1850, noting
that the importance of paddy culture has increased tremendously, not enly
in relation to swidden culture ·there, but absolutely. 

This vast extension of rice cultivation was carried on almost 
entirely by the Thai themselves and by individuals acting on their 
own initiative, not to any significant extent by goverrooent or 
private resettlement programs. (1955: 12-13) 

The expansion of Thai rice preciuction during the past century is docu
mented by the following statistics· given by Ingram: 

In 1850, t!!,e total area planted to riee was estimated at 5.8 
million rai. LOne r1i equals .4 of an acre.:..7 The area had risen to 
8 million- by 1905, and it steadily rose to ·a peak of 34•.6 million in 
1959. On the expert side, the_average amitial export of rice during 
1857-59 was 990,000 piculs. L0ne picul.eqaals 60 kilograms.:..?· After 
a slow_ erratic.rise up ·i:o· 1878-74, tbe �l ume .. rose ..r,apidly ·to a· 

.peak ·ef;· 25�-1 million.piculs, 1• 1930,-34. This 25�fQ.14i'�inc:rease. !,_Ver...
the' probable maxituum 'vo1'ume at.tlie time of 'tlie Bowr':t.ng Treaty' 'L185!!_7,
which took place while the populatio� doubled itself, represented 
the major economic change in Thailand ·since 1850. (1955: 37-40) . 

- .. 
·This expansion of paddy rice growing and changes in tlie cultural 

system related to it were restricted principally to the central plain of 
Thailand. As the topography of northern Thailand does not lend itself 
easily to wet rice culture on a large scale ia most provinces, swidden 
agriculture still remai.ns a sigaificant element in thes_,life of the northern 
Thai. In 1945, Pelzer w.rote 

In Thailand shifting cultivation is extensively practiced by 
the tribes of the 1110mltaias of the north and west, on the eastern 
part of the Khorat Plateau, and on �he peninsula. P�obably about 
1,098,008 people depend upen it. According to the same kind of 
calculation that Van Beukering made for the Indies, a tot.al of 1,--· 
400,800 hectares would ke required, or 200,818 hectares· L\ million 
acres or 1\ million rai/ annually, if ·w� allow ft,-:·persons p�r
heusehold and consider that one hectare covers the needs of a 
family for two years. (1945: 28). 

http:remai.ns
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To check Pelzer's estimate, let u, consider swiddening in the eight northern 
provinces that compose Thai Administrative Region Five. 

In Region Five, only 4.5 per cent of the land is Jsecl. for wet rice, 
and less than 6 per cent for all permanent-field uses. To the .56.9 per
cent of land classified as forest land can be added most of the 38.8 per 
cent of land still UDclassified to ma.Jee the land potentially available for 
swiddening over 90 per cent of the total land area. In one province the 
area used for paddy rice is only 0.5 per cent, and in only one does the 
area so used amount to more than 7 per cent. Becauae swidden land is not 
owned by individuals, agricultural census fipres do not accurately record 
the extent of swiddening, but oae province does report approximately a 
fourth of the total acreage planted to be in swiddens.s4 · ; 

About a fifth of the rural households in northern ThailaDd •at prac
tice integral swiddening, aad probably as many more practice supplementary
swiddening. In 1950, for Regien. l'ive as a whole, onlj 60.4 per cent of the 
households engaged in agricu�ture owed two rai (which is only .8 .f)f an :
acre) or more of paddy land. In La . .1;ang Province, which had th, largest
percentage of rural households in the region o:wning paddy land, only 73.1 
per cent of the households engaged ·iu agriculture ownee two rai or-more of 
paddy land; in two provinces, Haehawngsawn and Nan, less t-ban 40 per cent 
owned paddy land of two rai or aore. Some villagers work as tenants, but 
the Economic Parm S1:arvey by Kassebaum and associates esf::Jmated that 84.4 
per cent of the land used for farms in the north i• cultivated. by the owner. 
(1953: 62; note also Judd 1961: 2 2,° 5 4) 

A further indication of the extensiveness of swiddening is the fact 
that a large percentage of Region Five farmers who have paddy land holdings 
must practice supplementary nidden farming because northern land holdings 
average only 10 rai (4 acres), less than 40 per cent of the national 
average. Again, in Nan Province, not only do paddy f&rmera with small 
holdings 8\lpplement by swiddening, but la,:ge areas surrounding the town of 
Han itself are swiddened by town dwellers to supplemeqt their low incomes. 

3statistics given in this section are taken from the B.E. 2 490 (A.D.
1947) General Census of the Thai Goveron,ent, · from the 1950 Agricultural 
Census coaducted by the Miniatry of Agriculture, and from the .a,mnaries of 
these censuses prepared by the Division of Agricultural Economi.cs of the 
Under-Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture. The first two are publiahe4 only 
in Thai. A s11D1Rary of pertinent statistics relating to• northern Thailand 
will be found in Appendix A. 

"'1an Province in 1957 reported 33,861 rai in swiddens compared to 104,294 
rai . .:j.n_ · .pa�dy � - However, the_ report for Nanoi District failed to include .
swidden acreage; thus the amount reported is based on only four of five 
districts. These statistics are �aken from the report for 1957 to the Rice 
Department prepared by the Ban Province Rice Department Officer, and secured 
from him personally in January 1958. 

: 5Arrived at by comp11.ring the mmber of households engaged in agriculture 
according to the 1947 General Census with the number of farm holdings of two 
rai or more as reported in the 1950 Agricultural Censuso 

http:Economi.cs
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Considering that swiddeu fields are rotated on a multiple-year basis, 
it is obvious that more land is involved in swidd.en agriculture than ia 
paddy rice culture in northern Thailand, probably more than twice as much. 
Therefore, I believe Pelzer:•:s figures to be conservativ.-e. · I estimate that 
at least a million people in northern Thaila�d alone are regularly i�volved 
ia partial or integral swidcleaing. Admittedly,.this type of extensive 
agriculture requires low·populatic,n density, but under coaditions · · in 
northern Thailand swiddening should be possible indefinitely as long as the 
density does not rise to over 4 0  persons per square kilometer actually en
gaged in agricv.lture. Only two of these eight provinces, counting urban 
dwellers also, are approaching this density,. and for the region as a whole, 
the density is' -only 2 2.17 persons per square. kilometer, with one province
having less than S. (Note Figure 1, page 83and Appendix -A.) 

Considering land use in terms of its alternatives and potentialities, 
�-rou speaks of the brilliant economic future of_ tropical agriculture, but. 
even here he admits that teaching swiddeners to try new ways will be dif
ficult. He writes :

. . · ·Maft1, including the Jlhade ef InclochiQ, have ·returned to the 
ladang Lswidde'!!,.7• They have rediscovered cherished habits ••• and 
they obey the lessons o� experience: .. they have .ohse1ved that pt::tma• .
neut ric� f�elds, without manure, give:lesser output per. day of work 
than ladea,. The passage from extensive to intensive techniques does 
not appe·ar to the tropical peasant to be necessarily ·advantageou.s •. 
Such an evolution is likely to be .realized only

.where". the following· 
conditions prevail: exhaust.i.on of the"· soils· because of ·shoi"t fallows, 
reasonably high intellectual level of the population, introduction 
of techniques enhancing the produc�ivity of intensive agr iculture, .
opening of markets, and development of eanotercial agriculture. (1956:· 
3 44) 

Pendleton has stated _ (1953: 42 and personal cOUilllunication) that he con
sidered swiddening as -perhaps the best use of much of .. the- hill lana·-ol 
'tbailand"9 provided certain precautions are �aken •. ·. _.Halpern has reached a 
similar conclusion for Laos 

Certainly swidden agriculture should not be regarded as a 
primitive, iaferior;type of agriculture to be abolished as soon as 
p�ssible. Rather it is an extensive type of land use well-suited t.o 
the mountainous areas . .... Nor does swidden farming appear to be 
inferior as. far as yields are coacerned. Its one big drawback is · 
that it ·can

' .. support only very limited populations. (1958: 37)
' 

lt is obvious, then,. that swiddea agriculture is ·a C:"901' and widespread 
practice among the northern Thai; it is ec�M-1-:ally am . culturally important.
and is a;t to remain so for a .ceasicleralrle period of time in the future. • A 
study of the agriculture of ·northern. :Thcli.·swidde·n farmers is needed, there
fore, to help round out the pict"1re of Thai society·that is being sketched 
in by the various postwar studies sponsored by the Cornell University
Thailand Project. 

http:exhaust.i.on
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Place and �fme of the Research 
/ 

The site of the �esearch reported in this Data Paper is C Baw 
("ambon Baw) in Huang"

.
District (Amphoe Mu'ang) of Nan Province (Jangwat

Nan) in 'northern Thailand. This ct.1+eune is composed of nine hamlets and 
one "incipient'' hamlet, which for administrative p1rposes have been grouped 
by the govern .. .ent _into four legal hamlets C!!!! ban). In this paper, ''ham-�et'' 
is defined as a distinct geographical area with a cluster ,of ho. esteads in 
which most primary face-to-face relationships of daily life are maintained, 
ancl which is the natural social unit for group activities. A 1·1 1egal hamlet':' 
is the lowest govermndnt administrative unit, and is served by a hamlet 
headwan (phu Yai ban). 

The full-scale field research was carried on during the period of 
January 1958 to May 1959, but some contact with the <-CWt@nJne has existed 
since 1955 aud has continued by correspondence up to the present •". Details 
of the research methods, the schedule used, the research assistants, and 
other �thodological aspects of the study will be found in Chapter II of 
the thesis. (Judd, 1961: 12•19) Statistics given whi.cb refer to ConaHune 
Baw are taken frcn the household census carried out by the author in 1958•59 
unless credited to some particular goveroaeat official. General statistics 
on Thailand are taken fran the B.E. 2490 (A. D. 1947) official Thai Census. 

Chapters on the general cultural environment of northern Thailand, a•d 
on the history of each hamlet in c,-+•uae Baw and its current composition, 
as well as on kinship, education, religion, health, politics, leadership 
patterns and values, ancl social, technological, and ideological change are 
not reported in this Data Paper, although references to them are made when 
pertinent. The reader is also referred to the thesis for the nineteen maps 
and thii-ty-eight illustrations included therein. 



CHAPTER II 

SOIL ARD PLANT RESOURCES: CURRENT AND 1'MEffIAL LARD tJSE IN OOMHUNE BAW 

Clirna�ic Coa4itions 

The only official weather records systematically kept in Nan .Province
are recorded at a goVt:rruaent weather station just .south of the municipality
limits of Nan. Since the nearest border of Conmmne Baw is about 14 miles 
north, and the topography there is hilly as opposed to the ·relatively level 
area near the weather station, the statistics are not fully applicable, but· 
they will give ·some idea of the rainfall, temperature, and relative humidity 
conditions in the Couaoune. The figures given are the averages for the .
ten•year period of 1948-1957 (B. E. 2491-2580).· 6 

During the months of April through July, there is between 4 and 8 inches 
of rain (100-200 millimeters)· per month, in August.· aa average of 13 inches,
and in September over 10 inches. October averages about 3 inches, followed 
by three months with less than 1/3 of an inch; February averages a half inch 
and March an inch and a half. The average aaaual total is 52 inches. From 
year to year there is considerable variation, however, so that in April in 
five of the ten years studied there was less than the minimum four inches 
generally considered necessary to maintain a crop, and even in May the rain• 
fall was. less than five inches durillg ·the six of the ye·ars. The effect is 
to create sufficient uncertainty in the minds of the villagers to cause most
to delay plantings of rice until lat�_May or early June. Purthermore, any 
crop planted or growing from October on must be able to secure its needs 
rrom water already .in the .soil. The maximum rainfall rec'Orded for a single
month during these ten years was 18 inches in August 1955; the greate$t 
total rainfall for a year was 63 inches ;ln 1951. 

According to the official statistics, the 'tesuperature varies between 
a high of 100° F. (37.8° C.) in Aptj.1 and a low of 51° F.--(18.!,0 �•> ,!.n 

_January, (although I personally have recorded a low of 38° _ F_ L,3 .• 3 C.:../).
During the rice-growing season, _d day and night temperatures vary 20 degrees
er less, (ranging between the seventies and nineti�s), but duri�g the 
coldest ·months, J'anuary through March, differences of over 30 deg_rees are 
ctw1111,oa. Around noon any day of the year, the temperature rises at - least
to 8&0 

· F. Obviously, in this area temperature is aot a major limiting 
factor in growing mest crops, although there is insufficient cold to 
break dormancy in many temperate zone crops that might otherwise be intro
duced. 

Sunrise and sunset are never .more than a half-hour before or after 
six o'·clock, giving very little difference in day length., Thes.e limited .
differences are,dhowever, suffic.ient to govern. flowering on the elate-. . 

6All weather statistics for Nan Province were secured through the 
Provincial Agricultural Off�cer of Nan. See s1,rnmary in Appencl_ix c; ·. 

7 
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f:fxed varleti-es of rice grown, and prohibit the introduction of iaponica 
varieties of rice. 

In spite of the distinct raiJlY and dry seasons, the relati� b1JJ1idity 
remains fairly constant, never averaging less than. 66.7 per cent any 
DlOllth during 1948•1957 nor aore t"han 85. 7  per cent. Blaring these ten 
years March averaged the driest with 6 4. 4  per cent hu■Jd tty an4 August 
the daapeat with 83. 9 per cento One is most aware of the high humidity 
in Hay which averages 9 per cent higher than April,  the .greatest between 
any two months. In May the hlllllidity actually is only 76 per cent, which 
is the same as the average for the whole year. 

The Soilf of Co- ane Baw 

In order to understand the soil resources o£. Coo+auJJ.e Baw, it is 
necessary to see first how they are related to tller:.soil resources of all 
northern Thailand. Only a limited amount d: soil mapping has been carried 
out in no�hern Thailand, most of this under the direction of the late 
Dr. Robert Pendleton. On the ''Provisional Map of the Soils and Surface 
Rocks of the Kingdom of Siam," (see Pigure 2, page 85); published in 1953, 
it will be seen that smatl areas of soil types 5 ,  8, and 10 have been dis
tinguished, but' that most of Ban Province is shown as having type 30 soil". 
Dr. Pendleton describes these soils as follows: 

Tye, 5 - Korat Fine Sandy_M-"ama: Often with pisolitic laterite in 
� : - the sub-soil. Within this map m,■ber is included the J'utopawapi

sandy loams. These are deeper soils which occupy elevations, and 
do not have a lat·erite horizon. 

The Korat fine sandy l�ams soil group is one of the largest in 
area, and at the 111aw- t1me one of the most infertile in the Kingdom. 
These soils have been weathered from .. red bed" sandstones of the 
Korat series in which there are not many mineral frag-w--its to 
weather, aud which, in doing so, could liberate plant nutrients • .  
There are shale strata within the "red beds" formation, which when 
they weather give rise to clayey soils. But there is seldom, if 
ever, any evidence of these clays at the surface of the soils except 
tbe clay in the termite 110UD.is. 

These termite mounds are qui�e numerous �xcept in the tungs
(savannas) and the heavier soils are quite well supplied with nu
trients and an excess of lime (calcium carbonate) for certain 
cmps. Many fataers truncate teraite mounds somewhat for growing 
of 1ll81lY crops which cannot be grown on the umnodified or unferti
lized Kerat fine sandy loams. However, it is not advisable to com
pletely level the mounds in order to cultivate the field as a whole , 
unless the site of the mound, of the same diameter of the mound and 
to at least a meter below the general field surface, is excavated 
and well and widely ·spread over the field, while the excavation 
made vie re the mound •as is filled with surface soil from some 
distance from any termite mound. 

The natural vegetation on this Korat fine sandy loams group is 
uaually u. pae: open forest, alaost a park-like savanna, in which 

http:110UD.is
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.
the trees are smallish dipterecar.ps of characte_ristic shape and 
growth forms • • • •  

When the top_ographic position of these loams is .-suitable, the 
land is diked to •ke padis. '•suitable'' locations J1re mainly the 

·lower portions of the terrain where seepage water· frOlll •higher
forested slopes rein�•rces the rain which falis directly onto the 
padi itself: On maJly higher slopes and flattish portions of the 
terrain, the padis have a scatt_ering of kraoaen, wa. Dipterocarpus 
tuberculatus ,, and other characteristic trees.• · Evidl!ntly there the 

.( . .soil of the padis is net only aot under water• - l0ng nor even satu� 
·rated long enough to deprive these tree roots ef the·•.•air they_ ,need •. .  

Nor do the great majod�y of the farmers wish t,, dut these trees in 
their padis, for many of·toe peasants in PtJJDe-rous localities, told 
us that "these trees were• ·ma.uure"• and _that they certainly did not 

· ·wish them cut. •· • • 
' 

Kumpawapi sandy lPams.: �he higher, cotirser•textured ·sandy ridges 
·or irregu.lai: soil oodies need to be clistinguished._ These soils are 

deep, without any characteristic horizon differe·nces or a distinct 
profile . Bo laterite herizon had developecl hee'ause ...of the higher 
topographic position and the free drainage. . The·se bodies of 
K1unpawapi sandy loams, from one to several.-meters .-�e the finer• 

·textured padi plains, unless maa interferes�.c.rty t\t,tall forest 
of %ans (Dipteroc.a " alatus} , mai takiea arul othe:r big trees. 

rBut by kail'lgining swiddeain&/ , these ferests, with the generous 
supply of ashes which resu·tts, give a good.yield of some upland 
crops • • • •  

. .

TYpe 8 -• Limestone Buttes:· 
. 
- Often precipitous• ·crags•·anl buttes; 

I :_ . . . .
usually rough topography. This map group includes l_ow heavy soils 
from weathering of 1:Jmestone, · the red friable clay soils,•. but which

· are more: often called tttrepical loams"' . At times the.Se red• clays,
derived - from Jimestene, contain large quantities.of Qiall spherical 
iron concretions • • • •  

Geologists distinguish several ·sorts ancl a·ges .of the hard, 
dolomitic limestones, some almost marble , which give much character 
to the landscape in certain parts of northern, weste� and penin
sula Siam. But thus far.differences in the•· ·lilnestones have not been 
correlate4 with any observed soil differences • • • •  : 

In many other places of the• .Kingdom are limestone crags and 
bluffs which add greatly to the scenic asp�cts of the• .landscape , 
but have contributed extremely littl� to the so·ils, because when 
these limestones do dissolve �ere· is very }.ittle insoluble residue .,
remaining behind to fol.'lll soil•o • • • · '.: ' · 

Undoubtedly the meat important agri.cultltt'al effect of these 
·limestones is the considerable quaat!,ties• of

.
phosJ?_hatie bat guano 

which the fatmers - of the peninsula Land the nort!!,/ cqllect in the 
caves of these crags, and carry (hap) to the�r· padis� · ..:_ • 

The limestone r�gions known along the Burma border, and so 

http:quantities.of
http:dipterecar.ps
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suggested by schematic bandiag on the map, have not beend-studied by 
a pedologist, nor do we have any adequate infonnation fran other 
sources as to the characte r of the soils· there. ·However, the dif• 
ficult terrain, the wet weather and the unusually serious endemic 
malaria make this region of only little agricult�ral ordother·d
econaic importanced•- mining, foresting, and water power excepted. 

TYpe 10 -- Chieng Mai I-oernad� Recent alluvial soils and some stream 
terraces ,  especially in mountaia valleys. These soils are best 
developed ia the Chieng Mai valley, where the Ping andd- tributary
rivers have deposited considerable bodies of very fine sandy loams, 
silt loams, and light silty clay lPams in the l911er portions of the
valley. These soils for the main 91muuer padi crop as well as for 
peanuts, soybeans as the wiUler ...crop react well UQder • irrigation; 
al&':J garlic, near La�. Lsi!:,/ In the lower portions of the ter• 
rain where the sand is apt to be too wet for loybeans or pe:anut s a 
second er� of padi may be grown. 

The Prae valley also has a considerable body of these Chieng 
Hai l"ams, which with irrigation also produce peanuts following the 
principal crop, padi, of the ra�ny season. 

In the Lampang valley, thered.dis shown on the ProviJional Soil
aud llock Map far too much of this Map Group 10. Actual-ly there 
s hould be much more of Map Group 5: and relatively very little of 
Group 10. 

In the Chieng Saen, Chieng Rai, and Muaag Payao-Me Ing region 
there is also far too much of Map Group 10 showno In this region 
the gradient of most of the streams is low, the - soil has weathet;ed 
much longer, hasd, a more developed .•profile� so is· � a,vier and •�older" o .
Moreover, for the lowlands· of these valleys there seems to . be. ' no
simple nor easily utilized source of irrigation water, which niakes
Hap Group 10 in the Chieng Mai valley so productive by contrast 
during the dry winter season. 

I

In the· 1 C�ntral valley there are some important bodies of these
soils: between Hadsieo and Sa•ankolok, a�d on down the Yam River 
past Sukotai, these recent alluvial soils are. used extensive�y after 
the annual high water, for tobacco, garlic, onions, etc. Along the 
right bank of the Ping River, near Ampur Ban Pot Pisai, there is a 
considerable body of Hap Group 10, where Chinese turnips are grown
in these alluvial silt loams .. • • •  

Our exper1me�ts with fertidlizers on this map grotedlO indicates 
that seldom if ever do nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizers give
worthwhile increasedo But the residual effects on a following crop,
particularly a· legume, may make the use of coo•■,�rcial fertilizers 
worthwhile• •  o 

Type 30 •- Rough Mountaiuoua Lar: From 11ndd.fferentiated rocks o
Soils usually shallow, steep an�atony. Crop production by kain• 
gining. A glance at the Provisional Map of the Soils and Surface
Rocks will reveal that no bodies of rough mountainous land (map 
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group 30) are shown be·low 12° North, and on the peninqla and along
the western side of the 'Kingdom there are no bedies of this group
south of 16° North. This is because for those portions of the 
Kingdom we had at least some very rough geological and/or petro
graphical informatioa which seemed to be worth incorporation with 
our other data. 

Since in 19 46, when we compiled our map, we did not have access 
to other data which seemed significant for most of the mountainous 
regions farthe-r north, we put them into our nscrap bag" . Map Group 
30. It must be emphasized that there is as much or more ''rough
mountainous land'' south of 16° North Latitude, as north of it, men
tioned above, so we attempted to show in the south and west,,"�cherna
tically at_ least, &owething of the kinds of rocks and a few".hints 
as to the as�ociated soils. 

But now with the appearance of the Geo.logic Reconnaissance Map 
of Thailand on just about the same scale as our Soil and Rock Map
it is evident that we could make many corrections and add it ion.s to 
our map, and eliminate most of Map Group 30. On the other hand, the 
agricultural value and significance of the kinds of rocks in the 
mountains (Map Group 30) are so slight in at least most cases, that 
for our :lnnnediate purposes the petrographical characteristi.cs are of 
relatively very minor significance. (1953:· 2•13) ·

In the last article written before his death in 1957, Dr. Pendleton 
regrouped the soil types shewn on his provincial soil map. That regroup
ing is given below. The soil ·types underlined twice are the·· ones found. 
in northern Thail@d and those starred"(*) are found in Nan Province. 

A Generalized Key to the"-Soils of . Siam
2 I . .  C . . ,) . 

A. Lowlands: Smoo.th topogr�phy; poorly drained alluvial P.lains. 

1. Mainly for padi. Ridging, or raising the land (rong) , is 
11-ecessary for many__crops other than padi. _"
a. Heavy, low clays, e.g • .  Bangkok clays. Transplanted padi. 
b. Very acid, heavy crops, very poorly drained, e. g.  Ongkarak

clays. Broadcast padi. 

2. Clays too saline to grew field crops, � e.g. Tachin clays. , 

Salt making ; fish pends and shrimp farms, mangrove for fire
wood, charcoal, aml poles. Ridged for coconuts and fruits. 

, " ' .  .. .  . . 

3. Diversified cropping often possible - main crop of padi 
.followed by soy,,ea�s·, peanuts, garlic, or second crop of rice. 
a. Recent· alluvia, ·e.g. Chienpai loams* 
b. Undifferentiated"·"atluvia in Central Valley, e.g. Yom clays 

and loams . 
c. Recent coastal ri4ges, eoconuts and frui� trees on beach 

fidges, padi between, e.g. Pattani, sandy loams and clays.  

B. Flat to Gently Sloping : Old deltas, terrace lands, shallow soils 
on hill and •ountain".footslopes. 

http:characteristi.cs
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1. Deeply weathered; old, well-drained, formations. 
a. Ferruginous concretions, e.g. Krabin gravelly loams. Fruit· 

trees, upland crops. 
b.  Friable, deep red clays, from mafec rocks , e.g.  Cbantaburi 

clays. Pepper, rubber, fruits. 

2. Deep soils with flat topography, e.g. Gula R.onghai", silt loams. 
Poor grass pasture; fishing during rains. 

3. With irregular delta topography and variable textures, e .g .
Ka,npaengsaen loams. Tobacco, cotton, sugar cane, padi in low 
portions. 

4. Mountain footslopes from granitic rock, e.g.  SjitpfTat sandy 
and coarse sandy lflams. Upland crops as paw gaew (kenaf) and 
maize, peanuts, castor beans, bananas, and fruits. Clearings
((kaingins) in rainse Rubber in S. E. Siam and in Peninsula. 

5. Soils of moderate depth. 
a. Marl substratum, e.g. Lopburi clays. padi and early cotton. 
b. Residual soils of good depth to bedrock, e.g.  Pakchong loams. 

Peanuts, maize, fruits, oranges, laJDYai, jahk,"·"sugar cane. 
c.  Silt loams on outwash plains, e.g. Bangkla lilt loams .  Padi . 
d. Sandy and fine sandy loams from sedimentary rocks, e .g. 

Korat fine sandy 1'1am•·•* Pasture; open forest; when flooded 
for padi, becomes Roi � fine sandy loams. 

6. Soils shallow. 
a.  Residual from mafec rocks, e.g. Chaibadan clays. Upland 

crops, kapok, fruit trees, pasture, legumes. 
b. Residual from sandstone; laterit·e horizon in sub·soil, e .. g...Sakon Haltom l<'atDS. Forest� .. some padi. , . .c .· Loams residual ·from. 

sandstones, underlain by variegated, 
dense. clay loams, e.g. Ponpisai sandy loams. Padi, pasture, 
and open forest. 

C .. Uplands: Hilly to steep topogr�phy. 

1 .  Residual soils of shallow depth to bedrock. 
a. Intezmediate elevations, from quartzitic sandstones .. Forest,

pasture, clearings for annual crops"-• cotton, maize, 
vegetables. 11:u. Sm!J!. 42. 

b.  Higher forestecf"blrrsorgneisses, e.g. �untan sandy loams. 
Forest and pasture. 

c. Limestone outcrops and cra5s.* Forest. 
d. if:t lllDUntafnous lanb not otherwise classified. Forest, 

r, clearJhg culture (kaingining L'iwidde'f!/ for upland 
rice; opium poppies. (1958: 6-9) 

Soil samples were collected in Conmune Baw in April 1959, April 1960, 
and October 1960, and have been analyzed in the Soil Testing Laboratory of 
the De;artment of Agro�om,, New York State College of Agriculture, Cornell 
University. Although these �amples were secured from the swidden sites of 
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most of the hamlets , due to communication, transportation, and other 
problems, it has been impossible to guarantee that all samples were 
collected from the same exact locations, thus no attempt is made to 
compare the sites of the different hamletsd. (A significant research 
problem for the future is to test the soils of swidden sites prior to
clearing, after burning, in the middle of the rainy season arid again 
at its end, after harvest.a. and the following April, August,d? 
December for five years Lwhen the same site might be re-use�/ . )  Com
paring all samples of each sampling period together, the following 
generalizations have been hypothesized. 

The organic matter percentage is considerably higher than would 
·be expected from temperate zone soil theory. At the close of the rainy

season, it still tested 3-4 per cent. Under forest or jungle conditions 
in the tropics, the vegetative growth is so abundant that there is much 
litter ·supplied to the soil. Clearing and burning adds to the soil · 
organic matter, with some sites showing as much as 6 per cent. The
Commune Baw soils all seem to be medium-textured silt loams; thus bothd· 
from organic matter content and soil texture, the cation exchange 
capacity is high. 

The pH range of top soils at the beginning of the rainy season is.
near neutral at many sites. As the ash is washed into the soil or car
ried away in the run•Pff after heavy rains, soluble carbonates are lost,
�d the pH drops; three sites tested as low as pH 4.8 in October. This
lowering of the pH considerably increased the amount of iron and aluminum 
available, making the latter toxic in three of the soils tested. 

In the Coumune Baw soils available, phosphorus is generally low and 
becomes ve-ry low during the rainy sea�on, probably both.from being taken . . . . .up. into thed crop. and· from bemming fi�d as iron or aluminum salts-�· .Magnesium begins anddcontinues to be adequate or in excess •d . Even though 
s� of the potassium .is lost in the rainy se·ason, it remains highly 
available. Manganese is present in excess amounts at the start of the 
crop year, and rernai�s in adequate concentraticm in all soils tested. 

.On the basis of these very inadequate tests, it would appear that
sufficient nutrients sheulcl be available for a second year' s  rice crop,
especially. if 11me and phosphorus were added. The lime would not only .
supply the needed calcium, but would overcome the aluminum toxicit.y by 
raising the pH. All things consdidered, Commune Baw soils are not bad. 

Vegetation 

The dominant forest vegetation of Co, .. uune Baw is that called 
''Mixed Deciduous •. " Tb.ere is some teak (Tect-ona grandis Linn. )  still 
standing in the least accessible pa.rts of •the COJUWune, but the more 
cODiUOn trees in the live-in 'ilrea are phayawm (Shorea floribunda, Kurz.)  , 
SW:!& (Xylia ker:rii I Craib et Hutch. ) ,  tabaek (in Nan called pu 'ai) .· 
(�ag@_rstroemia calyculata, Kurz •. ) ,  kabok (mamu ' n) (Irvingia ma.layna, 
Oliver), takhian (Hopea odorata, Roxb·.) • yom hin (Chukrasia velutina, 
Roemer) , yom hawm (Cedrela toona, Roxb. ) ,  makhatae (Sindo�a siamensis , 
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Craib), pradu (Pterocarpus indicus, Wolld". ) ,  and kapung (ngun) (Tetra
meles nudiflora, R.· Br. )  

Teysm. )  rang (pao) (Pentaane s�amensis, Kurz. ) ,  teng (ngae) Shorea 
obtusa, Wall. ) ,  chamcha (Kleihovia hospita , Linn . ) ,  kaw (Qtercus kerrii, 

The undergrowth is varied, but consists mostly of various bamboos 
among which are mai ruak (Thyrsostachys siamensis, Gamble) ,  mai rai 
(OXYtenanthera albo-ciliata), mai _sang luang (mai sang nam) (Bambusa 
arudinacia, Willd. ) ,  mai sang l?!. (Dendrocalmm1s membranceus, Munro . ) ,  
mai sang kham (Dendrocalamus latiflorus, Munro . ) ,  mai sisuk (Bambusa 
b1umeana, Schult . ) ,  mai hia (Cepha.lostachyum virgatum, Kurz. ) ,  mai pong 
(:Rambus tulda, Roxb.") ,  mai pong nam (Bambusa burmanica, Gamble), mai 
khao lam (Cephalostachyum pergracile, Munro) , and others known only by
their Thai nam�s. (The uses made of each of these is discussed in 
Chapter III . )  

Dr. Egbert H. Walker, then of the Smithsonian Institution, visited 
this COJ•■ilune in November 1957, and reports as follows on other under
growth: 

The major weeds at the time of my visit • • •  were the amaz
ingly variable �omposite Eupatorium odoratum, dominating every 
thicket and invading the fields, and the grass Miscanthus, espe
cially abundant along the river banks. In these thickets were 
found also vines and trailing plants of various taxonomic groups, 
especially cucurbits (melpns) ,  legumes, Vitaceae (grape family), 
Asclepiadaceae (milkweed family),  Dioscorea _(yams),  the climbing 
fern Lygodium, and the fern ally Selaginella • • • •  

The most dominant group of plants • • •  were the bamboos • •  
• • Ferns were fairly abundant, especially in the gullies, but 
my specimens have not been identified. I was especially impressed
by the climbing species"o • The few climbing bamboos also were o • 

interesting". In these deeply shaded gullies I found various more 
or less tender herbaceous plants, among them aroids, one apparently 
an Amorphophallus with a spathe too large and fleshy for my equip• 
ment for collecting, another genus being Aglaonema. There were a 
few orchids, also Chloranthus officinalis, a couple of genera of the 

. ginger family (Zingiberaceae), a' few Gesneriaceae, Acanthaceae, and 
C0t1,11elinaceae. 

We avgmented lunch with fresh wild figso • •  probably Ficus 
auriculata • • • •  Other trees am shrubs in these gullies were a 
palm, apparently an Arenga, a Sterculia, another Ficus which I can• 
not uame, the thorny Toddalia, and Euonymus". Among the bamboo 
stands in an area of former cultiv,tion, I found small trees of 
Maesa, a genus of. the Myrsinaceae. 

Dr. Walker also reported that on the east side of the Nan River, 
higher up in the hills, he found some acorns fran oaks (Quereus) and 
chestnuts ' (Castanopsis) that perhaps were "forerunners of the 'hill 

7From a personal cOU1Dunication dated January 30 , 1961. 
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evergreen forests' beyond. llere also were 0bviously dipterocarps, but with 
no identifiable specimens within my reach ."  According to a 1955 publica
tion of the Royal (Thai) Forest Department it is characteristic of the 
mixed deciduous .forests that they are replaced. on the higher hills by hill 
evergreen or coniferous forests,, on the lower foot-hills and plains by the 
deciduous dipterocarps forests, and in moist situations near rivers and 
streams and in damp valleys the

8 
give place to forests of tropical ever• 

green and semi-evergreen types. In COidDone Baw, all of these variat"icm.s 
occur, as attested by the varyiug• kinds of trees and undergrowth mentioned 
above. 

Wilcl Life in Coo11tune Jaw 

There are many kinds of wild life in Comm.me Baw, ranging from very 
small to large a12.1mals . Birds:· are cwon at all seasons of the year and 
are shot for food, especially wild chickens (kai E.I) , dove (nok khao) and.
heroa (uk yang) . Other birds seen include singing mina". (nok iang) , quail 
(aok khum) , teal (aek pet-nam) , woedpecker (aok huakhwan), parrot (nok . 
kaeo) , robin (nok kangkhea) , weaver or baya (nok kraiap), pigeon (nok pilap) , 
Bu:mese green pigeon (nok lao • Bu.zmese peafewl· (aok nng) , red•crested 
hill partridge (nelt kratha � kingfisher (nok"kraten), and warbler (aek.
krajip)". 

A,f4,ng the many kinds of fish caught are the carp (pla so'i, pla siu),.serpent-head (fla c�) ,  catfish (pla thepho, pla taw), globe fi�h (pla. 
.pakpao),  goby pla bu", minnow CE!!, paeb, pla ae:e) , and several w:fthout 

English names: pla salit (Trichogaster pectoralis) , pla kradi (Trichogaster 
trichopterus), pla taphiaa (Puntinus schwaaefeldii), and pla krai (Notop-
terus · ch�tal1) • _. ... . . . . . _ __ 

· ' \ - . . · .. \ .· .�f the smaller animals caught and eaten are 
Red-ant eggs 

. . . . . .field rats, porcupines,"
eaten and whiteare 

.

snakes,· frogs, squirrels, and turtles. 
ant larvae are fed to the chickens and used for fish bait. Wild pigs and 
monkeys are shot occasionally, . as  are goat-antelope (liangpha) , .the banteng
(wild cattle) (wua kratig), bear, several kinds of deer (kwang·;·- ihea, fan), 
and several kinds of wild cats ,(sua) . Black gibbons are captured and s�lcl .�ccasionally. A herd of wild e·J.1;!phants",, variously estimated by the villag
e�s to n1mher between twenty and one hundred, lives in the western part of 
th� C0111Dune and forages in the area near the hamlets during the dry season. 
Occasionally these are shot, though they are more eften ·avoided. 

Curren..t Land.'1Jse 

Of the 62,500 rai (25,, 00G acres) of land that lies within the area
used for all purposes by the C<wii■♦vne Baw vill,1gers, probably less than 2."4 
per cent ( 1500 rai) :·"ts:.- .actually Ul'lder cultivation in any one year". In: ,. 
1959, fewer than 500 . .  .W.. were claime� legally by individuals, of which 
only 309 rai were under eult .ivation •• as gax:dens er orchards". Until the·

8s.oya1 (Thai) Forest Department,. ''rypes of Forests of Thailand," The 
State Railway of Thailand Printing Office, Bangkok, March, 2 498 (1955) .  
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·gover1 ent in 1956 reffUe&ted everyone in the country to file claims for 
land ut �, there were very few legal cla:Jms to land in Co1-aamie Baw. Most
households have cla1me4 only one ngan (1/4 rai, 1/10 acre) as a house lot, 
so less than 100 I.I! are claimed in. the Coeeeel\e for this use. None of 
the area used for sviddening, which is under 1000 rai (400 acres) each 
year, is claimed legally by the villager, as will be explained in detail
in Chapter IV. 

The bulk of legal claims are for orc'bard sites along the rivers and 
streams. In 1953 a small or�bard was planted in HY2. In 1954 a· larger
orchard was begun at the site now known as incipient hamle t Prl, by a 
Christian doctor from Pbrae Province who had become acquainted with the 
Cl\eeu;ne through visiting the Christian group at HPSl, ani who enjoyed the 
bunting possible in the area. The doctord0 s brother and two Christian 
teachers £ram Phrae began orchards the following year, as did the Laotian 
�•ily at RPW2. Others from eutside the Co-o one have claimed sites since,d.
includ:J.ug the largest orchard planted to date, 25 rai, by a Christian 
doctor from Ran. By �be Fall of 1958, 309 rai bad been cla!mei legally 
as orchard s�tes by 87 persons, but the majority of these had not yet been
planted to oranges. Most claims are for two rai; only nine claim more 
t:han 5 rai; only three more than 10 raio 

Tangerines are one of tbe few exports of Ban Province.. Expansion
of the tangerine industry in the past t:eu yeara ha• come about through 
the growth of interest by the salaried and merchant groups in Nan Town,
for these people have the cash reaources neces--.ry to purchase the mar
cottes for planting, to secure fertilizers au sprays, and to have the 
youug trees cared for during the five years before they begin bearingo 
As erebard space has become more limited and more expensive near town, 
sites have been sought along the road, paths, and especially the streams
out from town. Passing these new orchards en route to town, bea�ing ·· .
tbe profits made by the first planter· in IIY2� and seeing new sites being
claimed by outsiders near their bwlets, many Co,1111une Baw villagers re
sponded to advice from the bead, en  in 1957 to stake cla:l11s themselveso 
For those not having the funds to pleat oranges io+ ediately, the sites 
have been used first as swidden sites, then as gardens for planting pea
rmts or cotton, banana or kapok trees, or for castor bean treeso . (In
1957, a Chinese aer�bant tried to get sviddeners all over the province 
to plant castor beaa aee• £1.'0iil seed that he furnished a.ad the crops of
which be guaranteed to 1,ay, but few maintained interest after the one 
season because the yield was low and the price too low, considering the 
difficulty of removing seeds from the husks by hando) Table 1 will .
illustrate the extent of orchard site claims made by tbe different ham
lets. 

http:neces--.ry
http:includ:J.ug
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(7.f) 

PB2 

PW3 

Table 1. 

Hamlet 

PK 4  
RPH! 
Wlill 
KPSl 
BPW2 

•,

Percentage of households in CC1mmune Baw hamlets claiming 
orchard sites and percentage of sites actually planted 
to orange trees in October 1958. 

Percen�-age of·"
(Percentage Percentage of : hou.seholds 

value of each households that had 
household) making c la fms . planted oranges 

c1.m 27% 
' ., 

12% 
0 0 

(3. 2) 32 () 

' g
(tl�O) 22 .22 

(7. 7) 23 15 
(6.6) 66 ·20 

63 0 
65 30BY2 (2.5) 

' . 

Note that the highest �erceatage of villagers making �laims live 
in the bam1.ets under the most dinct care of the kamnaa, PW3 and S3, 

·but that ia"spite of"their re.lative prosperity, they have done· very· 
little toward getting orange".trees planted • . Th� residents' of HY2, who 
have the closest contact with townspeople and who have had the oppor
tunity".to observe the potential results most cl�sely, have invested the 
most time and money. According �o the law, any land claimed must be 
inspected after three years ··and if permanent· improvement is obvious",·
ownership is ·allowed. Undoubtedly, many of these orchard site claims 
will not be allowed , unless uimprovement" is quite liberally inter
preted. 

Figure 3 (page - 87) : indicates the areas". used by the various hamlets 
for swiddening". and the'"A location of. orchard sites"·� One needs to remember 
that approxima�ely 85 per cent of the Commune land area has never used 
for any types of ·cultivation,. although most of the area has been ex
plo�ed at some time by villagers while".forest harvesting or hunting". 
It will be noted that Buai Tiu forms the western '·'boundary'' of _ land used 
to date for swiddening, but a large portion of the cODWlune .. is west of 
Huai Tiu� 

I • 

·fpt.ential ·Land Use"· 

At the present time there is a population density of only 13 persons 
per square kilometer in Co1+11Hne Baw.'.· It would be pessible for at least 
three t1mes the present population to practice an extensive type of 
agriculture nch·"as swiddening in this area, if the hamlets were scat• 
tered around so as aot ··to require excessive walking to and from swidden 
sites. What, however, are the alt·emative types of .agriculture ;that might ·
be carried out under the prevailing climate and soil conditions? 
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By careful plsm.ing aJll1 a few alditional weeding$, all land used for 
rice production could be �ftli!IJtwC'.S.41Pfted to produce a cash crop maturing be• 
fore all water is gone f�www the ,llldi. If the weeds- were controlled by
mechanical plowing"« cL••l.eal ••1•• it should be possible to get a 
second year 's rice crop without too great a drop in yield. By applying 
fertilizer, 11ae"JI and r�atioaa-, SG r fields mig"ht be usable permaaentlyo 

Were terraces built on_the hil�aides to de_lay water run-off and minimize 
soil erosion, aia■e &nail -'eacli be put into permanent wet.•rice culture, 
especially if the atre-am• ·11ere diverted into the fields as high up the 
hillsides as possible. All areas that are naturally flooded each year, 
either by the Ran liver or aay , of its tributaries, could be planted to a 
cash crop such as"·"tobacco, corn� pigeon pea, potatoes, or peanuts in 
September or October. Grasses could be sown into the cleared awidden 
toward the end of the year, and pasture provided fer a limited number of 
livestock. All timber of usable size and quality, could be removed from 
the swidden before burning, and saved to transportable size. 

.
the abandoo,eeat of used swiddea sites would be to re-forest the site with 
acme tree crop. 'lhis might be fruit trees, nut trees, species valuable 

However, the easiest and most 11x,iversally possible alternative to 

for timber, or a coabination. As soon as these trees came into: bearing, 
there shual� he sufficient i.aG, r £rom them to allow purchase of lowland 
rice, and>thas reduce the necessity fer extensive sviclden_ing. Many types
of trees would grow". in this soil; the choice should be made from those 
most valuable economically, perhaps with a mixture of short•term and long
range incae potential. Among the poaaibilities are certain bamboos, 
castor bean, coffee, tea, ·citrus, mango, tung oil, and coconut, for which 
markets exist if grown in sufficieat flWl.lltities. Such tree culture would 
n.ot involve too drastic or difficult a change. It could easiiy be assisted 
by the govero11e'\t or &ifile other ebange agent who would need only to pro-
vide planting material ( seed or vegetative) and technical advice. Trans .. 
port into and out of most of the present ham1.ets, while iuvelving problems, 
can. take ·advantage of both water and land avenue : the river and ·the 
"roadway". These tree crops would be better able to draw nutritive re
quirewmts and moisture from the soil than any �ype of field eropo If the 
land that is cleared for swiddeuiag were kept in e,#e-e"':'cial use, the 
present waste in labor would be avoided. 

Involved in any change from present practices are three types of 
pmblems: financial, technical, and social. Most of the Coee;;une Baw·"
villagers operate on so narrow a margin., many even on a day to clay basis, 
that even as simple an innovation as plowing with buffalo or fertilizing
would require some outside help in financing to get it started., (pre• 
,=tuning that the proposed practice was proved practical for. the area cen
c,erned.)  A slow, but perhaps the soundest approach, would be to help the : 
villagers study abou� and then begin a credit union. Technical advice 
would be necessary for most hnovatioas, although tree crop culture would 
be partia.lly in line with the villqers • _past experienc� and understand• 
ing. A pilot project by several hamlets would build confidence and train 
skills necesaary for expansion to a fullmscale plano Agricultural changes 
that would still allow the villagers to liw together in hamlets, to work 
together in groups. and to ceatiaue"-te hrtie easy access t• some forest 
(eapecially for hunting and securing bamboo) would be more apt to succee_d o  
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Few laws would need to be passed or repealed to alla, such changes , but 
changes in attitudes by both . goveri11uent officials and villagers would be 
necessary to work out the necessary adjustiuents and requirements of 
positive cooperation. Since thi• Cwwwne is · 'not over-populated now, it 
would appear more realistic to intreduce the proposed changes through the 
school children and the youngest swiddeners, perhaps through 4-H type 
clubs , without trying to change the cu.stems of the older villagers 
directly. 



CHAPiER III 

THE TECHNOLOGY OF COMMUNE BAW 

Introduction 

Since the principal occupation of the people of Colli4une Baw is swidden 
agriculture, most of the technology is closely related to subsistence 
farming. While it cannot be stated that the picture presented here is 
true of all northern Thai C01i+11t1nities that practice swidden agriculture, 
certainly there are many features of CODiDune Baw technology that are found 
in other parts of Nan Province and that are coumon to hamlets practicing 
integral swidden agriculture in other northern provinces. 

Obviously, it is necessary to refer to some of the occupations of the 
villagers in discussing their technology; however, occupations, as such, 
are discussed separately in Chapter IV, and economics in c·hapter V. Since 
so much of the technology is concerned with the home , housing is discussed 
first. 

Housing 

The most typical house found in Couw..ne Baw is constructed of wooden 
posts 8 inches in dfame�er , bamboo walls and floors, and a grass roof. It 
has abqut 30 &flUare yards of floorspace, and is raised about 5\ feet off 
the ground. The open porch at the front, which is reached by ladder-like 
stairs that can be either of odd or even number, is usually made of round 
bamboo poles (or waste sidings fraa sawed luaber)"- separated about a half 
inch through which the rain or waste water can easily drain. Behind this, 
with the floor raised 4•6 inches is a covered porch where meals are eaten,
handwork done, and guests received. Enclosed behind this is the family 
bedroom (a large permanent house will have this area divided into two or 
three rooms),  and off to one side is a separately roofed section used as a 
kitchen and store room. The unhulled rice is stored next to the kitchen 
if the amount is limited. Families with large ··harvests are apt to have a 
separate storage building raised to the level of the house and connected 
to the far side of the front porch, or, as in S3, completely separate from 
the house. The actual bin is usually round, woven of bamboo and covered 
with clay on the inside. To one side of the open porch on a raised plat• 
form, covered clay bowls hold drinking water, and nearby is hung a coconut 
shell dipper so that the family and guests can get a drink whenever they 
wish. Also at an edge of the porch one often sees a seedbox where onion, 
pepper, and other seedlings are started, and half-hips (halves of old 5-
galloa gasoline or kerosene tins) planted with lemon grass, mint, garlic 
and other herb seasonings. Clothes of all members of the family, may be 
seen drying on the bamboo railings around the porch. 

Most families begin with such a house. They gather the four or more 
kinds of bamboo cOIIIDOnly used in construction, cut posts of either soft or 
hardwood timber, and harvest yakha (cogon grass). This normally takes 

20 
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about two weeks. Another week is given to weaving the grass into shingles 
(faek) about two yards wide and two feet long, and to making several sizes 
and types of bamboo string (tawk) to use in binding parts of the house 
together". Finally some refreshments are prepared and perhaps some liquor
is made or bought. Then friends and relatives whom they have helped, or 
expect to help, are asked to come to build the house which may be cQmPleted
in one day if enough people assist and if the supplies hold ."out. Quite often 
some kind of bamboo is in too short supply, so work stops for a day or two 
until the owner has cut and brought to the site the supplies needed. 

The work of construction is a jolly time for all. Often different 
groups race each other to complete some part, there is a lot of banter back 
and forth, and frequently everyone stops to have a drink, chat, and rest. 
It is not always necessary to feed those who help, although this is• often' 
done by the owner's wife and some neighboring women, but it is necessary to 
have miang 11 betel nut, water� and perhaps some dessert or bananas lying 
around for the 'belpers te eat whenever they rest. (Miang is made from the 
leaves of wild tea plants which 

:
are pickled and wrapped around_a_piece of 

rock salt. It is a mild stimulant· coe,nnunly fthewed or sucked /om/ after 
meals. ) The men often have liquor to drink, if not at noon then towards ·"
the end of the day when work stops. ·"

The size and shape of the house to be built depends upon the wishes of 
the owner and the supplies he furnishes". Few houses are smaller than 12 
square yards and few of the type described above are larger than 36 square 
yards. Some houses are made of such poor materials th•t they need replace
ment the next year, but alm��t all will stand with very minor repairs for at 
least three years". Most people replace broken porch flooring or leaking
roof shingles, and perhaps add to er revamp their bamboo house a little each 
year so that parts of it may be used as long as seven or more years before 
being entirely rebuilt. On the other hand, few"people value this type of ·
house so much that they will let it deter them from moving"· ·sOQtewhere else 
if they·"·take· the notion, and ,-e,n�ins of such houses are a common sight all 
over Nan Province. 

Widows and handicapped villagers are often helped to a greater ext.eat 
in house or hut building, incluoing even the gathering of the·"necessary
bamboo or posts ;  however, a capable but lazy family frequently will be 
criticized and never helpeo in the gathering of housing materialso 

Some permanent housing is found in each of the Co1111u1ne Baw hamlets". 
Seldom, however, does, anyone decide to build a permanent house and".actually
do so !ow•diately. lather, a family that wishes to have a better house will 
gradually accumulate planks of wood, sawed by themselves or bought from 
others, and some thick hardwood posts. When enough has been accumulated to 
lay at least the floor of the house, they will rebuild, completing the house 
with bamboo and grass. If the wood being saved is teak, the planks will be 
tied onto the original house, because although it is illegal to cut teak 
(mai � ,  once it is attached to one's house, the government will not take 
it away. After completing the posts and floor of wood, additional planks 
can be added to the walls until after a few years the whole house is of 
wood. The floor of any house is the most important part since the family 
sleeps, eats,  and sits oa the floor. Rare is the house with a chair or 
table, though low stools are occasiona.lly used.·"
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A few families, especially in PK 4, have acquired enough wealth to build 
pennanent houses with massive hardwood posts and all wooden walls. The 
roofs of older permanent houses are made of teak shingles or clay tiles, 
but newer ones have corrugated zinc sheeting or cement tiles. When a family 
erects this type of house, they gradually do most of the work themselves 
while continuing to live in their bamboo house, sometimes hiring others to 
help with some parts of the construction. They do not normally ask for 
free help except in raising posts or for other heavy jobs that require 
several men. Most homes, whether built of bamboo or of wood, are con
structed during the dry months of February to May, but it is not rare for 
someone to decide to rebuild any tfme of the year. 

If the husband or wife dies, the house is usually taken down and re
built at a slightly different location so that the spirit of the departed 
one will not bother those who remain. 

Whenever a new house is built, a dedication ceremony of some sort is 
held. This ceremony (khun ban mai) may be simple or fancy depending upon 
the b•let and the wealth of the owner; it is sometimes held on the day of 
moving in, but it may be held several days later. Care is taken that the 
moving day is a propitious one. The khun ban mai ceremony is described in 
Judd 1961: 28"0-281". 

In the C01■11une as a whole, 95  per cent of the houses have posts of 
wood, the rest have bamboo posts. Fifty-three per cent of the house·s have 
bamboo floors, the r�•t being wood of varying thicknesses. Only 37 per 
cent of the houses have any wooden walls, 1 4  per cent have woven bamboo 
walls, and nearly 50 per cent have walls of COIIIDun split bamboo. Grass 
roofs are used on 93 per cent of the houses, most of the exceptions being 
in PK4. Roofs made of corrugated zinc, clay tiles, cement tiles, or teak 
wood tiles cover five or fewer houses each. 

Still referring to the C�Nf•oune as a whole, over half the houses are 
three years old or less, and about 60".per cent of all houses are of tem
porary construct ion. The quality of the 18 per cent of the·· houses that have 
been built of wood in the past three years varies widely. Less than 10 per 
cent of all Coo,uune Baw houses have cost in cash more than 1 , 001 or more 
baht and 60 per cent of all houses have been constructed without any cash 
outlay at all. About 30 per cent of the houses in the COUWlune have separate 
buildings for rice storage. Host of the rest use either a circular bin on 
the porch or in the kitchen or have a separate room at one side of the 
porch, the last being the most cocNMoono · In terms of overall floor space, 20 
per cent of the homes have 16 square yards or less, 52 per cent have between 
16 and 36 square yards, and about 28 per cent have more than 36 square yards. 

Uses of Bamboo 

Bamboo is extremely important ia the life of the swidden · fa·rwer o It is 
eaten, used in construction,".and for �nnerous handicrafts. In the preceding 
ch4>ter, tbe eleven kinds of bamboo (mai phai) that are grown in C01illlune Baw 
were mentioned; their particular uses are as follows: (The usual diameter of 
the mature canes is given in parentheses. ) 
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1. mai sisuk (5 .. ) :  A large smooth variety that grows very tall .  The young 
shoots are eaten. When mature, it is split for walling or flooring·, and 
is made into tawk for bamboo handicrafts. It is also cut into sections 
for water containers to use when traveling or to carry to work". 

2 .  mai sang luang (3- 4") ; mai sang lek (1.\-2'') and mai sang E!. (S''') : The 
larger type looks much like mai sisuk but is more comn,on in Commune Baw 
and thus easier to find. As a shoot, mai sang is especially tasty to 
eat; when mature it is the favored bamboo to use as the stick (mai tuk 
kan) onto which the grass is tied to make shingles. Like sisuk, it is 
also used split into halves for wind breaks at the edge of the roof. 

3. mai ruak ( 1\-2") : A smooth, middle-sized bamboo. If one is hungry, mai 
ruak_can be eaten, but it is not favored. For construction, it is per
haps the most adaptable of all bamboo because of its size and quality. 
It is used unsplit for rafters, wall posts, open porch floors, and for 
fencing domestic a�imal pens. 

4. mai pong (2·2�") : About the same size as mai ruak but rougher and less 
sturdy.. The type of mai pong known as mai ,pong kai can be eaten as young 
shoots,  but because it is so itchy to touch when mature, it t.s avoided. 
!!A!. pong kliang is not itchy when mature, thus it can be used like mai 
ruak for temporary couatruction, and is the mest coUDDon bamboo used"·for 
making tawk, bamboo string. 

p 

5. mai rai (1-1%")d: The smallest and ccc1Ho(;tnest type of bamboo. Mai rai is 
used whenever small size round bamboo pieces are wanted. It is very
strong when just cut, but disintegrates soon upon drying out". It is 
often used to make tawk and its shoots are the kind most often eaten 
because they are the most ca,aoonly available. 

6. mai hia (2") : Seldom eaten; it can be used in many ways, but as it is 
relatively scarce in Colllllu�e Baw, it is used almost entirely for weaving 
bamboo walls: for houses. 

7. mai khao lam (1\-2") : No one eats this kind, but when the wood is young 
it is cut into sections and stuffed with ric:e and coconut milk (and per
haps beans or pieces of par:k) and then placed around the edges of a fire 
to steam the rice. The burnt part of the bamboo is peeled off leaving a 
thin covering over the rice. Such sticks of khao lam are sold along the 
railroad tracks in many parts of Thailand".and along the roads and paths 
of the t� of Nan. In"·CtmUDune Baw, this is so only at festival times. 
More c0Di4only the mai kbao lam __is used in C_ommane Baw to make tawk, and 
sometimes it is used for mnstruction •. 

The making of tawk is a continuous activity. of the re.sidents of all 
Cooonune Baw hamlets, for it is used in so many ways. Tawk is thin strips 
cut from the sides of a bamboo pole after the hard outside surface of the 
bamboo has been removed. It is prepared in several lengths and thicknesses, 
depending upon the type of bamboo used and the intended use. For tying 
grass in making shingles, the tawk used is relatively short and thin. For 
tying rafters or other major parts of the house frame together, longer and 
thicker pieces of tawk are necessary. Whatever the size wanted, tawk is 
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stripped from the cane soon after it is cut while still green and split or cut 
to the desired le�gth and thickness, then it is tied in bundles and stored. 
Whenever tawk is to be used in the following year, it is first soaked in 
water so that it can be twisted without breaking. The villagers, as children,
learn to tie things together so tightly that they will not come apart for 
years unless so eone unties or cuts the tawk. This �ame tawk is used in 
making any 01un1>er of handicraft i�erns such as trays, baskets, fish, bird, .
and animal traps, lunch baskets, mats, toys, cages, and religious symbols, 
some of which are used by the hous"ehold and some of which are sold. Some 
handicraft items combine tawk and wood or tawk and sections of split bamboo, 
depending on the intended use. The shavings left when making tawk are 
allowed to dry out for use as kindling in starting cooking fires. 

Although abilities vary, everyone is able to make something out of tawk 
and at least one person of a household can usually be seen in the evening,
if not during the day as well, sitting on the covered porch weaving an item 
out of tawk. Many families in HPSl, WMl, and HPHl trade these handicrafts 
for rice after their supplies run out. 

Bamboo is also sold to the townspeople in one form or another, mostly 
by the villagers of HY2, P N2, and RPW2. As long poles, it is transported by 
ox cart to town and sold, the price depending upon the variety. A certain 
amount of tawk is also sold to the shops in town, and in the early part of 
the rainy season, a fair amount of bamboo shoots of various kinds are dug
and sent to town for sale in the fresh market. 

Grass Shingles 

As soon as the rice harvest is cempleted, or after the middle of 
December when there is free time, yakha (cogon grass) is cut and laid out 
to dry. After a week or more it ls sorted and gathered into standard size 
bundles. (One kam is the amount a person can hold between his thumb and 
second finger; 12 kam make one khawn, and two khawn make one hap (one load,
half suspended from each end of a earrying stick). Each khawn will make 
about ten shingles .) These bundles are carried back to the hamlet and can 
be seen banging under most homes, in large quantity during the early months 
of the year and in leaser quantity during the later months of the year. 
This standard roofing material can easily be sold as bundles (khawn or hap), 
but is more often retained to make into shingles when time permits , usually
by grandparents, widows, or other less active members of the household. 
There is same competition to prove who can make the best grass shingles, and 
therefore they differ in thickness and length, but most adults are capable
of making usable shingles. Each year some shingles on everyone's house 
need replacing and additional use is also frequently found. The wat or 
church9 and certainly the �chool is apt to ask for a contri buti_on of a cer
tain ntuaber of shingles from each household. People in Nan and some of 
those from Ban who have planted o:range orchards in Co,,,,-.ne Baw come seeking
to buy completed shingles or to contract for a certain �1mber of shingles 
to be made. One shingle will cover only about two square feet of roof so a 
small house may require 200 shingles. 

9..rhe only Christian Church in COiii4une Baw is located at HPSl, although
there are individuals or families in Prl, WMl, RPW2,r and PK 4  that have· some 
degTee of relationship with Cbristiaaity. (Judd 1961: 267) 

http:Co,,,,-.ne
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When shingles are to be made, the bundle of ;yakha is first put into 
the river for an hour or longer to soften up the grass. - The. bmboo sticks 
are p�epared in advance and tawk likewise. Everything .is broig ht together 
under a tree or under the hGUse and seve.ral grass stalks are folded oyer 
the bamboo, and tied with the tawk just below the bamboo· stick, taking 
about 10•15 minutes per shingle. Completed shingles are stacked together 
or tied in groups of ten for later use er sale. The edges of the grass are 
sharp, thus fingers, arms, and legs often get scarred from working with the 
grass if one is not careful. In the hottest periods, work with grass
(especially cutting and sorting) . is .never clone in the midday sun, for salty 
sweat gets into scratches and irritates. 

The actual roofing of a house is always done by the men and older boys 
who climb up into the mai ruak rafters and tie on the shingles with tawk,
starting at the bottom and working up. The final techni(fUe used to cover 
the top ridge and the shape of"t_he roof varies partly with the hamlet but . 
more with the ·style of house being roofed. 

Housing Differences Between the Hamlets 

The differences in housing between the hamlets are not so much in 
kind as in ·"degree. For instance, over 65 per. cent of the floors in S3 and 

PW3 are"·of wood, and over 50 per cent are wood ·1n WMl, PK 4, and BY2, while 
oaly 25 per cent or less are wood in IIPlll, PW2, and HPSl. No house has 
weoden walls in HPHl and PTl, and only one or two do in PN2, RPW2, and 
BPSl, hut 40 per cent or more have some wood walls' in S3, PW3, WMl, PK4,.
and HY2_. There was no cash spent in building any HPHl or PTl house, and 
500 baht or. _less was spent� if any, in building houses in BPSl and PN2, 
but 2,000 baht or more was spent on houses in PW3 and WMl, and over 4,080 
baht_ on one or more houses in PK 4, HY2, and RPW2 • .- ·Houses in ltPHl, PTl, 
and BPW2 are all less than 36 square yards in floorspace, but a tliird"·"or"· 
more of the houses in PW3, PK4, and RY2 have more than 36 square yards of 
floor space. 

Within the past year, one or more new houses were built in each hamlet 
except PTl, and PN2, bat of t�se new houses only in PW3 and WMl were more 
of the new houses of permanent construction than of temporary construction. 
In !K4 almost every conceivable type of house"can. be foune, while in S3 all .
the houses look alike. About 75 per cent· of the HPSl heuses are less than 
three years old, while less than 25 per cent of the PN2 houses have been 
built in the past three years. 

Inside the House 

Within the house the furnishings are meager"-• woven mats for surnrn�r
t:fme sleeping and for spreading to receive a guest; aarrew kapok-filled
mattresses and pillows; usually not more than two blankets and one mosquito
net; a bassinet hanging by ropes from the rafters; a set of ''good'·' clothes 
for trips to the wat or to town; clothes for daily use, usually patc;hed or 
torn; assorted rags; a ph,akbw (aa all-purpose man 1 .s sash, approximately 
20 by 60 inches , used as turban, towel, bathing suit, -dressing gown, belt, 
sheet, etc. ad i11fin.itum); ankle-height canvas shoes; slipper shoes made of 

., 
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old truck tire treads; an evaporated milk can made into a kerosene lamp, and 
a partly•finished handicraft item of bamboo which is worked on in spare 
time by either the husband or wife. 

In the kitchen there are sever•l sizes of baskets for carrying rice or 
greens and other plant foods found in the jungle; two or three clay pots
and maybe an aluminum one, and the double-boiler-like affair made of tin or 
clay and wood used to steam the day's glutinous rice; a ltatha (round 
bottomed skillet); a few soup-size spoons of either western or Chinese 
style; a few bowls or plates usually of Chinese or Japanese �namelware; 
and banging on the walls, small amounts of various le rba, dried chilis, 
onions, and garlic used to flavor the ''with rice."" For cooking there is 
on the floor a frame of wood or baboo about one yard square which holds 
about three inches of soil on which a fire is built using twigs and branches 
of wood brought home from the swidden. The cooking utensil is set on three 
large rocks over the fire. Some family. cooking and the boiling of the pig's 
food is done out of doors. 

Since people eat by taking a 1,wp of sticky rice in the hand and dip
ping it into the ''with rice"� it is -,t necessary to use knife, fork, or 
spoon at the "table11 

, or for each person to have a plate."· For the most 
part, food is chopped or finely sliced during preparation, using a machete 
or a smaller all purpose knife. The family eats sitting in a circle on 
the fl�or around the rice and ''with rice", and all eat together e�cept, of 
course,· the babies. Glutinous rice is steamed fresh early every morning. 
After breakfast it is put into covered woven bamboo ''lunch baskets''' and 
one of these is carried to the swidden for the noon meal when the rice is 
cold but still fairly soft". At night the remaining rice is often slightly 
reheated. ·" (The kinds of food eaten are discussed in Judd 1961: 116-132. ) 

Clothing 

The clothes worn by the women consist of a si�le piece of materi al , 
usually worn locally of native cotton and sewed into a tube worn from the 
waist down to cover the lower body and legs, or sometimes worn higher to 
cover the breast. Most women have only two. One is worn all day and then 
bathed in, getting washed in the process. The second is let down over the 
wet one, then the first one is slipped off, rinsed out and hung up to dry. 
By morning it is usually dry enough to use again". Young girls and old 
w01Den seldom wear anything else·, but girls 'of marriageable age and young
married women frequently wear a loose chemise or cam�sole of white cotton 
(sua l!!_ hoi), or a dark blue cotton work jacket, that covers their breasts. 
However, in the hottest weather this is often not worn by the married women,
or, if worn, is frequently pushed aside to allow the baby to nurse· ·. 

The men usually wear khaki or dark blue cotton shorts in the jungle or 
fields, but somet':fmee wear the long dark blue Chinese-style pants of local 
cotten (they are always worn at night) or just a phakhama. Their shirts 
are made of dark blue cotton with ties instead of buttons, and large pockets
(sua maw hawm) ; quite often shirts are discarded while working. Small 
children often wear no clothes or the cast-off pants and skirts of their 
parents, which may or may not be cut down to size. Some children att;ending
school have one school unifom, as required by the government. 
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A few of the adults have special homespun white cotton jackets to · 
wear to the wat. Some of the men. own long khaki pants and store-purchased 
white shirts to wear to town or to church. During the cool season, many
folks keep warm by wrapping a blanket or a bath towel, if they have one, 
around them in the early morning and the evening. Pha�hamas are also used 
as shawls. 

Tools 

The small hand tools used for swidden farming are usually kept in the 
house and include the ever-present machete (phra) , an ax (khwan) or hatchet 
(mui), a sharpening stone, a short-bladed sickle (khieo), . .  a straight hee 
(siam), and/or a mattox (jawp) , several gourd or bmnboo-section water jugs,
and a dibble stick point (lung). Other tools found in the house are scis
sors and a large general purpose knife (mit). Practically every home has 
two buckets for carrying water, two or more carrying sticks (mai hap) made 
of bamboo, at least two hap baskets, and two kinds of brooms (one of soft 
broom corn for use in the house, and one of stiff small twigs tied together 
for sweeping the ground around the house) .  A two-man saw is owned by many. 
The machete can almost be considered an article of clothing, as it is car•· 
ried almost all the time, stuck into a woven wicker scabbard which is 
tucked under one's belt at the right side. 

Under the house are found various woven bamboo items such as mats, 
baskets, trays, lunch baskets, and fish traps .. Often a fish net of s.ome 
size is seen. Under most PW3 and S3 houses and less often elsewhere are 
hand looms for weaving cotton cloth and sometimes a contraption to remove· -·"
seeds from the cotton or to twist the cotton fibers into thread."· 

• I 

Outside the House 

Besides the grass for roofing, tools and e�uipment already mentioned 
as stored beneath the house, there also"·"will be found stacked firewood"· 
(with S3 and PW3 having the largest supply on hand) and the".pens for the 
chickens. Wash water, food scraps, and vegetable and fruit peelings are 
allowed to drop through the bamboo floor to the ground where the chickens 
can eat them. The chickens run free in the daytime to find their own food,
but are put into a bamboo cage at night. 

Near the house is often a bamboo pen with a slightly raised floor for 
the pig. This pen may or may not be roofed. Nearby also is a shed where 
rice is pounded to remove the husk by someone stepping on one end of a 
pestle and letting it fall back into a- mortar. This mortar usually is used 
by ,everal families, although it may belong to one. Only rarely are there 
fences, except in HY2 and PK.4, other than around vegetable gardens , and 
these are not cODW1on in most hamlets, so it is hard to tell where one yard
ends and the next begins. In 1956, when the government ordered everyone 
to make a formal claim for their- private land holdings, most ef the vil
lagers claimed the lowest unit, one ngan (1/ 4  of a rai, or 1/10 of an acre), 
around their home, but seldom does anyone try to delimit their holding by
any marker or other usage. During. the rainy season much of the land -in the 
hamlet grows up to weeds except along the paths that join the various hGuses 
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with each other, with the road, and with the river. By the end of the dry 
season, some clearing and 11l11Ch trampling makes the whole bamlet look fairly 
open. 

Jointly owned or used areas like the church or wat or school yard, are". 
cleared periodically by the villagers or Nowhere do the ·the children. vil• 
lagers consider the "roadway" as their responsibility to maintain, thus they 
will net build or repair bridges, or cut 11ee4s along it unless they are 
paid to do so by the truck owners. Because there is more traffic across 
it, the worst mud-holes along the "road" are usually where it passes 
through the aiddle of each b•tet. The villagers of"."each bamtet do work 
together to clear the paths up to the sites of their swiddens each year. 

Use of Manufactured Articles 

Most of the clothes, household furnishings, tools and equipment used 
by the Cooa-une Baw villagers is locally made. However, more and more items 
from outside the C011•-tne are being used. Other than things. already men- · 
tioned, the following have ·been seen in more than one house: a wrist watch 
or clock, lipstick, face powder, ccmbs, hair oil, toothbrushes, toothpaste , 
laundry soap, a calendar, a cotton-wick kerosene laap of glass, aluminum 
kettle, charcoal iron for clothes, flashlight, and cigarette lighter. The 
presence of such items does not imply that they are used often. For in
staace, the flashlight may lack batteries, and ironing of clothes would 
happen only before trips to town, but every man has and uses a cigarette 
lighter to start fires. 

An atteapt was made to determine bow widely and how long certain manu
factured items bad been in use in Co -une Baw. The results of a special 
S\IIvey and count in August 1958 is given in the following table. Since the 
hamlets vary in size, the approximate percentage value of one single house
hold is. shown below the ham.let symbol. 



1 7  

29 

(katha) 

52 

15 

25 

Table 2. Percentage of CODIDUDe Baw Bous·eholds Owning Certain 
Manufactured Items, August 19 58, 

------ - - .. · -

Halet Symbol: PK4 IPHl WHl RPSl S3 PW3 LH2* 
% value of each household: lo/. 8.5% 3% . 4% 6.61 7% 1.6% 

Item: 
Two-man saw 31% 25% 80% 161 13% 28% 10%
Watch or clock 8 0 6 8 6 7 10
Dish or dishes 180 68 100 180 100 100 100 

� 

6
51 

50 8 7
50

Spoon and fork*
Iron and skillet
Flashlight 

4 0 
31 

35
50

100
29 20 
76 · 65 84too 57 

1
100 

0 0 8
68 63 

0 0
100100

7Pressure lantern
Simple scissors
Charcoal iron 

80 
15
50

0 12
25

14 ()

1717 
7

50
9

26Kettle*� 

*All of wgal Hamlet Two (Ht2, PN2, and RPW2) were counted together. 
· •stirring spoon of weed or coconut shell locally made not included. 
�st made of clay, some of aluminum; aJl manufactureci outside 

Coo■1a1ne Baw. 

Of these above items, clocks, flashlights, and clothes irons are 
the newest introductions, apart .from pressure lanterns which are st ill 
considered too expensive to buy or operate. Obviously, inexp�nsive use
ful items like scissors, dishes, and flashlights are more generally 
accepted than are more expensive items and.among the UJOre expensive, the
moTe useful (such asd·dsaws) are ' first accepted�' Other manufactured items 

·found to be used by practically every householddare galvanized water-
buckets, machetes, · other knives,. heads . for 'dhoes, mattoxes� and axes, ·and· 
cotton-wick oil lamps macle from smalldcans;d·dthese latter being used by ..all villagers except in HPBl where only . 50 per cent of the housdeho.lds 
used oil lamps. 

Every household that can afford to do so owns a gun. All $Uns are · .home-ma.de with seme parts bought £rem metal woTkers, and the annminition · 
is also l1ome..-aade since to buy an1uunition requiTes both money ·and a per
mit • In eacl\ hamlet there. is at least one man who is a gunsmith part• .
time; the others bring their ·guns to him for repair� 

Transport 

The most eoumon way of tr1;tvel in the Conmmnedis by walking, and most 
transport is by carrying. Very heavy loads are carried (ham) suspended
by ropes from a pole helcl on the shoulders of twe men or several pairs of 

·dmen. This is not very commen except for hringing house posts out of the 
forest, or for moving or raising logs for sawing. Light.to moderately 

http:Light.to
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heavy loads are carried (hap) by an iD.dividual by placing a bamboo carrying
stick (mai 1!12) across his shoulders and hanging baskets ,  bundles or buckets 
by ropes from each end of the stick. This method is used by both men and 
w�e-en for carrylng rice seed out to plant and bringing the harvested paddy 
back home, for bringing bundles of kindling home, for carrying water from 
the river to one"' a house, and for most daily carrylng. Very young children 
play at hap kha,sg (carrying things), and at a tender age help to carry
drinking water. 

Boats are the next most "'ooeaou mode of transport. Less than twenty 
boat• are owned by Cou+ume Baw villagers, but there is at least one in 
each hamlet that is located along the Ban River, and each boat is shared 
by relatives and friends of the owner or owners. During the dry season, 
it is possible to wade the river, but during the rainy Sfta&on it is neces
sary to use a boat for crossing. Roae of the Ca,■oune Ba,tj'lllites a business 
of transport to town, but on occasion these boats are hired for transport 
during the rainy season , at least as far as BY 2  going south and perhaps as 
far as Wang Pha going north. lice and lumber are the principal items 
carried within the Cc-,w+une. Apart from river crossing and intra•Commune 
transport, the boats are used for fishing throughout the year by the owner. 

All of the boats used in C.-1Mns,ne Baw are dugouts. Some of them have 
been made by the villagers themnlvea, and."others have been purchased from 
hamlets in Aaphoe Pua at a cost of 115 baht and up. To make such a boat, 
a large tree is felled and hollowed out to the general shape of the dugout
at the place it falls, leaving several uncut sections so that the boat will 
not be cracked in moving it down �o the water. Once in the water, final 
touches are made. Since it is very difficult to move the dugout overland 
with oaly btt!lcsD power, the boats are not large. Elsewle re, elephants are 
used to take the felled tree to the water before it is made into a dugout. 

There are a few more bicycles in Co111111.a11e Baw than· boats, but fewer 
people use them. No· one in S3,- BPHl, or PN 2 owns a bicycle. In PW3, WMl, · 
ltPSl, PTl, and RPW2 there are no more than two per ha•let; however, HY 2  has 
six• and PK4 has 13. These are Englis h or japanese bicycles, costing between 
7 0 "0-1�"200 babt. It is possible to use a bicycle all year, but during the 
wettest part of the rainy season it is more work than walking on the muddy 
"roads" and through the flooded gullies. 

The three carts owned in the Co1ea.1ne are at HY 2  where they are used to 
bring rice out of the hills,  and to transport bamboo and charcoal to town 
for sale. Nowhere else are there any oxen. Of the 26 water buffalo in 
the Cil'teune, all but one is in PK4, and they are rented out to paddy rice 
farmers in C0t+au1ne Tanchum. 

Oxen (wua tang) are used by some of the families in S3, PW3, and PK.4 
to cai1y threshed rice from the swidden to the house , but only families 
with surpluses can afford to pay the 7 to 2 0  per cent of the crop charged 
by the owners, most of whom live in Co+Pune Tanchum .. 

The fre(ftlency and nature of truck transport has been mentioned in Judd 
1961: 2 0-4� . No villager goes by truck between points within COiiliiune Baw,
but travel to points in Pua District or to the town of Nan by truck is com
mon during the months that the trucks operate. One middle-aged man, who 
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..was born in Bangkok , and who now lives in PK4, works as a regul�r driver 
of . one of the·: ·.trucks. and eae fraa PN2 works as a thai rot (helper who 
loads freight , collects fares , repairs bridges, puts blocks behind the 
rear wheels on hard climbs, etc.)s. The driver from PK4 has also contractecl 
with the 1,oi:at1 of truck �rs. for the last few years to· fill the mud 
ho��s, · to build bridges over the 20 or more gullies in Co11M•fiUne Baw needing
them, and to cut the weeds and bamboo that encreach on the roadway from .
both sides during the rainy season. He hires villagers fran the .variouss· 
hamlets along the road for this work at 5 baht per day. The villagers 
usually refuse to build the larger bridges by day labor , but insist on a 
contracted sum. The general opinion, probably tX'l;le, is that this PK4 
driver clears a tidy sum on this deal, perhaps 1,1 0 0  baht or mores. Partly
for this reaso�, , and partly because the villagers consider the truck 
owners to be very rich, when a truck breaks down, OT a bridge collapses, 
no villager will offer to gjve help unless he is paid. Fires started from 
cigarettes thrown from the trucks, and supposedly excessive fares charged 
by seme trucks , make villager•trucker relations less than cordial for the · 
most part. 

Fishing 

Fishing is engaged in daily to �ome extent by all villagers , although 
it is a major occupation for _only a few, who live at HY2. Most fishing 
takes place in the early morning or in the evenings. after a day's  work in 
the swidden, but occasionally there :Is mid•d.ay and all night fishi'\ig as . 
well. Host of the fishs' caught in Commune Baw are small and only enough for 
a single meal .. is caught each tfme.. When a large fish is caught, it is 
proudly shown before being sold or eaten. Occasionally_ a big catch is made, 
part er. which is salted and/or dried. The varins types of fishing carried 
on are as follows: 

1. awm bet (tok bet) . (Fishing with a hook and line, using termites 
malaen mao) or some other small insect as bait.) This is the most 

coamaon. method, and is used every day by someone. Sometimes the line 
·is tied to a short or long baml>oo pole, somet·J'me9 it is trailed from 

a boats. and sometime• it is merely �ossed out from the shore. Besides 
fishing individually, occasionally a group wil.l go together in one or 
more boats to a spot where they hope the fish can be found in large 
rumbers .  Hooks are usually puzchased in town, but stri�g and floaters 
are ho,nemade• .  

2. thawt hae. (Fishing hy casting a small weighted net which sinks to 
the bottom, trappiag the fish under it.) This is· also a C6•@ton method, 
used b�th during the day and at night hy individuals or groups. Late 
at night the g;roup goes to a sandy beach and ·sleeps or talks until they
hear the fish �playing"' (len) , then all toss the.ir nets. Often the site 
chosen is near a rapids, or in spots where the fi.sh spawn. 

3. lai pla. (Chasing fish into a .  net.) This method also makes use of the_
hae but instead of being thrown. the net is stretched open at some point,
with bamboo rods blocking aomewllat the passage between the shore and the 
mouth of the aet. A heavy string ,. perhaps 150 yarcls long, is prepared
by tyiJtg rocks and pieces of white-colored wood at two-yard intervals� 
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One end of the string is tied at one edge of the net and the rest is 
carried by boat in a big circle in front of the net. Then the string 
is slowly pulled in until it coanes across the face of the net. Many
fish flee from the white sticks but some swim into the net and are 
caught. 

4. long uan. (Catching fish by the use of a long net, with many people 
helping. )  The net is made wide enough to reach from the bottom of the 
river up to the surface (about two yards)". One end is usually secured 
at an edge of the river while villagers grab the net at intervals of 
about two yards holding the bottom down with their feet and the top up 
with their hands. Beginning with a straight line across the river, the 
net is stretched to a big circle until the ends meet and then the center 
area decreased", so finally the fish that have been enclosed are trapped". 
This type of net is also used from two or more boats on occasion. 

5. chawn pla. (Fishing by scooping with a small pyramid-shaped net (saw• 
ing)"· that is attached to a triangular or round bamboo ring. This is 
most often done along the bank or £mm a boat near the shore when the 
water is murky following a rain. 

6. tbaeng pla. (Spear fishing with a two- or three-pronged harpoon called 
a chamuak. )  This is most often used at night with a light to attract 
the fish, but is also used from boats and platforms. 

7. long saw (sai)". (Catching fish in woven bamboo traps. )  In Coilllnune Baw 
these traps are woven with two•foot wide mouths and five-foot long
pointed ends, so designed that the fish can enter but not swim back out. 
These home-made traps are placed just below water level facing down
stream in the reeds along the shore at many locations, held in place by
bamboo stakes. Each morning the owner goes to check the traps. 

8 .· taJD kbang. ·� A platform is built above the water , with bamboo rods 
placed out from each side in a funnel - -shape so that the water and fish 

·are channeled through the opening directly under the platform. The 
fishermaD lies quietly on the platform and attempts to catch fish by 
any of several ways: using a sawing or other type of net, a fish trap, 
a"line, or a harpoon. . 

9. raboet pla. (To kill fish by an explosion in the water. ) This is 
illegal because it kills many baby fish, but the method is often still 
used both in this Con+nune and in otber parts of Nan Province. The 
many (perhaps 100 or more) fish that are stunned or killed float to the 
surface, and everyone in earshot �omes running to grab a share. Since 
the practice is illegal, the person setting off the charge cannot claim 
ownership to all the fish without risking a fine". Poisoning fish, 
using kluaa-lo-daeng (lotin) (Derris elliptica), also illegal, is only 
very rarely practiced. 

'

10. J!!. !!!:!.' plao. (Catching fish barehanded. )  This is practiced fre
quently by those without equipment, especially when schools of fish 
are reported. 

These are the principal types of fishing carried on in Couunune Baw, 
each method having variations depending upon the person, the depth and 
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nature of the water, and the time of·:the year. .  The catch is always better 
when the water is murky and in the dark of the moon, but some kind of 
fishing is tried every day of the year and fish are the principal source 
of protein in the diet of the villagers. 

Nets, traps, and lines are almost all locally made., The net strio,.gs 
are rubbed or soaked in resins taken from local�· t:rees such as the tamarind 
and the ma-phap to make them resistant to decay in the water. Strings and 
ropes are made from several varieties of haw trees. Traps are made of ham• 
boo that is fully mature or of wicker as is theskhawng (basket for confining 
fish that have been caught). 

As there are no paddy fields or canal.a, neither fence nor basket mud 
fishing is co110,•nly done in Cinu+oune Baw, nor is any variety of the Sp.ring 
net used. BPSl tried raising telapia in 1956 but the pond was too small 
and the water supply too limited in the dry season; no other hamlet has 
tried raising fish in ponds. The Nan River is too wide to dam all the way 
across, but the Nan Ngao and some of the smaller. tributary streams (haai), 
are da,mned to capture fish during the dry season. 

Miscellaneous 

In PK4 a few families make their own p�per for the children to use in 
school, using the bark of a tree (ton sa) that grows wild along the banks 
of the Ran River. When the tree is six or· seven years old, it is cut and 
the:sbark removed. After being beaten with stones, the bark is soaked for 
a week, then beaten again until it becomes pliable.s A piece of cloth is · 
stretched across a wooden frame, bits of the bark are patted onto the 
cloth and the frame is soaked once more.s· The frame is then removed from 
the water and placed in the sun. When dry, the wood pulp will come off as .
a sheet .. of paper. The samesprocedure is used in Chia1'gmai Province in 
making paper umbrellass. 

The villagers in all of the hamlets are resourceful in using the local 
natural materials to fulfill their needs. When bridges must be built ,  
trees and bamboo are found and fashioned in a manner c�pable of lasting a 
year without recourse to purchased supplies -- even the use of nails is 
not always necessary. When tigers threatened WMl in 1959 � a sturdy trap 
was designed and built out of young samplings and tawk. For festivals, · · 
temporary sheds rise quickly out of bamboo arid leaves ; strong bamboo lad
ders and other useful equipment ; are quickly made when needed. 
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OCCUPATIONS 

Iatroduction 

Ia CUI � e law the chief occupation of over 9 0  per cent of the adult 
villager• is swidden farming. �]most every physically able adult -- other 
t-ban priests, novices and school teachers -- swiddens. The only other . . 
exceptions are found in HY 2  and PE.4, where a few villagers are engaged
solely in such occupatioua as merchandising, luabering, or orchard care. 
In PW3 and S3 the 111ajority clepead '-°''tf»letely on swiddening; in the other 
eight h•1.ets, moat villagers supplement their swidden income by labor 
for others, forest .-·harvestiag, hunting or fishing, gardening, lumbering, 
or ■eking handicrafts for sale or trade. 

In this chapter, swiddeuing as practiced in Ce++une Baw is described 
in CORSiderable detail in tbe context of a work year, with reference also 
to the. other significant events that fill out a typical year. Following
this, the nature and extent of other occupational roles is also explained. 

Swidden Defined 

Tbe terms often used to refer to swidden agriculture in Thailand are 
"dry rice cultivat:1.on" or "upland rice cultivation•.•,� the writer or speaker
emphasizing the contrast with the more typical ''wet", "lowland", or "paddy"
rice cultivation carried on by the central Thai villager. Pelzer chooses 
to e■pbasize the fact that the fields are rotated rather than the crop. 
(1948: 5) Others prefer to call it "'slash-and-bum agricultureH. The 
most comprehensive and clear definition of swidden _agriculture is that 
given by Conklin who states 

In the literature, the rubric 11 shifting cultivation" may". refer 
to any one of an undetermined nu■ber of agricultural systems within 
which the critical -J1m1ts a.nd significant relations of time, space, 
technique, and l•cal ecology are rarely made explicit. Frequently,
it iaplies an aimless, unp1anned, nomadic movement or an abrupt
changP- in locatiou, which may refer to the cropping area, the agri• 
culturalists, or both. Aside fro.a being ambiguous, and in many 
cases iaaccurate, these implications do not focus on the most widely 
shared characteristics .of these various systems: firing and fallow• 
ing. Min1ma\ly, shifting cultivation may be defined as any agricul• 
tural system in which fields are cleaTed by £�ring and are cropped
discontinuously (implying periods of fallowing which always average 
longer tban periods of cropping). o o • (1957: 1) 

Following Coaklin's lead, "swidden agriC':'lture" is defined as "discontinu• 
ous cropping of parti�lar fields which are slash-cleared and burned".for 
one or more year's crops, and then allowed to lie fa�lew and return to 
natural vegetation for at least several years before' being used again."" 
(Judd 1961:  134) The Thai term for this practice is tham rai. 

34 
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Conklin continues 

may
predominantly only the economic interests of its participants (as in 
some kinds of cash crop, resettlement, and squatter agriculture) ; or 

There are many ways in which the various types of swidden farming
may be differentiated. One of the most significant considerations ·in 
this regard is the extent to which the agricultural system is inte
grated with other systems in a given sociocultural matrix. Basically,
swidden farming _s_ . involve relationships which either (l) reflect 

(2) stem from a more traditional, year-round, community-wide, largely
self-contained, and ritually•sanctioned way of life. Reference may be 
made to instances of the former type as partial systems ·and of the 
latter type as integral systemss_sof shifting cultivation. Most patterns
of swidden farming can be placed easily into one of these two cate
goriess. 

In any particular geographical or cultural province numerous 
other distinctions may be noted. For varying purposes it may be help
ful to distinguish subtypes of swidden farming according to such 
agronomic and cultural variables as: 

(1) principal crops raised,
(2) crop associations and successions,
(3) crop-fallow time ratios,
(4) dispersal of swiddens,
(5) use of livestock,
(6) use of specified tools and techniques,
( 7) treatment of soil,
(8) vegetational cover of land cleared,
(9) climatic ·conditions, and 

(10) edaphic conditions. (1957 : 2) 

These variables are discussed in the sections following. 

In Commune Baw, the general. pattern of swiddening ·• 1s to clear and . to 
burn a field and use it for one year ; then to ignore that field for five 
or six years� S3, PW3, WMl,, HPHl,, · and HPS·t tend to wait lenger ·· than the 
other baml.ets to re-use a swidden site, except under one circumstance. If 
in burning a new area, the wood does not burn. well- and a d.irty, difficu.lt,
and t·:frne•-consuming job confronts thes· villager in late April, he may decide 
to re-use his previous year 's  site by clearing it -of weeds rather than do 
the necessary work on. the ·new site. HY2, PN2, PTl, and RPW2 villagers
tend to re-use a site sooner, perhaps because many of them are les·s· com
mitted to remaining in the hamlet and thus less conscious- of the opportunity
of �roving soil resources by longer waits.s · PK4 villagers also have a 
tendency to quicker re-use of swidden sites, probably because the size of 
that hamlet requires a large area for swidden sites, and unused forest be
comes more and more distant each year, taking a longer time for commotings. 

The speed and character of reforestations, that takes place on a 
particular site also affects the time of re-use. Usually, by the end of 
the first fallow rainy season there is a mixture of small and broad leaf 
weeds, plus some sprouts from the stumps of treess. By the end of · the·s
second fallow rainy season, the broad-leaf weeds have choked out the narrow-
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leaf weeds and a few cJumps of bamboo are growing, with heaviest growth near 
the uncut edges of the site. By the end of the third year , nearly the whole 
field is covered with bamboo, mostly aai rai. At the end of five fallow 
years , there are few if any weeds, several kinds of bamboo, and perhaps a 
few trees growing. Any time after this state is reached, the field may be 
cleared again for another one.year rice crop, altb.o1g h the borders of the 
new site and the previous site are seldom exactly the �ares.. An exception 
to the coe--iPIOll order of reforestation just described is when a site remains 
in cogon grass (yakha) • In Co•nooe Bav such areas are not large, but serve 
to supply the villagers with grass for roofing. 

Along with the rice, and especially as the rice becomes ripe, in a 
part of the field cotton, pepper, se•ame and some other upland crop may be 
plauted on a •a1.l scale primarily for family use. Two-thirds of the Com• 
JBooe Baw villagers work no land apart from their swidden rice area, and of 
the third that does only two families reported using as much as an acre for 
other upland crops. 

Bo an:fma 1,s are used to help in any stage of growing of any of the crops 
in Cocw--+me Baw, except for the hauling of threshed rice back to the ·hamlet , 
and even this is more the exception than the rule. No plowing or turning
over of the soil is practiced in the awiddens, and the only treatment given
the soil is to release the plant autrients in the natural cover through
bam.:lng. Occasional water-ing is given to vegetables or fruits when being 
startecl in or near the swidden, but the rice itself is never watered except
by the rain. 

Each field has a particular owner for the year of use, but there are 
no pen,anent legal claims made by any individual or family to this piece of 
land. Each baml.et informally declares the geographical area that it con
siders reseLved for the bam1et 's use, but members of other hamlets are 
allowed to plant within this area if they come to ask peX'lllission from the 
headman first. l'or the year 1958, 682 rai (272.8 acres) were reported to 
the goveE•NEtat as used for swidden� but a total of 999 rai (400s,acres) were 

·reported as used for swidden in the survey made for .. our report.s· ·s At the 
greater number , this totals less than 2 square kilometers swiddened to date 
out of.- 70 that are withins· the area, so that probably 15 per cent or less of 
the total laud or 30 nr cent or less of the potential sites is actually 
being 11Secl at present.10 These figures confirm the statement of the kanman 
to me on February 25 , 1959, that there is an abundance of land available 
for swiddening , with trouble only when large groups, such as the PK4 vil
lagers, want to swidden together on virgin land without going further fmm 
hG11e than previously. 

The precess of deciding where to plant for a particular year includes 
the following steps: 1) Each villager in hunting plants, animals, or wood 

1�rou (1951:  31) regards half of the total area of the Indochinese 
uplands as uacultivable for reasons of relief, infertility, superstition, 
etc. I accept for Cwwwun� Baw and northern Thailand his ratio; that half 
the total area might be considered cultivable. 
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passes through different parts of the jungle·"suttounding the haml.et and 
consciously or unconsciously notices possible places to plant the following 
year. 2) Friends discuss with each other the places they have seen and 

·the advantages. 3) Since normally several families plant side by side,, .memhers of two to nine households or more may take a special trip out to 
look over possible sites that have".been suggested, also noting others that 
they pass enroute. 4) When a particular place is approved, the space is 
est1rna�ed as to how many rai (o 4 of an acre) it includes and thus how many 
households it might provide for. 5) At an informal discussion and perhaps .
a called but informal meeting c,f representatives of ·each household in the 
hamlet, it is decided how many and which areas will be cleared in the new 
year. 

Ia the days that follow there is switching ef families back and forth 
between work. groups as they consider the space availal>le and the number of 
rai that each household wishes to plant; there is no assigning of who is to 

. /• .be in which work group •". Often the same cere. of two or three households 
will make up each group, but others will join or not as ·space and inclina• 
tion permit. 

Three significant factors that help determine work groups are: 1)
that the families are good friends; 2) that sibling groups are apt to work 
together; 3) that one family included has a boat if the swidden site is 
acros, the river. During this discontinuous discussion, infennation as to 
the tentative plans of the neighbor.ing hamlets is also passed around. If 
one. of the areas chosen ha.s virgin timber arul is within sight of the "road" 
or river, those planning to plant·"there may go to ask permission from the 
kamnan·,. but usually they· do not bother to do so. Lately, a few have 
swiddened as a single household en land where they plan to plant an orange 
orchard. · 

are ·
p,w3· ·where .. almost everyone in the hamlet swiddens as a · The smallest 

There are differences between the hamlets regarding how many house
holds join in a single ·work group. The largest"- groups rormed"by s3 · and 

unit. 
wrk' groups are formed by HPHl and in· all of Legal Hamlet Two where very
few work groups are composed of·"mol:'e than two households. PK4"and WMl have 
work groups of all sizes from single families up to twelve or more, and in 
RPSl the groups tend to be middle•sized, containing four to nine households. 
Speaking 'of the Comune as a whole,. only 20 per cent of households swidden 

' ·in groups larger than five houseb.olds. 

As to the size of the area planted by a single family, only 20 per
cent of the households plant more than 5 rai ( 2  acres), with PW3 having
most of the large plantings, followed by PK.4. PN2, RPW2, and PTl have the 
smallest swiddens. Seventeen rai (6.8 acres) is the largest·area cla1metl 
to have been planted alone by any o.ae family. 

The Work Year 

The yearly work cycle will be described month by month. Most of the 
·variations between hamlets a-re".minor,. the main �ifference being that PW3 

and S3 spend longer on each stage of swiddening because they clear and 
plant larger fields per household and t'hus have more work to c.;omplete. The 
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nidden year begins in Pebruary. Reference is made to other activities 
occu11ing in any particular month, but many such activities are not ex
plained here. (See Judd 1961: 139) The important stages in swiddea work 
as practiced in C<M AJne Baw, and discussed in detail below, are choosing
the site, clearing the swidden of". the natural plant cover, burning ·and 
re-burning, planting, weeding, baa vesting, threshing, and storing the grain. 

Pebruan 

Most of the villagers of PW3 and S3 and some individuals or groups in 
other hamlets begin early in the month of February to clear their new 
swidden area in earnest, but for most of the Con+oune early February is the 
�ime to •�k• final decisions on swidden sites and the work party that they 
will join, so ·it is not until the last �ek of Pebruary that such hamlets 
as WHl and BPSl begin to clear their aites. In the meantime, there are 
many other activities to take up the villagers"' time. Although bunting in
dividually continues, now group hunting (lai lao) and aigbt hunting with a 
light (bead flashlight or hw-made charcoal gas light attached to the bead)
also take place. Pishing is ca.rried en as usual". Yakba is harvested and 
grass shingle production begins. Cotton is harvested and traded between 
the b•lets. Rights are cold so that many hover about open fires (phing 
fai}". There is apt to be considerable sickness during this month. 

Itinerant sale-soae,l begin to visit Co,,,aun� Baw in larger numbers as 
they know that the villagers have so e money or at least rice or other 
crops to trade;  these sal�c2"en include "needle doctors" (maw M kin) who 
give shots and sell medicines, silver jewelry salesmen, and machete". and 
knife salea-aen. from I,ampug Province, as well as local peddlers of native 
confections, and wo e1l from PK4 and Co-w1u1ne Tanchum hamlets who want to 
t�ade__ aiang and tobacco for cotton. 

s«.;e joint projects take place in the hamlets this month such as in 
1959 �he building of a teacher's beuse (in WMl) ,  the sawing of lumber for 
the new BPSl church, the clearing of underbrush from school, wat, or church 
g�•ioas, and the than 1edi kb,,., plpelc. ceremony, when rice gift·s are given
to support. the wat. With - extra leisure, cash, rice",· and ceremonies, there 
is increased drinking, especially at ulght. Also at· night, ..tbe young men 
go courti� (tbio sao) � Some people use their free time to weave bamboo 
articles or make brooms for sale ; others illegally saw wood to sell or 
trade; still others repair household equipment such as looms; and in some 
hamlets, such as 'B!2, loafing and gambling are favored past1mee. 

Sweet potatoes and other crops planted in the swidden following the 
rice �rvest start to mature, and in the forest February is usually an 
excellent IIIOllth for gathering edible mushrooms. In the river, aquatic 
plants similar to sea.Weed are gathered ·and then laid out in the sun to dry,
before being put away for later use in the kitchen. Local tobacco is 
shredded and dried for home use and for sale. 

In 1958, the gove:rl-sne,1t bad urged all villagers to register their 
illegal guns, allowing them to do this without penalty; during the winter 
aonths this meant at least two trips to the district office in Nan where 
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each, owner had to wait several"' heu:rs each ' time. The· police patrol made it•s 
annual. check•up. ·Some weddings and deaths took place, with-- suitable cere
monies. Drunkenne'ss at a WMl wedding led te the stabbing of the hamlet 

··headman. which set off a whole series of meetings with the kamnan in WMl, ·
and in town to settle the affront. Another special occurrence in February 
1959 was the visit of a group of Phi Tawng Lu' ang fores-t-, people, · to. some of 

·the hamlets. 

March 

As soon as the month of March begins the villagers begin to feel con
cerned ·about their new swiddens. All who have not already started to clear, 
or who have done lit.tle, know that now the t:fme has come when they must get 
busy to allow time for the slashed· ·dplants am trees to dry out before burn
ing. Thus, all through this month. the major emphasis is on cutting to 
clear the new site (fan rai)d. 

This clearing is the first of many stages ef· swiddening done as a unit 
Each family in a work group mast furnish one member each day to help clear 
the si.tes of all in the' group. If· any family furnishes more than one
person to help, when that family' s  site is being cleared. the family who ....rece.ived extra help mt1st provide extrad· help in return. Work is completed
in units called "faces�• (.Y) .. A. "'face" is a natural unit of land separated 
from the rest by a gully, a ridge, a change of slope,. or a major change in 
the type of vegetation. 

During the rest period, the owner· of the site must sharpen the machetes, 
knives, and axes of each person who is helping, using a soft stone bro ught 
from heme for that purpose. Besides restj.ng, the helpers often make tawk, 
weave bamboo articles, •hunt for feod or game in the surrounding fo.rest, or
gather firewood to carry home iii the evening. Children who are brought 
alOD.g may work with their parents if they are. at least six years eld, but .those below their teens are more apt to . be used to care for babies and their 
younger siblings, and to nm errands such as bringing water, cigarettes, or
miang to th�se working.d_ 

The number of ''faces" that are cleared in. any one .d.day. depends upon the 
siz.e of each "face", the ability and perserverance of the werkers, the
number in thed.dgroup, the weather that day, and the nature of the plant cover 
being cut. Women usually use only the machetes or knives; the men use axes 
as well when necessary. The average work group will clear four or five 
nfaces" a day. 

The members of a work group normally walk te the swidden and return 
together as a group. laughing and j oking'dalong the way ta shorten the 
road. They leave after an ear·ly l>reakfast, and return usually at dusk, 
about 6 o•ctock, taking their lunches with them - rice in woven bamboo
luach baskets and some kind ef "with riee11 wrapped in banana leaves and 
carried either in a hap basket or in a small home-made cotton shou,lder bag 
(thung)d. The hour of departure in the morning is usually agreed upon the 
night before when it is decided whose rai will be cleared the following
day. Qttitting time in the afternoon is determined by the owner of the site 
being worked on, but the intention is usually to allow time for walking 
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�oae while it is still light, yet not so early that a reasonable amount of 
work is not completed. Few have watches, so the site owner must gauge time 
by the sun. 

Back at ho"e the wife bathes, cares for the children and prepares 
supper, often using as kap (''with rice") the greens or other forest plants 
fou1ld near the swidden and carried hcae. The husband frequently combines 
a little fishing with his bathing, cuts kindling if necessary, and works 
around the house". Some nights groups decide to go hunting. 

0a Sunday•·"the BPSl groups do not do field work, but they may fish,
hunt, or work around their homes both before and after the aorning church 
service. Ia the h•l.eta with a wat, most do not go to their swiddens on 
Wan Pbra, the Baclclhist"holy day, but they do go into the jungle to hunt or 
to search for food or wood·. In the hamlets without eitle r a wat or a church,
all clays are treated about the rme. 

Mid-March is tpe end of the academic year, thus in March there is some 
review but little teaching done. J'x•• for the first three grades are 
given by the local teacher, but fourth gra�e exams are supervised by addi0 

tional teachers seat by the Hu'ang District Education Office. This month 
the !A!, Aaphoe (District Magistrate) and &GIile assistants pay an official 
visit to the four legal hamlets, giving the villa&ers sermon-like talks and 
casually inspecting each village. The villagers do not object to. the visit 
but there is grumbling that a whole day, and •�time-. two, must be wasted 
waiting for the officials to arrive_. The priests and novices of Coamun.e 
Baw have occasion to travel a bit this month, either to town to meetings or 
ex•• or to visit Cc- une Taneh11m wata. 

-

·
Ran fer sale. There the raft, made of bamboo (mai". si8Uk), is taken."apart
and sold, also. Trucks are overloaded with Virginia tobacco being taken 
from the curing barns in Pua and Lae Districts into Nan. 

Work oa handicraft• heh as et�red rice storage baskets, fish"traps,
brom■s, and grasa shingles continues, and the number of peddlers increases. 
Some peddler• cw by water, trying to sell big water. jars (ong) or other 
clay products.", Rafts pass by carrying coconuts, rice, and other products to 

BU1ltiag is apt to turn up larger game during March and April. As the 
jungle dries up, there is less foed available and the wild apimals come 
closer to the settled areas. Tigers are shot, and occasionally an elephant.
Bunting elephants is risky 'business and not all villagers are interested. 
If one is merely injured, as in 19S9, he aay run wild near the paths to the 
swiddens and so dissuade maay from going into the jungle for a period. 

Barias March kapok (nua) matures and is gathered, seeded, and made into 
mattresses and pillows. Wome.:i who have t4me also make thread and weave 
cotton cloth. Crabs are dug as another item for mealtfme, and towards the 
end of the month, a large nuaber of ho:useholds prepare illegal rice wine in 
large quantity to use during the Buddhist New Year celebrations in April-. 
Since the weather becomes very hot in the middle of the day beginning this 
month, the children often run about with no clothes on and the wcmen often 
shed their chemise. 
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March being a period when most paddy farmers have free time and some 
cash, especially if they have just sold Virginia tobacco, there"· is more 
travel along the ''road'' from Pua to Nan. In 1958, the traffic was greatly
increased by people frem the north c0111ing down to Ban to welcome the King 
and Queen of Thailand on t\leir· vi-sit to Nan". In 1959, a smaller number 
travelled to Nan to pay respects at the funeral of the jao•rat•cha-but, 
the son of the last Prince of Nan, who had died the previous year. Those 
travelling not only fill the trucks, but come by bicycle, horse, and on 
foot. 

Towards the end of the moath, the cutting of the swidden is cempleted
except for those groups whose members have largey1 plots, such as in PW3. 
With more free time, besides the various activities mentioned, some houses 
are built or repaired, and jeint projects in the hamlet take place once 
again. Por instance, WMl decided to enlarge their salatham before the 
Buddhist New Year in 1959. 

April 

The principal activity related to. the swidden in April is the burning 
of plants that have been slashed. No one will- state a definite dat:e on 
which the burning is usually started because so much depends upon the 
weather in the weeks following the •lashing"-• if the sun"

.
is eut or shaded 

by the clouds , the relative humidity, and the amount of rainfall. The 
first ham1.ets to begin burning are usually S3 · and PW3 for they began the 
clearing sooner and thus at least parts of their fields are dry earlier. 
There are several principles followed in the burning process • . The first 
is that the."fire is not set until all continguous sites are ready. This 
is because it is difficult, and one seldom tries to control the fire only 
to the exact"- boundaries of".the site cleared. A partial burning of a site 
not ready nullifies the second principle: that."

all cut material be dry
eneugh to burn and so scattered that every part of the ground is scorched 
by the fire. Although some of the stumps and roots· left in the ground are 
not ccapletely destroyed by the fire, the majority are deadened in a 
properly burned swidden. Anocher principle followed is that all members 
of a work group are present when the firing is done, so that the fire can 
be started at the agreed upon point.a and helped"to burn over all the in.
tended area. If the swidden is near the hamlet, care must also be taken 
that the wind is not blowing towards the hamlet. For any burning still 
air is preferred, and o£ten early evening is ch•"en as the time of burning 
so that the progress of the flames can easily be seen in the darkness. 
Careless firing in the uncut jungle to clear a path is disregarded, but 
careless firing in a swiddea is a cause for lengthy argument. 

There is a tendency for those who have been slow in clearing their 
own swidden, whea they see the smoke from PW3 or elsewhere to become 
over-eager to burn th�ir·"own before it is dry enough. - This happened to 
several groups from WMl in 1959, with the result that the still moist 
wood did not burn well and did aot scorch the earth beneath. -This led 
some to abandon their new sites and to clear weeds from their .1958 site 
to re-use it. Another reason fer the hu.rry was the imminence of the five
day or longer Bud.dhist New Year celebrations for which certain preparations 
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must be made: the men go into toWD to purchase new clothes for themselves 
and their wives, food and toys for their children"O,f they can afford them) 
and some of the WMl women make spe"cial trips to PK4 to get their hair cut 
by an "expert". 

Travel within the COiiiAUne (and throughout the Province) stops during 
the holidays, principally because every person in sight gets"·doused with 
water and travelers dislike having all their belongings soaked. (The 
nature of the celebrations is explained in"Judd 1961: 262-265. ) ·"

Apart fre1n the burning, early April is free of swidden duties, and 
more time is given to hunting, fishing, and group activities in the hamlet. 
Group hunting is especially popular, and the size of the group participat
ing grows larger as more are free of other jobs. Some days villagers from 
BPSl, WMl, and HPRl go out together, as do RPW2 and PN2, or S3 and PW3. 
The procedure followed for this kind of hunting is for those with guns to 
hide themselves at some point near where ani■a1.s have to cross a clearing.
The other half of the lai lao group spread out in a line and walk toward 
those hidden, making a great deal of noise. The animals run from the 
walkers and are shot at by those with guns; any game killed is divided 
equally among the individuals participating except for the successful shot,
who gets a larger and more d�sirable portion. Sometimes, as when a tiger 
is only wounded, the group decides it is wiser to return home than to take 
a chance of someone being injured. Group fishing at night is comon this 
month also; everyone tries to secue extra food".:for use during the Buddhist 
New Year celebrations. Courting is a common nighttime activity for the 
young people. 

Besides helping to build new houses and repairing the old ones, many 
villagers carry completed grass shingles to their rai and there build a 
leaa-to or a small hut in which tx, rest out of the sun or rain. Among
handicrafts practiced in April are shingle-making, and weaving bamboo 
articles such as baskets, chicken cages, and fish traps. Saws are sharp
ened. Bamboo and wood are collected for church construction and for wat 
repair. 

During April mushrooms are still to be found in t.he jungle, crickets 
are dug out of their holes, and the first mangoes become ripe on trees in 
the hamlets and out in the jungle. 

The weather continues very hot in April, and it was observed that some 
of the t:fme both men and women at WM bathed naked in the river. The hot 
weather supposedly causes many to develop fevers, and funerals are common,
normally being held on the day of the death. In the latter part of the 
month, as duties in the swidden call again, the villagers arise very early
and not bothering to eat breakfast, labor until 10 aom. or so, when swidden 
work stops for the day • 

.• 

The nature of the next stage of swiddening (kan kawng set mai lae phao 
mai) is the gathering of the unburned sticks found scattered around the 
swidden area into small piles, usually over a stump or else at a place where 
the ground.w• not scorched i••·the first burning, and setting them on fire 
again. With fi,et and second burnings continuing, the sky is hazy most of 
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the month. This work is sometimes done by separate households, sometimes 
by the whole work group together, or again j ust by two or three families 
together.· In this task as well as at all other occasions of shareddlabor 
during the process of swiddening, the owner of the particular swidden 
where work is being done directs the efforts of all who help, although the 
amount of formal direction is very limited since everyone understands well 
the nature of the various jobs that are necessary. 

School children are on vacation in April, but in WMl the new teacher 
taught them part•time since he wanted to be able to divide t�e children 
into two separate classes for 1959-60. Two other happenings in 1959, which 
can be counted on in most years during this month, were that the hamlets 
were raided by the provincial liquor control men and trucks broke down 
blocking the "roadway11

• The liquor .control squad of the Ministry of 
Finance (kawng prap sanphasamit) conveniently waited until after �he Buddhist 

I

New Yeard.had passed and all illegal liquor had been consumed. Few of the 
trucks operating from Nan, north thr-ough Coououne Baw, can last through an 
entire six'"'1llonths without at least one brealtdown. Thus, the villagers ' expect 
to have to sell meals occasionally to stranded ..passe�gers, and perhaps to 
have travelers sleep overnight in their homes. 

After the sec�nd burning of the rai is completed, it may be necessary 
to do a little hoeing. When the fields are ready for planting, then the
annual guessing game startsd•• when will it be safe to plant rice this 
year? If the rice is planted too soon, and the first rains are not fol• 
towed by others at least once a week, the young shoots ·will be killed by 
the hot< sun. On the other hand, everyone is eager to get s�e new rice �s 
soon as possible and wants tod·dplant just as soon a$ it appears that thed· 
rainy season has started for good. In fact, by earlydMay a fair proportion .
of the villagers in WMl, HPSl, and HPHl, and some households in HY2, PN2, . .RPW2, and even PK4 are ·running low or have completelydrun out. of the , pre
vious year's rice. Even as early as February, households that had ·poor
harvests start buying or trading for rice. Some years, as in the 1958-59 
season, rainfall in the province is generally inadequate, and even if the 
upland rice harvest is average, the poor lowland crop causes the price of 
rice to rise higher than.dno1:'Q1al. People without their own supply of rice 
have difficulty in being able to pay for the rice they must buy. 

I
Three main kinds of rice are planted: early-maturing, mid-season,

and late-maturing. These are called khao daw, khao siu, and khao E!,
respectively. Khao daw is usually .pJ.anted first, in enough quantity to 
feed the family from the t-irne of . the first possible harvest until the khao 
J?! is harvested. It tastes good, but it is• lighter, less filling, and 
stores poorly. Khao siu has long, white grains that are quite desirable. 
However, the major portion of rice planted is khao J?.! which has bigger, 
heavier.dgrains. An equal bulk measure of khao E,! lasts longer than the 
other varieties because being allegedly more filiing, less is eaten. All
three major types of rice grown are glutinous (knao nieo)d, but some non• 
glutinous rice (khao jao) is also grown,• . Usua�ly all planted rice is white 
except :for small amounts of red rice,dused for ceremonies and desserts. 
Each family chooses and saves its own seed rice from the harvest ofd'dthat 
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variety, and many families have their own n�s for the particular strain 
that they plant, 1nme�ous different strains being used in each hamlet". 
Seed selection, thus, is on a family rather than cOiiihunity basis. 

Among the strains of rice grown are the following, known by names 
locally: khao daw varieties - khao oam mun, khao sia, khao man tun (all
glutinous) khan ..ii.St yao, khao .11.2. dawk. pradu, and kbat) jao nga chang (all 
non-glutinous); khao siu varieties".:.. khao hang. khao siu, kbao doi 
m.aftamkhua. kha� khot, khao dawk paw, and khao kam (a red or purple colored 
rice); kbaa .E! varieties -- khao ian ha'Wlll, khao khon hen, khao titi, and 
Jcbao hok. The stra as of the latter two varieties are all glutinous. 

In the latter part of May some families always start planting rice,
although most of the rice is usually planted in June. Planting is done 
with the help of the whole work group, with three ·"persons working to
gether as a team. One, a man, goes back and forth across the field 
punching holes in the ground with a tool called a lung. The handle is 
always wood, and the point may be. Some people buy metal points for the 
lung. It is cone shaped, with a d:fameter of about 11§ inches. The soil 
has bad no treatmeat other than bel ng cleared and burned; there is no 
effort to hoe, plow or turn the .soil, nor is any kind of terracing or 
irrigation practiced. The only exception to this in C0tmoune Baw occurs 
when the land is spaded as part of orange orchard cultivation and dry 
rice is planted between the trees for two or three years. The holes are 
spaced near or far d£P ending upon the slope of the land and the judgment 
of the man wielding the lung. Experience has taught that rice grown on 
• �•lope grows taller fycf bigger than that grown on the flat, thus it is 
spaced further apart. The measure used locally is the span of the 
band (khu 'p), with rice on a slope being planted fr0111 two hand spans to 
a forearm 's length (sawk) apart, and rice on the flat being planted 1 to 
1% spans apart, in theory •. In practice, it was noted that most rice on 
level land is only about 5-6 inc�s apart and on a slope only about 9-12 
inches apart. 

The man who punches the holes in the ground is followed by two per. 
sons each of whom hold a section of bamboo filled with rice seed ia his 
left band aud a handful of poured out seeds in his right hand. Approxi
mately five or six seeds are dropped into each hole and then covered with 
soil by striking the soil around the hole with the end of the section of 
hamboo or by foot. 

Each baml.et except BPSl has an animistic ceremony called phithi haek 
before planting any rice, but"t� type of ceremony varies with each ham
.let. For instance, at WMl the custom is as follows: F:lrst• an auspicious
day is chosen. Some do this by asking the advice of the priest at PK 4, 
but more often the day of tbe new moon is chosen, with the belief that the 

11From armchair agronomic reasoning, one might expect larger plants 
on the level where moisture and nutrients are more apt to be adequate, and 
where erosion should be: less severe. Such is not the report of the vil• 
lagers. Perhaps the answer lies in the fact that the. -hillsides represent 
rejuventated soil from freshly decomposing materials. 
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plant will follow the e�ple of the meon. The night preceding and the 
day of the ceremony must be clear weather. Afte-r the day is- :chosen,
preparations are begun. A flat cross-hatching in the shape of a square, 
called a taling, is woven wt ef bamboo. Then popped rice, flowers, 
candles, and incense sticks are attached, and sometimes pieces of ginger 
are added. The ceremony is carried out by the owner of the swidden at 
any spot near the swiddea. 

The taling is carried to the place chosen and either laid on the 
ground or hung on a stidck. Then the lung is used to punch seven holes
in the ground, rep.resenting the seven days of the week. A new swiddener 
begi�s with Monday, placing symbolic seeds in that hole. If the ,harvest 
is good, he will continue to us e  Hon.days as the day on which to plant; 
if the harvest is not good, ·be will change to Tuesdays and so on through
out the week, keeping record of which day of planting gave the best 
harvest. ·Then he will always plant on that day. A simple or complex 
ceremony is carried out by almost everyone, the differences arising from 
the fact that the ceremoay is -family and .not ·commun.ity-centered, and
individual villagers hold animistic beliefs to varying extents. 

At HPHl, either a Monday or a Tuesday is usually chosen as the
auspicious day for the phithi_' baek.dceremony, anci if ·a person feels in•.
clined te plant later in the week� be may skip the ceremeny since the 
day is not· auspicious. Host, however, endea:vor to carry. out the phithi
haek ceremony in the following manner:· A small house, approximately one
foot square, "ts built in the swidden area at any convenient point, and 
into it is placed betel-vine leaves (bai _phlu)_-_, m:I aag�,- home-made ciga
rettes, flowers, candles, and incense.- The actual ceremony consists of 
the swidden site owner facing this spirit house _ (ban phi) and req;uesting 
that.the phi guard and protect this swidden, help the rice to grow 
strong and· a beautiful (agawk ngp) anti not allow wi!.d an:fmals or birds 
to bother the crop. In:d11Y2 it is firmly believed that the phi haw dan 
keeps elephants and wild pigs out ofd. the swidden. Following this , food
is presented to the phi (liang - phi) . A chicken or perhaps a dog is 
killed on the sp�t, and after it is ceremoniously offered to the phi , .
it is eaten by the owner and'· any guests he has invited.

' 

An additional belief held by the WMl villagers is that if anyone 
steals from another person '' s  swidden, either rice or more likely any 
vegetables or other plants grewn there, t)lat person will become sick 
with leprosy sometime in. the future. Actually, people with leprosy 
are not particularly feared or avoided. Nevertheless, htnDan theft is 
not a major problem in. the swidclens. 

As the -month of May comes to a close, families who have not yet 
done so build small huts to rest in near their swidden. All continue 
to plaiit vegetables such as pUDlpkia� ceni, pepper, and green beans, as.
well as bananas. · .The jUDgle surrounding the . swidden is explored· noting.where edible greens grow and if any fruits or usable plantsdare avail• 
able. The first rains cause the bamboo to send out shoots which are 
collected for family fare a.ad te sell. 7his month, most of the mangoes
become ripe and some are gathered each day. Hunting and fishing in 
groups continues. In- 1959, a tige.r was killed as well as a small bear; 
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many wild chickens and other small game were shot"o A wild elephant kept 
many out of the jungle for a few days. 

Men in each hamlet work at marcotting (wrapping a: branch with moist 
soil enclosed in coconut shell fibers, after having cut away a thin ring 
of bark, so that the branch will send out roots into the soil after which 
it can be cut from the tree and planted in the groun• as a new tree) of 
the orange trees both for pay in the orchards of non-residents and on 
their own trees. Branches prepared at this time are kept wet by the rain 
with no special care, and are ready for cutting and,"planting in Augusto
The headmen of the hamlets ask for and receive help from the whole hamlet 
in planting their swiddens. Ants are a problem, especially in home gardens 
as they are forced to move their nests by the coming of the rains. 

The first rains cause some of the weaker bridges to cellapse and 
villagers are hired to repair them se that the trucks can .travel a few 
more days or weeks. The rains also�: 11ake the resideats aware of leaks 
in their roofs; more shingles are made and necessary repairs carried out. 
The rain clears the sky of the haze, and the weather become& hotter _and 
more htDDid until rains begin in earnest. Joint tasks remaining , like re
pairing the roof of the school building and making repairs or additions to 
the· wat or church receive some time". A few more ·new houses are also built. 
Peddlers still cane with cloth and notions, but cash or tradeable items 
become scarce and sales drop off. 

Handicraft items continue to be made. Guns and tools are repaired.
Since the rain does not fall regularly enough as yet, gardens near home 
and in the swidden must be watered with water carried in buckets from a 
river or stream, a slow and tiring job. Following each rain, fishing is 
temporarily improved. School begins again for the children • 

.June 

June is the month most of the planting is accomplished, especially
if the ground has been thoroughly seaked by several rainy days and if the 
concensus of opinion is that t� rainy season has truly begun. These early 
rains will bring out weeds whose roots were not killed by the burning and 
side sprouts from the tree slwups, so some weeding is necessary prior to 
planting or soon thereafter. PW3, S3, and:. PK4 villagers are busier than 
those of the other hamlets. They have larger areas to weed and plant, and 
the K. 4  folk usually have longer to walk to reach their swiddens. 

Late May or early June is also the time for the ordination of novices 
or priests, the former being much more cu1W1on. This activity, confined to 
PK 4, HY2, and S3-PWJ (together) does not take place every year, but when 
it does, about a week of preparation and celebration are involved. Guests 
are invited from other COIIIDUile Baw hamlets as well as from outside the 
Coamune. (this activity is explained in Judd 1961: 265-266. ) 

With the beginning of the heavy rains, all bridges wash out, so that 
by early June there are no more trucks operating on the ••road••, and HY2 
becomes the terminal point for truck transportation until mid0 November. 
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The water level"· rises in tne larger streams (huai) and some of the smaller 
gullies dry completely dry between rainstorms. The rain brings out forest 
vegetation in greater abundance maki.ng ''with rice" easier to come by for 
the villagers; this being true for wild animals also, there"_ is less game
in the vicinity of the hamlets. 

Julz 

By mid-July everyone has finished pJanting. and the spots that needed 
re-seeding have been taken care ef �- The most t.ime�consuming task this 
month is weeding, which is done by work groups. averaging from 4 to 6 
"faces,. a day •". This. first pest-planting weeding"is perhaps, t:he most dif· 
ficult and requires the most thorough job. As the rice shoots. are small,
;from 4 to 8 inches, the weeds grow as fast o_r even faster and if left 
alone rob the rice of the potential nutrients later, when the rice shoot, 
are larger they have the advantage over the weeds. Altaough weeding is 
considered proper work for any member of the family, husbands often send 
their wives to"- represent the family in this phase of the swidden work, 
unless the group decides that this phase of work will be done by the in
dividual households. Most weeding is done by ban�, but a small knife .or 
a straight hoe is occasionally used as well. . Other crops that are planted· 
in or alongside the swidden in July are sesame,, sugar cane, and corn. 

Free t:fme is given over to fishing,"hunting (mostly birds and small 
game) , gardening, and handicrafts.· Seme men find time te_ saw a few pla�ks 
of lumber for use or sale. Jlain is not so hard, but it is steady. For a 
comparison of monthly precipitation averages, see"·"Appendix c. These acti
vities require".the villagers to be out in the slow, steady rain, and the 
frequent soakings cause many colds an.d some .fevers •". At PK4, a regular 
ferry business across the Ban River is established, and occasionally vil• 
lagers with boats at any of the hamlets on the �iver, and especially HY2, 
get opportunities to transport people up or downstream for pay. 

During July the telegraph line running north through Conmune Baw 
falls to the ground at a few points as".rain and wind finish the destruction 
of the poles begun by fire and insects. The post office reacts ··very slowly
to the reports that the line is down, but the villagers often tie the wire 
to the side of a bush or to a bamboo pole to get it out of the path. 
(Mail service to the two northern district offices, incidentally, is pro
vided by two men hired to"."hike back and forth the sixty to ninety kilo
meters, which".takes them from three days to a week each way depending upon 
the mud. P•ckages or freight that must be moved north during this rainy 
season are sent by pe�ed dugout frem Nan to Wang Pha, and"."overland by ox 
cart from there. )  As the height of the water rises in the Nan River, more 
and more boats go into the business of transport. It takes about three 
days to pole a boat from Nan to Wang Pha, but·"only one to ride the current 
south the Same distance. Conmulie Baw •n do aot·"usually engage in long 
distance transport. PW4 and RY2 do get frequent visitors from boats that 

. ' 

stop in passing to whom they can sell food. Some boats stop overnight at 
HY2 on the northbound trip and at PK 4  on the southbound trip. 

HY2 can expect another raid by the liquor control squad_in July, but 
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rarely does any government unit take the trouble to walk into any other 
Conmune Baw hamlet; on the other hand , at the end of each month the de
partment heads in the district offices to the north have to travel to Nan 
(on horseback, bicycle , boat, or foot, at least as far as HY2),  and thus 
there are government officials passing through the Conmune at least twice 
a month, who may report on incidental observations and news overheardo 
With no one responsible for cutting them back� bamboo and weeds begin to 
encroach on the roadway , and the rain washes big ruts across the part 
with no cover growing". 

Buddhist Lent begins in July, and during this period the priests and 
novices are supposed to sleep in their own wat each night; for Commune 
Baw ."this means little change, as most of them remain at their own wat all 
through the year. At PK 4 the novices studied hard daytime in 1958 so as 
to be able to advance in status, but life continued about the same in the 
other wats. Attendance at the wat on holy days (Wan Phra) by the vil
lagers reaches the yearly maximum. 

August 

August is the month of the heaviest rains , and the river rises to 
flood stage by the end of the month. In most of the gullies, the water ·"
level rises as water coming down the gullies is met by water backing up 
from the river, making it necessary to swim or use a boat to travel along 
the "road''. There is seldom a boat available at the gullies that bisect 
the "road", and the water is apt to be full of small shellfish that cause 
skin irritations, so most people prefer to stay home or travel via the 
river. Some students in Ran, from the northern districts, do manage to 
travel home for two weeks"' vacation in late August. If there are lulls 
in the rain and the water temporarily subsides , there is some inter
hamlet traffic."· Pepper pods or handicrafts are traded for rice by those 
without who have run short. HPSl women may go to PK 4  t-e buy klaep (rice 
millings) for pig food or milled rice for their families ;  HPHl folk try 
to trade woven baskets for dogs, which they eat; HY2 residents may come 
to WMl or even to PK 4  to buy rice. 

In the swidden, when the rice reaches a height of 20 inches (nu 'ng 
sawk) a major weeding job is carried out. Weeding in the home garden 
takes place also. 

The marcottes on the orange tree branches are cut and planted or 
sold to those wishing to start a small orchard. The small first crop of 
peanuts is harvested, and soon. replanted for a larger crop. Mushrooms 
and bamboo shoots are abundant in the jungle, and melons and other things 
become mature in the swiddens, so that there are abundant plant foods 
available. Hunting and fishing are engaged in as usual, the latter being 
quite good in the muddy, swollen river. 

Special activities in August 1958 were the raising of posts, build
ing of the roof superstructure and the laying of cement tiles on the 
HPSl church, with about five villagers working in shifts each day, help
ing the one carpenter who was hired to direct the construction. Each week 
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the Commune chief spent two or three days in one of the hamlets continu
ing the measuring of home and orchard sites l)egun that June, to report on 
land ownership claims in Connune Baw. 

September 

The early-maturing rice begins to blossom and fill out, so the last 
weeding is done on this variety. By the beginning of . the month , many more 
villagers have exhausted their rice supply and therefore must make trips 
to PW3, S3, PK 4, or up to the paddy rice area of Ce,o,nune Tanchum to buy or 
trade for rice, the� hap it back to their home. Thus, there is a great 
eagerness for the first rice to mature, and a general easing of tension 
in the hamlets and households when the new rice is available. 

Porest plants are abundant. In fact, bamboo shoots are dug in con· 
siderable amounts, cooked, and stared. Birds, wild chickens,  wild pigs 
and other wild life take notice of the ripening grain, and some families 
move out to their rai. to live in, order to protect their crop, but no 
noise-inakers ·are used in Coo,oune Baw such as described by Credner (1935a:. 
154-156) . Red pepper and more peanuts are harvested"9 .then replanted in 
the fields being freed by the harvest of the early rice. Other crops 
like sweet potatoes and corn are planted. 

Fishing is usually good in September; with woven bamboo fish traps 
being made and used in large numbers. Toward the end of the m<>nth, when 
most people again have their own supplies of rice to eat, there is apt 
to be a long hunting trip deep into tl:e hills to the west where the 
larger wild animals have returned after".the beginning of the rains. On 
these trip$, the hunters stay out until they have shot all the game that 
they are able to carry home; week•long trips are npt rare. The RPW2 men 
espec"ially, make these long hunting trips, selling part of their game to 
those who have stayed at home. The hunting trips also serve to locate 
potential forest products that can be harvested and sold during the next 
three or four months. 

Rain during September is apt te be irregular, with clear days inter
spe·rsed with downpours heavy enough te make September the second wettest 
month of the year. As ia June when the rains start, there are again high 
winds, and the local custom of building houses out from beneath trees is 
explained"•- falling branches and upturned small trees can and do wreck 
havoc with .a grass-roofed, bamboe heuse. Plood waters in the -Counuune 
reach their peak in late Augu1t or early September and then river and . 

.

stream levels consistently fall except following heavy downpours upstream. 
These floods, on reaching Pitsanulok and other central plains provinces 
make possible the planting of paddy rice there in September {the first 
and only crop) about two months later than northera pa,ddy. 

With rice again available·, rice wine is preduced and more drunken
ness is noticeable. The liquor control men come by bicycle on inspectiens
if the weather ,ermits, as it did in dry 1958 •".Normally soft-spoken and 
aon-arguaeutive, when drunk the villagers rant aad rave and fights occur. 
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People turn to weaving mats and baskets to be used in harvesting , 
with the expectation that ·: ·there will be opportunities to sell any extra 
items not needed personally. Regular jobs lile weeding the home garden 
and cleaning guns keep some busy , while others enjoy loafing . A few 
find time to saw lumber for sale or use. If a trip into town is neces
sary, the brooms, steamed-rice storage baskets, and other baske"ts made 
during the rainy season are taken along to sell , first directly to town
dwellers and then the remainder to the town merchants� 

If the weather allows, as it did in 1958", peddlers again begin com
ing to visit Coiiiliune Baw. Cloth merchants are apt to be ·the first and 
they find sales brisk because the people have rice or handicrafts to 
trade, and because the rainy season and heavy work have taken their toll 
of clothing. 

October 

Harvesting of the early varieties of rice is the center of attention 
in October. The rice is cut about six inches or more above the ground, 
by using a smal.l hand sickle, and the stalks laid on top of the stubble 
to dry. After a four or five days in the sun , it is tied with tawk into 
small bundles of about one handful (nu 1ng kam) and then several of these 
into large bundles which are carried to a central spot wle"re threshing
is to be done and stacked in such a way that if it happens to rain, only 
the top layer will become wet. Should the rice be stacked while still 
moist , it would mildew or ferment inside the stack and be ruined". Each 
stack (kawng) is just a little over head high, a standard size", and con
tains enough grain to make about 10 to 12 loads (hap) of rough rice (khao
plu 'ak), each of which is equal to 2 thang or baskets of about 20 liters. 
Actually , seldom is more than one kawng of khao daw, early-maturing rice , 
planted, and most of it is threshed almost iunnediately for use , thus it 
may never be piled into a kawng as are the later-maturing varieties at the 
subsequent harvests. 

The quality of the rice". harvested varies cons"iderably fran year to 
year, prirna't'ily because of dependence solely on rainfall for moisture. 
If there is  not sufficient moisture or plant nutrients after the seed is 
set, a high proportion of the kernels will not be well-filled. At RPW2 
in 1958, as high as one half of the kernels harvested were empty of 
grain. This condition is a cOlllllon problem with all the varieties used , 
but a little less so in the early-maturing varieties as they mature be
fore the end of the rainy season. This problem is widely recognized by 
the villagers (and of especial concern in dry years) although they do no 
weighing of the harvest, using only bulk measure in selling or buying.
Lodging (falling over) is seldom a problem with Coo,,,une Baw rice as the 
straw is strong. When harvesting, the first step is to choose the best 
heads, the kernels from them being carefully taken home and stored for 
seed rice. Regardless of when one runs out of rice to eat or how hungry 
otemight be, this seed rice is not to be touched. Most people try to 
save more seed rice then they expect to plant the following year , so 
that they will not find that they have saved too little; and who knows 
but that there may be another mouth to feed before the end of the next 
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harvest. Any family that eats its rice. aetd is strongly criticized by the 
others in the hamlet, but there are no formal sanctions against them". 

The quantity of rice harvested in October depends upon the time the 
rice was planted, the varieties pl•nted, the weather throughout the season,
and the total amount planted. By mid-October every hamlet is doing some 
harvesting, but only those who have large early-maturing or mid-season 
variety plantings harvest steadily in October. Apart from threshing
enough to eat, and perhaps a little to. sell in order to buy some necessity
such as foodstuffs or blankets, no major threshing is done until November 
when all the rice has been harvested, dried (four to five sunny days) ,  and 
piled into stacks. Households in the hamlets along the river may have only 
four or five stacks in all; in the hamlets along the Nam Ngao each house
hold will have between ten and twenty kawng; the kamnan, with extra help, 
harvested 73 kawng in 1958. 

During the hat'.Vesting, which is always done by the whole work group, 
several in�mbers of each group sleep out in the swidden to protect the rice 
from both human and animal thieves. A family may not return to the hamlet 
for over a week. Under these circumstances less time is given to searching 
for an� preparing food, thus the diet may not be as good as normal. Others 
thresh enough early rice to trade for dried fish, chickens, or other easily 
secured types of '·'with rice11

• As always, on the day that the work group
helps, the site owner is responsible for feeding everyone the noon meal.· A 
sense of hurry develops because when the c.rop is fully mature it needs to 
be harvested without delay. If left too long,· -there- wtl.1 be ·more shatter
ing and loss of grain. A late rain may also cause complications. 

October is a very busy month. Besides the work already described, 
there __ i$ the weeding of the late-maturing rice, and then cotten and pepper
to be interplanted. Sweet potatoes, peanuts, and other vegetables are also 
planted at this time, all of these plantings being in. several stages· so 
that everything will not ripen at ence •". Early planted crops such as tubers 
and peppers are harvested. Prom the jungle bamboo shoots and greens are 
gathered as well as baw to make rope. During periods of rest from harvest
ing, .hands are not idle -- they weave bamboo. On going to the swidden each 
day, mats and baskets for use in �hreshing are taken. along; before returning, 
enough rough rice may be threshed for a load to take home; on the way the 
path is cleaned and widened for greater ease of travel. 

Back in the hamlet, the pace of activities is likewise increased. 
Besides the usual fishing,. bunting, and weaving, gardens are prepared on 
the river banks as the water level decreases, leaving well fertilized 
areas. At mid-month, work is begun on building new temporary bridges 
across the streams that cross the ''road", and the spots where the rain has 
washed the soil away, making deep ruts., are filled in. Villagers who want 
to earn cash and can spare the time have this work opportunity. Another 
job is to weed the orchards of th.e non-resident owners. A few good s·awyers
continue to saw walling for sale •. 

'Towards the end of the month comes"the end of  Buddhist Lent (awk 
phansa) which is celebrated in most of the hamlets by g.iving food and 
other gifts to the priests and novices. After the ceremonies at PK 4, the 
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priest and novices go by boat to visit HPHl and WMl. At the first stop,
there is little attention given, but at WMl the group chats, chants, 
preaches, and receives gifts. On this·"day work in the fields is forgotten 
as pigs are butchered, rice wine d:ronk, and desserts eaten in large numbers. 
At least one day is needed to prepare the food, cut the grass that almost 
hides the salatbam, and repair aad clean the salatbam where"·"the ceremonies 
are held. The wat coa&lttee, having met a few nights earlier to make plans,
assign jobs . including the sending of some one to town to · purchase gifts 
for the priest and novices. Others go fishing hoping to have fish to 
serve. Having relaxe� and gorged themselves this one day , everyone goes 
back to coo■•l')in food and the hard work of harvesting again the next day , 
leaving the hamlet quiet with only a few old folk and some children around": 
during the daytime and not too many people at night. There is very little 
contact between hamlets at this season, but occasionally someone comes to 
buy m1eDB or on other business. On the river, raft loads of coconuts pass 
on the way to Ban for sale. 

During 1958 , a few special activities were added. Many had to make a 
trip to the district office in Han for the first st.ep in registering their 
illegal guns. A meeting was held in each legal bamlet to select represen
tatives _to se1ve on the newly f"11»e:d cowwwtane COUllcil (saph.a tambon). An 
epidemic killed many domestic a.Jli■als, especially in S3. The villagers 
called the disease rok !!!, (Rinderpest), but the Provincial Livestock 
Officer claime� that the disease was actually khaw pup (Baemorrphagic 
Septicemia)". Ro aid was requested from the Provincial Livestock Office , 
and none would have been received if requested -- the staff of two men were 
busy with other shots, the aap,ly of vaccine"••• exhausted, and its cost 
expensive. 

November 

Nearly every work group �ompletes the harvesting of all the varieties 
of rice grown by the end of Bovember. When all is harvested and stacked , 
some groups rush to c.omplete the threshing as well, but most groups relax 
.tomewbat, thus the major part of the· threshing is done in December. To 
protect the rice from elephants, wild pigs, birds aad other wild life, work 
group members still must take turns sleeping in the swidden, tending an all
night fire which serves the double purpose of scaring the wild an:fmals and 
keepiag the people· warm. 

Again, as the land is eleared(of rice, other crops are planted unless 
the plot bas already been iaterplanted. Cotton harvesting is begun soon 
after the middle of the month. VeTy little of the rice straw is saved, but 
a,Oii+e of it is placed over the newly-planted ground to help conserve moisture. 

Many activities away from the ltWidden take place in November. Many
people accept work on the "road" and about the middle of the month the 
trucks begin operating again between Ban and Pua-Lae. This brings more 
peddlers, travelers, and gove�moent officials into or.tbrough the Coumune. ·
There are long hunts again deep into the jungle, sometimes involving the 
men of WHl and BPSl together, or other pairs of hamlets. Harvesting of such 
forest plants as wicker takes place. In some: of the four hamlets with wats, 
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a Preaching·Day is held, during which sermons are given almost continuously. 
In IIY 2, WMl, PN2, and PK 4, lo'i  krathong ceremonies, the setting adrift of 
little boats in honor of the river

1

goddess, were held in 1958s. (For details 
see Judd 1961 : 285-286.) 

In November 1958, the lif1Uor ec,ntrol men and the police received re• 
ports of .dr1oktng and gambling at HY 2  and made two raids. The second time, 
illegal liquor wa.s found in JlY 2  and two men were arrested. The police also 
came to n2 hoping to intercept opium shipments fr811l the north on one of 
the first busses to return after the opening of the road, but none was dis
covered. Liquor continued to flow freely, with frequent parties to celebrate 
the harvest. The residents of S3 and PW3 were asked in 1958 by the kamnan 
to help start 'building his large new wooden heuse, and did so·. (They had 
also already helped in his swidden for twelve days : 6 to"'"clear, ·3 to weed,.
and 3 to harvest.) 

;

Desember 

Threshing takes up most of the month of December. The ground where 
the threshing is to take·"place is cleared of stubble, leveled, wet and let 
dry several times, makitg a hard floor. Then it is covered with bamboo 
mats called kala•. A bamboe handrail is constructed for the threshers to 
steady t'hemselves against, and oft.en a shade of bamboo ·"covered with leaves 
is built over the threshing area.. -The threshing me·thod used varies with 
the individuals or the work group, but most of the rice in Comune Baw is 
threshed W'ith the feet (yi1p ;vp) by rolling small bundles (fawn) of rice 
stalks back and forth en a bamboo mat on the gr·ound, and then hitting the 
bundle against something -- another bundle, a leg or hand, or the side of 
a basket -•"to shake off the last few grains. Wilen the grain on the mat"· · 
becomes deep enough it is wimtowed with a khalabat (fan) or picked up on 
trays and tossed in the air a couple of times to let leav·es and empty hulls 
blow away, then poured into a pile on another mat from which it- is put into 
bask�ta to be ·carried back to the hamlet. If :w,a tang (oxen with carcying 
baskets) are to be used, a temporary storage bin is constructed in the 
swidden. The treaders have help from others who_ bring the small bundles 
of rice stalks and carry away the straw, and who gather up the grain 
periodically. 

At the sviddens of all the hamlets except HPSl, a spirit propitiation 
ceremony similar to the p�itb.i"haek held at planting time is performed be
fore threshing begins". Thi·s time the spirit of the land (phi rai) is 
thanked for allowing the use of the land and f_or·the crep harvested. At 
PW3, the procedure in ·1959 was as follows: The owner of the swidden pre
pared four talings with only flowers- attached. O n  the night before the".
threshing was to start, the talip.gs, a part bottle of wine, three or four 
desserts (khanom), miang, several cigarettes, a banana shoot, an unhusked 
green coconut, an egg, red rice seeds, and several bundles of each kind of 
rice grown that year were taken out to the t.hreslling area, laid on the 
t·hreshing mat or hung from a pole and· left overnight. No further ceremeny 
takes place here, except that the taling and banana stalk are net removed, 
but the edible items are eaten or taken back home to eat later. 

http:talip.gs
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At WMl, the liang phi rai takes a form similar to the phithi haek at 
HPHl. A dog is tied up and carried to the field , where a small spirit
house is constructed. The dog is offered (sen"}?!!!) to the spirit alive", 
arid again after being killed, (the meat prepared as "with rice'') with 
words of invitation to eat (liang }?!!!), and with the request that the phi 
help the rice threshed to be bountiful. After leaving the food in the 
spirit house (ban phi) for a while, it is assumed that the spirit has"· 
eaten all it wishes, so the remainder is requested from the phi and eaten 
by the owner and his friends. In all these propitiation ceremonies , it is 
assumed that the phi enjoys the same foods that taste. good to the villager, 
so the food serves two purposes. 

During the period of threshing the owner of each site works longer 
hours than those who come to help, getting everything ready for work and 
picking up afterward. His children may come to help at this task, the 
older ones helping the women hap the threshed rice back to the hamlet un
less oxen (wua tang) are to be used. Early in the morning or at the end of 
the day 's threshing, the man of the house also carried loads of rough rice 
back home. A necessary preliminary step at home is to prepare a place to 
store the rice. Households which expect large harvests have semi-permanent
storage bins (vung khao) separate frGm or attached to the porch of". the house, 
but these may need rebracing, re-roofing, or other repairs before re-use. 
�ome of these have solid wooden walls; most have woven matting. Households 
with smal,ler harvests build or repair round woven bamboo containers that are 
coated with clay on the inside to prevent leakage of the grains; these are 
set up in a part of the kitchen area or on the covered porch of the house. 
All rice is stored as"·"rough rice (without milling) .  During the time the 
threshed rice is being transported, some member of the family or some trusted 
neighbor is responsible for keeping an eye on both the house and the swidden 
so that no rice is stolen or eaten by animals. 

Although the great majority of the villagers are involved in threshing 
and carrying home their rice all month long, other activities do take place. 
A few do not finish their harvesting until mid-month; on the other hand, by
that time some have �ompleted all their threshing. It is cold at nights 
and in the mornings until the sun drives away the fog, causing many to bathe 
at midday, sit around fires in the evening, and to get a late start in the 
morning. In spite of the cold weather and the heavy work in the daytime, the 
young men go courting most nights. There is much drinking at nig ht by the 
adult men, especially in PK 4, WMl, and HY2, and some men even carry wine out 
to the swidden. The headmen ask for a day or two of work £ran".everyone to 
thresh their rice, and widows or handicapped villagers are given some help 
as well. 

Early in the month the annual sports day is held at HY2 in which all 
four COliiD•Me Baw schools and the two Conmune Pha Sing schools participate, 
then the schools are closed for a two weeks' holiday. Large numbers of 
students from Pua District pass through in going home and returning to Nan. 
Several kinds of peddlers and merchants visit the hamlets -- women wishing
to trade tobacco or miang or desserts for cotton and pepper , town merchants 
buying rice for resale in town, Coo11tune Tanchum villagers seeking to buy
small pigs to raise, cloth peddlers, and others. 
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Forest harvesting of luk tao (sugar palm, Arenga"· saccharifera, I.abill. ) 
�tarts, as does the harvest " of 'Y1kha. Trucks begin "to · have accidettts",.
blocking the "road" and iacreasing"the number of through travelers who enter 
the ham1.ets other than HY 2, where the trucks always stop. In the gardens 
root vegetables mature and are dug to sell to tTavelers and .to eat. 

Ox carts hauling rice from Pua District to Nan pass in numbers up to 
thirty some days. Oxen used for transporting rice from the swiddens into 
PW3, S3, and PK4 number over 200, belonging to many different owners. 

Handicraft continues, including this month the making of cotton thread. 
A little fishing and more hunting is dene. ethers saw wood for sale, or 
deliver by boat planks already sold, bringing back rice, coconuts, and rice 
millings (klaep) for the pigs, as well as some cash� 

-
In December". the· gove:rument gives subsidies t.0 families with many chil--· · dren. In 19 58, Coumu4e Baw men with large families walked ·te town and ·

waited around : the District Office all day to find out finally that the
;

amount authorized was reduced from 126 baht in 1957 to only 10 baht in 1958 
for families with five children_ and dropped from 200 to 13 baht for fami
lies with six children. Another event in 1958 was the arrest of two men 
in PK 4  for having illegal liquor ia their home. There was no recegnition
of or celebration of the legal new year, except that the four primacy
schools took a holiday oa January first. 

January 

It is almost the middle of January before all the rice has been 
threshed and carried into the hamlets, although some"· groups are long since 
finished. Most of the villagers store the greater part of their rice, 
selling sma1.l SiJDOunts when necessary • . A few with. large .harvests� sell 
directly from the". field. - At the end_ of their work, many groups celebrate 
with a party (kan liang),. and in HY 2 drinking anti gambling becomes an 
almost nigbtly·"occurrence as does courting by the young men in all hamlets. 

-The harvest of yakha"takes a considerable amount �£ everyone 's time, but"· 
there is a large amount of group hunting� Other group activities in 1959 
were the building of the kamnan 's house by PW3- · and S3 residents, taking 
ten days; sawing of wood and assisting the carpenter in laying the floor"' 
of the HPSl church; the re•building. of some houses and". rice storage bins; 
aad annual celebrations in HPlll and HPSl. The ceremony at HPl:ll was the 
liang phi ban, in which the· s_pe"cial spirit ·of the hamlet is honored. At 
llPSl,"· · Cele•a combined Harvest F.estival..Christmas celebration is held. 
brating Christmas is delayed a month for .two reasons: (1) so that all 
tltl'e•hing cau be completed, .and (2) so that the dates will not conflict 
with the celebrations in town and in other Christian hamlets, allowing 
them to come to share the day with the HPSl church. (Details of these 
celebrations are found in Judd 1961: 269--277 . )  

Mach trading of goods takes place in January. Within the Commune 
cotton is traded for miang and tobacco, with outsiders rice or cotton 
is traded for salt, clothing aad medicine. Handicrafts are produced as 
usual, with rice storage baskets and bird traps predominating. Ammunition 
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Some, 
year; many edible plants 

for shotguns is made , and all the daily work necessary around the home is 
carried out, including: drawing of water, feeding the domestic animals, 
pounding the rough rice , weeding the garden, gathering and cutting fuel, 
gathering jungle plants to eat, caring for the children, and preparing 
tawk for later use. At night, many people gather around open fires {phing
fai) to chat and to keep warm. 

Short trips are taken to Nan or to hamlets in Amphoe Pua to visit 
friends and relatives. Near the end of the month, the most energetic 
households begin clearing the next year 's swidden. 

Thus, the year goes by. At most stages of swidden work, a day or 
two 's delay sakes little difference, so there is a chance to loaf when 
desired, or one can stay home if someone in the family is sick and needs 
care. If all members of the family wish to use their tfrne otherwise, it 
is proper to hire some other villager to go in one 's place in the work 
group. Most often the pay is in goods rather than cash, if the debt is not 
settled by furnishing labor in return on some later day. 

It can be seen from the above description that the basic techniques 
and sequence of swidden work practiced in Coo,oune Baw is not too different 
from that of the Lamet described by Izikowitz (1951 :  206•256) and of the 
Klmm OCbanm) described by Halpern (1958: 21-23) quoting Smalley, although 
the Lamet have considerably more animistic practices and ceremonies. On 
the other hand , it is obvious that the swidden system used in Couimune Baw 
(and probably Laos and Thailand as a whole) has very little in common with 
the complex , multiple-stage cycle of land use practiced by the Hanunoo in 
the Philippines, described by Conklin (1957: 29-155). Discussion of rela
tive yields will be found in Chapter v. 

Supplementary Occupations 

In discussing the supplementary occupations practiced in Conmune Baw, 
I begin with those most closely related to swidden farming or the cOlldllon 
life of the majority, and end with those special occupations performed by a 
few. 

Gardening takes three forms: in the swidden, in the hamlet , and in 
the jungle. Many plants are grown at the swidden site during the year. 

like banana�,  tubers, and corn may be planted early in the swidden 
are planted in small amounts each month; and 

towards the end of the swidden year , economic crops like pepper, peanuts, 
and cotton, are planted in sufficient quantity so that there will be some 
surplus over personal needs for sale or trade. In CC'u1uune Baw, however, 
practically never is there an attenpt to plant or continue to care for any 
crop so that it can be harvested in the old swidden during the following 
year. 

Gardens in the hamlet may be located on the house porches (herb 

Gardening 
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gardens), near the"house, or on the bank of the river. The first is uni
_versal;· the second varies from a few square feet to as much as 300 square

yards with most home gardens being small; river bank gardens are gem rally 
of good size but are planted only by the more energetic ."villager and in no 
hamlet take up all the peteu.tial space even within the bamlet boundaries. 
Free-foraging chickens everywle re and free-foragillg pigs in some hamlets 
discour,age garden planting, since even bambeo fences give little protection, 
but the prima,:-y reasons for not plant_ing a garden are the availability of 
some kind of greens at least in the nearby jungle, and the trouble of 
carrying water for irrigation, especially in the late dry season. 

Gardening in the jungle has two meanings. Rather than merely gather• 
ing jungle pla�ts haphazardly, some villagers make regular. trips to certain 
spots in the jungle where particular plants grow� and in harvesting care 
is taken that the plant is not palled out by the roots or otherwise killed, 
with the expectation that it caa be harvested ·again. This is especially 
true of greens, bamboo shoots, and tree fruits, as well as non-edibles such 
as wicker. The other type of jungle gardening is that done in. the process 
of establishing an orange orchard. The first year the site is used as a 
regular swidden, but if there is an expectation. that eventually orange 
trees will be planted, bananas, pineapple, or other plants will be planted 
in the portion of the area not immediately planted to". cit.rue. Since the 
marcottes are very small when first planted, bananas are commonly planted 
between the rows both to pi:-ovide fruit and to help control the weeds 'by
their shade. Systematic orchard planting like this, even. on the scale of 
100•200 trees a year, is above the financial ability ef most of the vil-· . .
lagers, and is more cc,ooo,on iti the holdings of the absentee owners., . 

. In C0111nune Baw no vegetable,. with the exception of peanuts, is planted 
in c<W,1uercial quantities, 'but the trading of one vegetable for a one-meal 
quantity of another is eouanon•" .(Fc,r a listing of edible plants gathered or 
grown, see Judd 1961: 117-121.) 

Fishing �d Hunting 

The catching of fish for personal consumption is an almost daily 
occupation; hunting is almost as frequent for those who own guns. However,
there is no one in �he Co1111u1ne whose sole occupation is either fishing _o.r 
hunting, although there are a few who combine these with sawing wood,
labor for others, forest gathering, and weaving of handicrafts to .take the 
p_lace of awiddening, either through choice or because of physical limita
tions like old age. 

Labor for Others 

There are very few villagers in CODilitlne Baw who do not earn some 
money during the _year by working for others in one way or another,. and 
there are still fewer who do not seek such opportunities. Some tasks per• 
formed are unskilled in the sense that anyone in the Commune is capable of 
doing them, but most jobs require the skills developed by· a life in the 
out•of-doors. Thus, a town-dweller"· could not do many of them well. Some 
types of work are available often througho�t the year, such as substituting 
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in a work group in a swidden, helping to clear or weed an orchard site, 
carrying hap (a load) for a traveler (most often just the distance from PK4 
to HY2), poling or rowing a boat to transport people or goods , or pounding 
rice (a task frequently hired out to widows or the blind). Other jobs like 
building bridges and widening or leveling the "roadway'' are seasdonal. 
Payment for labor is discussed in Chapter V. 

Skilled Labor and Entrepreneurship 

With some jobs there is only a fine line between skilled and unskilled 
work, so  the distinction is dependent upon the one who is classifying. Some
of the types of work mentioned in this section could just as easily be in� .eluded elsewhere, as for instance the sawing of lumber and the makingdof
gunshot. S01ne sawing is done by most of the men of the COD1Dune, but a few
pairs of men spend a large proportion of their time doing this , and earn 
better than average wages from the sale of their work. Several men repair 
guns and many more make au111uuition, but only ex-ka,,man Chune in HY2 makes 
it a pr1mary occupation. Small-scale entrepreneurship is widespread among
the women, with many, especially in B'f2 and PK4,  rnak1.ng desserts and miang
which they carry around to sell, those from the latter village also prepar
ing native tobacco for sale. A few sell these "luxuries'' as well as young 
coconuts, t•aTiac:l pods, sugarcane, and yam bean (man kaeo) from roadside 
stands. Still 1DOre widespread is the sale or trade of handicraft items 
made of bamboo, broom straw, or· grass. 

Barbering is frequently done by parents for their children, with 
adults servicing each other, but of late a woman in PK4 has developed a
clientele of women whose hair she cuts. Home-made cloth is intended for 
personal use, but is occasionally traded or sold. An ex-teacher has set
tled in PK4 where he supplements his swidden income by part-time photo
graphy. The school teacher at HY2 and an ex•soldier at PK4 give penicillin
shots and sell medicine, and in moet bamlets there are one or more "doctors'' 
of various kinds : maw clamrae (herbalist), maw � (fortune teller) , .or maw
ph� ·(spirit exorciser)d. These native doctors may charge directly for their 
services, or receive payment -indirectly as when the maw phi helps to eat 
the food offered to the spirit. 

At HY2 two families, in one of which the husband is - Chinese, sell food 
daily to travelers, and two women sell fresh fish there almost daily. At
FK4, there is one simple hardware shop,, one· liquor shop , and several homes 
selling Thai foods and locally grown foodstuffs. Also, at PK.4 is the only 
significantly capitalized enterprise - a rice- mill. This mill, turned by
a small Czechoslovak-made deisel engine, was opened in October 1957. · It is
capable of milling about 15 thang (300 liters) an hour but seldom works 
continuously all day. The owner-operator, who is also a rice dealer,
charges one baht per thang for milling if the bran is no� taken, or one
and a half baht if it is taken. Bran left· behind is so.ld°)as pig food at 
one baht per thang. Villagers have walked· from as far as HY2 to buy rice 
at the mill, but only PK4 folk have brought rice there to be milled. The 
owner buys some rough rice to sell to merchants from Nan who ship it either
by boat or truck. A wooden house and several heads of buffalo which are 
rented out to Coo■Nne Tanchum paddy-rice farmers attest to the profit from 
the mill. 

http:rnak1.ng
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Govermn�nt Service 

Only the five teachers in the four primary schools are paid for full
time work by the government. The kamnan and the other three hamlet headmen . .
receive govern11ent money for part-time work; no others in Commune Baw are 
in government service. 

Orange
. 

Orchards 
. . 

Orange orchard ownership is discussed in Chapter II. In 1959 there 
were only two families deriving their major income from the ownership of 
an orchard, although at least six families were receiving small regular 
salaries from non-resident owners for part-time labor and care-taking by 
residence on the orchard site. At that time only three orchards were old 
enough to produce crops. Part•time labor on orange orchards has already 
been discussed. 

Other Occupations 

.

There are no other important occupations practiced by Cormnune Baw 
villagers, but the raising of domestic avimals deserves mention. Ducks,
buffal'os 4nd especially oxen are a rarity, owned only by the ''rich''. (Only
two men own cattle, one with 12 and the other with 24 - animals.) Native 
chickenss-are raised by 80 per cent of the households, but almost entirely 
for personal use with only thirteen households having more than forty birds 
and only one household having over 180 birds. Two-thirds of the households 
raise pigs,  but only thirteen households raised more than three , and only 
one had more than five pigs. The buyings· and selling of pigs is mQre of a· 
sport than a business with several bought and sold each year , taking very 
small profits. Only a few of the households spend any money in feeding 
the pigs (to buy klaep); considerable time is spent cellecting and boiling 
banana stems, papaya, squash, and thorny weeds as a daily mash. Thus,
most pigs raised are scrawny as their food does lit�le more than maintain 
body metabolism. 

Sharing of Work Roles 

In the foregoing descriptions it has been obvious that most work is 
engaged in by both the men and women. In Table 3 ,  various jobs are 
classified as to whether one or the other sex has the primary responsi
bility, both share equally, er if the task is considered proper for one .
sex only. 
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Table 3. Adult Work Roles by Sex in Couaoune Baw 

Work llole Male Female 

In the swidden:
Clearing trees xx X

Clearing bamboo X X

Burning, gathering and re-burning X X

Weeding X X

Punching hole with dibble stick xx X

Dropping seeds in hole and covering X xx
Harvesting and stacking grain X X

Treading out the grain xx X

Carrying rough rice to bamlet X xx
Carrying firewood Lome X X

Carrying tools to field and home xx X

Carrying 1ungle foods 11.ome X xx 
In the jungle: 

Cutting trees for timber xx 0 

Sawing logs into planks xx 0

Searching for edibles X xx
Cutting bamboo for tawk xx X 

C 

Bunting xx y

Harvesting jungle plants to sell OT use xx X ' 

Harvesting x•kbe (grass for roof·iag) X X 

In the ba,nl.et or nearby: 
Braving and carrying water home X xx 

· _Washing clothes ·x xx 
Making roof shingles X X

Putting roof on a - house xx 0

P'ishi�g xx X

Pole or row dugout canoe xx y
Harvestd. coconuts xx 0

Day labor on roads, build bridg�s xx 0

Selling desserts · · · y xx
SelliDg handicrafts, rice, vegetables X X 

Around the house: 
. . 

Preparing tawk from bamboo section xx y

Weaving bamboo articles X X 

Preparing food for pigs X xx
Pounding rice y 

. , . 

xx
Steaming rice X xx
Cooking�th rice" X xx
Caring for childrend• X xx 

: ,Ca�ing for chickens X xx
Wiping or sweeping the floor X xx.. .Making thread from cotton 0 xx 
Weaving cloth · o  xx
Making a• ounition and cleaning gun xx 0 

Legend: x • shared responsibility 0 - probably never do 
xxd·- primacy responsibility y 

- seldom do 

http:ba,nl.et
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The work roles of male and female children are similar, distinctions 
in kinds of tasks performed being based more often on age and strength 
than on sex differences alone. , On the whole, the only task regularly
given to children is caring for their younger sib· However,lings. the 
children trail after their parents as they work around the hamlet, play 
at doing the same task and gradually take over some of the jobs, such as 
drawing water or feeding the chicken� , from their parents. 

Local Attitudes Toward Work 

Only a few of the Conmune Baw residents could be called loafers. 
Most keep at least their hands busy throughout the day, and much of the 
phys . Long walks areical work done requires well-develeped muscles. fre
quent, and all adults are capable of carrying (hap) quite heavy loads for 
long distances. Some parts of the swidden cycle require persistent labor 
throughout the day in spite of hot sun or chilling rain. After a hard 
day of work in the fields, there :remain many tasks around the home before 
everyone is fed and the children put to sleep, and there is no super
market for ease of shoppingo Few foreigners could keep up the pace. 

However, there is seldom any sense of rush noticeable. Work goals 
are set for the day in the swidden, but it is expected that there will be 
frequent rest periods, and what is not finished one day can wait until the 
next. Never mind (mai pen rai) ! Traditional skills are well learned, but 
there is little exper:fmentation or .thought given to "labor-saving'·' innova
tioas, improved seed, crep diversification, or other forms of planned 
change. While most would enjoy living in a wooden house, no one considers 
it wise to strain himself every free moment in ore:ier to build one in a 
single season or a single year. 

Cooperative assistance in swidden work is expected and freely given 
on a reciprocal basis , with little discussion of its necessity and few 
dragging feet. Cooperative wrk within the hamlet is much harder to carry 
through if it requires more than two days for completion , especially if 
general co,wununity betterment is intended rather than help to a neighbor
who may be expected to reciprocate. Prebably the major reason for this - 
difficulty is that al.meat everyone lives on a minimum subsistence basis, 
and any activity which can not be seen as adding to the family income 
lll\lSt be interrupted when the opportunity or necessity for personal income 
arises .  Another factor which limits uninterrupted concentration on a 
major hamlet project is the lack of efficient means of food storage. 
Without canning or refrigeration., most "with rice'' cannot be acc1:UBJ1lated 
very far ahead. Thus, fish.ing,_ hunting, or at least gathering from the 
jungle must take place every few days if not daily� Again, most of the 
technology is based on freely available but impermanent native materials, 
and it is expected that whatever was done this year will have to be done 
again next year. This fact encourages two responses: one, not to put
too much effort into any single task; and, second, not to view hamlet 
improvement projects as"··of permanent value. Lastly, because there are 
certain t1rnes when one must -m rk hard (as in the swidden) in spite of hot 
sun or pouring rain , it is pleasanter to keep activities around home at 
a slow, leisurely pace. · 
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Use of Leisure Time 

For most of the villagers, time is not categorized as nwork time" and 
"leisure time''• People may rest frequently or actually loaf on certain 
days, but such periods of "non-work" are not formally recognized as leisure. 
Considering the caloric value of their diet, the rest may be necessary. 
During work breaks, and also at night after supper before retiring, the 
adults are apt to have tawk or cotton in their hands while they talk, just 
as many ladies in the United States knit as they visit with friends. Even 
though there are gaps of time between the stages of the swidden work, fish
iag, hunting, house-building, and other . necessary tasks fill the days, and 
for moat the only distinctively "leisure-time activities" are those that 
take place during the Buddhist New Year and other, shorter, holidays. For 
many, refreshment or re-creation of spirit and body comes from finding joy
in the job at band and in chatting with others in the work group. However, 
for some men in PK 4, WMl, and especially in HY2, getting drunk frequently 
and gambling provide diversion. 

As to activities that are termed "leisure-time'' activities in the 
West, there are none in organized form. No sports, even including takraw, 
are played regularly or in teams, except occasionally by �chool children. 
Children play together, often copying adult activities, but organized group 
games are a rarity introduced through the visits of Christian young people 
from town. 

There are no vocal music groups, and the only instrumental music groups 
are small groups related to the PK 4  and HY2 temples. The only common musi• 
cal instruments owoe d individually are a kind of guitar, the phin, which is 
strun+oed by some of the young men when they go courting, and the saw (fiddle)
which is played to accomp411y the singing of ballads or stories (saw) in the 
evening when drinking and during the Buddhist New Year celebrations. An 
innovation in 1959 was the purchase of a cheap phonograph by a RPw2 man, and 
its rental with records, operated by the owner, at the rate of 12 sides for 
4 baht, with paymeat acceptable in goods or in cash. For special occasions 
like khun ban mai, this man was hired to provide entertajnmeut. His records 
included saw, ramwong (Thai folk dance music with words) ,  and some Western 
jazz (phleng sakon). 

Chatting with one 's neighbor is perhaps the most e;o110M>n leisure-time 
activity, being carried on wherever one meets along the ·path or road, while 
fishing or bathing, while po1111ding rice, or while sitting together on the 
porch floor. On winter nights, talking together late around an open fire is 
�AiiiiAD , but during the rainy and bot seasons it is more c..Oiii4..m to retire 
early, unless one goes night fishing or hunting. As there are few radios 
(one each in PW3, HY2, and PK 4) and no newspapers delivered to Coounune Baw, 
most provincial, national, and world news is spread by travelers who pass
through. When aomeone from outside the Coo■Hune spends the night in a hamlet, 
often many villagers gather informally to talk with him, and some guests im
prove upon the news in the telling, as for instance, when the carpenter 
working on the church at HPSl greatly entertained the folk there with the 
story of the parachute jumping practice at the Nan "airfield". 



CHAPTER V 

THE ECONOMY OF COMMUNE BAW 

Introduction 

Although most Counnune Baw villagers supplement their income by some 
of the ways already described, the economy is primarily based on the rice 
crop. Therefore, it is essential to consider in detail the economics of 
swiddening. 

Rice ..Yields 

Agricultural input costs are usually distinguished as land, labor, 
capital, and management expenses. In swiddening, with no land cost, the 
principal investment is in labor with part of up to 11 months used in 
some phase of the ·task. The capital investment necessary covers hand 
tools, mats, baskets, and seed rice, which for one family could be bought
at around 400 baht. Since mest of these capital needs can be provided or 
made by the villager himself, a cash output of 40 baht per year is more 
likely. Grist's figure."of 860 baht fer the capital cost of equipment for 
hand•reaping and threshing wet rice in Malaya seems excessive. (1959; 180) 
As for management expenses, there is none as each family manages its own 
swidden site. 

Since labor is the principal investment, ideally the cost per man·
hour should be considered. Grist estimates 127 hours per acre (50 hours 
per rai) is necessary just for harvesting by hand in Malaya. (1959: 180) 
It is difficult to make even an intelligent guess for the total man hour 
requirement per rai in CA1■tn1ne Baw, because al 1 through the year work in 
the swidden stops and starts many times. Work is interspersed with forest 
gathering almost every day, and each week some time is spent relaxing·� · at 
work in the hamlet, at day labor,. in sickness, hunting, or in other non
swidden activities. Furthermore, the size of each work group frequently 
tends to vary as the husband or wife goes or stays h•e, aa sickness of 
children occurs, and as families decide"· ·  to carry out certain parts of 
their field work independently of the work group •" It is probable that at .
least 1000 hours per year are spent by the man of the family in the 
swidden and many wives spend just as much time; ohviously families in 
groups that plant larger crops spend more time. At local wage rates, for 
1000 hours of work (if jobs were available) the laborer would receive 
approximately 700 baht. 

When considering production, there are many p ossible ways to measure 
yield, such as kilograms per acre, kilograms per man hour, kilograms per 
acre per day the crop is using the land, or kilograms per unit of money
invested. Each of these emphasizes the principal limiting factor under 
the prevailing agricultural system. The cOiiDllon measure of yield used by 
the Coo1nuae Baw villager is baskets harvested per baskets pl·an·ted. It is 
spoken of first as the number of stacks of eµt rice of a standard size 
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that are harvested (one kawng is expected to yield 10�12 hap of threshed 
rice). After threshing, the total produi�ion is measured"in hap (loads 
totaling about 40 liters of rough rice) • Thus it is not land, _ time,
growing season, or mouey per".!!. that is considered limiting, but the 
amount of seed necessary to plant in order to secure an adequate rice 
supply for}a year; in actuality, though, all of these factors are to some 
degree 1:frniting in Co•nune Baw and the villagers are sonrewhat conscious of 
them, but it is more convenient to speak of seed planted and harvested. 

The ratio of rice harvested to rice planted in Commune Baw varies 
with the particular sites chosen, the spacing between the plants, and most 
of all with the amount of rain and how well it is scattered throughout the 
growing season. Yields varying from 1 4:1 to 44:1 were reported in 1958, 
with an average of 31: 1 for the commune as a whole. 

Further research is necessary on the weight of rice harvested in 
C()l@•tune Baw. Probably about 100 baskets (thang) of rough rice".would pro
vide appro%:f•a�ely 1800 pounds of milled rice, which is the amount that 
Grist est1rna�es is conSUJDed per year by a family of six. (1959: 367) 13 
Using Kaufman 's (1956 : 2 )  estimate that an average adult con�umes roughly 
1.3 pounds of glutinous rice per day, and assuming the 4. 5 persons per 
household in Coapune Baw as equal to about 3.5 adults, I equate 100 thang 
as the yearly rice requirement of the average Coow,une Baw household."· The 
typical villager expects an adult to eat a bit more than two thang of rough 
rice or apprmr1rnately 36 pounds of milled rice per month. 

In 1958, 28 per cen� of the Cw1,1une Baw households produced less tha� 
100 baskets (tpang) of rice, 37 per cent produced between 100 and 200 
baskets, and 35 per cent produced over 200 baskets. (Figures based on 258 
of the 282 households only. ) Only 2 per cent produced more than 500 baskets, 
while in Bang Chan 82 per cent produced more than 500. (Sharp : 1953 : 164) 
Those in the first category (with less than 100 baskets) would probably have 
insufficient rice for their household needs for the year. Rice harvested 

12-r� practice of the Co,w1u,ne Baw villager of dealing only in bulk 
measure and not weighing his rice crop is characteristic of Nan Province as 
a whole, and this has led to a major problem in introducing the improved 
seed rice into this provin�. The improved varieties recwended for this 
area have smaller grains than the native varieties. Even though the indivi
dual grains weigh more and although each new variety has a much smaller pro
portion of unfilled kernala, at harvest by bulk measure the yield is lesso 
The new varieties also appear to yield less because the grains are scattered 
all along the stalk rather than bunched at the end. In addition, the charac
teristic of reduced shattering which is desirable with mechanical harvesting,
is considered undesirable by those who harvest and thresh by hand". 

13rhe Chief Rice Officer of Nan Province states that a thang of upland 
rice grown in Nan Province will weigh between 8 and 10 kilograms (between 
17.6 and 22.0 pounds) depending upon the size of the kernel and the variety o 
The khao daw varieties are lightest and bulkiest, while the khao E! are the 
heaviest from having grown longer. The villagers are aware of the weight
differences, but measure their crop by its bulk. Personal correspondence 
with Nan Provincial Agricultural Officer, March 5, 1961. 
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over 100 baskets would normally be available for sale or barter for food
stuffs, clothing, blankets, tools, and other necessities. 

Comparing COWili\lae Baw harvests with those assembled by Halpern (1958.: 
36) from data by Izikowitz, Kaufman, Madge, and Sharp on a kilogram per 
household basis , it is obvious that the Commua1e Baw production is leas than 
any quoted there, ranging fTOm an es-tfmat:ed 90() kilograms or· less for one
fourth of the households, to a maximm of 4500 kilograms for the 1 4  per 
cent producing most (ignoring the kaJDDan's atypical situatien) .  However,
comparisons of this type, when involving two very different types of agri
culture"·.•• wet and dry rice cultivation. -- are useful only in indicating 
the range ef producti"on. They do not tell the yield per man hour, per 
acre, per days invested, per seed used, or even per person .. Cempared in 
yield per I!.i, Coououne Baw ave.rages about equal ': ', Bang Chan ,.s 31. 9 / thang 
per rai� (Sharp 1953: 163) 

Bice Sold 

In Comnune Baw, most of the rice produced in excess of household needs 
is sold within the first few months follewing the harvest. Most sales are 
small; only 7 per cent claim to sell as much as one-fourth of what they 
grow. Some is pledged to re-pay loans made befoTe aarvest at a price as 

·low as s"baht . per hap (two thang of 20 liters each) of rough rice; some is 
held until spring or 11t•11woer when the price may rise as high as 16 baht to 
25 bab.t per hap. The major portion of rice sold i.s sold in January, bring
ing a price during the past three years of 10-·1 2  haht per hap at the hamlet 
of the owner • .  

Weather conditions and the size of the crop in the nation as a whole 
affects the local price of rice, e.specially since Nan, Province· is a deficit 
area in rice production.. If it appears that rice prices are going to be 
high for rice imported into the province, many peep le from town try to pur
chase from the rural areas such as CODlllUtle Baw, .  and the ens.uing scarcity 
causes the Conmuae price to rise as the year progr4irsses. ·During such years 
there is also a hardening of attitude toward townspeople who come . ·out to 
swidden and then carry th�ir harvest back into"· ·  towa. The HY 2  headman 
reported in early 1959 that he was censidering forbidding outsiders to 
swidden in hia hamlet area. However, it is highly unlikely that such a 
threat would be carried out, especially in HY 2 ; .  fer the whole hamlet has 

·developed from the settling down there of town-based swiadeaer·s. 

At the price of 10 haht per hap of reugh rice, the value of au average .
'.family's yearly rice needs would be between 501-600 baht. Niaety•eight per 
cent of the households harvest a crop valued at less than 2 ,. 500 baht, and 
the k•nan's 19

.
58 crep, using ."eontributed" labor of all l'W3 villagers, was 

werth less than 10.000 bpt. One must remember, however, that although ·
cash is used by all families for some purchases, rice is not viewed by most 
as a cash crop, but rather as the basic crop for feeding t� famj..ly,"·"with 
some surplus to trade for other ae·cessities. file majority of the viliagers :
do not attempt to grow much more than they expect to need, but instead . 
count on supplementing their income by other means and by being as self
sufficient as possible. 
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Other C()Uthune Baw Crops and Products 

Other crops grown include peanuts, chili pepper, cotton, corn, sweet 
potatoes, sugar cane, yam bean, aeAame, casava, cvcumher, string beans, 
eggplant, and squash, in order of importance. Most of these crops are 
harvested for family use or barter within the hamlet or connnune, but small 
amounts are sold ·tor cash, especially of peanuts (1 baht a kilogram if 
still green, or 6 baht a kilogram if dry), pepper (15 baht a kilogram) ,  
sweet potatoes (5 baht a thang), and cot·ton". (Prices given refer to 1958 
and 1959 . )  

Barter is also very ce>Huoon in the sale of handicrafts, rice, fish, 
and fruits, but domestic or wild animal meat, live pigs, salt, liquor, 
chickens, and forest products lile rattan are usually sold for cash. Any
a�imal tbat is shot or butchered is divided up into small chunks of meat 
that sell for from 1-5 baht per chunk; pig or buffalo meat is normally 
contracted for in advance prior to being butchered. Prices paid for live 
a,,imals vary depending upon the size, age, and kind of animal; pigs never 
get very large before being sold, 200 baht is about the maximum paid. A 
wild pig shot near PW3 in October 1958 sold for 150 baht in HY2. In PK 4  
butchering is weekly, sometimes �ore often, but in the other hamlets, it 
usually takes place only at the t1rne of ceremonies. Chickens seldom sell 
for more than 6 baht apiece, and eggs for"\ baht each. 

Handicraft items sell for from 1 baht for a broom up to 10 baht for 
a baby's crib or a fish trap. Other items made out of forest products are 
valuable only in quantity. Bundles of grass (yakha) sell for 5 baht a 
load (hap) . Grass shingles sell for an average of 70 baht a hundred; 
rattan sells for from"\ to 1 baht a stem. Bamboos bring from 20 to 100 
baht per hundred canes, depending on the type and wlere delivered. 

Most families eat all the fish they catch, but if any are sold, they 
are usually tied in tens and sold for 1 baht because they are so small ."· 
In ·n2, various sized fish are sold daily to truck passengers, but very few 
bring over 3 baht. Occasionally, a really big fish is caught that is worth 
up to 100 baht; such must be sold in HY2 for no villagers are willing or 
able to spend so much money for fish. 

For some villagers, especially in HPSl, RPW2, and WMl, sawing wood is 
a frequent occupati"on. Most sawing is done in the forest surrounding these 
hamlets, and then the sawed lumber is carried into the hamlet and stored 
under one 's house until sold (unless it must be kept hidden because it is 
of a prohibited species) . The measures used are not exact as they are 
based on one's forearm length (sawk) and the width of a finger (niu), but 
these approxima�e 20 inches and 1 inch, respectively. At varying widths 
and thicknesses, the price is quoted at so much per sawk of length. 
Actually, all boards are sawed to 6, 8, or 10 sawk lengths. 

The maximum length of 10 sawk represents the maxim1rn size of log that 
the villagers can manage by hand. A raised frame is constructed near the 
site where the tree is felled, and the tree is cut into sections that will 
divide the trunk into 6•10 sawk lengths. Each section must be rolled and 
levered up onto the frame so that a two-man saw can be used with one man on 
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the ground (perhaps in a pi�) and the otherd·above the log on the frame. 
Fewer middle•sized trees are still found near these hamlets because either 
small or very large trees are the preferred size to saw. 

Table 4 shows the common price for various size boardsd. Since this 
is hand-sawed, few pieces are of uniform aimensions , and all four sides
remain unplaned. 

Table 4. Comm"n Price of Hand•sawed Boards in CODDllune Baw H�lets ·
in Dry Season 

Thickness Width Price per sawk (approx:lrnately 20 inches or
(inches) (inches) \ m�t�r) in Thai baht (100 satangs • 1 baht) 

% X 6 0 .30 
1 X 2 0 .20 
1 X 8 0 . 50 
2 X 3 0.30 
2 X 4 0.40 
2 X 6 o.so 

3 X 4 0 .40 

If sawed lumber is delivered by the sawyers to another hamlet, the
price is usually about double that given in the table; thus walling,d%" 
x 6tt, sells at 0 .68 baht and 2'' x 4" scaffelding sells at O. 78 baht, ··· 
delivered. Rarer and illegal woeds bring higher prices. Also, prices go 
up during the rai.ny season; thus, walling may sell for 0.55 baht locally 
in September. Some sawed wood is sold or used locally, but JJ1Uch·dis trans
ported by boat to PK4 and hamlets in Coniiuune Tanchum of Pua District.. The
better sawyers often a.re hired ·to go· to these neighboring hamlets to saw 
timber already felled. On such occasions besides being paid about· 25 �
baht for each 100 sawk of any d�nsi0n sawed, the sawyers are also fed
three meals a day and housed overnight by the employer. A good paird- of 
sawyers can earn 10-15 baht each a day. 

Wage Rates 

Apart from sawyering,. there are few skilled jobs that pay good wages, 
although during part of the year a skilled fisherman, hunter, forest 
gatherer, bamboo weaver, or grass shingle maker may significantly add to 
his income through the sale of his products. For mos t j obs, unskilled in 
the sense that any other Comune Baw person can perform them, the common 
wage is 4-5 baht per day. Such wages are receivedd- for weeding orange 
orchards , repairing bridges or improving the "roadway'', sub st itut ing_ in a 
swidden work group, and other tasksd.performed within the C(>IDluune. If the .noon meal isdsupplied, the wage for helping in _the swidden is only 3 baht.
During the rainy season or when carrying goods for someone beyond the 
Conmune boundaries, the villager can usually bargain. for and get higher 
pay. Por instance, men can get 7 baht and 'I.with rice'' (put not rice as 
well) for orchard labor. For ro-ad repair, the hamlet headmen who 
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supervise the work receive 10 baht per day�-

If a villager could get day labor of some sort every day of the year, 
he would earn about 1 ,800 baht. Since there are few with enough money to 
hire anyone for the majority of villagers, 200 baht is a more reasonable 
expectation of cash income from wages during a year. The only villagers 
with regular monthly wages are the orange orchard watchmen, the headman,
the truck driver and his helper, and the school teachers, in ascending 
order of income". (The watebman gets about 50 baht and the teacher about 
S00 baht . )  

Apart fm"m day labor for cash and jobs with regular wages, there is 
some contract labor and some labor paid for in goods. The teachers somem 
times hire the villagers to swidden for them; the usual rate for clearing 
or weeding a plot is 30-35 baht per rai". Absentee orange·. orchard owners 
also have some of their weeding done on a contract basis at similar rates. 
U8ually, when rough rice must be transported back to the hamlet by."human 
effort, the members of a work group help each other; in some cases, as at 
HPHl in 1958, individuals not in the work group are engaged to help carry 
the rice, and are paid in rice, at the rate of one load (hap) of rough 
rice for each four days"' labor. 

Cash Income and Expenses 

An exact study of cash income and outgo remains for future researcho 
That one villager who promised to keep a record, failed to do so is 
natural, for there is no tradition of record keeping of any kind by these 
villagers, many of whom are illiterate. With no regular bills to pay, 
and no regular cash income, there is no felt need for recording what money
is received or spent. At present, cash plays a minor part in family living. 
Such funds as are on hand are usually hidden by the wife on her person or 
somewhere in the hous"e.  Small amounts are spent for kerosene, rice mill
ings for the pig, medicines, liquor, and occasionally for foodstuffs or 
desserts (khanom)". Larger amounts, when available, are spent for clothing, 
blankets, and tools. The amount of cash handled in a year varies very
widely from a probable minimum of 500 baht to a maximum of 2,000 baht for 
all but a very few. The modal cash income per household from all sources 
is undoubtedly under 1,000 baht . 

The chief exceptions to the 2,000 baht maximum are the salaried 
people and the merchants. Apart from the rice mill, the only large mer
chandising establishment in the Co,11ceune is a store also in PK 4. This 
''hardware" store sells about 50 items including bottled liquor, bottled 
soft drinks (Pepsi, orange, and 7•Up, at 2.50 baht, un-iced -- sold mostly 
to travelers) ,  thin blankets, lamps, matches, simple medicines, soap, wax, 
and some local items like young coconuts, bananas, duck eggs, yam beans,
and desserts .  The second largest shop is the Chinese "short•order restau
rant" in HY2 where many of the trucks stop. A shop in PK 4  and houses in 
WMl and HY2 that sell liquor undoubtedly handle more than 2,000 baht a 
year in cash. The teacher in each hamlet with a school is approached for 
loans, with handicrafts for sale, and with rice or food to trade for other 
needs. They provide both short-term credit and a source of supplieso This 
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is especially true of the WM1 teacher who kept supplies of kerosene, dried 
fish, salt, fish sauce, matches, etc". ,  for sale or trade, and of a PK 4  
teacher who was being threatened with firing from the school for spending
too much time as a merchant. The HY2 teacher seld medicines and gave in
jections. 

The degree of involvement in a cash eco1iomy varies considerably a.mong 
the ten hamlets. It is my opinion that HY2 is most highly involved, fol
lowed by PK4. PW3 and S3 'handle the aext most cash, receiving it in pay
ment for part of their excess crops, but their use of cash is more 
clustered around ceremonies and during the dry season when peddlers come 
to them. For moat people in the rest of the hamlets, cash resources are 
always limited and never held very long before being used. 

The Wealth of COlDllltine Baw Households 

The limited use of ·"money in the overall economy reflects the fact of 
its scarcity and not any unwillingness on the part of the villagers to 
have or use money. Traciitionally, the subsis·tence agriculture practiced 
and the value-system followed has not required the use ,of cash, and still 
today the villagers manage to provide for their basic needs without using 
much of it. However, ·"as the Coum•une has been breught into fuller contact 
with urban society, there has been aa increased desire to secure things
that money will buy, and a clear appreciation of the instrumental,. value of 
money. Nevertheless, it is my hypothesis �hat monetary wealth is still 
not itself considered a prftflary value .. (Th:i.s hypothesis is tested in Judd: 
1961 by specific correlations of"•wealth with leadership, education, �atus, 
religion, participation in politics, medical care, and attitudes toward 
social change. ) 

For the correlations "'wealth" is defined as low, moderate, or high
in terms of scores based on housing, rice harvest, domestic animals owned, 
orchard land claimed, transport equipment owned, and cash income. It · 
should be noted ' that a11 of these levels are relative to ,the local", situa• 
tion, that the majority of the villagers fall in".the "low" wealth category 
on all items except

. 
rice harvested, and that only those in the "high'' 

wealth category would be comparable to those of average wealth in rural 
e:entral Thailand where wet rice is grown .. Specific details of what these 
levels indicate a-re found in Table 5. 
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Table 5. The Bases for Assignirg Wealth Levels· of C01J1DUne Baw Households, 
1958-59, and Indications of Distribution Range within Each Factor 

Housing:
Low-------No wood used in floor or walls of house. No cash outlay •-5 4% 

Cash outlay under 1 0 0 0  Moderate•-•-Walls or floor partly of wood. 
baht 

High•-------Walls and floor all wood; roof not grass. Cash outlay 
over 1, 0 0 0  baht -- 7% 

Rice Harvest: (Based on 258 households; no information available oa 2 4.) 
Low--------Under 1 0 0  thang harvest; no surplus above family needs -�28% 
Moderate----Between 1 0 0-2"0 0  tbang harvested; some surplus to sell 

or barter. 
High--------OVer 2 0 0  thang harvested; surplus sufficient for bulk 

sales. ·--35% 

Domestic Auima1.s Raised: 
Low-------Less than 2 0  fowl raised; fewer , tban 3 pigs raised. --77% 
Moderate----Between 2 0•69 fewl raised; or 3•5 pigs rais�d. --2"01 
Bigh-----Seventy or more 

some buffalo. 

Orchard I-100 Claimed: 
Low---------Less than 1 rai 
Moderate--•-Between 1-3 rai 
High••--•-•-More than 3 rai 
No information 

T:ransport Eguipment Owned: 
Low�-----None 
Moderate�---own boat 

fowl raised; or over 5 pigs; or own 
-- 3% 

I

claimed; only homestead claimed. --61% 
claimed legally. --33% 
claimed and planted to other than rice. -- 5% 

-- 1% 

-·-8 4% 
-- 5% 

High--------own bicycle or cart or both --10% 
No information -- 1% 

Cash IncoaliEt: 
Low-•-----No regular cash income. (Est1ma�ed total under 1,"0 0 0  

babt. ) --6 4% 
Hoderate•---Part•tfme merchant, or estima�ed income between 1,"0 0 0-

, .2,"0 0 0  baht. --31.5% 
Bigh--------Full-time merchant or salaried with income over 2,"0 0 0  
• babt. -- 4.5% 

Scoripg Plan: 
Low: 1 point
Moderate: 2 points 
High: 3 points
Range of possible scores: 6-18 
Interpretation: Score of 

6- 9 Household of "low'1 wealth. 
10-15 Household comfortable by local standards. 
16-18 Household has sufficient wealth for some freedom 

of choice when money involved. 
On schedules with necessary information lacking for any 
item, scoring is based on available items; i. e., if 5 
items, range is 5-15, and levels counted at 5-7, 8-12, 
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The six indicators of wealth used were chesen as those most distinctive 
in Cosnnrune Baw. Other indicators sueh as clothing, equiplent,. amount of 
paddy ; land owned, higher education ef children, amount spent on family 
ceremonies, etc., were rejected either because of irrelevancy ia Ce,oHHWle Baw 
or because distinction on that basis ·lfGUld require a' loqer period than the 
17 months spent in studying this CoDlllUne. Specific data are on hand from 
the .sebedule for the first five indicaters; schedule data is supplemented by 
other sources for the cash income status determination. -Using these indica
tors, the wealth of each hamlet is as given in Table 6. 

Table 6. Wealth of Households in Commune Baw Hamlets, 1958-59, Based on - , ,,

Housing, Rice Harvest, Domestic Animals Owned, Orchard Land 
Claimed, Transport Equipment Owned, and Cash Income, as Indicators. 

Hamlet ''Hi&h" Wealth "Mederate" Wealth :_ 

- ·  

�Low" Wealth Unknown 
' 

I % # % I % # % 

6.7 60.0 33.3 
0 

() 

S3 0 0 10 66 . 7  5 33. 3  0 0
PW3 1 9 5 

71. 0  
0 

0
. 

22WMl 0 0 9 29.e 
1
0

H.PHl 0 0 1 8.3 10 8.3 
0 0 4 16 . 7  20,
0 2 25. 0 6

HPSl 883.3
75.0 0
66.9

PTl 
PK.4
HY2 

4
2 

0 0
030.5 78

21
36 0 
18 51.2 0 0 

PN2 
BPW2 

4.9 43.9 
0 0 3 23 •. 1 10 76. 9  0 0 

(

0 0 3 33.3 : 6 66.7 8 0 

Coamuune Baw: 7 2.4 95 183 64•.0 1 . 3  

From Table 6 it is seen that approximately two•thirds of the Coumune 
Baw households are rate.d of "low" wealth, and. one•third of "moderate" wealth�
with less than ·3 per cent of "highff wealth. The few "wealthy" houf)eholds 
are located in PK4., .HY2, and PW3+ .S3 and PW3 are · composed of app·roxfmate ly · 
two•thirds "'moderately" wealthy households and ·done-third rt,low" wealth house
holds; while HY2 is approximately half-and•half. In all the other hamlets , 
there are many more "low" wealth househelds proportiQnally. 

Miscellaneous 

Merchandise that passes through Cocmmtne Bawd_ going north is of interest 
in terms of what is available ford·dpurchase in rural Nan Province, especially 
in the Chinese shops in Waag Pha and in smaller "hardware" shops in Conmune 
Tau.chum. This merchandise forms. the. body of urban and industrial artifacts
to which the village·rs are exposed, although it must be recognized that 
me rely seeing them in a truck or in a store is not as significant as seeing 
them ia use. The merchandise moving south, en the other hand, indicates the 
types of rural produ.cts that are readily saleable. 

In 1958, trucks began operating after the ra.iny season. on November 10. 
Two of the nine trucks regularly operating during this dry season belonged 
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to Nai Somchai and were used primarily to supply his tobacco barns in Lae 
Province, and to bring out the cured Virginia-variety tobacco for shipment 
to BangkQk. The other seven trucks carried general merchandise for the 
merchants, mostly Chinese, in the towns of Wang Pha, Pua, Sop Kawn, and Lae. 
Typical loads going north included some of. the following: 

-•-matches, soap, candles, wax, nails, hinges, hasps, watering cana,sflash
lights and batteries, bicycle tires and innertubes, saws and other 
tools. 

--•bags of cement and slaked 11me, corrugated iron roofing, chicken wire 
and barbed wire, paint, and 5-gallon tins of kerosene and diesel oil. 

•-•bags of granulated sugar, non•glutionous rice, and salt, canned and 
salted fish, fish sauce, cases of condensed milk and of soft drinks, 
liquor, pastry flour, noodles, and cigarettes. 

--•bolts of cotton cloth and of plastic sheeting, factory-made men' s  and 
women's, �nd boys' clothing of cotton, canvas shoes, leather shoes, 
and sandals made from old automobile tires. 

---clothing and umbrellas for priests, small suitcases, proprietory medicines,
pens and ink, writing paper and notebooks, metal dishware and kettles, 
pots, pans, and spoons, big water jars, small water dippers (khan nan), 
and an occasional sewing machine, and on some days, ice. 

Sitting on top of a full load of merchandise would be from 10 to 40 people. 

Trucks and boats going south carried some of the following: bags of 
glutinous rice, rice bran, and peanuts; coconuts or copra; pigs; Virginia or 
native tobacco; dried chili peppers, dried areca palm (betel nut) slices, 
and dried onions; green beans, sesame seed, and sugar palm fruit; occasion• 
ally chickens or ducks, and aJmost always a full load of people. 
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APPENDIX A .  

CENSUS-STATISTICS FOR NO�HE.t<N THAILAND, 1947 

Total t·House� Areati t ·  
. . . 

Rai+ Rai+
House- bolds in in - - · ·Area Planted & in

Province: Population Areati Densit� holds Agriculture Padi Rice in Padi Reported Padi Rice 

Phrae 213,203 5 ,960 46 ,233 82.0.s 6.7 247 ,847 211 ,668 

Maehawngsawng 66, 389 15, 297 

1,ampun 180,360 4 ,512 

Uttradit 171 ,549 7 ,726 

Chiangrai 485,080 15 ,223 31.9  

ChiaJ1.gmai 535,664 22;949 . 23.3 

Nan 210 ,858 14,,840 14.2 

J,ampang 331,956 12.s11 26. 5  

16 ,247 

40 ,549 

37,604 

112;339 

133 ,149 

48 ,839 

87, 324 

79.1 

80.0 

85.2 

87.1 

80.0 

88.3  

79.4 

77 

464 

528 

1 ,054 

992 

169 

750 

0 . 5  

10. 3 

6.8  

6.9 

4.3 

1.1 

6.0 

" 48 ,364 

289,803 

329,184 

658,695 

620,063 

105,787 

368 ,797-

35,486 

267,156 

236 ,997 

611, 520 

561 ,179 

91 ,714 

324,079 

Totals: 
Region Five: 2.195 ,062 99,024 22.17 522,274 82.2 4,431 4.47 2,668 ,540 2,339, 799 
All 

Thailand: 17,442,689 511,.945 34.1 3�845,153 78.0 66 ,248 12.9 :5s_ ,6a2,031 41 ,405,267 . ··, -.; 

Notes: * Persons per square kilometer 
'Irk In square kilometers 
+ One rai is •. 4 of an acre ; 6.\ rai equals one hectare• ; 625· rai equals one square kilometer 

Source : 1947 Census Report, Thailand Ministry of Interior (in Thai language)
. . . � � ·'� ·> � : i � � . 

-
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APPEND.IX B. 

GLOSSARY OF '.rBAl TERMS USED PREQUENTLY 

amphoe--district; a_ political unit comprising many cc-!l11uo.es 
baht--unit of Thai ceremony; in 1959 equal to about five cents in U.S.  money
ban--house or hamle t 
hap-to carry on a stick over the shoulder with the load .divided into two 

parts, suspended from".each end of the stick 
huai-a small stream, perhaps dry part of the year 
jangw�t-province; a political unit composed of several districts (amphoe)
kaeng•-a curry 
kamoan-c0tw1une chief 
kap-1'with rice"; any food eaten along with rice 
kawng-a stack or pile, as of harvested but unthreshed rice 
khammu 'ang-•the local dialect; northern Thai or I.anoa Thai language 
khao•-rice; a ballad; to enter 
khru--teacher 
khun ban mai--new house dedication ceremony
khwan-•the soul/self of an individual which may depart during illness, sleep, 

death, or other times 
lai lao•-group hunting
lap-minced raw meat or fish, often eaten with liquor 
liang--to feed , honor, or take care of 
mae--mother 
mai•-wood; new 
mai Cp1,i)--bamboo 
maw--a doctor" who may practice healing, exorcism, ritual supplication of 

_ phi (spirits) , magic or divination 
miang--pickled wild tea leaves that are sucked or chewed after or between 

meals 
Nai Amphoe--District Magistrate
nak tbp--students of the three lower ranks in Buddhist scholarship 
nam•-water; liquid; river or streaa (mae naJD) 
pariip--a group of seyen advanced ranks in Buddhist scholarship 
phaet pr;Jam tpbon--con+unoe public health official; "doctor'' 
pbai-vegetables; a district or region
phakbama--an all-purpose cloth worn by male villagers 
phansa•-Buddhist Lent; the monsoon season 
phaw--•fatber 
phi••ghost or spirit; often used with modifying word, such as phi u, phi

rai; older sibling or friend.
pbin•-a type of guitar 
phing fai--to warn oneself around an open fire 
phithi--a ceremony
phra-a pr�est; holy; a machete 
phu yai ban-baJJ1l.et headma,i 
pla-fish 
rai•-a measure of land equal to . 4  of an acre; a swidden site; evil 
sala-a coHN•D•T\al rest pavilion ,· 
salatbam--a place for occasional Buddhist ceremonies 
sapha tambon-ecOD1BU11e council 

http:ban-baJJ1l.et
http:cc-!l11uo.es
http:APPEND.IX
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saw-a type of fiddle; a ballads' 
11wk-•a measure of length equal to the forearm; aboutstwenty inches .
takraw-a game of keeping a woven hall in the air without using one's hands 
tpbou-•cnunune
tawk••lengths _ of "string" made of thin str�ps of bamboo of varying widths 
thr rai�•slash-and-burri agriculture; ·awiddeniag 
thang•-a bulk measure equal to about 20 liters 
thio sao•-to go courting 
tom yam-_,a way of preparing "'with -rice

n 

wat-�Buddhist temple 
Wan Phra••Buddhist holy day . 
wihan••building in wat cempouna ased for Buddhist ceremonies 
vakha•-cogon grass, used for roofing 
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APPENDIX C. 

CLIMATIC DATA 

1. TEMPEBATURE AND RAINFALL MONTHLY MEANS IN NORTIIERN THAILAND 

Temperature, in degrees Centigrade: 

March 

20 -: .22 for most; 18 - 20 for Chiangrai; 22 - 2 4  for Tak 
Province mountains. 

22 - 2 4  for most; 20 • 22 for Chiangrai; 2 4  - 26 for Phrae,
Lamphun, & south of 18° . 

26 28 for most; 22 •"·2 4  for upper Chiangrai;
& Lampang.

for Chiangrai; 

26 for2 4- -
Chiangmai, Maehawngsawn, 

April 30 - 32 for most; 26 28 30 for Chiangmai, - -28 
Maehawngsawn, & Lamphun. 

28 - 30 for most; 26 - 28 for Chiangrai. 
28 for most; 2 4  -- 26 for western mountains;26 28 - 30 for-

July
August
September
October 

November 

December 

Rainfall, 
- . 
January
February
March 
April 

May
June 
July
August 

September 

October 
November 
December 

Ran, Chiangrai, Uttradit, & Sukhothai. 
26 - 28 for most; 2 4  - 26 for Tak; 28 - 30 for Nan & Uttradit 
26 - 28 for all. 
26 - 28 for most; 28 - 30 for Nan, Phrae, and Uttradit. 
26 - 28 for most; 2 4  - 26 for Chiangrai & Fang; 28 • 30 for 

Tak, IAamphun, up·per Nan, & Sukhothai. 
26 - 28 for most; 2 4  - 26 for Chiangrai, Chia�gmai, Tak, & 

Maehawngsawn. 
20 � ·22 for most· ; 22 - 24 for Maehawngsawn; 18 - 20 for 

Chiangrai, I,ampang, and Sukhothai. 

in mil1frneters: (25."4 mm equals one inch) 

0 - 25 for all •". 
0 � 25 for �11. 
0 - 25 for most; 25 - 50 for Phrae & Nan. 

50 - 75 for most; 25 • 50 for Maehawng�awn and western Chiangmai; 

125 - 200 for all. 
125 - 200 for most;
200 - 300 for most;
200 - 300 for most; 

& .  Lampang.
· 200 - 300 for most; 

Maehawngsawn. 
75 - 125 for most; 

· 25 - 50 for most; 
0 - 25 for all. 

75 - 125 for Uttradit. 

75 - 125 for Lampang, Sukhothai, & Tak. 
125 - 200 for I,ampang & Chiangmai,,  
300 - 400 for Chiangrai; 125 - 200 for Tak 

300 - 400 for Uttradit; 125 - 200 for 

125 - 200 for Chiangmai & Nan. 
50 - 75 for Chiangmai & Tak. 

SQUrce: Plate #3, Geologic Rec�nnaissance of the Min8ral Deposits of 
Thailand. Washington : Geological Survey Bulletin 984, United 
States Department of the Interior, 1951. 
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2. SUMMARY OF CLIMATIC STATISTICS FOR NAN PROVINCE, 1948-1957 AVERAGE 
,

MONTHLY MEANS 
- ... . .. .. .  •· . 

Temperature (°F.) "sRelative 
Month Rainfall (mm.) Highest Lowest Humidity (%) 

January 8.76 86 55 73.63 
February 13.94 91 58 69.50 
March 39.31 96 64 64.42 
April 117.7 
May 

<J7 

93 

71 66.58 
74 75.54 
75 77.69 

157 .2  
June 136.98 
July 179.06 
August 

80.7090 74· 
328.4 89 74 

71 

83.86 
83.56 
80.89

September 258.11 90 

October:� 77.85· 90 
November 
December 

6 •.58 
2.38 

87 
85 

66 
6S 

78.28 
76.49 

Annual total 
mean (average

or 
) 1 ,321.31 (52.02 inches) 75.92 

.
Source: Goverrmaent Weather Station, .Nan Prevince; secured by the 

Provincial , Agricultural Officer,s· Octobe.r 1960. 



Al'PENDIX D. 

GENEMAL STATISTICS OF MU 1ANG DISTRICT, NAN PROVINCE, THAILAND 

1. DEM>GRAPHIC STATISTICS : 

Area: 3,125 , 7 44 square kilometers (national census report , 1957)
3,360.000 square kilometers (Mu'ang District claim, 1958) 

Composition: 20 coo■aunes (tambon) containing 113 legal hamlets, and one 
town. The town of Nan reported in 1958 a population of 13,163, 
living in 2,508 households in an area measuring 5 ."4 square kilometers. 

Population: 1957 1958 In 19 47, 85 per cent of the 
:Females: 33,944 35,526 12,972 households were engaged in 
Males: 33, 40 4  35,015 agriculture. No statistics on 
Total: 67, 3 48 70, 5 41 households in agriculture are 
Households :  13,153 13,206 available yet for 1957. 

Temples: 123, of which 11 are located in the town of Nan". 

Schools : 86 primary schools 
3 government secondary schools 
3 private secondary schools 
3 goveroroent trade schools (agriculture, carpentry, home 

economics) 

2. AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS: 

Rice and Rice Land in Mu'ang District: (one rai �quals .4 of an acre)
29,873 rai of paddy rice land owned, Sept. 1957, squals 47 .8  sq . kilometers 
29,817 rai of paddy: :tice land planted in 1957 
10,526 rai of upland rice land (swidden sites) reported in 1957 
11,077.55 kwian (2000 liters each) of glutinous rice harvested in 1957 

15.55 kwian of non-glutinous rice harvested in 1957 

Tangerines, (som khieo wan) : 4915 rai (7.9  sq. kilometers) reported planted
in May 1958 in the whole province; half estimated to be_ in Mu 'ang District . 

I

Animal Census, September 1957: Mu'ang District Nan Province 
Cattle (wua) used to plow 1,229 head 7,372 head 
Water buf· .falo (khwai) used to plow 6,020 head 20,"406 head 
Other cattle " 1,218 head 5,933 head 
Other buffalo 821 head 7,713 head 
Old, retired, sick cattle 305 head 1,225 head 
Old, retired, sick buffalo 678 head 3,801 head 
Small, young cattle (lu'k wua) 8 45 head 5,818 head 
Small, young buffalo (lu1k khwai) 3,298 head 11,252 head 

·Sources: The · Mu' ang District Statistical Officer 
The Assistant Mayor Cat1at tetsaban) of the town of Nan 
The Nan Province Education Officer 
Report for 1957 (B.E. 2500) to the Rice Department, Ministry of 

•griculture, of the Nan Province Rice Department Officer. 
(Copied in Nan in January 1958.) 
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	THE CORNELL UNIVERSITY SOUTHEAST ASIA PROGRAM 
	The Southeast Asia Program was organized at Comell University in the Department of Far Eastern Studies in 1950. It is a teaching and research program of interdisciplinary studies in the social sciences and some natural sciences. It deals with Southeast Asia as a region, and with the individual countries of the area: Burma, Cambodia,lndonesia, Laos, Malaya, the Philippines, Thailand,and ietn�. 
	homaŁities,
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	The activities of the Program are carried on both at Comell and in Southeast Asia. They include an undergraduate and graduate curriculum at Comell which provides instruction by specialists in Southeast Asian cultural history and present -day affairs and offers"intensive training in each of the major languages of the area. The Program sponsors groupresearch projects on Thailand, on Indonesia, on the Philippines, and on the area's Chinese minorities. At the same time, individual staff and students of the Pro
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	east Asian country. 
	east Asian country. 
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	A list of publications relating to Southeast Asia which may be obtained on prepaid orderdirectlyfrom the Program is given at the end of this volume. Information on Prog�am-staff, fellowships, requirements for degrees, and current course offerings will be found in an Announcement of the Department of Asian Studies obtainable from the Director, South• east Asia Program, Franklin Hall, Comell University, Ithaca, New York. 
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	FOREWORD 
	It has been estimated that over 200,000,000 people, almost 10 percent of the world's population obtain the bulk of their food .by shifting cultiC> These people are spread over about 30"· percentof the soils suited for agriculture and are located in the tropics where crop growth is possible for 12 months each year.. Some of the most intensive agriculture to be found anywhere is also located in the tropics. With modern technology, high yields of the basic food crops can be obtained in such areas and from tw
	vation or ''swidden farming" 

	·
	·
	with any other system under the limitations cited above. 

	It accŁplishes these results by the use of a long ''bush'' or. junglefallow in which the original jungle cover is cut eff, dried and burned. All the plant nutrients absorbed by the jungle cover (except nitrogen which is volatilized during the burning) are left on the surface of the soil in the form of plant ash. Annual weeds are smothered out by the dense Jungle cover and falling leaves are incorporated in the soil by the action"of worms thus increasing its content of nitrogen and organic matter. This surfa
	.
	·
	making 
	:

	to 20 years depending on the amount of land availableo It is a systeŁ in which the fertility of the surface soil is restored from reserves in the subsoil by the deeper rooted jungle plantso 
	This system has been in use for hundreds of years in tropical areas in Asia, Africa and South America. It is deeply rooted in the culture"·"of the people. It is of great interest to sociologists, anthropologists and agriculturists. Dr. Judd is a sociologist with advanced training in agriculture. He is therefore uniquely qualifiecl for studying it. ·He speaks the Thai language and was able to work closely with the swid'den farmers of Northern Thailand. He give.s a detailed picture of their"farming art throu
	· 
	·
	·
	o

	Richard Bradfield 
	Professor of Soil Technology, 
	Emeritus Department of Agronomy Comell University Ithaca, New York September 1963 
	Figure
	PREFACE 
	The material presented in this Data Paper is_ derived from a doctoral dissertation entitled "Chao Rai: Dry Rice Farmers in Northern Thailand'', which was presented to the faculty of Cornell University in June 1961 •"Publication of this excerpt in Data Paper form will make morereadilyavailable to those most interested in Thailand and tropical agriculture the results of the research that pertain most directly to agriculture. 
	. 
	·"

	' 
	References to chapters of the thesis are given where pertinent •
	. 

	Those who wish to refer to the original thesis may do so through copies obtainable from Uiversity Microfilms, Ann Arbor,,Michigan. 
	n

	The romanization system used in transcribing Thai into Roman letters is the t1General System'" devised by the Royal Institute ·of Thailand and published in the Volume XXXIII, Part 1, March 1941, with the following exceptions: 
	Journal of the Thailand Research Society. 

	Ł _ ---as an initial sound is written as instead of as ch 
	j 

	,· . 
	I 
	Q, 
	--
	Ł 

	0 
	aw instead of as 

	,
	oi instead of as 9i Ai is written as u' instead of as u
	1 

	j: :Ł:!:: :: 
	j: :Ł:!:: :: 
	lKd" -
	-
	Ł

	it l-Ł is written as u'a ad of as ua
	inste
	.

	;q,
	4

	Ł-'' El 
	Ł-'' El 
	is written as u'ai instead of as uai 
	,. 
	During the period of field research for this study, 1958-1959, the unit of Thai currency, the bat (given here in its more c.omnaon romaniza• tion, had an exchange valŁe equivalent to U.S. $.05. 
	baht) 

	_
	_
	.. 

	It should be noted that map scales are not accurately indicated because of reduction for reproduction in this Data Paper. 
	The author wishes to acknowledge his gratitude for the guidance and encouragement of Professor Lauriston Sharp during the research and its reporting, and his appreciation and respect for the teaching and advice given by Professor Richard Bradfield. not only in regard to soil sciences but to their interrelationship with other agricultural sciences and with the social sciences. 
	Laurence C. Judd 
	Ithaca, New York September 1963 
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	CHAPTER I IHTROBUCTION 
	Swidden Agriculture in Southeast Asia 
	Swidden Agriculture in Southeast Asia 

	Many articles and b0oks have been written on shifting Ct.tltivation as practiced in South America, Africa, and Asia, and several organizations including the Food and"Agricultare Organization of the United RatioŁ• and 
	. 

	_the Institute of Pacific Relations 1-ve speasered studies of pefa
	_
	:

	opleSoutheast Asia who practice swidclen agriculture. By shifting cttltl'Vition 
	l'
	'

	er "swiclden agricultureŁ is meant discontinueus cropping of particular 
	fiel•s which are slash cleared and burned for ODe or more year'and
	s:•··erops, 
	· 

	·
	then allowed to lie fallow and return io natural vegetation for atleast
	then allowed to lie fallow and return io natural vegetation for atleast
	·

	· 
	· 
	•
	i


	sŁveral years before being used again. In Thailand this practice·iŁs called
	.

	· 
	:

	thatn rai."The swiddeaer is called and is distinguished·:fr.om the 
	2 
	chao rai,
	. 

	armer, 
	wet rice f
	chao
	.
	!!!,. 

	Dobby, in the various chapters of his l>ook on Southeast Asia, attemptsto estimat:e the actual area uncler shifting cultivation, and the numbeŁ·of people involved. For iastaaee, of BuŁ hewrites that about 2\111illion people are. engaged in (195"0: 18;2). Ia he"states' that 
	.
	·
	."
	taungva 
	S\iHt±ariting, 
	.

	.
	.
	. 

	Even today as llltlch as 5 millioa acres of.teaporary clearing 
	. 
	.

	each year is.being cultivated ever ·southeast Asia, and between 40_ 
	and 50 million acres ef clearing in the forests is being cultivated 
	or is recovering from recent temporary cultivation. (1950: 349Y 
	Bartlett, in reviewing Bobby's writiag, finds many flaws --especially
	.

	relating te botanical details -,and thinks that"Dobby underestimated the 
	_"
	Artifact

	.
	l.rbe term "'swiclden", 4.erived fr• nswithe'', to burn, an olcf ·.English dialect word found in various fonas in. Scotch and. in seve-ral Scandinavian languages, was used in 19 51 by Izikowitz·on the recaw,end•tion o_f Ekwall, and has since been used by Conklin (1954), Ekwall (1955), Bartlett"(1957),Halpern (1958), and others. It meets the need for a single wo1:cl iŁ, 
	."
	.
	..

	· 
	English to refer to the general practice of slash-�nd-burn shif,i1-1g�gri
	English to refer to the general practice of slash-�nd-burn shif,i1-1g�gri
	·"
	_ 

	·

	culture, and avoids regionally-linked specific meanings suchaŁŁre-'Łfoughtte mind by and other vernacular terms used inr$gions
	_
	·
	kaingin, milpa,
	_,.. 
	_

	·
	·
	practicing some variation of swidden ·fanning. 

	-
	In northern Thai, which is quite similar to Lao, Łhe prŁctice of 
	2

	swidclen is called since most initial "r'' sounds of off\el:ŁlŁ'
	tham hai,

	Thai (staadari langkok Thai) are pronounced with a beginning ''h" souna·. ·..p•r an exhaustive listing of other vernacular names given to swiddenittg"·:tnLa"tia
	:
	.-
	·

	'
	Aaerica, A·frica, and Asia, consult Conklin (1957: 1). In some seŁtions of Tb.ailancl, this term is used to refer to upland ::crops gr·own on ·1and that has been permanŁatly cleared. 
	ttame 

	1 
	extent of swiddening in MalayaŁ but, in general, supports the picture of swiddening drawn by Dobby for the region. (1957: 384-390) 
	·

	Gourou estimates that there are some 2 million persons who inhabit the 400,000 square kilometers of upland Indochina and who practice swiddening. (1951: 31) 
	Halpern writes, 
	In Laos about half tbe population is of 1110aatain tribes, most of whom practice swidden farming as their major economic activity. And if the Lao"who use this technique either principally or as a supplement to wet rice cultivation are added to this Łmber, it can 
	e�■posed
	·
	.. 

	be seen that swidden farming is of great significance in Laos. (1958: 24) 
	CORltlin has lllade an Łxhaustive investigation of the agricultural techniques involved in swiddening in his study of the Hanunoo in Mindoro Island in the Philippines •His method of distinguishing the basic systems
	.
	of swidclen farming is as follows: 
	A. of at least two major subtypes: 
	Partial systems

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	swidden fanaiag (where a cultivator, through necess!ty J,overty, insufficient lowland or terraced grain field.!,/ or as a tenant, devotes part of his agricultural efforts to the cultivation of a swidden which maybe at some distance from his residence). 
	Supple• entary 
	permanent-field 
	-


	2. 
	2. 
	swidden farming (where the cultivator, often with little prior knowledge of swidden techniques and usually from a crowded pE:tmaaent•field region, moves into an uplŁnd area as a homesteader, squatter, or resettler, and devotes"all his agricultural efforts"to the swidden in or near which he makes his h011e). 
	Incipient
	.
	.



	B. Integral systems of at least two subtypes ("integral" in the sense of"· basic or essential to the whole culture; central not peripheral): 
	,

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	swidden farming (where significant portiens'ofclimax vegetation are custmarily cleared each year). 
	Pioneer
	·"


	2. 
	2. 
	swidden farming (where tree crops are plentifuland relatively little or no climax vegetatioa is cleared including an number of subtypes such as the Banunoo system ••"• ) (1957:3) 
	Established
	annually; 
	unknown 



	Credner (1935a), GoQrou (1951, 1956), Grist (1959), Huke (1954), Izikowitz (1951), Kaufman (1956), Pelzer (1948) and Pendleton (1953) have all described aspects of swidden culture and written of its importance in mainland Southeast Asia;"
	· 

	Swidden Agriculture in Thailand 
	' 
	. 
	llistorically, swidden farming hasbeen of importance in all parts of Thailand. Even in the .central plain, are.as back fr• the streams \were 
	.s

	' 
	' 
	' 
	,

	/./ '

	swiclclened until irrigationscaaals were dug, either by corvee labor under 
	·

	royal ¢OM• aŁd, or. by interested In the NortheastŁ swiddea 
	iaclividuals. 

	Łarming has been related to the movementsof Lao peoples into Thailand, as 
	.
	reported by Madge who writes that in the regj.on ·of Ubol 
	The predominant pattern is of small farmers owniy their own land. Originally they were settlers from the north/Laos7 who 
	· 

	. 
	-
	-
	-


	cleared the jungle aŁ established villages. The practice of shifting cultivation. gradually gave place to regular cultivation with definite field boaudaries. (1957: 51) 
	Jaalekha records-the changes in central Thailand after 1850, notingthat the importance of paddy culture has increased tremendously, not enlyin relation to swidden culture ·there, but absolutely. 
	This vast extension of rice cultivation was carried on almost entirely by the Thai themselves and by individuals acting on their own initiative, not to any significant extent by or private resettlement programs. (1955: 12-13) 
	goverrooent 

	The expansion of Thai rice preciuction during the past century is documented by the following statistics· given by Ingram: 
	In 1850, t!!,e total area planted to riee was estimated at 5.8 million LOne equals .4 of an acre7 The area had risen to 8 million-by 1905, and it steadily rose to a peak of 34•.6 million in 1959. On the expert side, the_average amitial export of rice during 1857-59 was 990,000 piculs. L0ne piculeqaals 60 kilograms?· After a slow_ erraticrise 878-74, . rose .r,apidly ·to a· 
	In 1850, t!!,e total area planted to riee was estimated at 5.8 million LOne equals .4 of an acre7 The area had risen to 8 million-by 1905, and it steadily rose to a peak of 34•.6 million in 1959. On the expert side, the_average amitial export of rice during 1857-59 was 990,000 piculs. L0ne piculeqaals 60 kilograms?· After a slow_ erraticrise 878-74, . rose .r,apidly ·to a· 
	rai. 
	r1i
	.:..
	·
	.
	.:..
	.
	up ·i:o· 1
	tbe Łl ume 
	.
	.

	.

	peak ef;25Ł-1 million1• 1930,-34. This 25ŁfQ.14i'Łinc:rease!,_Ver
	·
	· 
	.
	piculs, 
	. 
	.
	.

	.
	the' probable maxituum attlie of tlie' 'L185!!_7,which took place while the populatioŁ doubled itself, represented the major economic changein Thailand ·since 1850. (1955: 37-40) 
	'vo1'ume 
	.
	time 
	'
	Bowr':t.ng Treaty

	. 
	-.. 
	·
	This expansion of paddy rice growing and changes in tlie cultural system related to it were restricted principally to the central plain of Thailand. As the topography of northern Thailand does not lend itself easily to wet rice culture on a large scale ia most provinces, swidden agriculture still a sigaificant element in thes_,life of the northern Thai. In 1945, Pelzer w.rote 
	remai.ns 

	In Thailand shifting cultivation is extensively practiced by the tribes of the of the north and west, on the eastern part of the Khorat Plateau, and on Łhe peninsula. PŁobably about 1,098,008 people depend upen it. According to the same kind of calculation that Van Beukering made for the Indies, a tot.al of 1,
	1110mltaias 
	-

	-· 
	400,800 hectares would ke required, or 200,818 hectaresL\ million acres or 1\ million rai/ annually, if wŁ allow ft,-:persons pŁrheusehold and considhat one hectare covers the needs of a family for two years. (1945: 28). 
	· 
	·
	·
	er t

	To check Pelzer's estimate, let u, consider swiddening in the eight northern provinces that compose Thai Administrative Region Five. 
	In Region Five, only 4.5 per cent of the land is seclfor wet rice, and less than 6 per cent for all permanent-field uses. To the 56.9 percent of lclassified as forest can be added most of the 38.8 per cent of land still UDclassified to ma.Jee the land potentially available for swiddening over 90 per cent of the total land area. In one province the area used for paddy rice is only 0.5 per cent, and in only one does the area so used amount to more 7 per cent. Becauae swidden land is not owned by individuals, 
	J
	. 
	.
	and
	land 
	than
	approximately 
	4 
	· 
	; 

	About a fifth of the rural households in northern ThailaDd •at practice integral swiddening, aad probably as many more practice swiddening. In 1950, for Regien. as a whole, onlj 60.4 per cent of the households engaged in agricuture owed two (which is only .8 .f)f an 
	supplementary
	l'ive
	Ł
	rai 

	:
	:
	acre) or more of paddy land. In La 
	.
	.


	1;ang Province, which had th, largestpercentage of rural households in the region o:wning paddy land, only 73.1 per cent of the households engaged ·iu agriculture ownee two rai or-more of paddy land; in two provinces, Haehawngsawn and Nan, less 40 per cent owned paddy land of two or aore. Some villagers work as tenants, but the Economic Parm S1:arvey by Kassebaum and associates esf::Jmated that 84.4 per cent of the land used for farms in the north i• cultivatedby the owner. (1953: 62; note also Judd 1961: 2
	t-ban
	rai
	. 

	A further indication of the extensiveness of swiddening is the fact that a large percentage of Region Five farmers who have paddy land holdings must practice supplementary nidden farming because northern land holdings average only 10 (4 acres), less than 40 per cent of the national average. Again, in Nan Province, not only do paddy f&rmera with small holdings 8\lpplement by swiddening, but la,:ge areas surrounding the town of Han itself are swiddened by town dwellers to their low incomes. 
	rai
	supplemeqt

	statistics given in this section are taken from the B.E. 2490 (A.D.1947) General Census of the Thai Goveron,ent, from the 1950 Agricultural Census coaducted by the Miniatry of Agriculture, from the .a,mnaries of these censuses Under-Secretary, Ministry of Agriculture. The first two are publiahe4 only of pertinent statistics relating to• northern Thailand will be found in Appendix A. 
	3
	· 
	and
	prepared by the Division of Agricultural Economi.cs of the 
	in Thai. A 
	s
	11D1Rary

	"'1an Province in 1957 reported 33,861 in swiddens compared to 104,294 rai . ·.paŁdy Ł-However, the_ report for Nanoi District failed to include 
	rai
	.:j.n_ 

	.
	swidden acreage; thus the amount is based on only four of five districts. These statistics are from the report for 1957 to the Rice prepared by the Ban Province Rice Department Officer, and secured from him personally in January 1958. 
	reported
	Łaken
	Department 

	: Arrived at by the mmber of households engaged in agriculture according to the 1947 General Census with the number of farm holdings of two rai or more as reported in the 1950 Agricultural Censuso 
	5
	comp11.ring

	s 
	Considering that swiddeu fields are rotated on a multiple-year basis, it is obvious that more land is involved in agriculture than ia paddy rice culture in northern Thailand, probably more than twice as much. Therefore, I believe Pelzer:•:s figures to be conservativ.-e. · I that at least a million people in northern ThailaŁd alone are regularly iŁvolved ia partial or integral swidcleaing. Admittedly,.this type of extensive agriculture requires lowpopulatic,n density, but under coaditions ·· in northern Thai
	swidd.en
	estimate
	·
	r

	Considering land use in terms of its alternatives and potentialities, 
	Ł-rou of the brilliant economic future of_tropical agriculture, but
	speaks 

	. 
	even here he that teaching swiddeners to try new ways will be difficult. He writes 
	admits

	:
	. . · ·Maft1, including the Jlhade ef InclochiQ, have ·returned to the 
	ladang Lswidde'!!,.7• They have rediscovered cherished habits ••• and they obey the lessons oŁ .. they have .ohse1ved that pt::tma• 
	experience: 

	.
	neut ricŁ fŁelds, without manure, give:lesser output perday of work than ldea,. The passage from extensive to intensive techniques does not appe·ar to the tropical peasant to be necessarily advantageous •. Such an evolution is likely to be realized onlywhere"the following· conditions prevail: of the"· soils· because of shoi"t fallows, reasonably high intellectual level of the population, introduction 
	. 
	a
	·
	.
	.
	.
	. 
	exhaust.i.on 
	·

	of techniques the producŁivity of intensive agriculture, 
	enhancing 

	.
	opening of markets, and development of eanotercial agriculture.(1956:
	· 
	344) 
	Pendleton has stated (1953: 42 and personal cOUilllunication) that he considered swiddening as -perhaps the best use of much of thehill lana·-ol 'tbailand"provided certain precautions are �aken •. _Halpern has reached a similar conclusion for Laos 
	_
	.. 
	-
	9 
	. 
	·
	.

	Certainly swidden agriculture should not be regarded as a iaferior;type of agriculture to be abolished as soon as pŁssible. Rather it is an extensive type of land use well-suited t.o the mountainous areas ..... Nor does swidden farming appear to be inferior as. far as yields are coacerned. Its one big drawback is 
	primitive,

	· 
	that it 
	that it 
	·
	can
	' 
	.

	support only very limited populations. (1958: 37)
	. 

	' 
	lt is obvious, then,. that swiddea agriculture is ·a C:"901' and widespread practice among the northern Thai; it is ecŁM-1-:ally am . culturally important
	.
	and is a;t to remain so for a .ceasicleralrle period of time in the future. • A study of the agriculture of ·northern. :Thcli.swidde·n farmers is needed, therefore, to help round out the pict"1re of Thai society·that is being sketched 
	·

	in by the various postwar studies sponsored by the Cornell University
	Thailand Project. 
	Place and Łfme of the Research 
	Place and Łfme of the Research 

	/ 
	The site of the Łesearch reported in this Data Paper is C Baw 
	("ambon Baw) in Huang"District (Amphoe Mu'ang) of Nan Province (JangwatNan) in northern Thailand. This ct.1+eune is composed of nine hamlets and one "incipient'' hamlet, which for administrative p1rposes have been grouped by the govern .. .ent _into four legal C!!!! In this paper, is defined as a distinct geographical area with a cluster ,of ho. esteads in which most primary face-to-face relationships of daily life are maintained, ancl which is the natural social unit for group activities. A 1egal hamlet'' 
	.
	'
	hamlets 
	ban). 
	''ham-Łet'' 
	1·1 
	:

	The full-scale field research was carried on during the period of January 1958 to May 1959, but some contact with the <-CWt@nJne has existed since 1955 aud has continued by correspondence up to the present •"Details of the research methods, the schedule used, the research assistants, and other Łthodological aspects of the study will be found in Chapter II of the thesis. (Judd, 1961: 12•19) Statistics given whicb refer to Baw are taken frcn the household census carried out by the author in 1958•59 unless cre
	. 
	.
	ConaHune 
	goveroaeat 

	Chapters on the general cultural of northern Thailand, a•d on the history of each hamlet in c,-+•uae Baw and its current composition, as well as on kinship, education, religion, health, politics, leadership patterns and values, ancl social, technological, and ideological change are not reported in this Data Paper, although references to them are made when pertinent. The reader is also referred to the thesis for the nineteen maps and thii-ty-eight illustrations included therein. 
	environment

	CHAPTER II 
	SOIL ARD PLANT RESOURCES: CURRENT AND 1'MEffIAL LARD tJSE IN OOMHUNE BAW 
	ClirnaŁic Coa4itions 
	ClirnaŁic Coa4itions 

	The only official weather records systematically kept in Nan .Provinceare recorded at a goVt:rruaent weather station just .south of the municipalitylimits of Nan. Since the nearest border of Conmmne Baw is about 14 miles north, and the topography there is hilly as opposed to the relatively level area near the weather station, the statistics are not fully applicable, butthey will give some idea of the rainfall, temperature, and relative humidity conditions in the Couaoune. Thefigures given are the averages f
	·
	· 
	·

	.
	ten•year period of 57 (B. E. 2491-2580).·
	1948-19
	6 

	During the months of April through July, there is between 4 and 8 inches of rain (100-200 millimeters)per month, in Augustaa average of 13 inches,and in September over 10 inches. October averages about 3 inches, followed by three months with less than 1/3 of an inch; February averages a half inch and March an inch and a half. The average aaaual total is 52 inches. From year to year there is considerable variation, however, so that in April in five of the ten years studied there was less than the minimum fou
	· 
	.
	·

	to create sufficient uncertainty in the minds of the villagers to cause mostto delay plantings of rice until latŁ_May or early June. Purthermore, any crop planted or growing from October on must be able to secure its needs rrom water already in the .soil. The maximum rainfall rec'Orded for a singlemonth during these ten years was 18 inches in August 1955; the greate$t 
	.

	total rainfall for a year was 63 inches ;ln 1951. 
	According to the official statistics, the 'tesuperature varies between a high of 100F. (37.8C.) in Aptj.1 and a low of 51F.--(18.!,Ł•> ,!.n 
	° 
	° 
	° 
	0 

	_
	January, (although I personally have recorded a low of 38_ F_ L,3 .• 3 C/).During the rice-growing season, _dday and night temperatures vary 20 degreeser less, (ranging between the seventies and ninetiŁs), but duriŁg the coldest months, J'anuary through March, differencs of over 30 deg_rees are Around noon any day of the year, the temperature rises at leastto 8&· F. Obviously, in this area temperature is aot a major limiting factor in growing mest crops, although there is insufficient cold to 
	° 
	.:..
	·
	e
	ctw1111,oa. 
	-
	0 

	break in zone crops that might otherwise be introduced. 
	dormancy
	many temperate

	Sunrise and sunset are never more than a half-hour before or after six o'clock, giving very little difference in day length., Thes.e limited 
	.
	·

	.
	differences are,dhowever, suffic.ient to govern. flowering on the elate
	-

	. . 
	All weather statistics for Nan Province were secured through the 1,rnmary in Appencl_ix c; ·. 
	6
	Provincial Agricultural OffŁcer of Nan. See s

	7 
	f:fxed varleti-es of rice grown, and prohibit the introduction of iaponica varieties of rice. 
	In spite of the distinct raiJlY dry seasons, the relatiŁ remains fairly constant, never averaging less 66.7 per cent any uring 1948•1957 nor aore t"han 85.7 per cent. Blaring these ten years March averaged the driest with 64.4 per cent August the daapeat with 83.9 per cento One is most aware of the high in Hay which averages 9 per cent higher April, the .greatest between any two months. In May the hlllllidity actually is only 76 per cent, which is the same as the average for the whole year. 
	and
	b1JJ1idity 
	than.
	DlOllth d
	hu■Jdtty an4
	humidity 
	than

	The Soilf of Co-ane Baw 
	The Soilf of Co-ane Baw 

	In order to understand the soil resources o£. Coo+auJJ.e Baw, it is necessary to see first how they are related to tllersoil resources of all northern Thailand. Only a limited amount d: soil mapping has been carried out in no�hern Thailand, most of this under the direction of the late Dr. Robert Pendleton. On the ''Provisional Map of the Soils and Surface Rocks of the Kingdom of Siam," (see Pigure 2, page 85); published in 1953, it will be seen that smatl areas of soil types 5, 8, and 10 have been distingu
	:.

	Tye, 5 -Korat Fine Sandy_M-"ama: Often with pisolitic laterite in 
	Ł:-is included the sandy loams. These are deeper soils which occupy elevations, and do not have a lat·erite horizon. 
	the 
	sub-soil. 
	Within this map 
	m,■ber
	J'utopawapi

	The Korat fine sandy soil group is one of the largest in area, and at the 111aw-t1me one of the most infertile in the Kingdom. These soils have been weathered from .. red bed" sandstones of the Korat series in which there are not many mineral frag-w--its to weather, aud which, in doing so, could liberate plant nutrients •. There are shale strata within the "red beds" formation, which when they weather give rise to clayey soils. But there is seldom, if ever, any evidence of these clays at the surface of the 
	lŁams
	clay in the termite 110UD.is. 

	These termite mounds are qui�e numerous �xcept in the (savannas) and the heavier soils are quite well supplied with nutrients and an excess of lime (calcium carbonate) for certain cmps. Many truncate teraite mounds somewhat for growing of 1ll81lY crops which cannot be grown on the umnodified or unfertilized Kerat fine sandy loams. However, it is not advisable to completely level the mounds in order to cultivate e field as a whole, unless the site of the mound, of the same diameter of the mound and to at 
	tungs
	fataers 
	th
	·

	The natural vegetation on this Korat fine sandy loams group is uaually u.pae: open a park-like savanna, in which 
	forest, alaost 

	.
	the trees are smallishof characte_ristic shape and 
	dipterecar.ps

	growth forms •••• 
	When the top_ographic position of these loams is .-suitable, the land is diked to •ke padis. '•suitable'' locations J1re mainly the 
	·
	lower portions of the terrain where seepage waterfrOlll •higher
	· 

	forested slopes reinŁ•rces the rain which falis directly onto the 
	padi itself: On maJly higher slopes and flattish portions of the 
	terrain, the padis have a scatt_ering of kraoaen, wa. Dipterocarpus 
	,, and other characteristic trees.•Evidl!ntly there the 
	tuberculatus 
	· 

	.
	.
	( . 

	.
	soil of the padis is net only aot under water•-l0ng nor even satuŁ 
	·
	rated long enough to deprive these tree roots ef the·•.air they_,need •.. Nor do the great majodŁy of the farmers wish t,, dut these trees in their padis, for many of·toe peasants in localities, told us that "these trees were•ma.uure"•and _that they certainly did not 
	•
	PtJJDe-rous
	·

	· ·
	· ·
	wish them cut. •· • • 

	' 
	Kumpawapi sandy lPams.: Łhe higher, cotirser•textured sandy ridges 
	·

	·
	._ These soils are deep, without any characteristic horizon differe·nces or a distinct profile. Bo laterite herizon had developecl hee'ause ...of the higher topographic position and the free drainage. .The·se bodies of K1unpawapi sandy loams, from one to severalmeters .-Łe the finer• 
	or irregu
	.
	lai: soil oodi
	es need to be clistinguished
	.
	-

	·
	textured padi plains, unless maa interferesŁc.rty t\ttall forest 
	.
	,

	of %ans Dipteroc.a" alatus}, mai takiea arul othe:r big trees. 
	(

	r
	But by kail'lgining swiddeain&/, these ferests, with the generous supply of ashes which resu·tts, give a good.yield of some upland crops •••• 
	. .
	TYpe 8 -• Limestone Buttes:· Often precipitous•·crags•·anl buttes; 
	. 
	-

	:_ . . . 
	I 
	.

	usually hy. This map group includes l_ow heavy soils 
	rough topograp

	from weathering of 1:Jmestone, ·the red friable clay soils,•. but which
	· 
	are more: often called tttrepical loams. At the.Se red•clays,derived-from ofQiall spherical 
	"' 
	times 
	Jimestene,
	contain large quantities
	.

	iron concretions •••• 
	Geologists distinguish several ·sorts ancl a·ges of the hard, dolomitic limestones, some almost marble, which give much character to the landscape in certain parts of northern, weste� and peninsula Siam. But thus fardifferences in the•·lilnestones have not been correlate4 with any observed soil differences •••• : 
	.
	.
	·

	In many other places of the•Kingdom are limestone crags and bluffs which add greatly to the scenic aspŁcts of the•landscape, but have contributed extremely littlŁ to the soils, because when these limestones do dissolve Łere· is very }.ittle insoluble residue 
	.
	.
	·

	.,
	.,
	o • • • 
	remainingbehind
	to fol.'lll soil•
	· 
	'.
	:' 
	· 


	Undoubtedly the meat important agri.cultltt'al effect of these 
	·
	is the considerable bat guano which the the peninsula Land the nort!!,/ cqllect in the caves of these crags, and carry (hap) to theŁr· padisŁ ..:_ • 
	limestones 
	quaat!,ties•of
	.
	phosJ?_hatie
	fatmers-of
	· 

	The limestone rŁgions known along the Burma border, and so 
	suggested by schematic bandiag on the have not beendstudied by a pedologist, nor do we have any adequate infonnation fran other sorces as to the character of the soils· there. However, the dif• ficult terrain, the wet weather and the unusually serious endemic malaria make this region of only little agricultŁral ordother
	map, 
	-
	u
	·

	·d
	importanced•-mining, foresting, and water power excepted. 
	econaic

	TYpe 10 --Chieng Mai I-oernadŁ Recent alluvial soils and some stream terraces, in mountaia valleys. These soils are best developed eng Mai valley, where the Ping andd-tributaryrivers have deposited considerable bodies of very fine sandy loams, silt loams, and light silty clay lPams in the l911er portions of thevalley. These soils for the main 91muuer padi crop as well as for peanuts, soybeans as the wiUler ...crop react well UQder•irrigation; l&garlic, near LaŁ. Lsi!:,/ In the lower portions of the ter• rai
	especially 
	ia the Chi
	a
	':J 

	The Prae valley also has a considerable body of these Chieng Hai l"ams, which with irrigation also produce peanuts following the principal crop, padi, of the raŁny season. 
	In the Lampang valley, thered.dis shown on the ProviJional Soilaud llock Map far too much of this Map Group 10. Actual-ly there should be much more of Map Group 5:and relatively very little of Group 10. 
	In the Chieng Saen, Chieng Rai, and Muaag Payao-Me Ing region there is also far too much of Map Group 10 showno In this region the gradient of most of the streams is low, the -soil has weathet;ed much longer, hasd, a more developed .•profileŁ so isŁ a,vier and •Łolder" o 
	· 

	.
	Moreover, for the lowlands·of these valleys there seems to.be.'nosimple nor easily utilized source of irrigation water, which niakesHap Group 10 in the Chieng Mai valley so productive by contrast during the dry winter season. 
	I
	1 CŁntral valley there are important bodies of thesesoils: between Hadsieo and Sa•ankolok, aŁd on down the Yam River past Sukotai, these recent alluvial soils areused extensiveŁy after the annual high water, for tobacco, garlic, onions, etc. Along the right bank of the Ping River, near Ampur Ban Pot Pisai, there is a considerable body of Hap Group 10, where Chinese turnips are grownin these alluvial silt loams ..••• 
	In the· 
	some 
	.

	Our exper1me�ts with fertidlizers on this map grotedlO indicates that seldom if ever do nitrogen and phosphorus fertilizers giveo But the residual effects on a following crop,particularly alegume, may make the use of coo•■,�rcial fertilizers worthwhile•• 
	worthwhile increased
	· 

	o 
	Type 30 •-Rough Mountaiuoua Lar: From 11ndd.fferentiated rocks oSoils usually shallow, steep anŁatony. Crop production by kain• gining. A glance at the Provisional Map of the Soils and SurfaceRocks will reveal that no bodies of rough mountainous land (map 
	group 30) are shown below 12North, and on the peninqla and alongthe western side of the 'Kingdom there are no bedies of this groupsouth of 16North. This is because for those portions of the Kingdom we had at least some very rough geological and/or petrographical informatioa which seemed to be worth incorporation with our other data. 
	·
	° 
	° 

	Since in 1946, when we compiled our map, we did not have access to other data which seemed significant for most of the mountainous regions farthe-r north, we put them into our nscrap bag" . Map Group 
	30. It must be that there is as much or more ''roughmountainous land'' south of 16North Latitude, as north of it, mentioned above, so we attempted to show in the south and west,,"�chernatically atleast, of the kinds of rocks and a few"hints 
	emphasized
	° 
	_ 
	&owething 
	.

	as to the asŁociated soils. 
	But now with the appearance of the Geo.logic Reconnaissance Map of Thailand on just about the scale as our Soil and Rock Map
	same 

	it is evident that we could make many corrections and add it ion.s to our map, and eliminate most of Map Group 30. On the other hand, the agricultural value and significance of the kinds of rocks in the mountains (Map Group 30) are so slight in at least most cases, that for our :lnnnediate purposes the petrographical are of relatively very minor significance. (1953:· 2•13) 
	characteristi.cs 

	·
	In the last article written before his death in 1957, Dr. Pendleton 
	regrouped the soil types shewn on his provincial soil map. That 
	regroup

	ing is given below. The soil ·types underlined twice are the·ones found
	· 
	. 

	in northern Thail@d thoe starred"(*) are found in Nan Province. 
	and
	s

	A Generalized Key to the"-Soils of .Siam
	2 I .. C .,) . 
	.

	A. Lowlands: Smoo.th topogrŁphy; poorly drained alluvial P.lains. 
	1. Mainly for padi. Ridging, or raising the land is 
	(rong), 

	11-ecessary for many__crops other than padi. _"
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Heavy, low clays, e.g •. Transplanted padi. 
	Bangkok clays. 


	b. 
	b. 
	Very acid, heavy crops, very poorly drained, e.g. Broadcast padi. 
	Ongkarakclays. 



	2. , 
	Clays too saline to grew field crops, Łe.g. 
	Tachin clays. 

	Salt making; fish pends and shrimp farms, mangrove for fire
	wood, charcoal, aml poles. Ridged for coconuts and fruits. 
	, " '. . . 
	.
	.. 

	3. Diversified cropping often possible -main crop of padi .followed by soy,,eaŁs, peanuts, garlic, or second crop of rice. 
	·

	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Recent· alluvia, e.g. Chieai loams* 
	·
	np


	b. 
	b. 
	Undifferentiated"·"atluvia in Central Valley, e.g. 
	Yom clays 



	and loams . 
	and loams . 
	and loams . 

	c. Recent coastal ri4ges, eoconuts and fruiŁ trees on beach fidges, padi between, e.g. 
	Pattani, sandy loams and clays. 

	B. Flat to Gently Sloping: Old deltas, terrace lands, shallow soils on hill and •ountain"footslopes. 
	.

	1. Deeply weathered; old, well-drained, formations. 
	a. Ferruginous concretions, e.g. Fruit
	Krabin gravelly loams. 

	· 
	trees, upland crops. 
	b. Friable, deep red clays, from mafec rocks, e.g. Pepper, rubber, fruits. 
	Cbantaburi clays. 

	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	2. 
	Deep soils with flat topography, e.g. 
	Gula R.onghai",silt loams. 


	Poor grass pasture; fishing during rains. 

	3. 
	3. 
	With irregular delta topography and variable textures, e.g.


	Tobacco, cotton, sugar cane, padi in low portions. 
	Ka,npaengsaen loams. 

	4. Mountain footslopes from granitic rock, e.g. Upland crops as (kenaf) and maize, peanuts, castor beans, bananas, and fruits. Clearings
	SjitpfTat sandy and coarse sandy lflams. 
	paw gaew

	((kaingins) in rainse Rubber in S. E. and in Peninsula. 
	Siam 

	5. Soils of moderate depth. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Marl substratum, e.g. padi and early cotton. 
	Lopburi clays. 


	b. 
	b. 
	Residual soils of good depth to bedrock, e.g. 
	Pakchon
	g 
	loams. 



	Peanuts, maize, fruits, oranges, laJDYai, jahk,"sugar cane. 
	·"

	c. 
	c. 
	c. 
	Silt loams on outwash plains, e.g. Padi. 
	Bangkla lilt loams. 


	d. 
	d. 
	Sandy and fine sandy loams from sedimentary rocks, e.g. Pasture; open forest; when flooded 
	Korat fine sandy 1'1am•·•* 



	for padi, becomes Ł 
	Roi
	fine sandy loams. 

	6. Soils shallow. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Residual from mafec rocks, e.g. Chaibadan clays. Upland crops, kapok, fruit trees, pasture, legumes. 

	b. 
	b. 
	Residual from sandstone; laterite horizon in sub·soil, e .. g.
	·



	..
	Sakon Haltom l<'atDS. ForestŁ .. some padi. , 
	..
	c.sandstones, underlain by variegated, denseclay e.g. Padi, pasture, and open forest. 
	· 
	Loams residual ·from
	. 
	.
	loams,
	Ponpisai sandy loams. 

	C .. Uplands: Hilly to steep topogrŁphy. 
	1. Residual soils of shallow depth to bedrock. 
	a. 
	a. 
	a. 
	Intezmediate elevations, from quartzitic sandstones .. Forest,pasture, clearings for crops"-• cotton, maize, vegetables. 11:u. Sm!J!. 42. 
	annual


	b. 
	b. 
	Higher forestecf"blrrsoreisses, e.g. Forest and pasture. 
	gn
	Łuntan sandy loams. 


	c. 
	c. 
	Limestone outcros and cras.* Forest. 
	p
	5



	d. if:t lllDUntafnous lanb not otherwise classified. Forest, 
	r, (kaingining L'iwidde'f!/ for upland rice; opium poppies. (1958: 6-9) 
	clearJhg culture 

	Soil samples were collected in Conmune Baw in April 1959, April 1960, and October 1960, and have been analyzed in the Soil Testing Laboratory of the of New York State College of Agriculture, Cornell University. Although these Łamples were secured from the swidden sites of 
	De;artment
	AgroŁom,,

	13 
	most of the hamlets, due to communication, transportation, and other 
	problems, it has been impossible to guarantee that all samples were 
	collected from the same exact locations, thus no attempt is made to 
	compare the sites of the different hamletsd. (A significant research 
	problem for the future is to test the soils of swidden sites prior to
	clearing, after burning, in the middle of the rainy season arid again 
	at its end, after harvestand the following April, August,d? 
	.a. 

	December for five years Lwhen the same site might be re-use�/.) Com
	paring all samples of each sampling period together, the following 
	generalizations have been hypothesized. 
	The organic matter percentage is considerably higher than would 
	·
	be expected from temperate zone soil theory. At the close of the rinyseason, it still tested 3-4 per cent. Under forest or jungle conditions in the tropics, the vegetative growth is so abundant that there is much litter supplied to the soil. Clearing and burning adds to the soil · organic matter, with some sites showing as much as 6 per cent. TheCommune Baw soils all seem to be medium-textured silt loams; thus bothd
	a
	·

	· 
	from organic matter content and soil texture, the cation exchange 
	capacity is high. 
	ThepH range of top soils at the beginning of the rainy season is
	.
	near neutral at many sites. As the ash is washed into the soil or carried away in the run•Pff after heavy rains, soluble carbonates are lost,
	Łd the pH drops; three sites tested as low as pH 4.8 in October. Thislowering of the pH considerably increased the amount of iron and aluminum available, making the latter toxic in three of the soils tested. 
	In the Coumune Baw soils available, phosphorus is generally low and becomes ve-ry low during the rainy seaŁon, probably bothfrom being taken 
	.

	. ..
	.
	.

	upinto thedcropandfrom bemming fiŁd as iron or aluminum saltsŁ
	. 
	. 
	· 
	-
	· 

	.
	Magnesium begins anddcontinues to badequate or in excess •dEven though sŁ of the potassium is lost in the rainy season, it remains highly available. Manganese is present in excess amounts at the start of the crop year, and rernaiŁs in adequate concentraticm in all soils tested. 
	e 
	. 
	.
	·

	.
	On the basis of these very inadequatetests, it would appear thatsufficient nutrients sheulcl be available for a second year's riccrop,especiallyif 11me and phosphorus wereadded. The lime would not only 
	e 
	. 

	.
	supply the needed calcium, but would overcome the aluminum toxicit.y by raising the pH. All things consdidered, Commune Baw soils are not bad. 
	Vegetation 
	Vegetation 

	The dominant forest vegetation of Co, .. uune Baw is that called 
	''Mixed Deciduous •. " Tb.ere is some teak Linn.) still standing in the least accessible pa.rts of •the COJUWune, but the more cODiUOn trees in the live-in 'ilrea are phayawm (Shorea floribunda, Kurz.) , 
	(Tect-ona grandis

	SW:!& Craib et Hutch.), tabaek (in Nan called 
	SW:!& Craib et Hutch.), tabaek (in Nan called 
	(Xylia ker:rii 
	I 
	pu 'ai) 

	· 
	.


	Kurz •.), kabok (mamu 'n) (Irvingia ma.layna, • Roemer), Roxb.), 
	(Łag@_rstroemia calyculata, 
	Oliver), takhian (Hopea odorata, Roxb·.) 
	yom hin (Chukrasia velutina, 
	yom hawm (Cedrela toona,
	makhatae (SindoŁa siamensis, 

	Craib), pradu (Pterocarpus indicus, Wolld".), and kapung (ngun) (Tetrameles nudiflora, R.· Br.) 
	Teysm.) Kurz.), obtusa, Wall.), chamcha (Kleihovia hospita, Linn.), 
	rang (pao) (Pentaane sŁamensis, 
	teng (ngae) Shorea 
	kaw (Qtercus kerrii, 

	The undergrowth is varied, but consists mostly of various bamboos among which are Gamble), mai rai (OXYtenanthera albo-ciliata), mai _sang luang (mai sang nam) (Bambusa Willd.), mai sang l?!. Munro.), mai sang kham (Dendrocalamus latiflorus, Munro.), mai sisuk (Bambusa b1umeana, Schult.), mai hia (Cepha.lostachyum virgatum, Kurz.), mai pong (:Rambus tulda, Roxb."), mai pong nam (Bambusa burmanica, Gamble), mai khao lam (Cephalostachyum pergracile, Munro), and others known only byeach of these is discussed i
	Artifact
	Figure
	mai ruak (Thyrsostachys siamensis, 
	arudinacia, 
	(Dendrocalmm1s membranceus, 
	Artifact
	Figure
	Artifact
	their Thai namŁs. (The uses made of 

	Dr. Egbert H. Walker, then of the Smithsonian Institution, visited this in November 1957, and reports as follows on other undergrowth: 
	COJ•■ilune

	The major weeds at the time of my visit ••• were the amazingly variable dominating every thicket and invading the fields, and the grass especially abundant along the river banks. In these thickets were found also vines and trailing plants of various taxonomic groups, especially cucurbits (melpns), legumes, Vitaceae (grape family), Asclepiadaceae (milkweed family), Dioscorea _(yams), the climbing fern Lygodium, and the fern ally Selaginella •••• 
	Łomposite Eupatorium odoratum, 
	Miscanthus, 
	Artifact
	Artifact
	Artifact

	The most dominant group of plants ••• were the bamboos •• • • Ferns were fairly abundant, especially in the gullies, but my specimens have not been identified. I was especially impressedby the climbing species"o • The few climbing bamboos also were 
	o • 
	interesting". In these deeply shaded gullies I found various more 
	or less tender herbaceous plants, among them aroids, one apparently an Amorphophallus with a spathe too large and fleshy for my equip• ment for collecting, another genus being Aglaonema. There were a few orchids, also Chloranthus officinalis, a couple of genera of the 
	. ginger family and C0t1,11elinaceae. 
	(Zingiberaceae),
	a' few 
	Gesneriaceae, Acanthaceae, 
	Artifact

	We avgmented lunch with fresh wild figso •• probably Ficus auriculata •••• Other trees am shrubs in these gullies were a palm, apparently an a another Ficus which I can• not uame, the thorny and Euonymus". Among the bamboo stands in an area of former cultivtion, I found small trees of Maesa, a genus ofthe Myrsinaceae. 
	Artifact
	Artifact
	Arenga, 
	Sterculia, 
	Artifact
	Toddalia, 
	,
	Artifact
	.

	Dr. Walker also reported that on the east side of the Nan River, higher up in the hills, he found some acorns fran oaks (Quereus) and chestnuts '(Castanopsis) that perhaps were "forerunners of the 'hill 
	Artifact

	From a personal dated January 30, 1961. 
	7
	cOU1Dunication 

	evergreen forests' beyond. llere also were 0bviously dipterocarps, but with no identifiable specimens within my reach." According to a 1955 publication of the Royal (Thai) Forest Department it is characteristic of the mixed deciduous .forests that they are replacedon the higher hills by hill evergreen or coniferous forests,, on the lower foot-hills and plains by the deciduous dipterocarps forests, and in moist situations near rivers and streams and in damp valleys thegive place to forests of tropical ever•
	. 
	8 

	above. 
	Wilcl Life in Coo11tune Jaw 
	Wilcl Life in Coo11tune Jaw 

	There are many kinds of wild life in Comm.me Baw, ranging from very small to large a12.1mals. Birds· are cwon at all seasons of the year and are shot for food, especially wild chickens doveand
	:
	(ka
	i
	E.I)
	,
	(nok khao) 

	.
	heroa Other birds seen include singing mina"quail teal woedpecker parrot robin weaver or baya pigeon Bu:mese green pigeon • Bu.zmese peafewlred•crested hill partridge Ł king(nok"kraten), and warbler 
	(uk yang) . 
	. 
	(nok iang), 
	(aok khum), 
	(aek pet-nam) , 
	(aok huakhwan),
	(nok . kaeo) , 
	(nok kangkhea) , 
	(nok kraiap),
	(nok pilap), 
	(nok lao 
	· 
	(aok nng) , 
	(nelt kratha 
	fisher
	(aek

	.
	.
	krajip)". 
	krajip)". 


	A,f4,ng the many kinds of fish caught are the carp (plaso'i, pla siu),
	.
	serpent-head catfish globe fih 
	(
	f
	la c
	Ł
	), 
	(pla thepho, pla taw),
	Ł
	(pla
	. 

	.
	goby bu", minnow CE!!, and several w:fthout 
	pakpao), 
	pla 
	paeb, pla ae:e),

	English trichopterus), pla taphiaa (Puntinus schwaaefeldii), and 
	names: pla salit (Trichogaster pectoralis), pla kradi (Trichogaster 
	pla krai (Notop
	-


	terus · chŁtal1)• 
	terus · chŁtal1)• 

	_.... . ___ 
	.
	. 
	. 
	. 

	· 
	' . . · ..\.
	\ 
	-

	· 
	· 
	.

	Łf the smaller animals caught and eaten are Red-ant eggs 
	. . 
	. . . .
	field rats, porcupines,"eaten and white
	are 
	.
	snakes,frogs, squirrels, and turtles. ant larvae are fed to the chickens and used for fish bait. Wild pigs and monkeys are shot occasionally, . as are goat-antelope , .the 
	· 
	(liangpha)
	banteng

	(wild cattle) bear, several kinds of deer 
	(wua kratig),
	(kwang·;·-ihea, fan), 

	and several kinds of wild cats Black gibbons are captured and sŁlcl 
	,(sua). 

	.
	�ccasionally. A herd of wild eJ.1;!phants"variously estimated by the village�s to n1mher between twenty and one hundred, lives in the western part of th� C0111Dune and forages in the area near the hamlets during the dry season. Occasionally these are shot, though they are more eften avoided. 
	·
	,, 
	·

	Curren..t Land.'1Jse 
	Curren..t Land.'1Jse 

	Of the 62,500 (2500G acres) of land that lies within the areaused for all purposes by the C<wii■♦vne Baw vill,1gers, probably less than 2."4 per cent (1500 rai):·"ts:.-.actually Ul'lder cultivation in any one year". In
	rai 
	,, 

	:,. 
	1959, fewer than 500 .. .W.. were claimeŁ legally by individuals, of which 
	only 309 were under eult.ivation •• as gax:dens er orchards". Until the
	rai

	·
	8s.oya1 (Thai) Forest Department,. ''rs of Forests of Thailand," The State Railway of Thailand Printing Office, Bangkok, March, 2498 (1955). 
	ype

	·gover1 ent in 1956 reffUe&ted everyone in the country to file for land ut Ł, there were very few legal to land in Baw. Mosthouseholds have cla1me4 only one ngan rai, 1/10 aca house lot, 
	claims
	cla:Jms
	Co1-aamie
	(1/4 
	re) as

	so less than 100 I.I! are claimed in. the for this use. None of the area used for sviddening, which is under 1000 (400 acres) each year, is claimed legally by the villager, as will be explained in detailin Chapter IV. 
	Coeeeel\e
	rai 

	The bulk of legal claims are for orc'bard sites along the rivers and streams. In 1953 a small orŁbard was planted in HY2. In 1954 a· largerorchard was begun at the site now known as incipient hamle t Prl, by a Christian doctor from Pbrae Province who had become acquainted with the Cl\eeu;ne through visiting the Christian group at HPSl, ani who enjoyed the bunting possible in the area. The doctords brother and two Christian teachers £ram Phrae began orchards the following year, as did the Laotian 
	0 

	Ł•ily at RPW2. Others from eutside the Co-o one have claimed sites since,d
	.
	the largest orchard planted to date, 25 by a Christian doctor from Ran. By Łbe Fall of 1958, 309 bad been cla!mei legally 
	includ:J.ug
	rai,
	rai

	as orchard sŁtes by 87 persons, but the majority of thesot yet beenplanted to oranges. Most claims are for two only nine claim more t:han 5 only three more than 10 
	e had n
	rai;
	rai;
	raio 

	Tangerines are one of tbe few exports of Ban Province.. Expansionof the tangerine industry in the past t:eu yeara ha• come about through the growth of interest by the salaried and merchant groups in Nan Town,for these people have the cash reaources the marcottes for planting, to secure fertilizers au sprays, and to have the youug trees cared for during the five years before they begin bearingo As erebard space has become more limited and more expensive near town, sites have been sought along the road, path
	neces--.ry to purchase 
	town. 
	cla:l11s
	rmts
	banana
	1957
	aerŁba

	.
	illustrate the extent of orchard site claims made by tbe different hamlets. 
	PB2 
	PW3 
	Table 1. 
	Hamlet 
	PK4 
	RPH! 
	Wlill 
	KPSl 
	BPW2 
	•,
	Percentage of households in Baw hamlets claiming 
	CC1mmune

	orchard sites and percentage of sites actually planted to orange trees in October 1958. 
	PercenŁ-age of
	·"
	(Percentage Percentage of : hou.seholds value of each households that had household) making c la fms planted oranges 
	. 

	c1.m 0 0 (3.2) 32 () 
	27% 
	' 
	., 
	12% 

	' g
	(tlŁO) 22 22 (7. 7) 23 15 
	.

	(6.6) 
	66 20 
	·

	63 0 
	65 
	30
	BY2 
	(2.5) 
	(2.5) 
	' 
	. 
	Note that the highest Łerceatage of villagers making Łlaims live in the under the most dinct care of the PW3 and S3, 
	bam1.ets 
	kamnaa,

	·
	but that ia"spite of"their relative prosperity, they have donevery
	but that ia"spite of"their relative prosperity, they have donevery
	.
	· 

	· 

	little toward getting orange"trees planted •. Th� residents' of HY2, who have the closest contact with townspeople and who have had the opportunity"to observe the potential results most cl�sely, have invested the most time and money. According �o the law, any land claimed must be inspected after three years and if permanentimprovement is obvious",
	.
	.
	··
	· 

	·
	ownership is ·allowed. Undoubtedly, many of these orchard site claims will not be allowed, unless uimprovement" is quite liberally interpreted. 
	Figure 3 (page-87): indicates the areas".used by the various hamlets for swiddening"and theA location of. orchard sites"� One needs to remember that 85 per cent of the Commune land area has never used for any types of cultivation,although most of the area has been explo�ed at some time by villagers while"forest harvesting or hunting". It will be noted that Buai Tiu forms the western '·'boundary'' of _ land used to date for swiddening, but a large portion of the cODWlune .. is west of 
	. 
	'"
	·
	approximaŁely 
	·
	. 
	.

	I • 
	Huai 
	TiuŁ 

	·fpt.ential 
	·fpt.ential 
	·
	Land Use"· 

	At the present time there is a population density of only 13 persons per square kilometer in Co1+11Hne Baw.'.It would be pessible for at least three the present population to practice an extensive type of agriculture nchas swiddening in this area, if the hamlets were scat• tered around so as aot to require excessive walking to and from swidden sites. What, however, are the alt·emative types of agriculture ;that might 
	· 
	t1mes 
	·"
	·
	·
	.

	·
	be carried out under the prevailing climate and soil conditions? 
	By careful plsm.ing aJll1 a few alditional all land used for rice production could be �ftli!IJtwC'.S.41Pfted to produce a cash crop maturing be• fore all water is gone f�www the ,llldi. If the weeds-were controlled bymechanical plowing"« cL••l.eal ••1•• it should be possible to get a r's rice crop without too great a drop in yield. By fertilizer, 11ae"and r�atioaa-, SG r fields mig"ht be usable permaaentlyo Were terraces built onthe hil�aides to de_lay water run-off and minimize soil erosion, aia■e &nail -'
	weeding$,
	second yea
	applying 
	JI 
	_
	aay,of 

	.the abandoo,eeat of used swiddea sites would be to re-forest the site with acme tree crop. 'lhis might be fruit trees, nut trees, species valuable 
	However, the easiest and most 11x,iversally possible alternative to 
	for timber, or a coabination. As soon as these trees came into: bearing, there shualŁ he sufficient them to allow purchase of lowland rice, s reduce the necessity fer extensive sviclden_ing. Many typesof trees would grow".in this soil; the choice should be made from those 
	i.aG, r £rom
	and>tha

	most valuable economically, perhaps with a mixture of short•term and longrange potential. Among the poaaibilities are certain bamboos, castor bean, coffee, tea, citrus, tung oil, coconut, for which markets exist if grown in sufficieat flWl.lltities. Such tree culture would n.ot involve too drastic or difficult a change. It could easiiy be assisted by the or other agent who would need only to pro-vide planting material (seed or vegetative) technical advice. Trans .. port into and out of most of the present
	incae 
	·
	mango,
	and
	govero11e'\t 
	&ifile
	ebange
	and
	ham1.ets, 
	·
	a
	land 

	Involved in any change from present practices are three types of pmblems: financial, technical, and social. Most of the Coee;;une Baw
	·"
	villagers operate on so narrow a margin., many even on a day to clay basis, that even as simple an innovation as plowing with buffalo or fertilizingwould require some outside help in to get it started., (pre• that the proposed practice was proved practical f. the area cenc,erned.) A slow, but perhaps the soundest approach, would be to help the: villagers study abou� and then begin a credit union. Technical advice would be necessary for most although tree crop culture would be partia.lly in line with the vi
	financing 
	,=tuning
	or
	hnovatioas, 
	hamlets
	expansion
	c
	(eapecially 
	and

	Few laws would need to be passed or repealed to alla, such changes, but changes in attitudes by both goveri11uent officials and villagers would be necessary to work out the necessary adjustiuents and requirements of positive cooperation. Since thi• Cwwwne is ·'not over-populated now, it would appear more realistic to intthe proposed changes through the school children and the youngest swiddeners, perhaps through 4-H type clubs, without trying to change the cu.stems of the older villagers 
	.
	reduce 

	directly. 
	CHAPiER III 
	THE TECHNOLOGY OF COMMUNE BAW 
	THE TECHNOLOGY OF COMMUNE BAW 
	Introduction 
	Introduction 

	Since the principal occupation of the people of Baw is swidden agriculture, most of the technology is closely related to subsistence farming. While it cannot be stated that the picture presented here is 
	Colli4une 

	true of all northern Thai C01i+11t1nities that practice swidden agriculture, certainly there are many features of CODiDune Baw technology that are found in other parts of Nan Province and that are to hamlets practicing integral swidden agriculture in other northern provinces. 
	coumon 

	Obviously, it is necessary to refer to some of the occupations of the villagers in discussing their technology; however, occupations, as such, are discussed separately in Chapter IV, and economics in chapter V. Since so much of the is concerned with the home, housing is discussed first. 
	·
	technology

	Housing 
	Housing 

	The most typical house found in Couw..ne Baw is constructed of wooden posts 8 inches in bamboo walls and floors, and a grass roof. It has abqut 30 &flUare yards of floorspace, and is raised about 5\ feet off the ground. The open porch at the front, which is reached by ladder-like stairs that can be either of odd or even number, is usually made of round bamboo poles (or waste sidings fraa sawed luaber)"separated about a half inch which the rain or waste water can easily drain. Behind this, with the floor rai
	dfameŁer,
	-
	through
	Families
	family
	-
	h lemon g

	Most begin with such a house. They gather the four or more kinds of bamboo cOIIIDOnly used in construction, cut posts of either soft or hardwood timber, and harvest (cogon grass). This normally takes 
	families
	yakha

	20 
	about two weeks. Another week is given to weaving the grass into shingles about two yards wide and two feet long, and to making several sizes and types of bamboo string to use in binding parts of the house together". Finally some refreshments are prepared and perhaps some liquoris made or bought. Then friends and relatives whom they have helped, or expect to help, are asked to come to build the house which may be in one day if enough people assist and if the supplies hold out. Quite often some kind of bambo
	(faek) 
	(tawk) 
	cQmPleted
	."

	The work of construction is a jolly time for all. Often different groups race each other to complete some part, thre is a lot of banter back and forth, and frequently everyone stops to have a drink, chat, and rest. It is not always necessary to feed those who help, although this isoften
	e
	• 

	' 
	done by the owner's wife and some neighboring women, but it is necessary to have betel nut, waterŁ and perhaps some dessert or bananas lying around for the 'belpers te eat whenever they rest. is made from the leaves of wild tea plants which are pickled and wrapped around_a_piece of rock salt. It is a mild stimulantfthewed or sucked after meals.) The men often have liquor to drink, ifnot at noon then towards 
	miang
	11 
	(Miang
	:
	· 
	coe,nnunly
	/om/ 

	·"
	the end of the day when work stops. 
	·"
	The size and shape of the house to be built depends upon the wishes of the owner and the supplies he furnishes". Few houses are smaller than 12 square yards and few of the type described above are larger than 36 square yards. Some houses are made of such poor materials th•t they need replacement the next year, but all will stand with very minor repairs for at least three years". Most people replace broken porch flooring or leakingroof shingles, and perhaps add to er revamp their bamboo house a little each 
	almŁŁt 

	·
	house so much that they will let it deter them from moving"· 
	house so much that they will let it deter them from moving"· 
	·

	sOQtewhere else 

	if they·"·takethe notion, and of such houses are a sight all 
	· 
	,-e,nŁins
	common 

	over Nan Province. 
	Widows and handicapped villagers are often helped to a greater ext.eat in house or hut building, incluoing even the gathering of thenecessarybamboo or posts; however, a capable but lazy family frequently will be criticized and never helpeo in the gathering of housing materialso 
	·"

	permanent housing is found in each of the Co1111u1ne Baw hamlets". Seldom, however, does, anyone decide to build a permanent house and"actuallydo so lather, a family that wishes to have a better house will gradually accumulate planks of wood, sawed by themselves or bought from others, and some thick hardwood posts. When enough has been accumulated to lay at least the floor of the house, they will rebuild, completing the house with bamboo and grass. If the wood being saved is teak, the planks will be tied on
	Some 
	.
	!ow•diately. 
	(
	ma
	i 

	·"
	A few families, especially in PK4, have acquired enough wealth to build pennanent houses with massive hardwood posts and all wooden walls. The roofs of older permanent houses are made of teak shingles or clay tiles, but newer ones have corrugated zinc sheeting or cement tiles. When a family erects this type of house, they gradually do most of the work themselves while continuing to live in their bamboo house, sometimes hiring others to help with some parts of the construction. They do not normally ask for f
	tfme

	If the husband or wife dies, the house is usually taken down and rebuilt at a slightly different location so that the spirit of the departed one will not bother those who remain. 
	Whenever a new house is built, a dedication ceremony of some sort is held. This ceremony may be simple or fancy depending upon the b•let and the wealth of the owner; it is sometimes held on the day of moving in, but it may be held several days later. Care is taken that the moving day is a propitious one. The ceremony is described in Judd 1961: 28"0-281". 
	(khun ban mai)
	khun ban mai

	In the C01■11une as a whole, 95 per cent of the houses have posts of wood, the rest have bamboo posts. Fifty-three per cent of the houses have bamboo floors, the r�•t being wood of varying thicknesses. Only 37 per cent of the houses have any wooden walls, 14 per cent have woven bamboo walls, and nearly 50 per cent have walls of split bamboo. Grass roofs are used on 93 per cent of the houses, most of the exceptions being in PK4. Roofs made of corrugated zinc, clay tiles, cement tiles, or teak wood tiles cove
	·
	COIIIDun 

	Still referring to the C�Nf•oune as a whole, over half the houses are three yars old or less, and about 60"per cent of all houses are of temporary construct ion. The quality of the 18 per cent of thehouses that have been built of wood in the past three years varies widely. Less than 10 per cent of all Coo,uune Baw houses have cost in cash more than 1,001 or more and 60 per cent of all houses have been constructed without any cash outlay at all. About 30 per cent of the houses in the have separate buildings
	e
	.
	·
	· 
	baht 
	COUWlune

	Uses of Bamboo 
	Uses of Bamboo 

	o It is eaten, used in construction,"and for Łnnerous handicrafts. In the preceding ch4>ter, tbe eleven kinds of bamboo that are grown in C01illlune Baw were mentioned; their particular uses are as follows: (The usual diameter of the mature canes is given in parentheses.) 
	Bamboo is 
	extremely
	important ia the life of the swidden 
	·
	fa
	·
	rwer 
	.
	(mai phai)

	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	(5 .. ): A large smooth variety that grows very tall. The young shoots are eaten. When mature, it is split for walling or flooring·, and is made into tawk for bamboo handicrafts. It is also cut into sections for water coners to use when traveling or to carry to work". 
	mai sisuk 
	tain


	2. 
	2. 
	(3-4"); (1.\-2'') and E!. (S''') : The larger type looks much like mai sisuk but is more in Commune Baw and thus easier to find. As a shoot, is especially tasty to eat; when mature it is the favored bamboo to use as the stick (mai tuk kan) onto which the grass is tied to make shingles. Like sisualso used split into halves for wind breaks at the edge of the roof. 
	mai sang luang
	mai sang lek 
	mai sang 
	comn,on 
	mai sang 
	k, it is 


	3. 
	3. 
	( 1\-2") : A smooth, middle-sized bamboo. If one is hungry, mai be eaten, but it is not favored. For construction, it is perhaps the most adaptable of all bamboo because of its size and quality. It is used unsplit for rafters, wall posts, open porch floors, and for fencing domestic pens. 
	mai ruak
	ruak_can 
	aŁimal


	4. 
	4. 
	(2·2Ł") : About the same size as but rougher and less sturdy.. The type of known as mai can be eaten as young shoots, but because it is so itchy to touch when mature, it t.s avoided. !!A!. is not itchy when mature, thus it can be used like for temporary couatruction, and is the mest bamboo used"·for making bamboo string. 
	mai pong 
	mai ruak
	mai pong
	,
	pong kai 
	pong kliang 
	mai ruak 
	coUDDon
	tawk, 



	p 
	5. 
	5. 
	5. 
	(1-1%")d: The smallest and ccc1Ho(;tnest type of bamboo. Mai rai is used whenever small size round bamboo pieces are wanted. It istrong when just cut, but disintegrates soon upon drying out". It is often used to make and its shoots are the kind most often eaten because they are the most ca,aoonly available. 
	mai rai 
	s very
	tawk


	6. 
	6. 
	(2"): Seldom eaten; it can be used in many ways, but as it is relatively scarce in CollllluŁe Baw, it is used almost entirely for weaving bamboo walls:for houses. 
	mai hia 


	7. 
	7. 
	mai kho lam (1\-2") : No one eats this kind, but when the wood is young to sections and stuffed with ric:e and coconut milk (and perhaps beans or pieces of par:k) and then placed around the edges of a fire to steam the rice. The burnt part of the bamboo is peeled off leaving a thin covering over the rice. Such sticks of khao lam are sold along the railroad tracks in many parts of Thailand"and he roads and paths of the t� of Nn. Baw, this is so only at festival times. More the __is used in C_ommane Baw to m
	a
	it is cut in
	.
	along t
	a
	In"·CtmUDune 
	c0Di4only
	mai kbao lam 
	tawk,



	The making of tawk is a continuous activity. of the re.sidents of all Cooonune Baw hamletsr it is used in so many ways. is thin strips cut from the sides of a bamboo polafter the hard outside surface of the bamboo has been removed. It is prepared in several lengths and thicknesses, depending upon the type of bamboo used and the intended use. For tying grass in making shingles, the used is relatively short and thin. For tying rafters or other major parts of the house frame together, longer and thicker pieces
	The making of tawk is a continuous activity. of the re.sidents of all Cooonune Baw hamletsr it is used in so many ways. is thin strips cut from the sides of a bamboo polafter the hard outside surface of the bamboo has been removed. It is prepared in several lengths and thicknesses, depending upon the type of bamboo used and the intended use. For tying grass in making shingles, the used is relatively short and thin. For tying rafters or other major parts of the house frame together, longer and thicker pieces
	, fo
	Tawk
	e 
	tawk
	tawk 

	stripped from the cane soon after it is cut while still green and split or cut to the desired leŁgth and thickness, then it is tied in bundles and stored. Whenever is to be used in the following year, it is first soaked in water so that it can be twisted without breaking. The villagers, as children,learn to tie things together so tightly that they will not come apart for years unless so eone unties or cuts the tawk. This is used in making any 01un1>er of handicraft iŁerns sutrays, baskets, fish, bird, 
	tawk
	Łame tawk 
	ch as 


	.
	and animal traps, lunch baskets, mats, toys, cages, and religious symbols, 
	some ich are used by the hous"ehold and some of which are sold. Some handicraft items combine and wood or and sections of split bamboo, depending on the intended use. The shavings left when making tawk are 
	of wh
	tawk
	tawk

	allowed to dry out for use as kindling in starting cooking fires. 
	Although abilities vary, everyone is able to make something out of tawk and at least one person of a household can usually be seen in the evening,if not during the day as well, sitting on the covered porch weaving an item out of Many families in HPSl, WMl, and HPHl trade these handicrafts for rice after their supplies run out. 
	tawk. 

	Bamboo is also sold to the townspeople in one form or another, mostly by the villagers of HY2, PN2, and RPW2. As long poles, it is transported by ox cart to town and sold, the price depending upon the variety. A certain amount of is also sold to the shops in town, and in the early part of the rainy season, a fair amount of bamboo shoots of various kinds are dugand sent to town for sale in the fresh market. 
	tawk

	Grass Shingles 
	Grass Shingles 

	As soon as the rice harvest is cempleted, or after the middle of December when there is free time, (cogon grass) is cut and laid out to dry. After a week or more it ls sorted and gathered into standard size bundles. (One kam is the amount a person can hold between his thumb and second finger; kam make one and two khawn make one hap (one load,half suspended frach end of a stiEach khaill make about ten shingles.) These bundles are carried back to thlet and can be seen under most homes, in large quantity durin
	yakha 
	12
	khawn, 
	om e
	earrying
	ck). 
	wn w
	e ham
	banging 
	can 
	(khawn 
	hap), 
	and
	9 
	of
	o:range 
	Co,,,,-.ne Baw 

	9..rhe only Christian Church in COiii4une Baw is located at HPSl, althoughthere are individuals or families in Prl, WMl, RPW2rand PK4 that have· some degTee of relationship with Cbristiaaity. (Judd 1961: 267) 
	,

	When shingles are to be made, the bundle of is first put into the river for an hour or longer to soften up the grass. -The. bmboo sticks are pŁepared in advance and likewise. Everything is broig ht together under a tree or under the hGUse and seve.ral grass stalks are folded oyer the bamboo, and tied with the just below the bamboostick, taking about 10•15 minutes per shingle. Completed shingles are stacked together or tied in groups of ten for later use er sale. The edges of the grass are sharp, thus finger
	;yakha 
	tawk
	.
	tawk
	· 
	.
	.

	The actual roofing of a house is always done by the men and older boys who climb up into the rafters and tie on the shingles with starting at the bottom and working up. The final techni(fUe used to cover the top ridge and the shape of"t_he roof varies partly with the hamlet but 
	mai ruak
	tawk,

	. 
	more with the style of house being roofed. 
	·

	Housing Differences Between the Hamlets 
	Housing Differences Between the Hamlets 

	The differences in housing between the hamlets are not so much in kind as indegree. For instance, over 65 percent of the floors in S3 and PW3 are"of wood, and over 50 per cent are wood ·1n WMl, PK4, and BY2, while oaly 25 per cent or less are wood in IIPlll, PW2, and HPSl. No house has weoden walls in HPHl and PTl, and only one or two do in PN2, RPW2, and BPSl, hut 40 per cent or more have some wood walls' in S3, PW3, WMl, PK4,
	·"
	. 
	·

	.
	and HY2_. There was no cash spent in building any HPHl or PTl house, and 500 or. _less was spentŁ if any, in building houses in BPSl and PN2, but 2,000 or more was spent on houses in PW3 and WMl, and over 4,080 baht_ on one or more houses in PK4, HY2, and RPW2 • .-Houses in ltPHl, PTl, BPW2 are all less than 36 square yards in floorspace, but a tliird"·"or"· more of the houses in PW3, PK4, and RY2 have more than 36 square yards of floor space. 
	baht 
	baht 
	·
	and

	Within the past year, one or more new houses were built in each hamlet except PTl, and PN2, bat of tŁse new houses only in PW3 and WMl were more of the new houses of permanent construction than of temporary construction. In !K4 almost every conceivable type of house"can. be foune, while in S3 all 
	.
	the houses look alike. About 75 per cent· of the HPSl heuses are less than three years old, while less than 25 per cent of the PN2 houses have been built in the past three years. 
	Inside the House 
	Inside the House 

	Within the house the furnishings are meager"-• woven mats for surnrn�rsleeping and for spreading to receive a guest; aarrew kapok-filledmattresses and pillows; usually not more than two blankets and one mosquitonet; a bassinet hanging by ropes from the rafters; a set of ''good'·' clothes for trips to the or to town; clothes for daily use, usually patc;hed or torn; assorted rags; a ph,akbw (aa all-purpose man .s sash, approximately 20 by 60 inches, used as turban, towel, bathing suit, -dressing gown, belt, 
	t:fme 
	wat 
	1 

	., 
	old truck tire treads; an evaporated milk can made into a kerosene lamp, and a partly•finished handicraft item of bamboo which is worked on in spare time by either the husband or wife. 
	In the kitchen there are sever•l sizes of baskets for carrying rice or greens and other plant foods found in the jungle; two or three clay potsand maybe an aluminum one, and the double-boiler-like affair made of tin or clay and wood used to steam the day's glutinous rice; a (round bottomed skillet); a few soup-size spoons of either western or Chinese style; a few bowls or plates usually of Chinese or Japanese Łnamelware; and banging on the walls, small amounts of various lerba, dried chilis, onions, and gar
	ltatha
	family

	Since people eat by taking a 1,wp of sticky rice in the hand and dipping it into the ''with rice"� it is -,t necessary to use knife, fork, or spoon at the "table, or for each person to have a plate."· For the most part, food is chopped or finely sliced during preparation, using a machete or a smaller all purpose knife. The family eats sitting in a circle on the fl�or around the rice and ''with rice", and all eat together e�cept, of course,the babies. Glutinous rice is steamed fresh early every morning. Aft
	11 
	· 
	·"

	Clothing 
	Clothing 

	The clothes worn by the women consist of a siŁle piece of material, 
	usually worn locally of native cotton and sewed into a tube worn from the waist to cover the lower body and legs, or sometimes worn higher to cover the breast. Most women have only two. One is worn all day and then bathed in, getting washed in the process. The second is let down over the wet one, then the first one is slipped off, rinsed out and hung up to dry. By morning it is usually dry enough to use again". Young girls and old w01Den seldom wear anything else, but girls of marriageable age and youngmarr
	down
	·
	'
	(sua 
	hoi),
	··

	The men usually wear khaki or dark blue cotton shorts in the jungle or fields, but somet':fmee wear the long dark blue Chinese-style pants of local cotten (they are always worn at night) or just a Their shirts are made of dark blue cotton with ties instead of buttons, and large pocketsquite often shirts are discarded while working. Small children often wear no clothes or the cast-off pants and skirts of their parents, which may or may not be cut down to size. Some children attendingschool have one school un
	phakhama. 
	(sua maw hawm) ; 
	;
	required

	A few of the adults have special homespun white cotton jackets to · wear to the wat. Some of the men. own long khaki pants and store-purchased white shirts wear to town or to church. During the cool season, manyfolks keep warm by wrapping a blanket or a bath towel, if they have one, around them in the early morning and the evening. are also used as shawls. 
	to
	PhaŁhamas 

	Tools 
	Tools 

	The hand tools used for swidden farming are usually kept in the house and include the ever-present machete an ax or hatchet a sharpening stone, a short-bladed sickle .. a straight hee and/or a mattox several gourd or bmnboo-section water jugs,and a dibble stick point Other tools found in the house are scissors and a large general purpose knife Practically every home has two buckets for carrying water, two or more carrying sticks made of bamboo, at least two baskets, and two kinds of brooms (one of soft bro
	small 
	(phra), 
	(khwan) 
	(mui), 
	(khieo), 
	(siam), 
	(jawp) , 
	(lung). 
	(mit). 
	(mai hap)
	hap
	small

	· 
	ried almost all the time, stuck into a woven wicker scabbard which is tucked under one's belt at the right side. 
	Under the house are found various woven bamboo items such as mats, baskets, trays, lunch baskets, and fish traps.. Often a fish net of s.ome size is seen. Under most PW3 and S3 houses and less often elsewhere are hand looms for weaving cotton cloth and sometimes a contraption to remove· 
	-

	·"
	seeds from the cotton or to twist the cotton fibers into thread."
	· 

	• I 
	Outside the House 
	Outside the House 

	Besides the grass for roofing, tools and eŁuipment already mentioned as stored beneath the house, there also"will be found stacked firewood"· (with S3 and PW3 having the largest supply on hand) and the".pens for the chickens. Wash water, food scraps, and vegetable and fruit peelings are allowed to drop through the bamboo floor to the ground where the chickens can eat them. The chickens run free in the daytime to find their own food,but are put into a bamboo cage at night. 
	·"

	Near the house is often a bamboo pen with a slightly raised floor for the pig. This pen may or may not be roofed. Nearby also is a shed where rice is pounded to remove the husk by someone stepping on one end of a pestle and letting it fall back into a-mortar. This mortar usually is used by ,everal families, although it may belong to one. Only rarely are there fences, except in HY2 and PK.4, other than around vegetable gardens, and these are not cODW1on in most hamlets, so it is hard to tell where one yarden
	ngan
	rai, 

	with each other, with the road, and with the river. By the end of the dry season, some clearing and 11l11Ch trampling makes the whole bamlet look fairly open. 
	Jointly owned or used areas like the church or wat or school yard, are"cleared periodically by the villagers or Nowhere do the 
	. 
	·

	the childrevil• lagers consider the "roadway" as their responsibility to maintain, thus they will net build or repair bridges, or cut 11ee4s along it unless they are paid to do so by the truck owners. Because there is more traffic across it, the worst mud-holes along the "road" are usually where it passes 
	n. 

	through the aiddle of each b•tet. The villagers of"."each bamtet do work together to clear the paths up to the sites of their swiddens each year. 
	Use of Manufactured Articles 
	Use of Manufactured Articles 

	Most of the clothes, household furnishings, tools and equipment used by the Cooa-une Baw villagers is locally made. However, more and more items from outside the C011•-tne are being used. Other thingsalready men-· tioned, the following have ·been seen in more than one house: a wrist watch or clock, lipstick, face powder, ccmbs, hair oil, toothbrushes, toothpaste, laundry soap, a calendar, a cotton-wick kerosene laap of glass, aluminum kettle, charcoal iron for clothes, flashlight, and cigarette lighter. The
	than
	. 
	happen 
	man 

	An was made to determine bow widely and how long certain manufactured items bad been in use in Baw. The results of a special and count in August 1958 is given in the following table. Since the vary in size, the percentage value of one single household is. shown below the ham.let symbol. 
	atteapt
	Co -une 
	S\IIvey 
	hamlets 
	approximate

	25 
	Table 2. Percentage of CODIDUDe Baw Bouseholds Owning Certain Manufactured Items, August 19 58, 
	·

	.. ·-
	--------

	Halet Symbol: PK4 IPHl WHl RPSl S3 PW3 LH2* % value of each household: lo/. 8.5% 3% 4% 6.61 7% 1.6% 
	. 

	Item: Two-man saw 31% 25% 80% 161 13% 28% 10%Watch or clock 8 0 6 8 6 7 10Dish or dishes 180 68 100 180 100 100 100 
	Ł 

	51 
	6

	50 8 7
	50
	Spoon and fork*Iron and skillet
	Flashlight 
	4 0 
	31 
	35
	50
	100
	29 20 
	76 65 84
	· 

	too 
	57 
	1100 
	0 0 8
	68 63 
	0 
	0
	100
	100
	7

	Pressure lantern
	Simple scissorsCharcoal iron 
	80 
	15
	50
	0 
	12
	25
	()
	14 

	17
	17 
	7
	50
	9
	26
	Kettle*Ł 
	*All of wgal Hamlet Two (Ht2, PN2, and RPW2) were counted together. 
	· 
	•stirring spoon of weed or coconut shell locally made not included. 
	�st made of clay, some of aluminum; aJl manufactureci outside Coo■1a1ne Baw. 
	Of these above items, clocks, flashlights, and clothes irons are the newest introdctions, apart .from pressure lanterns which are st ill considered too expensive to buy or operate. Obviously, inexp�nsive useful items like scissors, dishes, and flashlights are more generally accepted than are more expensive items andamong the UJOre expensive, themoTe useful (such asd·dsaws) are 'first accepted�' Other manufactured items 
	u
	.

	·
	·
	found to be used by practically every householddare galvanized watr
	e


	-
	,. heads .for 'dhoes, mattoxesŁ and axes, ·and
	buckets, machetes, 
	·
	other knives

	· 
	cotton-wick oil from smalldcans;d·dthese latter being used by 
	lamps macle

	.
	.
	.

	all villagers exwhere only 50 per cent of the housdeho.lds 
	cept in HPBl 
	. 

	used oil lamps. 
	Every household that can afford to do so owns a gun. All $Uns are · 
	.
	with seme parts bought £rem metal woTkers, and the annminition · is also since to buy requiTes both money mit •In let there. is aman who is a gunsmith part• 
	home-ma.de
	l1ome..-aade
	an1uunition
	·
	and a per
	eacl\ ham
	t least one

	.
	time; the others bring their ·guns to him for repairŁ 
	Transport 
	Transport 

	The most way of tr1;tvel in the Conmmnedis by walking, and most transport is bying. Very heavy loads are carried suspendedby ropes from a pole helcl on the shoulders of twe men or several pairs of 
	eoumon 
	y carr
	(ham) 

	·d
	men. This is not very commen except for hringing house posts out of the forest, or for moving or raising logs for sawing. 
	Light.to moderately 

	heavy loads are carried by an iD.dividual by placing a bamboo stick 1!12) across his shoulders and hanging baskets, bundles or buckets by ropes from each end of the stick. This method is used by both men and wŁe-en for carrylng rice seed out to plant and bringing the harvested paddy back home, for bringig bundles of kindling for carrying water from the river to one"' a house, and for most daily lng. Very young children play at (carrying things), and at a tender age help to carrydrinking water. 
	(hap)
	carrying
	(
	ma
	i 
	n
	home, 
	carry
	hap kha,sg

	Boats are the next most "'ooeaou mode of transport. Less than twenty boat• are owned by Cou+ume Baw villagers, but there is at least one in each hamlet is located along the Ban River, and each boat is shared by relatives friends of the owner or owners. During the dry season, it is possible to wade the river, but during the rainy Sfta&on it is necessary to use a boat for crossing. Roae of the Ba,tj'lllites a business of transport to town, but on occasion these boats are hired for transport during the rainy 
	t tha
	and
	Ca,■oune
	intra•Commune 

	All of the boats used in C.-1Mns,ne Baw are dugouts. Some of them have been made by the villagers andothers have been purchased from hamlets in Aaphoe Pua at a cost of 115 and up. To make such a boat, a large tree is felled and hollowed out to the general shape of the dugoutat the place it falls, leaving several uncut sections so that the boat will not be cracked in moving it down Ło the water. Once in the water, final touches are made. Since it is very difficult to move the dugout overland with oaly power,
	themnlvea,
	."
	baht
	btt!lcsD 

	There are a few more bicycles in Baw boats, but fewer people use No· one in S3,-BPHl, or PN2 owns a bicycle. In PW3, WMl, ltPSl, PTl, and RPW2 there are no more than two per ha•let; however, HY2 has six•and PK4 has 13. These are English or japanese bicycles, costing between 00 It is possible to use a bicycle all year, but during the wettest part of the rainy season it is more work than walking on the muddy "roads" and through the flooded gullies. 
	Co111111.a11e
	than
	· 
	them. 
	· 
	70"0-1Ł"2
	babt. 

	The three carts owned in the are at HY2 where they are used to bring rice out of the hills, and to transport bamboo and charcoal to town for sale. Nowhere else are there any oxen. Of the 26 water buffalo in the all but one is in PK4, and they are rented out to paddy rice farmers in C0t+au1ne Tanchum. 
	Co1ea.1ne
	Cil'teune,

	Oxen are used by some of the families in S3, PW3, and PK.4 to threshed rice from the swidden to the house, but only families with surpluses can afford to pay the 7 to 20 per cent of the crop charged by the owners, most of whom live in Co+Pune Tanchum .. 
	(wua tang) 
	cai1y

	The fre(ftlency and nature of truck transport has been mentioned in Judd 1961: 20-4�. No villager goes by truck between points within COiiliiune Baw,but travel to points in Pua District or to the town of Nan by truck is common the months that the trucks operate. One middle-aged man, who 
	during

	..
	was born in Bangkok, and who now lives in PK4, works as a regulŁr driver of .one of the:·trucks. and eae fraa PN2 works as a (helper who loads freight, collects fares, repairs bridges, puts blocks behind the 
	·
	.
	thai rot 

	rear wheels on hard climbs, etc.)s. The driver from PK4 has also contractecl with the 1,oi:at1 of truck Łrs. for the last few years tofill the mud hoŁŁs, · to build bridges over the 20 or more gullies in Baw needingthem, and to cut the weeds and bamboo that encreach on the roadway from both sides during the rainy season. He hires villagers fran the variousshamlets along the road for this work at 5 baht per day. The villagers usually refuse to build the larger bridges by day labor, but insist on a contracted
	· 
	Co11M•fiUne
	.
	.
	· 
	baht 

	owners to be very rich, when a truck breaks down, OT a bridge collapses, no villager will offer to gjve help unless he is paid. Fires started from cigarettes thrown from the trucks, and supposedly excessive fares charged by seme trucks, make villager•trucker relations less than cordial for the · most part. 
	Fishing 
	Fishing 

	Fishing is engaged in daily to Łome extent by all villagers, although it is a major occupation for _only a few, who live at HY2. Most fishing takes place in the early morning or in the evenings.after a day's work in the swidden, but occasionally there :Is and all night fishi'\ig as . well. Host of the fishs' caught in Commune Baw are small and only enough for a single meal .. is caught each . When a large fish is caught, it is proudly shown before being sold or eaten. Occasionally_ a big catch is made, part
	mid•d.ay
	tfme.

	1. awm bet (tok bet) . (Fishing with a hook and line, using termites 
	ome other insect as bait.) This is the most coamaon. method, and is used every day by someone. Sometimes the line 
	malaen mao) or s
	small

	·
	is tied to a short or long baml>oo pole, it is trailed from a boats. and it is merely Łossed out from the shore. Besides fishing individually, occasionally a group wil.l go together in one or more boats to a spot where they hope the fish can be found in large Hooks are usually puzchased in town, but striŁg and floaters are •. 
	somet·J'me9
	sometime• 
	rumbers. 
	ho,nemade

	2. (Fishing hy casting a small weighted net which sinks to 
	tha
	w
	t hae. 

	C6•@ton method, used bŁth during the day and at night hy individuals or groups. Late 
	the bottom, trappiag the fish under it.) This is· also a 

	at night the g;roup goes to a sandy beach and sleeps or talks until theyhear the fish Łplaying"' then all toss the.ir nets. Often the site chosen is near a rapids, or in spots where the fi.sh spawn. 
	·
	(len),

	3. (Chasing fish into a. net.) This method also makes use of the_hae but instead of being thrown. the net is stretched open at some point,with bamboo rods blocking aomewllat the passage between the shore and the mouth of the aet. A heavy string,. perhaps 150 ong, is preparedby tyiJtg rocks and pieces of white-colored wood at two-yard intervalsŁ 
	lai pla.
	yarcls l



	32Ł. 
	32Ł. 
	One end of the string is tied at one edge of the net and the rest is carried by boat in a big circle in front of the net. Then the string is slowly pulled in until it coanes across the face of the net. Manyfish flee from the white sticks but some swim into the net and are caught. 
	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	(Catching fish by the use of a long net, with many people helping.) The net is made wide enough to reach from the bottom of the river up to the surface(about two yards)". One end is usually secured at an edge of the river while villagers grab the net at intervals of about two yards holding the bottom down with their feet and the top up with their hands. Beginning with a straight line across the river, the net is stretched to a big circle until the ends meet and then the center area decreased", so finally th
	long uan. 


	5. 
	5. 
	(Fishing by scooping with a small pyramid-shaped net (saw• ing)"·that is attached to a triangular or round bamboo ring. This is n done along the bank or £mm a boat near the shore when the water is murky following a rain. 
	chawn pla. 
	most ofte


	6. 
	6. 
	(Spear fishing with a two-or three-pronged harpoon called a This is most often used at night with a light to attract the fish, but is also used from boats and platforms. 
	tbaeng pla. 
	chamuak.) 


	7. 
	7. 
	(Catching fish in woven bamboo traps.) In Coilllnune Baw these traps are woven with two•foot wide mouths and five-foot longpointed ends, so designed that the fish can enter but not swim back out. These home-made traps are placed just below water level facing downstream in the reeds along the shore at many locations, held in place bybamboo stakes. Each morning the owner goes to check the traps. 
	long saw (sai)". 



	8.·ŁA platform is built above the water, with bamboo rods placed out from each side in a funnel--shape so that the water and fish 
	· 
	taJD kbang. 

	·
	are channeled through the opening directly under the platform. The fishermaD lies quietly on the platform and attempts to catch fish by any of several ways: using a or other type of net, a fish trap, a"line, or a harpoon. 
	sawing

	. 
	9. (To kill fish by an explosion in the water.) This is illegal because it kills baby fish, but the method is often still used both in this Con+nune and in otber parts of Nan Province. The (perhaps 100 or more) fish that are stunned or killed float to the surface, and everyone in earshot Łomes running to grab a share. Since the practice is illegal, the person setting off the charge cannot claim ownership to all the fish without risking a fine". Poisoning fish, using also illegal, is only very rarely practic
	raboet pla. 
	many
	many 
	kluaa-lo-daeng (lotin) (Derris elliptica), 

	'
	plao. 
	These are the principal types of fishing carried on in Couunune Baw, each method having variations depending upon the person, the depth and 
	nature of the water, and the time of·:the year.. The catch is always better when the water is murky and in the dark of the moon, but some kind of fishing is tried every day of the year and fish are the principal source of protein in the diet of the villagers. 
	Nets, traps, and lines are almost all locally made., The netare rubbed or soaked in resins taken from localŁ· t:rees such as thetamarind and the to make them resistant to decay in the water. Strings and ropes are made from several varieties of trees. Traps are made of ham• boo that is fully mature or of wicker as is (basket for confining fish that have been caught). 
	strio,.gs 
	ma-phap
	haw
	theskhawng

	As there are no paddy fields or neither fence nor basket mud fishing is co110,•nly done in Cinu+oune Baw, nor is any variety of the Sp.ring net used. BPSl tried raising telapia in 1956 but the pond was too small and the water supply too limited in the dry season; no other hamlet has tried raising fish in ponds. The Nan River is too wide to dam all the way across, but the Nan Ngao and some of the smaller. tributary streams are to capture fish during the dry season. 
	canal.a,
	(haai), 
	da,mned

	Miscellaneous 
	Miscellaneous 

	In PK4 a few families make their own pŁper for the children to use in school, using the bark of a tree (ton sa) that grows wild along the banks of the Ran River. When the tree rseven years old, it is cut and the:sbark removed. After being beaten with stones, the bark is soaked for a week, then beaten again until it becomes pliable.sA piece of cloth is 
	is six o
	· 

	· 
	stretched across a wooden bits of the bark are patted onto the cloth and the frame is soace more.sThe frame is then removed from the water and placed in the sun. When dry, the wood pulp will come off as 
	frame,
	ked on
	· 

	.
	a sheet . of paper. The samesprocedure is used in Province in making paper umbrellass. 
	.
	Chia1'gmai 

	The villagers in all of the hamlets are resourceful in using the local natural materials to fulfill their needs. When bridges must be built, trees and bamboo are found and fashioned in a manner c�pable of lasting a year without recurse to purchased supplies --even the use of nails is not always necessary. When tigers threatened WMl in 1959 � a sturdy trap was designed and built out of young samplings and For festivals, · temporary sheds rise quickly out of bamboo arid leaves; strong bamboo ladders and othe
	o
	tawk. 
	· 

	Figure
	OCCUPATIONS 
	Iatroduction 

	Ia CUI Ł e law the chief occupation of over 90 per cent of the adult villager• is swidden farming. Ł]most every physically able adult --other t-ban priests, novices and school teachers --swiddens. The only other exceptions are found in HY2 and PE.4, where a few villagers are engagedsolely in such occupatioua as merchandising, luabering, or orchard care. In PW3 and S3 the 111ajority clepead '-°''tf»letely on swiddening; in the other eight moat villagers their swidden by labor for others, forest .-·harvestiag
	.
	. 
	h•1.ets,
	supplement 
	income 

	In this chapter, swiddeuing as practiced in Ce++une Baw is described in CORSiderable detail in tbe context of a work year, with reference also to the. other significant events that fill out a typical year. Followingthis, the nature and extent of other occupational roles is also explained. 
	Swidden Defined 
	Swidden Defined 

	Tbe terms often used to refer to swidden agriculture in Thailand are "dry riceor rice cultivation•.•,the writer or speakerthe contrast with the more typical ''wet", "lowland", or "paddy"rice cultivation carried on by the central Thai villager. Pelzer chooses to the fact that the fields are rotated rather than the crop. (1948: 5) Others prefer to call it "'slash-and-bum agricre. The 
	cultivat:1.on" 
	"upland
	Ł 
	emphasizing 
	e■pbasize 
	ultu
	H

	most and clear definition of swidden _agriculture is that 
	comprehensive

	given by Conklin who states 
	11 shifting cultivation" may"refer to any one of an undetermined of agricultural systems within which the critical significant relations of time, space, technique, and l•cal ecology are rarely made explicit. Frequently,it iaplies an aimless, nomadic movement or an abruptin locatiou, which may refer to the cropping area, the agri• culturalists, or both. Aside fro.a being ambiguous, and in many cases iaaccurate, these implications do not focus on the most widely shared characteristics .of these various system
	In the literature, the rubric 
	.
	nu■ber 
	-J1m1ts a.nd 
	unp1anned, 
	changP-
	firing
	fallow• 
	ing. Min1ma\ly, 
	longer 
	tban
	periods of cropping). 

	Following Coaklin's lead, "swidden agriC':'lture" is defined as "discontinu• ous of partiŁlar fields which are slash-cleared and burned".for one or more year's crops, and then allowed to lie faŁlew and return to natural vegetation for at least several years beforebeing used again."" (Judd 1961: 134) The Thai term for this practice is 
	cropping
	' 
	tham rai. 

	34 
	Conklin continues 
	maypredominantly only the economic interests of its participants (as in some kinds of cash crop, resettlement, and squatter agriculture); or 
	There are many ways in which the various types of swidden farmingmay be differentiated. One of the most significant considerations ·in this regard is the extent to which the agricultural system is integrated with other systems in a given sociocultural matrix. Basically,swidden farming _s_ . involve relationships which either (l) reflect 
	(2) stem from a more traditional, year-round, community-wide, largelyself-contained, and ritually•sanctioned way of life. Reference may be made to instances of the former type as partial systems and of the latter type as integral systemss_sof shifting cultivation. Most patternsof swidden farmasily into one of these two categoriess. 
	·
	ing can be placed e

	In any particular geographical or cultural province numerous other distinctions may be noted. For varying purposes it may be helpful to distinguish subtypes of swidden farming according to such agronomic and cultural variables as: 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	(1) 
	principal crops raised,

	(2) 
	(2) 
	crop associations and successions,

	(3) 
	(3) 
	crop-fallow time ratios,

	(4) 
	(4) 
	dispersal of swiddens,

	(5) 
	(5) 
	use of livestock,

	(6) 
	(6) 
	use of specified tools and techniques,

	(7) 
	(7) 
	treatment of soil,

	(8) 
	(8) 
	vegetational cover of land cleared,

	(9) 
	(9) 
	·conditions, and 
	climatic 



	(10) edaphic conditions. (1957 : 2) 
	These variables are discussed in the sections following. 
	In Commune Baw, the general. pattern of swiddening 1s to clear and.to burn a fd use it for one year; then to ignore that field for five HPHl·and HPS·t tend to wait lengerthan the other tre-use a swidden site, except under one circumstance. If in burning a new area, the wood does not burn. well-and a d.irty, ,and t:frne•-consuming job confronts thesvillager in late April, he may decide tre-use his previous year's site by clearing it-of weeds rather than do the necessary work on. the new site. HY2, PN2, PTl, 
	·•
	ield an
	or six yearsŁ S3, PW3, WMl
	,, 
	,, 
	··
	baml.ets 
	o 
	difficu.lt
	·
	· 
	o 
	·

	tend to re-use a site sooner, perhaps because many of them are les·scommitted to remaining in the hamlet and thus less conscious-of the opportunityof �roving soil resources by longer waits.sPK4 villagers also have a tendency to quicker re-use of swidden sites, probably because the size of that hamlet requires a large area for swidden sites, and unused forest becomes more and more distant each year, taking a longer time for commotings. 
	· 
	· 

	The speed and character of reforestations, that takes place on a particular site also affects the time of re-use. Usually, by the end of the first fallow rainy season there is a mixture of small and broad leaf weeds, plus some sprouts from the stumps of treess. By the end of the
	·

	·s
	second fallow rainy season, the broad-leaf weeds have choked out the narrow
	-

	leaf weeds and a few cJumps of bamboo are growing, with heaviest growth near the uncut edges of the site. By the end of the third year, nearly the whole field is covered with bamboo, mostly At the end of five fallow years, there are few if any weeds, several kinds of bamboo, and perhaps a few trees growing. Any time after this state is reached, the field may be cleared again for another one.year rice crop, altb.o1g h the borders of the An exception to the coe--iPIOll order of reforestation just described is
	aai rai. 
	new site and the previous site are seldom exactly the 
	Łares
	.. 
	(yakha) 

	Along with the rice, and especially as the rice becomes ripe, in a part of the field cotton, pepper, se•ame and some other upland crop may be plauted on a scale for family use. Two-thirds of the Com• JBooe Baw villagers work no land apart from their swidden rice area, and of the third that does only two families reported using as much as an acre for other upland crops. 
	•a1.l
	primarily 

	Bo an:fma 1,s are used to help in any stage of growing of any of the crops in Cocw--+me Baw, except for the of threshed rice back to the ·hamlet, and even this is more the exception the rule. No plowing or turningover of the soil is practiced in the awiddens, and the only treatment giventhe soil is to release the plant autrients in the natural cover throughOccasional water-ing is given to vegetables or fruits when being startecl in or near the swidden, but the rice itself is never watered exceptby the rain.
	hauling
	than
	bam.:lng. 

	Each field has a particular owner for the year of use, but there are no legal made by any individual or family to this piece of Each informally declares the geographical area that it considers reseLved for the use, but members of other hamlets are allowed to plant within this area if they come to ask peX'lllission from the first. l'or the year 1958, 682 (272.8 acres) were reported to the as used for swidden� but a total of 999 (400s,acres) were 
	pen,anent
	claims
	land. 
	baml.et
	bam1et's
	headman 
	rai
	goveE•NEtat 
	rai

	·
	reported as used for swidden in the survey made for .. our report.s··sAt the greater this totals less than 2 square kilometers swiddened to date out of.-70 that are withinsthe area, so that proer cent or less of the total laud or 30 nr cent or less of the potential sites is actually These figures confirm the statement of the to me on February 25, 1959, that there is an abundance of land available for swiddening, with trouble only when large groups, such as the PK4 villagers, want to swidden together on vir
	number,
	· 
	bably 15 p
	being 11Secl at present.
	10 
	kanman 

	The precess of deciding where to plant for a particular year includes the following steps: 1) Each villager in hunting plants, animals, or wood 
	Łrou (1951: 31) regards half of the total area of the Indochinese uplands as uacultivable for reasons of relief, infertility, superstition, etc. I accept for Baw and northern Thailand his ratio; that half the total area might be considered cultivable. 
	1
	CwwwunŁ 

	passes through different parts of the junglesuttounding the and 
	·"
	haml.et

	consciously or unconsciously notices possible places to plant the following 
	year. 2) Friends discuss with each other the places they have seen and 
	·
	the advantages. 3) Since normally several families plant side by side,, 
	.
	memhers of two to nine households ormore may take a pecial trip out to 
	s

	look over possible sites that have"been suggested, also noting others that 
	.

	they pass enroute. 4) When a particular place is approved, the space is 
	est1rnaŁed as to how many (o4 of an acre) it includes and thus how many 
	rai

	s it might provide for. 5) At an informal discussion and perhaps 
	household

	.
	a called but informal meeting c,f representatives of each household in the 
	·

	hamlet, it is decided how many and which areas will be cleared in the new 
	year. 
	Ia the days that follow there is switching ef families back and forth between work. groups as they consider the space availal>le and the number of that each household wishes to plant; there is no assigning of who is to 
	rai 

	/• 
	. 

	.
	be in which work group •". Often the cere. of two or three households will make up each group, but others will join or not as ·space and inclina• tion permit. 
	same 

	Three significant factors that help determine work groups are: 1)that the families are good friends; 2) that sibling groups are apt to work together; 3) that one family included has a boat if the swidden site is acros, the river. During this discontinuous discussion, infennation as to the tentative plans of the neighbor.ing hamlets is also passed around. If one. of the areas chosen ha.s virgin timber arul is within sight of the "road" or river, those planning to plantthere may go to ask permission from the 
	·"
	·
	,. 
	· 

	orchard. 
	· 

	are p,w3where everyone in the swiddenas a The smallest 
	·
	· ·
	.
	. 
	almost
	hamlet
	s 
	·

	There are differences between the hamlets regarding how many households join in single ·work group. The largest"-groups rormed"by s3nd 
	a 
	·a

	unit. wrk' are formed by HPHl and in· all of Legal Hamlet Two where veryfew work groups are of·"mol:e than two households. PK4"and WMl have work groups of all sizes from single up to twelve or more, and in RPSl the groups tend to be middle•sized, containing four to nine households. Speaking 'of the as a wholeonly 20 per cent of households swidden 
	groups 
	composed 
	'
	families 
	Comune 
	,. 

	' ·
	' ·
	in larger than five houseb.olds. 
	groups


	As to the size of the area planted by a single family, only 20 percent of the households plant more than 5 (2 acres), with PW3 havingmost of the large plantings, followed by PK.4. PN2, RPW2, and PTl have the smallest swiddens. Seventeen rai (6.8 acres) is the largest·area cla1metl to have been planted alone by o.ae family. 
	rai 
	any 

	The Work Year 
	The Work Year 

	The yearly work cycle will be described month by month. Most of the 
	·
	variations between hamlets a-re".minorthe main Łifference being that PW3 and S3 spend longer on each stage of swiddening because they clear and plant larger fields per household and t'hus have more work to The 
	variations between hamlets a-re".minorthe main Łifference being that PW3 and S3 spend longer on each stage of swiddening because they clear and plant larger fields per household and t'hus have more work to The 
	,. 
	c.;omplete. 

	nidden year begins in Pebruary. Reference is made to other activities occu11ing in any particular month, but many such activities are not explained here. (See Judd 1961: 139) The important stages in swiddea work as practiced in C<M AJne Baw, and discussed in detail below, are choosingthe site, clearing the swidden of"the natural plant cover, burning and re-burning, planting, weeding, baa vesting, threshing, and storing the grain. 
	.
	·


	Pebruan 
	Pebruan 

	Most of the villagers of PW3 and S3 and individuals or groups in other hamlets begin early in the month of February to clear their new swidden area in earnest, but for most of the Con+oune early February is the �ime to •�k• final decisions on swidden sites and the work party that they will join, so it is not until the last �ek of Pebruary that such hamlets as WHl and BPSl begin to clear their aites. In the meantime, there are many other activities to up the villagers"' Although bunting individually continu
	some 
	·
	take 
	time. 
	hunting (lai lao)
	shi
	ed and
	many
	(phing fai}". 

	begin to visit Baw in larger numbers as they know that the villagers have money or at least rice or other crops to trade; these include "needle doctors" M who give shots and sell medicines, silver jewelry salesmen, and machete"and knife salea-aen. from I,ampug Province, as well as local peddlers of native onfecnd wo e1l from PK4 and Co-w1u1ne Tanchum hamlets who want to tŁade__ aiang and to for cotton. 
	Itinerant sale-soae,l 
	Co,,,aunŁ
	so e
	salŁc2"en
	(maw 
	kin)
	. 
	c
	tions, a
	obacc

	s«.;e joint projects place in the hamlets this month such as in 1959 Łhe of a teacher's beuse (in WMl), the sawing of lumber for the new BPSl church, the clearing of underbrush from school, or church gŁ•ioas, and the when rice gift·s are givento the With-extrleisure, cash, rice",·and eremonies, there is increased drinking, especially at ulght. Also at· night, tbe young men go courtiŁ (tbio sao)Ł Some people use their free time to weave bamboo articles or ale; others illegally saw wood to sell or trade; stil
	take
	building 
	wat, 
	than 1edi kb,,., plpelc. ceremony,
	support
	. 
	wat. 
	a 
	c
	.
	.
	make broomsfor s
	'B!
	gambling 

	Sweet potatoes and other crops planted in the swidden following the rice start to mature, in the forest February is usually an for gathering edible mushrooms. In the river, aquatic plants to are gathered and then laid out in the sun to dry,before being put away for later use in the kitchen. Local tobacco is shredded and dried for home use and for sale. 
	Łrvest
	and
	excellent IIIOllth 
	similar
	sea.Weed 
	·

	In 1958, the bad urged all villagers to register their illegal allowing them to do this without penalty; during the winter this meant at least two trips to the district office in Nan where 
	gove:rl-sne,1t
	guns,
	aonths 

	each, owner had to wait several"'heu:rs ach 'time. The· police patrol made it•s 
	e

	annual. check•up. ·Some weddings and deaths took place, withsuitable ceremonies. Drunkenne'ss at a WMl wedding led te the stabbing of the hamlet 
	--

	··
	··
	headman. which set off a whole series of meetings with the kamnan in WMl, ·

	and in town to settle the affront. Another special occurrence in February 
	1959 was the visit of a group of Phi Tawng Lu' ang forest-,people, ·tosome of 
	-
	. 

	·
	·
	the hamlets. 

	March 
	March 

	As soon as the month of March begins the villagers begin to feel concerned about their new swiddens. All who have not already started to clear, or who have done little, know that now the t:fme has come when they must get busy to allow time for the slashed· ·dplants am trees to dry out before burning. Thus, all through this month. the major emphasis is on cutting to clear the new site 
	·
	.
	(fan rai)d. 

	This clearing is the first of many stages ef· swiddening done as a unit Each family in a work group mast furnish one member each day to help clear the si.tes of all in the' group. If· any family furnishes more than oneperson to help,when that family's site isbeing cleared. the family who 
	..

	.
	.
	rece.ived extra help mt1st provide extradhelp in return. Work is completedin units called "facesŁ• (.Y) .. A"'face" is a natural unit of land separated from the rest by a gully, a ridge, a change of slope,or a major change in the type of vegetation. 
	· 
	. 
	. 

	During the rest period, the owner· of the site must sharpen the machetes, knives, and axes of each person who is helping, using a soft stone brought from heme for that purpose. Besides, the helpers often make weave bamboo articles, •hunt for feod or game in the surrounding fo.rest, orgather firewood to carry home iii the evening. Children who are brought alOD.g may work with their parents if they are. at least six years eld, but 
	restj.ng
	tawk, 

	.
	those below their teens are more apt to.be used to care for babies and their younger siblings, and to nm errands such as bringing water, cigarettes, or
	to thŁse working.d_ 
	miang 

	The number of ''faces" that are cleared in. any one .d.day. depends upon the siz.e of each "face", the ability and perserverance of the werkers, thenumber in thedgroup, the weather that day, and the nature of the plant cover being cut. Women usually use only the machetes or knives; the men use axes as well when necessary. The average work group will clear four or five nfaces" a day. 
	.d

	The members of a work group normally walk te the swidden and return together as a group. laughing and joking'dalong the way ta shorten the road. They leave after an ear·ly l>reakfast, and return usually at dusk, about 6 o•ctock, taking their lunches with them -rice in woven bambooluach baskets and some kind ef "with rieewrapped in banana leaves and carried either in a hap basket or in a home-made cotton shou,lder bag (thung)d. The hour of departure in the ng is usually agreed upon the night before when it i
	11 
	small
	morni
	rai
	time
	, bu

	Łoae while it is still light, yet not so early that a reasonable amount of work is not completed. Few have watches, so the site owner must gauge time by the sun. 
	Back at ho"e the wife bathes, cares for the children and prepares supper, often using as kap (''with rice") the greens or other forest plants fou1ld near the swidden carried hcae. The husband frequently combines a little fishing with his bathing, cuts kindling if necessary, and works around the house". Some nights groups decide to go hunting. 
	and

	0a Sunday•·"the BPSl groups do not do field work, but they may fish,hunt, or work around their homes both before and after the aorning church service. Ia the with a most do not go to their swiddens on the Baclclhist"holy day, but they do go into the jungle to hunt or to search for food or wood. In the hamlets without eitle r a or a church,all clays are treated about the 
	h•l.eta
	wat,
	Wan Pbra, 
	·
	wat 
	rme. 

	Mid-March is tpe end of the academic year, thus in March there is some review but little teaching done. for the first three grades are tional teachers seat by the District Education Office. This month the !A!, (District Magistrate) and &GIile assistants pay an official visit to the four legal hamlets, giving the villa&ers sermon-like talks and casually inspecting each village. The villagers do not object tothe visit but there is grumbling that a whole day, and •Łtime-. two, must be wasted waiting for the of
	J'x••
	given by the local teacher, but fourth graŁe 
	exams 
	are supervised by addi
	0 
	Hu'
	ang 
	Aaphoe
	. 
	ests and 

	-
	·Ran fer sale. There the raft, made of bamboo is takenapartand sold, also. Trucks are overloaded with Virginia tobacco being taken from the curing barns in Pua and Lae Districts into Nan. 
	(mai"
	.
	si8Uk),
	."

	Work oa heh as rice storage baskets, fish"traps,brom■s, and grasa shingles continues, and the number of peddlers increases. Some peddler• by water, trying to sell big waterjars or other clay products.", Rafts pass by coconuts, rice, and othr products to 
	handicraft•
	etŁred
	cw 
	. 
	(ong) 
	carrying 
	e

	BU1ltiag is apt to turn up larger game during March and April. As the dries up, there is less foed available and the wild apimals come closer to the settled areas. Tigers are shot, and occasionally an elephant.Bunting is risky 'business and not all villagers are interested. If one is merely injured, as in 19S9, he aay run wild near the paths to the swiddens so dissuade from going into the jungle for a period. 
	jungle 
	elephants
	and
	maay

	Barias March kapok matures and is gathered, seeded, and made into mattresses pillows. Wome.:i who have t4me also make thread and weave cotton cloth. Crabs are dug as another item for mealtfme, and towards the end of the a large nuaber of ho:useholds prepare illegal rice wine in large quantity to use during the Buddhist New Year celebrations in April-. Since the weather becomes very hot in the middle of the day beginning this month, the children often run about with no clothes on and the wcmen often shed the
	(nua)
	and
	month, 

	March being a period when most paddy farmers have free time and some cash, especially if they have just sold Virginia tobacco, there"· is more 
	travel along the ''road'' from Pua to Nan. In 1958, the traffic was greatly
	increased by people frem the north c0111ing down to Bn to welcome the King 
	a

	and Queen of Thailand on t\leirvi-sit to Nan". In 1959, a smaller number 
	· 

	travelled to Nan to pay respects at the funeral of the jao•rat•cha-but, 
	the son of the last Prince of Nan, who had died the prese 
	vious year. Tho

	travelling not only fill the trucks, but come by bicycle, horse, and on 
	foot. 
	Towards the end of the moath, the cutting of the swidden is plots, such as in PW3. With more free time, besides the various activities mentioned, some houses are built or repaired, and jeint projects in the place once again. Por instance, WMl decided to enlarge their salatham before the Buddhist New Year in 1959. 
	cempleted
	except for those groups whose members have largey
	1 
	hamlet take

	April 
	April 

	The principal activity related tothe swidden in April is the burning of plants that have been slashed. No one willstate a definite dat:e on which the burning is usually started because so much depends upon the weather in the weeks following the •lashing"-• if the sun"is eut or shaded by the clouds , the relative humidity, and the of rainfall. The first to begin burning are usually S3 · and PW3 for they began the clearing sooner and thus at least parts of their fields are dry earlier. There are several princ
	.
	-
	.
	amount
	ham1.ets 
	. 
	."
	.
	."
	· 

	.
	tended area. If the swidden is near the hamlet, care must also be taken that the wind is not blowing towards the hamlet. For any burning still air is preferred, and o£ten early evening is ch•"en as the time of burning so that the progress of the flames can easily be seen in the darkness. Careless firing in the uncut jungle to clear a path is disregarded, but careless firing in a swiddea is a cause for lengthy argument. 
	There is a tendency for those who have been slow in clearing their own swidden, whea they see the smoke from PW3 or elsewhere to become over-eager to burn thŁir·"own before it is dry enough. -This happened to several groups from WMl in 1959, with the result that the still moist wood did not burn well and did aot scorch the earth beneath. This led some to abandon their new sites and to clear weeds from their1958 site 
	-
	.

	to re-use it. Another reason fer the hu.rry was the imminence of the fiveday or longer Buddhist New Year celebrations for which certain preparations 
	.

	must be made: the men go into toWD to purchase new clothes for themselves and their wives, food and toys for their children"O,f they can afford them) and some of the WMl women make spe"cial trips to PK4 to get their hair cut by an "expert". 
	Travel within the COiiiAUne (and throughout the Province) stops during the holidays, principally because every person in sight gets"doused with water and travelers dislike having all their belongings soaked. (The nature of the celebrations is explained in"Judd 1961: 262-265.) 
	·

	·"
	Apart fre1n the burning, early April is free of swidden duties, and more time is given to hunting, fishing, and group activities in the hamlet. Group hunting is especially popular, and the size of the group participating grows larger as more are free of other jobs. Some days villagers from WMl, and go out together, as do RPW2 and PN2, or S3 and PW3. The procedure followed for this kind of hunting is for those with guns to hide themselves at some point near where ani■a1.s have to cross a clearing.The other 
	BPSl, 
	HPRl
	lai lao
	and
	Sometimes, 
	n

	Besides helping to build new houses and repairing the old ones, many villagers carry grass shingles to their and there build a leaa-to or a small hut in which tx, rest out of the sun or rain. Amonghandicrafts practiced in April are shingle-making, and weaving bamboo articles such as baskets, chicken cages, and fish traps. Saws are sharpened. Bamboo and wood are collected for church construction and for repair. 
	completed
	rai
	wat 

	During April mushrooms are still to be found in t.he jungle, crickets are dug out of their holes, and the first become ripe on trees in the hamlets and out in the jungle. 
	mangoes

	The weather continues very hot in April, and it was observed that some of the t:fme both men and women at WM bathed naked in the river. The hot weather supposedly causes many to develop fevers, and funerals are common,normally being held on the day of the death. In the latter part of the month, as duties in the swidden call again, the villagers arise very earlyand not bothering to eat breakfast, labor until 10 aom. or so, when swidden work stops for the day • 
	• 
	.

	The nature of the next stage of swiddening mai) is the gathering of the unburned sticks found scattered around the den area into small piles, usually over a stump or else at a place where the ground.w• not scorched i••the first burning, and setting them on fire again. With and second burnings continuing, the sky is hazy most of 
	(kan kawng set mai lae phao 
	swid
	·
	fi,et

	the month. This work is done by separate households, sometimes by the whole work group together, or again just by two or three families together.In this task as well as at all other occasions of shareddlabor during the process of swiddening, the owner of the particular swidden where work is being done directs the efforts of all who help, although the amount of formal direction is very limited since everyone understands well the nature of the various jobs that are necessary. 
	sometimes
	· 

	School children are on vacation in April, but in WMl the new teacher taught them part•time since he wanted to be able to divide tŁe children into two separate classes for 1959-60. Two other happenings in 1959, which can be counted on in most years during this month, were that the hamlets were raided by the provincial liquor control men and trucks broke down blocking the "roadway• The liquor control squad of the Ministry of Finance (kawng prap sanphasamit) conveniently waited until after Łhe Buddhist 
	11
	.

	I
	New Yeardhad passed and all illegal liquor had been consumed. Few of the 
	.

	trucks operating from Nan, north thr-ough Coououne Baw, can last through an entire six'"'1llonths without at least one brealtdown. Thus, the villagers 'expect to have to sell meals occasionally to stranded passeŁgers, and perhaps to have travelers sleep overnight in their homes. 
	.
	.

	Figure
	After the secŁnd burning of the rai is completed, it may be necessary to do a little hoeing. When the fields are ready for planting, then theannual guessing game startsd•• when will it be safe to plant rice this year? If the rice is planted too soon, and the first rains are not fol• towed by others at least once a week, the young shoots will be killed by the hotsun. On the other hand, everyone is eager to get sŁe new rice Łs soon as possible and wants todplant just as soon a$ it appears that thed· rainy sea
	·
	< 
	·d

	.
	of the villagers in WMl, HPSl, and HPHl, and some households in HY2, PN2, 
	..
	RPW2, and even PK4 are ·running low or have completelydrun utof the,previous year's rice. Even as early as February, households that had poorharvests start buying or trading for rice. Some years, as in the 1958-59 
	o
	.
	·

	season, rainfall in the province is generally inadequate, and even if the upland rice harvest is average, the poor lowland crop causes the price of rice to rise higher thanno1:'Q1al. People without their own supply of rice have difficulty in being able to pay for the rice they must buy. 
	.d

	I
	Three main kinds of rice are planted: early-maturing, mid-season,
	and late-maturing. These are called khao daw, khao siu, and khao E!,respectively. is usually .pJ.anted first, in enough quantity to feed the family from the t-irne of the first possible harvest until the khao J?! is harvested. It tastes good, but it is• lighter, less filling, and stores poorly. Khao siu has long, white grains that are quite desirable. However, the major portion of rice planted is khao J?.! which has bigger, heavier.dgrains. An equal bulk measure of khao E,! lasts longer than the other varie
	Khao daw
	.
	,
	. 

	Each family chooses and saves its own seed rice from the harvest ofd'dthat 
	variety, and many families have their own for the particular strain that they plant, different strains being used in each hamlet". 
	nŁs
	1nmeŁous

	Seed selection, thus, is on a family rather than cOiiihunity basis. 
	the strains of rice grown are the following, known by names locally: varieties -(allglutinous) ..ii.St .11.2. and (all non-glutinous); varieties".:.. m.aftamkhua. khaŁ khot, khao dawk paw, and (a red or purple colored rice); kbaa .E! varieties --and stra as of the latter two varieties are all glutinous. 
	Among 
	khao daw
	khao oam mun, khao sia, khao man tun 
	khan 
	yao, khao 
	dawk. pradu,
	kbat) jao nga chang
	khao siu
	khao hang. khao siu, kbao doi 
	khao kam 
	khao ian ha'Wlll, khao khon hen, khao titi,
	Jcbao hok.
	The 

	In the latter part of May some families always start planting rice,although most of the rice is usually planted in June. Planting is done with the help of the whole work with three persons working together as a team. One, a goes back and forth across the field punching holes in the ground with a tool called a The handle is always wood, and the point may be. Some people buy metal points for the It is cone shaped, with a d:fameter of about 11§ inches. The soil has bad no other bel ng cleared and burned; ther
	group,
	·"
	man,
	lung. 
	lung. 
	treatmeat 
	than
	o
	lung. 

	•Ł•lope grows taller fycf bigger than that grown on the flat, thus it is 
	spaced further apart. The measure used locally is the span of the 
	(khu'p), with rice on a slope being planted fr0111 two hand spans to a forearm's length apart, rice on the flat being planted 1 to 1% spans apart, in theory •In practice, it was noted that most rice on level land is only about 5-6 incŁs apart and on a slope only about 9-12 inches apart. 
	band 
	(sawk)
	and
	. 

	The who punches the holes in the ground is followed by twoper
	man 

	. 
	sons each of whom hold a section of bamboo filled with rice seed ia his left aud a of poured out seeds in his right hand. Approximately five or six seeds are dropped into each hole and then covered with soil by striking the soil around the hole with the end of the section of hamboo or by foot. 
	band
	handful

	Each except BPSl has an animistic ceremony called before planting any rice, but"t� type of ceremony varies with each ham.let. For instance, at WMl the custom is as follows: F:lrst• an auspiciousday is chosen. Some do this by asking the advice of the priest at PK4, but more often the day of tbe new moon is chosen, with the belief that the 
	baml.et 
	phithi haek 

	1From armchair agronomic reasoning, one might expect larger plants on the level where moisture and nutrients are more apt to be adequate, and where erosion should be: less severe. Such is not the report of the vil• lagers. Perhaps the answer lies in the fact that the. hillsides represent rejuventated soil from freshly decomposing materials. 
	1
	-

	plant will follow the eŁple of the meon. The night preceding and the 
	day of the ceremony must be clear weather. After the day is-:chosen,
	-

	preparations are begun. A flat cross-hatching in the shape of a square, 
	called a is woven wt ef bamboo. Then popped rice, flowers, 
	taling,

	candles, and incense sticks are attached, and pieces of ginger are added. The ceremony is carried out by the the swidden at any spot near the swiddea. 
	sometimes
	owner of

	The is carried to the place chosen and either laid on the ground or hung on a stidck. Then the lung is used to punch seven holesin the ground, rep.resenting the seven days of the week. A new swiddener begiŁs with Monday, placing symbolic seeds in that hole. If the ,harvest is good, he will continue to use Hon.days as the day on which to plant; 
	taling

	if the harvest is not good, be will change to Tuesdays and so on throughout the week, keeping record of which day of planting gave the best harvest. ·Then he will always plant on that day. A simple or complex ceremony is carried out by almost everyone, the differences arising from the fact that the ceremoay is -family and not commun.ity-centered, andindividual villagers hold animistic beliefs to varying extents. 
	·
	.
	·

	At HPHl, either a Monday or a Tuesday is usually chosen as theauspicious day for the phithi_'baek.dceremony, anci if a person feels in•
	·

	.
	clined te plant later in the week� be may skip the ceremeny since the day is not· auspicious. Host, however, endea:vor to carry. out the ceremony in the following manner:A small house, approximately onefoot square, "ts built in the swidden area at any convenient point, and into it is placed betel-vine leaves home-made cigarettes, flowers, candles, and incense.The actual ceremony consists of the swidden site owner facing this spirit house and req;uesting thatthe guard and protect this swidden, help the rice
	phithihaek 
	· 
	(bai _phlu)
	_-
	_, m:I aagŁ,
	-
	-
	_(ban phi)
	.
	phi
	· 
	(agawk ngp)
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	phi (liang -phi) . 
	phi, 

	' 
	An additional belief held by the WMl villagers is that if anyone steals from another person ''s swidden, either rice or more likely any vegetables or other plants grewn there, t)lat person will become sick with leprosy sometime in. the future. Actually, people with leprosy are not particularly feared or avoided. Nevertheless, htnDan theft is not a major problem in. the swidclens. 
	As the-month of May comes to a close, families who have not yet done so build small huts to rest in near their swidden. All continue to plaiit vegetables such as pUDlpkiaŁceni, pepper, and green beans, as
	.
	well as bananas. .
	·

	The jUDgle surrounding the .swidden is explorednoting
	· 

	.
	where edible greens grow and if any fruits or usable plantsdare avail• able. The first rains cause the bamboo to send out shoots which are collected for family fare a.ad te sell. 7his month, most of the mangoesbecome ripe and some are gathered each day. Hunting and fishing in groups continues. In-1959, a tige.r was killed as well as a small bear; 
	Artifact
	Artifact
	many wild chickens and other small game were shot"o A wild elephant kept many out of the jungle for a few days. 
	Artifact

	Men in each hamlet work at marcotting (wrapping a:branch with moist soil enclosed in coconut shell fibers, after having cut away a thin ring of bark, so that the branch will send out roots into the soil after which it can be cut from the tree and planted in the groun• as a new tree) of the trees both for pay in the orchards of non-residents and on their own trees. Branches prepared at this time are kept wet by the rain with no special care, and are ready for cutting and,"planting in Augusto
	orange 

	The of the hamlets ask for and receive help from the whole hamlet in planting their swiddens. Ants are a problem, especially in home ns as they are forced to move their nests by the coming of the rains. 
	headmen
	garde

	The first rains cause some of the weaker bridges to cellapse and villagers are hired to repair them se that the trucks can .travel a few more days or weeks. The rains also�: 11ake the resideats aware of leaks in their roofs; more shingles are made and necessary repairs carried out. The rain clears the sky of the haze, and the weather become& hotter and more htDDid until rains begin in earnest. Joint tasks remaining, like repairing the roof of the school building and making repairs or additions to thewat or
	_
	· 
	ler

	Handicraft items continue to be made. Guns and tools are repaired.Since the rain does not fall regularly enough as yet, gardens near home and in the widden must be watered with water carried in buckets from a river or stream, a slow and tiring job. Following each rain, fishing is School begins again for the children • 
	s
	temporarily improved. 

	.June 
	June is the month most of the planting is accomplished, especiallyif the ground has been thoroughly seaked by several rainy days and if the concensus of opinion is that tŁ rainy season has truly begun. These early rains will bring out weeds whose roots were not killed by the burning and side sprouts from the tree so some weeding is necessary prior to planting or soon thereafter. PW3, S3, and:.PK4 villagers are busier than those of the other hamlets. They have larger areas to weed and plant, and the K.4 folk
	slwups, 

	Late May or early June is also the time for the ordination of novices or priests, the former being much more cu1W1on. This activity, confined to PK4, HY2, and S3-PWJ (together) does not take place every year, but when it does, about a week of preparation and celebration are involved. Guests are invited from other COIIIDUile Baw hamlets as well as from outside the Coamune. (this activity is explained in Judd 1961: 265-266.) 
	With the beginning of the heavy rains, all bridges wash out, so that by early June there are no more trucks operating on the ••road••, and HY2 November. 
	becomes the terminal point for truck transportation until mid
	0 

	The water level"· rises in tne larger streams (hi) and some of the smaller gullies dry completely dry between rainstorms. The rain brings out forest vegetation in greater abundance ''with rice" easier to come by for the villagers; this being true for wild also, there"_ is less gamein the vicinity of the 
	Artifact
	ua
	maki.ng
	animals
	hamlets. 

	Julz 
	By mid-July everyone has finished pJanting.and the spots that needed re-seeding have been taken care ef �The most t.ime�consuming task this month is weeding, which is done by work groups. averaging from 4 to 6 "faces,. a dy •"This. first pest-planting weeding"is perhapst:he most dif
	-
	a
	. 
	, 

	· 
	ficult and requires the most thorough job. As the rice shootsare small,;from 4 to 8 inches, the weeds grow as fast o_r even faster and if left alone rob the rice of the potential nutrients later, when the rice shoot, are larger they have the advantage over the weeds. Altaough weeding is considered proper work for any member of the family, husbands often send their wives to"-represent the family in this phase of the swidden work, unless the group decides that this phase of work will be done by the individua
	. 

	a straight hoe is occasionally used as well.. Other crops that are planted
	· 
	in or alongside the swidden in July are sesame,, sugar cane, and corn. 
	Free t:fme is given over to fishing,"hunting (mostly birds and small gardening, and handicrafts.· Seme men find time te_ saw a few pla�ks of lumber for use or sale. Jlain is not so hard, but it is steady. For a of monthly precipitation averages, see"·"Appendix c. These activities require"the villagers to be out in the slow, steady rain, and the frequent soakings cause many colds an.d some fevers •". At PK4, a regular ferry business across the Ban River is established, and occasionally vil• lagers with boat
	Artifact
	game) , 
	comparison 
	.
	.

	During July the telegraph line running north through Conmune Baw falls to the ground at a few points as".rain and wind finish the destruction of the poles begun by fire and insects. The post office reacts ··very slowlyto the reports that the line is down, but the villagers often tie the wire to the side of a bush or to a bamboo pole to get it out of the path. 
	(Mail service to the two northern district offices, incidentally, is provided by two men hired to"hike back and forth the sixty to ninety kilometers, which".takes them from three days to a week each way depending upon the mud. P•ckages or freight that must be moved north during this rainy season are sent by pe�ed dugout frem Nan to Wang Pha, and"overland by ox cart from there.) As the height of the water rises in the Nan River, more and more boats go into the business of transport. It takes about three da
	."
	."
	·"

	. 
	. 
	' 

	stop in passing to whom they can sell food. Some boats stop overnight at 
	HY2 on the northbound trip and at PK4 on the southbound trip. 
	HY2 can expect another raid by the liquor control squad_in July, but 
	rarely does any government unit take the trouble to walk into any other Conmune Baw hamlet; on the other hand, at the end of each month the department heads in the district offices to the north have to travel to Nan (on horseback, bicycle, boat, or foot, at least as far as HY2), and thus there are government officials passing through the Conmune at least twice a month, who may report on incidental observations and news overheardo With no one responsible for cutting them back� bamboo and weeds begin to encr
	Buddhist Lent begins in July, and during this period the priests and novices are supposed to sleep in their own wat each night; for Commune Bawthis means little change, as most of thremain at their own wat all through the year. At PK4 the novices studied hard daytime in 1958 as to be able to advance in status, but life continued about the same in the other wats. Attendance at the on holy days by the villagers hes the yearly maximum. 
	."
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	August 
	August 

	August is the month of the heaviest rains, and the river rises to flood stage by the end of the month. In most of the gullies, the water 
	·"
	level rises as water coming down the gullies is met by water backing up from the river, making it necessary to swim or use a boat to travel along the "road''. There is seldom a boat available at the gullies that bisect the "road", and the water is apt to be full of small shellfish that cause skin irritations, so most people prefer to stay home or travel via the river. Some students in Ran, from the northern districts, do manage to travel home for two weeks"' vacation in late August. If there are lulls in th
	klaep

	In the swidden, when the rice reaches a height of 20 inches a major weeding job is carried out. Weeding in the home garden takes place also. 
	(nu'ng sawk) 

	The marcottes on the orange tree branches are cut and planted or sold to those wishing to start a small orchard. The small first crop of peanuts is and soonreplanted for a larger crop. Mushrooms and bamboo shoots are abundant in the jungle, and melons and other things become mature in the swiddens, so that there are abundant plant foods available. Hunting and fishing are engaged in as usual, the latter being quite good in the muddy, swollen river. 
	harvested, 
	. 

	Special activities in August 1958 were the raising of posts, building of the roof superstructure and the laying of cement tiles on the 
	HPSl church, with about five villagers working in shifts each day, helping the one carpenter who was hired to direct the construction. Each week 
	the Commune chief spent two or three days in one of the hamlets continu
	ing the measuring of home and orchard sites l)egun that June, to report on 
	land ownership claims in Baw. 
	Connune

	September 
	September 

	The early-maturing rice begins to blossom and fill out, so the last weeding is done on this variety. By the beginning of the month, many more villagers have exhausted their rice supply and therefore must trips to PW3, S3, PK4, or up to the paddy rice area of Tanchum to buy or trade for rice, theŁ it back to their home. Thus, there is a great eagerness for the first rice to mature, and a general easing of tension in the hamlets and households when the new rice is available. 
	.
	make
	Ce,o,nune 
	hap

	Porest plants are abundant. In fact, bamboo shoots are dug in con
	· 
	siderable amounts, cooked, and stared. Birds, wild chickens, wild pigs and other wild life take notice of the ripening grain, and some families move out to their to live in, order to protect their crop, but no noise-inakers ·are used in Coo,oune Baw such as described by Credner (1935a:. 
	rai.

	154-156) . Red pepper and more peanuts are harvested"then replanted in the fields being freed by the harvest of the early rice. Other crops 
	9 
	.

	like sweet potatoes and corn are planted. 
	Fishing is usually good in September; with woven bamboo fish traps being made and used in large numbers. Toward the end of the m<>nth, when most people again have their own supplies of rice to eat, there is apt to be a long hunting trip deep into tl:e hills to the west where the larger wild have returned after".the beginning of the rains. On these trip$, the hunters stay out until they have shot all the game that they are able to carry home; week•long trips are npt rare. The RPW2 men espec"ially, make these
	animals

	Rain during September is apt te be irregular, with clear days interspe·rsed with downpours heavy enough te make September the second wettest month of the year. As ia June when the rains start, there are again high winds, and the local custom of building houses out from beneath trees is explained"•-falling branches and upturned small trees can and do wreck havoc with a grass-roofed, bamboe heuse. Plood waters in the -Counuune reach their peak in late Augu1t or early September and then river and 
	Rain during September is apt te be irregular, with clear days interspe·rsed with downpours heavy enough te make September the second wettest month of the year. As ia June when the rains start, there are again high winds, and the local custom of building houses out from beneath trees is explained"•-falling branches and upturned small trees can and do wreck havoc with a grass-roofed, bamboe heuse. Plood waters in the -Counuune reach their peak in late Augu1t or early September and then river and 
	.

	. 

	.
	stream levels consistently fall except following heavy downpours upstream. These floods, on reaching Pitsanulok and other central plains provinces possible the planting of paddy rice there in September {the first 
	make 

	and only crop) about two months later than northera pa,ddy. 
	With rice again available, rice wine is preduced and more drunkenness is noticeable. The liquor control men come by bicycle on inspectiensif the weather ,ermits, as it did in dry 1958 •".Normally soft-spoken and aon-arguaeutive, when drunk the villagers rant aad rave and fights occur. 
	·

	so 
	People turn to weaving mats and baskets to be used in harvesting, with the expectation thatthere will be opportunities to sell any extra items not needed personally. Regular jobs lile weeding the home garden and cleaning guns keep some busy, while others enjoy loafing. A few find time to saw lumber for sale or use. If a trip into town is necessary, the brooms, steamed-rice storage baskets, and other baske"ts made during the rainy season are taken along to sell, first directly to towndwellers and then the 
	·
	:
	·

	If the weather allows, as it did in 1958", peddlers again begin coming to visit Coiiiliune Baw. Cloth merchants are apt to be the first and they find sales brisk because the people have rice or handicrafts to trade, and because the rainy season and heavy work have taken their toll of clothing. 
	·

	October 
	October 

	Harvesting of the early varieties of rice is the center of attention in October. The rice is cut about six inches or more above the ground, 
	by using a hand sickle, and the stalks laid on top of the stubble 
	smal.l 

	to dry. After a four or five days in the sun, it is tied with into small bundles of about one handful and then several of these into large bundles which are carried to a central spot wle"re threshingis to be done and stacked in such a way that if it happens to rain, only the top layer will become wet. Should the rice be stacked while still moist , it would mildew or ferment inside the stack and be ruined". Each stack is just a little over head high, a standard size", and contains enough grain to make about
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	The quality of the rice"harvested varies cons"iderably fran year to year, because of dependence solely on rainfall for moisture. If there is not sufficient moisture or plant nutrients after the seed is set, a high proportion of the kernels will not be well-filled. At RPW2 in 1958, as high as one half of the kernels harvested were empty of grain. This condition is a cOlllllon problem with all the varieties used, but a little less so in the early-maturing varieties as they mature before the end of the rainy 
	The quality of the rice"harvested varies cons"iderably fran year to year, because of dependence solely on rainfall for moisture. If there is not sufficient moisture or plant nutrients after the seed is set, a high proportion of the kernels will not be well-filled. At RPW2 in 1958, as high as one half of the kernels harvested were empty of grain. This condition is a cOlllllon problem with all the varieties used, but a little less so in the early-maturing varieties as they mature before the end of the rainy 
	.
	prirna't'ily

	harvest. Any family that eats its rice. aetd is strongly criticized by the others in the hamlet, but there are no formal sanctions against them". 

	The quantity of rice harvested in October depends upon the time the rice was planted, the varieties pl•nted, the weather throughout the season,and the total amount planted. By mid-October every hamlet is doing some harvesting, but only those who have large early-maturing or mid-season variety plantings harvest steadily in October. Apart from threshing
	enough to eat, and perhaps a little tosell in order to buy some necessitysuch as foodstuffs or blankets, no major threshing is done until November when all the rice has been harvested, dried (four to five sunny days), and piled into stacks. Households in the hamlets along the river may have only four or five stacks in all; in the hamlets along the Nam Ngao each household will have between ten and twenty the with extra help, harvested 73 in 1958. 
	. 
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	During the hat'.Vesting, which is always done by the whole work group, several inŁmbers of each group sleep out in the swidden to protect the rice from both human and animal thieves. A family may not return to the hamlet for over a week. Under these circumstances less time is given to searching for anŁ preparing food, thus the diet may not be as good as normal. Others thresh enough early rice to trade for dried fish, chickens, or other easily secured types of '·'with rice• As always, on the day that the wor
	11
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	· 
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	October is a very busy month. Besides the work already described, there __ i$ the weeding of the late-maturing rice, and then cotten and pepperto be interplanted. Sweet potatoes, peanuts, and other vegetables are also planted at this time, all of these plantings being in. several stages· so that everything will not ripen at ence •"Early planted crops such as tubers and peppers are harvested. Prom the jungle bamboo shoots and greens are gathered as well as baw to make rope. During periods of rest from harves
	. 

	Back in the hamlet, the pace of activities is likewise increased. Besides the usual fishing,. and weaving, gardens are prepared on the river banks as the water level decreases, leaving well fertilized areas. At mid-month, work is begun on building new temporary bridges across the streams that cross the ''road", and the spots where the rain has washed the soil away, making deep ruts., are filled in. Villagers who want to earn cash and can spare the time have this work opportunity. Another job is to weed the 
	bunting, 
	·

	'
	Towards the end of the month comes"the end of Buddhist Lent which is celebrated in most of the hamlets by g.iving food and other gifts to the priests and novices. After the ceremonies at PK4, the 
	(awk phansa) 

	,. 
	priest and novices go by boat to visit and WMl. At the first stop,there is little attention given, but at WMl the group chats, chants, preaches, and receives gifts. On thisday work in the fields is forgotten as pigs are butchered, rice wine and desserts eaten in large numbers. At least one day is needed to prepare the food, cut the grass that almost hides the and repair aad clean the where"·"the ceremonies are held. The wat coa&lttee, having met a few nights earlier to make plans,assign jobs . including the
	HPHl
	·"
	d:ronk,
	salatbam, 
	salatbam 
	some 
	m1eDB 

	During 1958 , a few special activities were added. Many had to make a trip to the district office in Han for the first st.ep in registering their illegal A meeting was held in each legal to select representatives _to se1ve on the newly f"11»e:d cowwwtane COUllcil (saph.a tambon). An killed many domestic ially in S3. The villagers called the disease rok !!!, (Rinderpest), but the Provincial Livestock Officer claime� thahe disease was actually khaw pup (Baemorrphagic Ro aid was requested from the Pre, none w
	guns. 
	bamlet
	epidemic 
	a.Jli■als,espec
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	Septicemia)". 
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	November 
	November 

	Nearly every work group �ompletes the harvesting of all the varieties f rice grown by the end of Bovember. When all is harvested and stacked, some groups rush to c.omplete the threshing as well, but most groups relax thus the major part of thethreshing is done in December. To protect the rice from wild pigs, birds aad other wild life, work still must turns sleeping in the swidden, tending an allnight fire which serves the double purpose of scaring the wild an:fmals and keepiag the people· warm. 
	o
	.tomewbat, 
	· 
	elephants,
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	take

	Again, as the land is eleared(of rice, other crops are planted unless the plot bas already been iaterplanted. Cotton harvesting is begun soon after the middle of the VeTy little of the rice straw is saved, but of it is placed over the newly-planted ground to help conserve moisture. 
	month. 
	a,Oii+e 

	activities away from the ltWidden take place in November. Manypeople accept work on the "road" and about the middle of the month the trucks begin operating again between Ban and Pua-Lae. This brings more peddlers, travelers, and officials into or.tbrough the Coumune. 
	Many 
	goveŁmoent

	·There are long hunts again deep into the sometimes involving the men of WHl and BPSl together, or other pairs of hamlets. Harvesting of such forest plants as wicker takes place. In some: of the four hamlets with 
	jungle, 
	wats, 

	a Preaching·Day is held, during which sermons are given almost continuously. 
	In IIY2, WMl, PN2, and PK4, lo'i krathong ceremonies, the setting adrift of 
	little boats in honor of the rivergoddess, were held in 1958s. (For details 
	1



	see Judd 1961 : 285-286.) 
	see Judd 1961 : 285-286.) 
	In November 1958, the lif1Uor ec,ntrol men and the police received re• ports of .dr1oktng and gambling at HY2 and made two raids. The second time, illegal liquor wa.s found in JlY2 and two men were arrested. The police also came to n2 hoping to intercept opium shipments fr811l the north on one of 
	the first busses to return after the opening of the road, but none was discovered. Liquor continued to flow freely, with frequent parties to celebrate the harvest. The residents of S3 and PW3 were asked in 1958 by the kamnan to help start 'building his large new wooden heuse, and did so. (They had also already helped in his swidden for twelve days: 6 to"clear, ·3 to weed,.and 3 to harvest.) 
	·
	'"

	;
	Desember 
	Desember 

	Threshing takes up most of the month of December. The ground where the threshing is to takeplace is cleared of stubble, leveled, wet and let dry several times, makitg a hard floor. Then it is covered with bamboo mats called kala•. A bamboe handrail is constructed for the threshers to steady t'hemselves against, and oft.en a shade of bamboo ·"covered with leaves is built over the threshing area.. -The threshing me·thod used varies with the individuals or the work group, but most of the rice in Comune Baw is 
	·"
	(fawn) 

	· 
	becomes deep enough it is wimtowed with a (fan) or picked up on trays and tossed in the air a couple of to let leav·es and empty hulls blow away, then poured into a pile on another mat from which itis put into baskŁta to be ·carried back to the hamlet. If (oxen with carcying baskets) are to be used, a temporary storage bin is constructed in the swidden. The treaders have help from others whobring the small bundles of rice stalks and carry away the straw, and who gather up the grain periodically. 
	khalabat 
	times
	-
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	At the sviddens of all the hamlets except HPSl, a spirit propitiation ceremony similar to the p�itb.i"haek held at planting time is performed before threshing begins". he spirit of the land is thanked for allowing the use of the land and f_or·the crep harvested. At PW3, the procedure in ·1959 was as follows: The owner of the swidden prepared four with only flowersattached. On the night before the"
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	threshing was to start, the a part bottle of wine, three or four desserts several cigarettes, a banana shoot, an unhusked green coconut, an egg, red rice seeds, and several bundles of each kind of rice grown that year were taken out to the t.hreslling area, laid on the t·hreshing mat or hung from a pole andleft overnight. No further ceremeny takes place here, except that the taling and banana stalk are net removed, but the edible items are eaten or back home to eat later. 
	talip.gs, 
	talip.gs, 

	(khanom), miang,
	· 
	taken

	At WMl, the takes a form similar to the at HPHl. A dog is tied up and carried to the field, where a small spirithouse is constructed. The dog is offered to the spirit alive", arid again after being killed, (the meat prepared as "with rice'') with words of invitation to eat }?!!!), and with the request that the phi help the rice threshed to be bountiful. After leaving the food in the spirit house for a while, it is that the spirit has"· eaten all it wishes, so the remainder is requested from the and eaten by
	liang phi rai
	phithi haek
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	During the period of threshing the owner of each site works longer hours than those who come to help, getting everything ready for work and picking up afterward. His children may come to help at this task, the older ones helping the women hap the threshed rice back to the hamlet unless oxen are to bsed. Early in the morning or at the end of the day's threshing, the of the house also carried loads of rough rice back home. A necessary preliminary step at home is to prepare a place to store the rice. Househol
	(wua tang) 
	e u
	man 
	(vung khao)
	.

	Łome of these have solid wooden walls; most have woven matting. Households with smaller harvests build or repair round woven bamboo containers that are coateclay on the inside to prevent leakage of the grains; these are set up in a part of the kitchen area or on the covered porch of the house. All rice is stored as"·"rough rice (without milling). During the time the threshed rice is being transported, some member of the or some trusted neighbor is responsible for keeping an eye on both the house and the swi
	,
	d with
	family 
	animals. 

	Although the great majority of the villagers are involved in threshing and carrying home their rice all month long, other activities do take place. A few do not finish their harvesting until mid-month; on the other hand, bythat time some have Łompleted all their threshing. It is cold at nights and in the mornings until the sun drives away the fog, causing many to bathe at midday, sit around fires in the evening, and to get a late start in the morning. In spite of the cold weather and the heavy work in the d
	.

	Early in the month the annual sports day is held at HY2 in which all four COliiD•Me Baw schools and the two Conmune Pha Sing schools participate, then the schools are closed for a two holiday. Large numbers of students from Pua District pass through in going home and returning to Nan. Several kinds of peddlers and merchants visit the hamlets --women wishingto trade tobacco or or desserts for cotton and pepper, town merchants buying rice for resale in town, Tanchum villagers seeking to buysmall pigs to raise
	weeks' 
	miang
	Coo11tune

	Forest harvesting of (sugar palm, Arenga"sacharifera, I.abill.) 
	luk tao
	· 
	c

	Łtarts, as does the harvest"of Trucks bts"blocking the "road" and iacreasing"the number of through travelers who enter the ham1.ets other than HY2, where the trucks always stop. In the gardens root vegetables mature are dug to sell to tTavelers and .to eat. 
	'Y1kha. 
	egin "to 
	·
	have accidett
	,.
	and 

	Ox carts hauling rice from Pua District to Nan pass in numbers up to thirty some days. Oxen used for transporting rice from the swiddens into PW3, S3, and PK4 number over 200, belonging to many different owners. 
	Handicraft continues, including this month the making of cotton thread. A little fishing nd more hunting is dene. ethers saw wood for sale, or deliver by boat planks already sold, bringing back rice, coconuts, and rice millings for the pigs, as well as some cashŁ 
	a
	(klaep)

	-
	In December".the· gove:rument gives subsidies t.0 families with manychil-
	In December".the· gove:rument gives subsidies t.0 families with manychil-
	-

	· 

	· 
	dren. In 19 58, Coumu4e Baw men with large families walked te town and 
	·

	·waited around :the District Office all day to find out finally that the
	;
	amount authorized was reduced from 126 in 1957 to only 10 in 1958 for families with five children_ and dropped from 200 to 13 baht for families with six children. Another event in 1958 was the arrestwo men in PK4 for having illegal liquor ia their home. There was no recegnitionof or celebration of the legal new year, except that the four schools took a holiday oa January first. 
	baht 
	baht
	t of
	primacy

	January 
	January 

	It is almost the middle of January before all the rice has been threshed and carried into the hamlets, although some"· groups are long since finished. Most of the villagers store the greater part of their rice, selling SiJDOunts when necessary •A few withlargeharvestsŁ sell directly from the". field. -At the end_ of their work, many groups celebrate with a party . and in HY2 drinking anti gambling becomes an nigbtlyoccurrence as does courting by the young men in all hamlets. 
	sma1.l
	. 
	.
	.
	(kan liang),
	almost 
	·"

	-
	The harvest of yakha"takes a considerable amount Ł£everyone's time, but"· there is a larggroup huntingŁ Other group activities in 1959 were the building of the house by PW3-and S3 residents, taking ten days; sawing of wood and assisting the carpenter in laying the floor"' of the HPSl church; the re•buildingof some houses and"rice storage bins; aad annual celebrations in HPlll and HPSl. The ceremony at HPl:ll was the liang phi ban, in which the· s_pe"cial spirit ·of the hamlet is honored. At Cele•
	e amount of
	kamnan's
	· 
	. 
	.
	llPSl,"· 
	·

	ed Harvest F.estival..Christmas celebration is held. brating Christmas is delayed a month for .two reasons: (1) so that all cau be completed, and (2) so that the dates will not conflict with the celebrations in town and in other Christian hamlets, allowing them to to share the day with the HPSl church. (Details of these celebrations are found in Judd 1961: 269--277 .) 
	a combin
	tltl'e•hing 
	.
	come 

	Mach trading of goods takes place in January. Within the Commune cotton is traded for and tobacco, with outsiders rice or cotton is traded for salt, clothing aad medicine. Handicrafts are produced as usual, with rice storage baskets and bird traps predominating. Ammunition 
	Mach trading of goods takes place in January. Within the Commune cotton is traded for and tobacco, with outsiders rice or cotton is traded for salt, clothing aad medicine. Handicrafts are produced as usual, with rice storage baskets and bird traps predominating. Ammunition 
	miang

	for shotguns is made, and all the daily work necessary around the home is 

	Artifact
	Artifact
	Artifact
	Artifact
	Artifact
	Some, year; many edible plants 
	carried out, including: drawing of water, feeding the domestic 
	animals, 

	pounding the rough rice, weeding the garden, gathering and cutting fuel, 
	gathering jungle plants to eat, caring for the children, and preparing 
	tawk for later use. At night, many people gather around open fires {phing
	to chat and to keep warm. 
	fai) 

	Short trips are taken to Nan or to hamlets in Amphoe Pua to visit friends and relatives. Near the end of the month, the most energetic households begin clearing the next year's swidden. 
	Thus, the year goes by. At most stages of swidden work, a day or two's delay sakes little difference, so there is a chance to loaf when desired, or one can stay home if someone in the family is sick and needs care. If all members of the family wish to use their tfrne otherwise, it is proper to hire some other villager to go in one's place in the work group. Most often the pay is in goods rather than cash, if the debt is not settled by furnishing labor in return on some later day. 
	It be seen from the above description that the basic techniques and sequence of swidden work practiced in Baw is not too different from that of the Lamet described by Izikowitz (1951: 206•256) and of the Klmm OCbanm) described by Halpern (1958: 21-23) quoting Smalley, although the Lamet have considerably more animistic practices and ceremonies. On the other hand, it is obvious that the swidden system used in Couimune Baw (and probably Laos and Thailand as a whole) has very little in common with the complex,
	can 
	Coo,oune 

	Supplementary Occupations 
	Supplementary Occupations 

	In discussing the occupations practiced in Conmune Baw, I begin with those most closely related to swidden farming or the cOlldllon life of the majority, and end with those special occupations performed by a few. 
	supplementary 

	Gardening takes three forms: in the swidden, in the hamlet, and in the jungle. Many plants are grown at the swidden site during the year. like bananaŁ, tubers, and corn may be planted early in the swidden 
	are planted in small amounts each month; and towards the end of the swidden year, economic crops like pepper, peanuts, and cotton, are planted in sufficient quantity so that there will be some surplus over personal needs for sale or trade. In CC'u1uune Baw, however, practically never is there an attenpt to plant or continue to care for any crop so that it can be harvested in the old swidden during the following year. 
	Gardens in the hamlet may be located on the house porches (herb 
	Gardening 
	S1 
	gardens), near the"house, or on the bank of the river. The first is uni
	_
	versal;the second varies from a few square feet to as much as 300 squareyards with most home gardens being small; river bank gardens are gem rally of good size but are planted only by the more energetic."villager and in no hamlet take up all the peteu.tial space even within the bamlet boundaries. Free-foraging chickens everywle re and free-foragillg pigs in some hamlets discour,age garden planting, since even bambeo fences give little protection, but the prima,:-y reasons for not plant_ing a garden are the 
	· 

	Gardening in the jungle has two meanings. Rather than merely gather• ing jungle plaŁts haphazardly, some villagers make regulartrips to certain spots in the jungle where particular plants growŁ and in harvesting care 
	. 

	is taken that the plant is not palled out by the roots or otherwise killed, with the expectation that it caa be harvested again. This is especially true of greens, bamboo shoots, and tree fruits, as well as non-edibles such as wicker. The other type of jungle gardening is that done in. the process of establishing an orange orchard. The first year the site is used as a regular swidden, but if there is an expectation. that eventually orange trees will be planted, pineapple, or other plants will be planted in 
	·
	bananas,
	.
	· 
	..
	, 

	. In Baw no vegetable,. with the exception of peanuts, is planted in quantities, 'but the trading of one vegetable for a one-meal quantity of another is •".(Fc,r a listing of edible plants gathered or grown, see Judd 1961: 117-121.) 
	C0111nune 
	c<W,1uercial
	eouanon

	Fishing Łd Hunting 
	Fishing Łd Hunting 

	The catching of fish for personal consumption is an almost daily occupation; hunting is almost as frequent for those who own guns. However,there is no one in Łhe whose sole occupation is either fishing _or hunting, although there are a few who combine these with sawing wood,
	Co1111u1ne
	.

	labor for others, forest gathering, and weaving of handicrafts to.take the p_lace of awiddening, either through choice or because of physical limitations like old age. 
	Labor for Others 
	Labor for Others 

	There are very few villagers in CODilitlne Baw who do not earn some money during the _year by working for others in one way or another,. and there are still fewer who do not seek such opportunities. Some tasks per• formed are unskilled in the sense that anyone in the Commune is capable of doing them, but most jobs require the skills developed bya life in the out•of-doors. Thus, a town-dweller"could not do many of them well. Some types of work are available often throughoŁt the year, such as substituting 
	· 
	· 

	in a work group in a swidden, helping to clear or weed an orchard site, 
	carrying (a load) for a traveler (most often just the distance from PK4 to HY2), pling or rowing a boat to transport people or goods, or pounding 
	hap 
	o

	rice (a task frequently hired out to widows or the blind). Other jobs like building bridges and widening or leveling the "roadway'' are seasdonal. Payment for labor is discussed in Chapter V. 
	Skilled Labor and Entrepreneurship 
	Skilled Labor and Entrepreneurship 

	With some jobs there is only a fine line between skilled and unskilled work, so the distinction is dependent upon the one who is classifying. Someof the types of work mentioned in this section could just as easily be inŁ 
	.
	eluded elsewhere, as for instance the sawing of and the gunshot. S01ne sawing is done by most of the men e ewpairs of men spend a large proportion of their time doinand earn better than average wages from the sale of their work. Several men repair guns and many more make au111uuition, but only ex-ka,,man Chune in HY2 makes 
	lumber 
	makingdof
	of th
	COD1Dune, but a f
	g this,

	it a pr1mary occupation. Small-scale entrepreneurship is widespread amongthe women, with many, especially and miangwhich they carry around to sell, those from the latter village also preparing native tobacco for sale. A few sell these "luxuries'' as well as young coconuts, t•aTiac:l pods, sugarcane, and yam bean from roadside stands. Still 1DOre widespread is the sale or trade of handicraft items made of bamboo, broom straw, or·grass. 
	in B'f2 and PK4, rnak1.ng desserts 
	(man kaeo)

	Barbering is frequently done by parents for their children, with 
	adults servicing each other, but of late a woman in PK4 has developed aclientele of women whose hair she cuts. Home-made cloth is intended for personal use, but is occasionally traded or sold. An ex-teacher has settled in PK4 where he supplements his swidden income by part-time photography. The school teacher at HY2 and an ex•soldier at PK4 give penicillinshots and sell medicine, and in moet bamlets there are one or more "doctors'' of various kinds: maw clamrae (herbalist), maw � (fortune teller), or ph�(
	.
	maw
	·
	maw phi

	the food offered to the spirit. 
	At HY2 two families, in one of which the husband is-Chinese, sell food daily to travelers, and two women sell fresh fish there almost daily. AtFK4, there is one simple hardware shop,, oneliquor shop, and several homes selling Thai foods and locally grown foodstuffs. Also, at PK.4 is the only significantly capitalized enterprise -a rice-mill. This mill, turned bya small Czechoslovak-made deisel engine, was opened in October 1957. It iscapable of milling about 15 (300 liters) an hour but seldom works continuo
	· 
	· 
	thang
	Ł 

	and a half baht if it is taken. Bran leftbehind is sold°)as pig food at one per Villagers have walked· from as far as HY2 to buy rice at the mill, but only PK4 folk have brought rice there to be milled. The owner buys rough rice to sell to merchants from Nan who ship it eitherby boat or truck. A wooden house and several heads of buffalo which are rented out to Coo■Nne Tanchum paddy-rice farmers attest to the profit from 
	· 
	.
	baht
	thang. 
	some 

	the mill. 
	GovermnŁnt Service 
	GovermnŁnt Service 

	Only the five teachers in the four primary schools are paid for fulltime work by the government. The and the other three hamlet 
	kamnan 
	headmen 

	..
	receive govern11ent money for part-time work; no others in Baw are in government service. 
	Commune

	OrangeOrchards 
	. 

	.. 
	Orange orchard ownership is discussed in Chapter II. In 1959 there were only two families deriving their major income from the ownership of an orchard, although at least six families were receiving small regular salaries from non-resident owners for part-time labor and care-taking by residence on the orchard site. At that time only three orchards were old enough to produce crops. Part•time labor on orange orchards has already been discussed. 
	Other Occupations 
	Other Occupations 
	Other Occupations 

	.

	There are no other important occupations practiced by Baw villagers, but the raising of domestic deserves mention. Ducks,buffal'os 4nd especially oxen are a rarity, owned only by the ''rich''. (Onlytwo men own cattle, one with 12 and the other with Native chickenss-are raised by 80 per cent of the households, but almost entirely for personal use with only thirteen households having more than forty birds and only one household having over 180 birds. Two-thirds of the households raise pigs, but only thirteen 
	Cormnune
	avimals
	24-animals.) 
	· 

	· 
	sport than a business with several bought and sold each year, taking very small profits. Only a few of the households spend any money in feeding 
	the pigs (to buy considerable time is spent cellecting and boiling banana stems, papaya, squash, and thorny weeds as a daily mash. Thus,most pigs raised are scrawny as their food does litŁle more than maintain body metabolism. 
	klaep);

	Sharing of Work Roles 
	Sharing of Work Roles 

	In the foregoing descriptions it has been obvious that most work is engaged in by both the men and women. In Table 3, various jobs are classified as to whether one or the other sex has the primary responsibility, both share equally, er if the task is considered proper for one 
	.
	.
	sex only. 

	60 
	Table 3. Adult Work Roles by Sex in Couaoune Baw 
	Work llole 
	Male 
	Female 

	In the swidden:XX X XX XPunching hole with dibble stick xx Xseeds in hole and covering X xxX XTreading out the grain xx XX xxX XCarrying tools to field and home xx Xfoods 11.ome X xx 
	Clearing trees xx 
	Clearing bamboo 
	X
	Burning, gathering
	and 
	re-burning 
	Weeding 
	Dropping 
	Harvesting and stacking grain 
	Carrying rough 
	rice to 
	bamlet 
	Carrying firewood Lome 
	Carrying 1ungle 

	In the jungle: Cutting trees for timber xx 0 Sawing logs into planks xx 0X xxCutting bamboo for xx X Bunting xx 
	Searching
	for edibles 
	tawk 
	C 

	y
	X ' 
	Harvesting jungle plants to sell OT use xx 

	for X X 
	Harvesting 
	x•kbe 
	(
	grass 
	roof·iag) 

	X xx 
	In the ba,nl.et or nearby: 
	Braving and carrying water home 

	· 
	_Washing clothes ·x xx Making roof shingles X Xg roof use xx 0P'ishiŁg xx XPole or row dugout canoe xx 
	Puttin
	on a-ho

	y
	0Day labor oroads, build bridgŁs xx 0Selling desserts · · · xxX X 
	Harvestd.coconuts xx 
	n 
	y 
	SelliDg handicrafts, rice, vegetables 

	Preparing tawk from bamboo section xx X X food for X xxxxX xxX xxX xx 
	Around the house: 
	.
	. 
	y
	Weaving bamboo articles 
	Preparing 
	pigs 
	Pounding rice y 
	. 
	, 
	. 
	Steaming rice 
	CookingŁth rice" 
	Caring for childrend• 

	:
	,

	X xx
	CaŁing for chickens 

	X xx
	Wiping
	or 
	sweeping
	the floor 

	. 
	.
	.

	0 xx Weaving cloth ·o xx0 
	Making thread from cotton 
	Making a• ounition and cleaning gun xx 

	0 -probably never do xxd-primacy responsibility seldom do 
	Legend: x • shared responsibility 
	·
	y 
	-

	The work roles of male and female children are similar, distinctions in kinds of tasks performed being based more often on age and strength than on sex differences alone., On the whole, the only task regularlygiven to children is caring for their younger sibHowever,
	·

	lings. the children trail after their parents as they work around the hamlet, play at doing the same task and gadually take over some of the jobs, such as drawing water or feeding the chickenŁ, from their parents. 
	r

	Local Attitudes Toward Work 
	Local Attitudes Toward Work 

	Only a few of the Conmune Baw residents could be called loafers. 
	Most keep at least their hands busy throughout the day, and much of the phys.Long walks are
	ical work done requires well-develeped muscles. frequent, and all adults are capable of carrying quite heavy loads for long distances. Some parts of the swidden cycle require persistent labor throughout the day in spite of hot sun or chilling rain. After a hard 
	(hap) 

	day of work in the fields, there remain many tasks around the home before everyone is fed and the children put to sleep, and there is no supermarket for ease of shoppingo Few foreigners could keep up the pace. 
	:

	However, there is seldom any sense of rush noticeable. Work goals are set for the day in the swidden, but it is expected that there will be frequent rest periods, and what is not finished one day can wait until the next. Never mind (mai pen rai)! Traditional skills are well learned, but there is little or .thought given to "labor-saving'·' innovatioas, improved seed, crep diversification, or other forms of planned change. While most would enjoy living in a wooden house, no one considers it wise to strain h
	exper:fmentation 

	Cooperative assistance in swidden work is expected and freely given on a reciprocal basis, with little discussion of its necessity and few dragging feet. Cooperative wrk within the hamlet is much harder to carry through if it requires more than two days for completion, especially if general betterment is intended rather than help to a neighborwho may be expected to reciprocate. Prebably the major reason for this -difficulty is that al.meat everyone lives on a minimum subsistence basis, and any activity whi
	co,wununity
	hamlet
	_ 
	t1rnes

	a slow, leisurely pace. 
	· 
	Use of Leisure Time 
	Use of Leisure Time 

	For most of the villagers, time is not categorized as nwork time" and "leisure time''• People may rest frequently or actually loaf on certain days, but such periods of "non-work" are not formally recognized as leisure. Considering the caloric value of their diet, the rest may be necessary. During work breaks, and also at night after supper before retiring, the adults are apt to have or cotton in their hands while they talk, just as many ladies in the United States knit as they visit with friends. Even thoug
	tawk 
	.

	As to activities that are termed "leisure-time'' activities in the West, there are none in organized form. No sports, even including are played regularly or in teams, except occasionally by Łchool children. Children play together, often copying adult activities, but organized group games are a rarity introduced through the visits of Christian young people from town. 
	takraw, 

	There are no vocal music groups, and the only instrumental music groups are small groups related to the PK4 and HY2 temples. The only common musi• cal instruments owoe d individually are a kind of guitar, the which is strun+oed by some of the young men when they go courting, and the (fiddle)which is played to accomp411y the singing of ballads or stories in the evening when drinking and during the Buddhist New Year celebrations. An innovation in 1959 was the purchase of a cheap phonograph by a RPw2 man, and 
	phin,
	saw 
	(saw) 
	baht, 
	paymeat
	khun ban mai,
	saw, ramwong
	(phleng sakon). 

	Chatting with one's neighbor is perhaps the most e;o110M>n leisure-time activity, being carried on wherever one meets along the path or road, while fishing or bathing, while rice, or while sitting together on the porch floor. On winter nights, talking together late around an open fire is 
	·
	po1111ding

	�AiiiiAD , but during the rainy and bot seasons it is more c..Oiii4..m to retire early, unless one goes night fishing or hunting. As there are few radios (one each in PW3, HY2, and PK4) and no newspapers delivered to Coounune Baw, most provincial, national, and world news is spread by travelers who passthrough. When from outside the Coo■Hune spends the night in a hamlet, often villagers gather informally to talk with him, and some guests improve upon the news in the telling, as for instance, when the carpe
	aomeone 
	many

	CHAPTER V 
	CHAPTER V 
	THE ECONOMY OF COMMUNE BAW 
	Introduction 
	Artifact
	Although most Counnune Baw villagers supplement their income by some of the ways already described, the economy is primarily based on the rice crop. Therefore, it is essential to consider in detail the economics of swiddening. 
	Rice ..Yields 
	Agricultural input costs are usually distinguished as land, labor, capital, and management expenses. In swiddening, with no land cost, the principal investment is in labor with part of up to 11 months used in some phase of the ·task. The capital investment necessary covers hand tools, mats, baskets, and seed rice, which for one family could be boughtat around 400 baht. Since mest of these capital needs can be provided or made by the villager himself, a cash output of 40 baht per year is more likely. Grist's
	Artifact
	Artifact
	."
	Artifact

	Since labor is the principal investment, ideally the cost per man
	·
	hour should be considered. Grist 127 hours per acre (50 hours per rai) is necessary just for harvesting by hand in Malaya. (1959: 180) It is difficult to make even an intelligent guess for the total man hour CA1■tn1ne Baw, because al 1 through the year work in the swidden stops and starts many times. Work is interspersed with forest gathering almost every day, and each week some time is spent relaxing·� at work in the hamlet, at day labor,in sickness, hunting, or in other nonswidden activities. Furthermore
	estimates
	requirement per 
	rai 
	in 
	· 
	. 
	·· 

	.
	least 1000 hours per year are spent by the man of the family in the swidden and many wives spend just as much time; ohviously families in groups that plant larger crops spend more time. At local wage rates, for 1000 hours of work (if jobs were available) the laborer would receive approximately 700 baht. 
	Artifact

	When considering production, there are many possible ways to measure yield, such as kilograms per acre, kilograms per man hour, kilograms per acre per day the crop is using the land, or kilograms per unit of moneyinvested. Each of these emphasizes the principal limiting factor under the prevailing agricultural system. The cOiiDllon measure of yield used by the Coo1nuae Baw villager is baskets harvested per baskets planted. It is spoken of first as the number of stacks of eµt rice of a standard size 
	·
	·

	Artifact
	63 
	that are harvested (one is expected to yield 10Ł12 hap of threshed 
	kawng 

	rice). After threshing, the total produion is measured"in hap (loads 
	iŁ

	totaling about 40 liters of rough rice) • Thus it is not land, _ time,
	growing season, or mouey that is considered but the 
	per".!!.
	limiting, 

	amount of seed necessary to plant in order to secure an adequate rice 
	supply forayear; in actuality, though, all of these factors are to some 
	}

	degree 1:frniting in Co•nune Baw and the villagers are conscious of 
	sonrewhat

	them, but it is more convenient to speak of seed planted and harvested. 
	The ratio of rice harvested to rice planted in Commune Baw varies with the particular sites chosen, the spacing between the plants, and most of all with the amount of rain and how well it is scattered throughout the growing season. Yields varying from 14:1 to 44:1 were reported in 1958, with an average of 31:1 for the commune as a whole. 
	Further research is necessary on the weight of rice harvested in C()l@•tune Baw. Probably about 100 baskets of rough rice"would provide appro%:f•a�ely 1800 pounds of milled rice, which is the amount that Grist est1rna�es is conSUJDed per year by a family of six. (1959: 367)Using (1956: 2) estimate that an average adult con�umes roughly 
	(thang) 
	.
	13 
	Kaufman's

	1.3 pounds of glutinous rice per day, and assuming the 4.5 persons per household in Coapune Baw as equal to about 3.5 adults, I equate 100 thang as the yearly of the average Baw household."typical villager expects an adult to eat a bit more than two of rough rice or apprmr1rnately 36 pounds of milled rice per month. 
	rice requirement
	Coow,une
	· The 
	thang 

	In 1958, 28 per cenŁ of the Cw1,1une Baw households produced less thaŁ 100 baskets of rice, 37 per cent produced between 100 and 200 baskets, and 35 per cent produced over 200 baskets. (Figures based on 258 of the 282 households only.) Only 2 per cent produced more than 500 baskets, while in Chn 82 per cent produced more than 500. (Sharp:1953: 164) Those in the first category (with less than 100 bskets) would probably have insufficient rice for their household needs for the year. Rice harvested 
	(tpang)
	Bang
	a
	a

	2-r� practice of the Co,w1u,ne Baw villager of dealing only in bulk measure and not weighing his rice crop is characteristic of Nan Province as a whole, and this has led to a major problem in introducing the improved seed rice into this provin�. The improved varieties recwended for this area have grains the native varieties. Even though the individual grains weigh more and although each new variety has a much smaller proportion of unfilled kernala, at harvest by bulk measure the yield is lesso The new var
	1
	smaller
	than

	3rhe Chief Rice Officer of Nan Province states that a of upland rice grown in Nan Province will weigh between 8 and 10 kilograms (between 
	1
	thang

	17.6 and 22.0 pounds) depending upon the size of the kernel and the varietyo The khao daw varieties are lightest and bulkiest, while the E! are the heavom having grown longer. The villagers are aware of the weightdifferences, but measure their crop by its bulk. Personal correspondence with Nan Provincial Agricultural Officer, March 5, 1961. 
	khao 
	iest fr

	over 100 baskets would normally be available for sale or barter for food
	stuffs, clothing, blankets, tools, and other necessities. 
	Comparing COWili\lae Baw harvests with those assembled by Halpern (1958.: 
	36) from data by Izikowitz, Kaufman, Madge, and Sharp on a kilogram per household basis , it is obvious that the Baw production is leas than any quoted there, ranging fTOm an es-tfmat:ed 90() kilograms or· less for onefourth of the households, to a maximm of 4500 kilograms for the 14 per cent producing most (ignoring the atypical situatien). However,comparisons of this type, when involving two very different types of agriculture"·•• wet and dry rice cultivation. --are useful only in indicating the range e
	Commua1e
	kaJDDan's
	.
	Cempared 
	31.9/thang 
	raiŁ 

	Bice Sold 
	Bice Sold 

	In Comnune Baw, most of the rice produced in excess of household needs is sold within the first few months follewing the harvest. Most sales are small; only 7 per cent claim to sell as much as one-fourth of what they grow. Some is pledged to re-pay loans made befoTe aarvest at a price as 
	·
	low as s"baht.per hap (two of 20 liters each) of rough rice; some is held un11t•11woer when the price may rise as high as 16 to 25 per The major portion of rice sold i.s sold in January, bringing a price during the past three years of 10-12 per at the hamlet of the owner •. 
	thang 
	til spring or 
	baht 
	bab.t 
	hap. 
	·
	haht
	hap

	Weather conditions and the size of the crop in the nation as a whole affects the local price of rice, e.specially since Nan, Provinceis a deficit area in rice production.. If it appears that rice prices are going to be high for rice imported into the province, peep le from town try to purchase from the rural areas such as CODlllUtle Baw,. and the ens.uing scarcity causes the Conmuae price to rise as the year progr4irsses. ·During such years here is also a hardening of attitude toward townspeople who come .
	· 
	many 
	t
	·· 

	·
	·
	developed from the settling down there of town-based swiadeaer·s. 

	At the price of 10 per of reugh rice, the value of au average 
	haht 
	hap

	.
	'.family's yearly rice needs would be between 501-600 Niaety•eight per cent of the households harvest a crop valued at less than 2500 and the 1958 crep, using "eontributed" labor of all l'W3 villagers, was werth less than 10.000 One must remember, however, that although 
	baht. 
	,. 
	baht,
	k•nan's
	.
	.
	bpt. 

	·
	cash is used by all families for some purchases, rice is not viwed by most as a cash crop, but rather as the basic crop for feeding tŁ famj..ly,"·"with some surplus to trade for other aecessities. file majority of the viliagers 
	e
	·

	:
	do not attempt to grow much more than they expect to need, but instead count on supplementing their income by other means and by being as selfsufficient as possible. 
	. 

	Other C()Uthune Baw Crops and Products 
	Other C()Uthune Baw Crops and Products 

	Other crops grown include peanuts, chili pepper, cotton, corn, sweet potatoes, sugar cane, yam bean, casava, cvcumher, string beans, eggplant, and squash, in order of importance. Most of these crops are harvested for family use or barter within the hamlet or connnune, but small amounts are sold tor cash, especially of peanuts (1 a kilogram if still green, or 6 a kilogram if dry), pepper (15 a kilogram), sweet potatoes (5 a and cot·ton". (Prices given refer to 1958 and 1959 .) 
	aeAame, 
	·
	baht 
	baht 
	baht 
	baht 
	thang), 

	Barter is also very ce>Huoon in the sale of handicrafts, rice, fish, and fruits, but domestic or wild animal meat, live pigs, salt, liquor, chickens, and forest products lile rattan are usually sold for cash. AnyaŁimal tbat is shot or butchered is divided up into small chunks of meat that sell for from 1-5 per chunk; pig or buffalo meat is normally contracted for in advance prior to being butchered. Prices paid for live a,,imals vary depending upon the size, age, and kind of animal; pigs never get very larg
	baht
	baht 
	he o
	baht
	baht 

	Handicraft items sell for from 1 for a broom up to 10 for a baby's crib or a fish trap. Other items made out of forest products are valuable only in quantity. Bundles of grass sell for 5 a load Grass shingles sell for an average of 70 a hundred; rattan sells for from"\ to 1 baht a stem. Bamboos bring from 20 to 100 per hundred canes, depenon the type and wlere delivered. 
	baht
	baht
	(yakha) 
	baht 
	(hap). 
	baht 
	baht 
	ding 

	Most families eat all the fish they catch, but if any are sold, they are usually tied in tens and sold for 1 because they are so small."· In ·n2, various sized fish are sold daily to truck passengers, but very few bring over 3 Occasionally, a really big fish is caught that is worth up to 100 such must be sold in HY2 for no villagers are willing or able to spend so much money for fish. 
	baht
	baht. 
	baht; 

	For villagers, especially in HPSl, RPW2, and WMl, sawing wood is a frequent occupati"on. Most sawing is done in the forest surrounding these hamlets, and then the sawed lumber is carried into the hamlet and stored one's house until sold (unless it must be kept hidden because it is of a prohibited species). The measures used are not exact as they are based on one's forearm length and the width of a finger but these 20 inches and 1 inch, respectively. At varying widths and the price is quoted at so much per o
	some 
	under 
	(sawk) 
	(niu),
	approximaŁe
	thicknesses, 
	sawk
	sawk

	The length of 10 represents the maxim1rn size of log that the villagers can by A raised frame is constructed near the site where the tree is felled, and the tree is cut into sections that will divide the trunk into 6•10 lengths. Each section must be rolled and levered up onto the so that a two-man saw can be used with one man on 
	maximum
	sawk
	manage
	hand. 
	sawk
	frame 

	the ground (perhaps in a piŁ) and the otherdabove the log on the frame. Fewer middle•sized trees are still found near these hamlets because either small or very large trees are the preferred size to saw. 
	·

	Table 4 shows the common price for various size boardsd. Since this is hand-sawed, few pieces are of uniform aimensions, and all four sidesremain unplaned. 
	Table 4. Comm"n Price of Hand•sawed Boards in CODDllune Baw HŁlets 
	·
	in Dry Season 
	hickness Width Price per sawk (approx:lrnately 20 inches or(inches) (inches) \ mtŁr) in Thai baht (100 satans • 1 baht
	T
	Ł
	g
	) 

	X 6 0.30 
	% 

	1 X 2 0.20 
	1 X 8 0.50 
	2 X 3 0.30 
	2 X 4 0.40 



	2 X 6 o.so 
	2 X 6 o.so 
	3 X 4 0.40 
	If sawed lumber is delivered by the sawyers to another hamlet, theprice is usually about double that given in the table; thus walling,d%" x 6, sells at 0.68 and 2'' x 4" scaffelding sells at O. 78 · delivered. Rarer and illegal woeds bring higher prices. Also, prices go up during the rai.ny season; thus, walling may sell for 0.55 locally in September. Some sawed wood is sold or used locally, but JJ1Uch·dis transported by boat to PK4 and hamlets in Coniiuune Tanchum of Pua District.. Thebetter sawyers often
	tt
	baht
	baht, 
	··
	baht
	.
	· 
	a
	baht

	Wage Rates 
	Wage Rates 

	Apart from sawyering,there are few skilled jobs that pay good wages, although during part of the year a skilled fisherman, hunter, forest gatherer, bamboo weaver, or grass shingle maker may significantly add to his income through the sale of his products. For most jobs, unskilled in the sense that any other Comune Baw person can perform them, the common wage is 4-5 baht per day. Such wages are receivedd-for weeding orange orchards, repairing bridges or improving the "roadway'', sub st itut ing_ in a swidden
	. 
	.

	.
	noon meal isdsupplied, the wage for helping in _the swidden is only 3 baht.During the rainy season or when carrying goods for someone beyond the Conmune boundaries, the villager can usually bargain. for and get higher pay. Por instance, men can get 7 baht and 'I.with rice'' (put not rice as well) for orchard labor. For ro-ad repair, the hamlet headmen who 
	supervise the work receive 10 per dayŁ
	baht
	-
	-


	If a villager could get day labor of some sort every day of the year, he would earn about 1,800 baht. Since there are few with enough money to hire anyone for the majority of villagers, 200 baht is a more reasonable expectation of cash income from wages during a . The only villagers with regular monthly wages are the orange orchard watchmen, the the truck driver and his helper, and the school teachers, in ascending order of income". (The watebman gets about 50 and the teacher about S00 
	year
	headman,
	baht 
	baht.) 

	Apart fm"m day labor for cash and jobs with regular wages, there is some contract labor and some labor paid for in goods. The teachers somem times hire the villagers to swidden for them; the usual rate for clearing or weeding a plot is 30-35 per Absentee orangeorchard owners also have some of their weeding done on a contract basis at similar rates. U8ually, when rough rice must be transported back to the hamlet by."human effort, the members of a work group help each other; in some cases, as at HPHl in 1958,
	baht
	rai". 
	·
	. 
	(hap)

	Cash Income and Expenses 
	Cash Income and Expenses 

	An exact study of cash income and outgo remains for future researcho That one villager who promised to keep a record, failed to do so is natural, for there is no tradition of record keeping of any kind by these villagers, many of whom are illiterate. With no regular bills to pay, and no regular cash income, there is no felt need for recording what moneyis received or spent. At present, cash plays a minor part in family living. Such funds as are on hand are usually hidden by the wife on her person or somewhe
	(khanom)". 
	baht 
	baht
	baht. 

	The chief exceptions to the 2,000 maximum are the salaried people and the merchants. Apart from the rice mill, the only large merchandising establishment in the Co,11ceune is a store also in PK4. This ''hardware" store sells about 50 items including bottled liquor, bottled soft drinks (Pepsi, orange, and 7•Up, at 2.50 un-iced --sold mostly to travelers), thin blankets, matches, simple medicines, soap, wax, and some local items like young coconuts, duck eggs, yam beans,and desserts. The second largest shop 
	baht
	baht, 
	lamps,
	bananas, 
	baht 

	is especially true of the WM1 teacher who kept supplies of kerosene, dried 
	fish, salt, fish sauce, matches, etc"., for sale or trade, and of a PK4 
	teacher who was being threatened with firing from the school for spending
	too much time as a merchant. The HY2 teacher seld medicines and gave injections. 
	The degree of involvement in a cash eco1iomy varies considerably a.mong the ten hamlets. It is my opinion that HY2 is most highly involved, followed by PK4. PW3 and S3 'handle the aext most cash, receiving it in payment for part of their excess crops, but their use of cash is more clustered around ceremonies and during the dry season when peddlers come to them. For moat people in the rest of the hamlets, cash resources are always limited and never held very long before being used. 
	The Wealth of COlDllltine Baw Households 
	The Wealth of COlDllltine Baw Households 

	The limited use of·"money in the overall reflects the fact of its scarcity and not any unwillingness on the part of the villagers to have or use money. Traciitionally, the subsis·tence agriculture practiced and the value-system followed has not required the use,of cash, and still today the villagers to provide for their basic needs without using much of it. However, as the Coum•une has been breught into fuller contact with urban society, there has been aa increased desire to secure thingsthat money will buy
	economy 
	manage
	·"
	prftflary

	For the correlations "'wealth" is defined as low, moderate, or high
	in terms of scores based on housing, rice harvest, domestic animals owned, orchard land claimed, transport equipment owned, and cash incom. It · should be noted that a11 of these levels are relative to,the local", situa• tion, that the majority of the villagers fall in"the "low" wealth category on all items exceptrice harvested, and that only those in the "high'' wealth category would be comparable to those of average wealth in rural e:entral Thailand where wet rice is grown .. Specific details of what thes
	e
	'
	.
	. 

	Table 5. The Bases for Assignirg Wealth Levels· of C01J1DUne Baw Households, 1958-59, and Indications of Distribution Range within Each Factor 
	Low-------No wood used in floor or walls of house. No cash outlay •-54% Cash outlay under 1000 
	Housing:

	Moderate•-•-Walls or floor partly of wood. 
	baht 
	High•-------Waand floor all wood; roof not grass. Cash outlay 
	lls

	over 1,000 baht -
	-

	7% 
	Rice Harvest: (Based on 258 households; no information available oa 24.) Low--------Under 100 harvest; no surplus above family needs -Ł28% 
	thang

	Moderate----Between 100-2"00 harvested; some surplus to sell or barter. 
	tbang

	High--------OVer 200 harvested; surplus sufficient for bulk sales. 
	thang 

	·
	--35% 
	Domestic Auima1.s Raised: 
	Low-------Less than 20 fowl raised; fewer,tban 3 pigs raised. --77% Moderate----Between 20•69 fewl raised; or 3•5 pigs raisŁd. --2"01 
	Bigh-----Seventy or more 
	some buffalo. 
	Orchard I-100 Claimed: Low---------Less than 1 rai Moderate--•-Between 1-3 High••--•-•-More than 3 No information 
	rai 
	rai 

	LowŁ-----None ModerateŁ---own boat 
	T:ransport Eguipment Owned: 

	fowl raised; or over 5 pigs; or own --3% 
	I
	only homestead claimed. --61% legally. -33% and planted to other than rice. -5% 
	claimed;
	claimed 
	-
	claimed 
	-

	--1% 
	--84% 
	·

	--5% 
	High--------own bicycle or cart or both --10% No information 
	--1% 

	Cash IncoaliEt: --No regular cash income. (Est1maŁed total under 1,"000 
	Low-•---

	babt.) 
	babt.) 
	--64% 

	Hoderate•---Part•tfme merchant, or estimaŁed income between 1,"000,--31.5% Bigh--------Full-time merchant or salaried with income over 2,"000 
	-
	.2,"000 
	baht. 

	• --4.5% 
	babt. 

	Scoripg Plan: Low: 1 pointModerate: 2 points High: 3 pointsof possible scores: 6-18 Interpretation: Score of 6-9 Household of "low'wealth. 10-15 Household comfortable by local standards. 16-18 Household has sufficient wealth for some freedom 
	Range 
	1 

	of choice when money involved. On schedules with necessary information lacking for any item, scoring is based on available items; i.e., if 5 items, is 5-15, and levels counted at 5-7, 8-12, 
	range

	71 
	The six indicators of wealth used were chesen as those most distinctive in Cosnnrune Baw. Other indicators sueh as clothing, equiplent,. of padowned, higher education ef children, amount spent on family ceremonies, etc., were rejected either because of irrelevancy ia Ce,oHHWle Baw or because distinction on that basis lfGUld require a' loqer period than the 17 months spent in studying this CoDlllUne. Specific data are on hand from the .sebedule for the first five indicaters; schedule data is supplemented by 
	amount
	dy;land
	·

	Table 6. Wealth of Households in Baw Hamlets, 1958-59, Based on 
	Commune

	-
	-
	-
	, 

	,,

	Housing, Rice Harvest, Animals Owned, Orchard Land Transport Equipment Owned, and Cash Income, as Indicators. 
	Domestic
	Claimed, 

	ŁLow" Wealth Unknown 
	Hamlet ''Hi&h" Wealth "Mederate" Wealth :
	_ 
	-· 
	' 

	I % # % I % # % 
	6.7 60.0 33.3 () 
	0 

	S3 0 0 10 66.7 5 33.3 0 0PW3 1 9 5 0 . 
	71.0 
	0

	22
	WMl 0 0 9 29.e 
	1
	0
	H.PHl 0 0 1 8.3 10 
	8.3 
	0 0 4 16.7 20,0 2 25.0 6
	HPSl 
	HPSl 

	8
	83.3
	75.0 0
	66.9
	PTl 
	PK.4
	HY2 
	4
	2 
	0 
	0
	0
	30.5 
	7821
	36 
	0 
	18 
	51.2 
	0 0 
	PN2 
	BPW2 
	BPW2 
	4.9 43.9 0 0 3 23 •. 1 10 76.9 0 0 
	(
	0 0 3 33.3 : 6 66.7 8 0 
	Coamuune Baw: 7 2.4 95 
	183 64•.0 
	1 .3 
	From Table 6 it is seen that approximately two•thirds of the Coumune Baw households are rate.d of "low" wealth, and. one•third of "moderalth�with less than ·3 per cent of "highwealth. The few "wealthy" houf)eholds are located in PK4., .HY2, and PW3+ .S3 and PW3 are composed of approxfmate ly · two•thirds "'moderately" wealthy households and one-third rt,low" wealth households; while HY2 is approximately half-and•half. In all the other hamlets, there are many more "low" wealth househelds proportiQnally. 
	te" wea
	ff 
	· 
	·
	·d

	Miscellaneous 
	Miscellaneous 

	Merchandise that passes through Bawd_ going north is of interest in terms of what is available fordpurn rural Nan Province, especially in the Chinese shops in Waag Pha and in smaller "hardware" shops in Conmune Tau.chum. This merchandise forms. thebody of urban and industrial artifactsto which the village·rs are exposed, although it must be recognized that merely seeing them in a truck or in a store is not as significant as seeing them ia use. The moving south, en the other hand, indicates the 
	Cocmmtne
	·d
	chase i
	. 
	merchandise

	types of rural proare readily saleable. 
	du
	.
	cts that

	In 1958, trucks began operating after the ra.iny season. on November 10. 
	Two of the nine trucks regularly operating during this dry season belonged 
	Artifact
	to Nai Somchai and were used to supply his tobacco barns in Lae Province, and to bring out the cured Virginia-variety tobacco for shipment to BangkQk. The other seven trucks carried general merchandise for the merchants, mostly Chinese, in the towns of Wang Pha, Pua, Sop Kawn, and Lae. Typical loads going north included some of. the following: 
	primarily 

	-•-matches, soap, candles, wax, nails, hinges, hasps, watering cana,sflashlights and batteries, bicycle tires and innertubes, saws and other tools. 
	--•bags of and slaked 11me, corrugated iron roofing, chicken wire and barbed wire, paint, and 5-gallon tins of kerosene and diesel oil. 
	cement 

	•-•bags of granulated sugar, non•glutionous rice, and salt, canned and salted fish, fish sauce, cases of condensed milk and of soft drinks, liquor, pastry flour, noodles, and cigarettes. 
	--•bolts of cotton cloth and of plastic sheeting, factory-made men's and women's, Łnd boys' clothing of cotton, canvas shoes, leather shoes, and sandals made from old automobile tires. 
	---clothing and umbrellas for priests, small suitcases, proprietory medicines,pens and ink, writing paper and notebooks, metal dishware and kettles, pots, pans, and spoons, big water jars, small water dippers (khan nan), and an occasional sewing machine, and on some days, ice. 
	Sitting on top of a full load of would be from 10 to 40 people. 
	merchandise

	Trucks and boats going south carried some of the following: bags of glutinous rice, rice bran, and peanuts; coconuts or copra; pigs; Virginia or native tobacco; dried chili peppers, dried areca palm (betel nut) slices, and dried onions; green beans, seed, and sugar palm fruit; occasion• ally chickens or ducks, and always a full load of people. 
	sesame 
	aJmost

	Artifact
	Artifact
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	APPENDIX A. CENSUS-STATISTICS FOR NOŁHE.t<N THAILAND, 1947 
	Total tHouseŁ Areati t· House-bolds in in -··Area Province: Population Areati Densitholds Agriculture Padi Rice in Padi 
	·
	.. 
	. 
	Rai
	+ 
	Rai+
	-
	Planted & 
	in
	Ł 
	Reported 
	Padi Rice 

	Phrae 213,203 5,960 46,233 82.0
	.s
	6.7 247,847 211,668 
	Maehawngsawng 66,389 15,297 180,360 4,512 Uttradit 171,549 7,726 Chiangrai 485,080 15,223 31.9 ChiaJ1.gmai 535,664 22;949 . 23.3 Nan 210,858 14840 14.2 331,956 12.s11 26.5 
	1,ampun 
	,,
	J,a
	mp
	ang 

	16,247 40,549 37,604 
	112;339 133,149 48,839 87,324 
	79.1 80.0 85.2 
	87.1 80.0 88.3 79.4 
	77 464 
	528 
	1,054 992 169 750 
	0.5 10.3 
	6.8 
	6.9 
	4.3 
	1.1 
	6.0 
	"48,364 289,803 329,184 658,695 620,063 105,787 368,797
	-

	35,486 267,156 236,997 611,520 561,179 91,714 324,079 
	Totals: Region Five: 2.195,062 99,024 22.17 522,274 82.2 4,431 4.47 2,668,540 2,339,799 
	All 
	Thailand: 511,.945 34.1 3Ł845,153 78.0 66,248 12.9 :5s,6a2,031 41,405,267 
	17,442,689 
	_

	. ··, -.; 
	Notes: * Persons per square kilometer 
	'Irk In square kilometers 
	+ One is •. 4 of an acre6equals one hectare•625equals one square kilometer 
	rai
	; 
	.\ 
	rai
	; 
	· 
	rai 

	Source: 1947 Census Report, Thailand Ministry of Interior (in Thai language
	)
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	GLOSSARY OF '.rBAl TERMS USED PREQUENTLY 
	amphoe--district; a_ political unit many i ceremony; in 1959 equal to about five cents in U.S. moneyban--house or hamle t hap-to carry on a stick over the shoulder with the load .divided into two 
	comprising
	baht--unit of Tha
	cc-!l11uo.es 


	parts, suspended from".each end of the stick huai-a small stream, perhaps dry part of the year ince; a political unit composed of several districts (amphoe)kaeng•-a curry e chief kap-'with rice"; any food eaten along with rice kawng-a stack or pile, as of harvested but unthreshed rice local dialect; northern Thai or I.anoa Thai language khao•-rice; a ballad; to enter 
	jangwŁt-prov
	kamoan-c0tw1un
	1
	khammu 'ang-•the

	er 
	khru--teach

	house dedication ceremonysoul/self of an individual which may depart during illness, sleep, 
	khun ban mai--new 
	khwan-•the 

	death, or other times huntinglap-minced raw meat or fish, often eaten with liquor feed, honor, or take care of mae--mother mai•-wood; new mai Cpi)--bamboo doctor" who may practice healing, exorcism, ritual supplication of 
	lai lao•-group 
	liang--to 
	1,
	maw--a 

	(spirits), magic or divination miang--pickled wild tea leaves that are sucked or chewed after or between 
	_phi

	meals 
	Nai Amphoe--District Magistratef the three lower ranks in Buddhist scholarship nam•-water; liquid; river or streaa group of seyen advanced ranks in Buddhist scholarship public health official; "doctor'' pbai-vegetables; a district or all-purpose cloth worn by male villagers phansa•-Buddhist Lent; the monsoon season phaw--•fatber r spirit; often used with modifying word, such as u, 
	nak tbp--students o
	(mae naJD) pariip--a 
	phaet pr;Jam tpbon--con+unoe 
	region
	phakbama--an 
	phi••ghost o
	phi 
	phi

	older sibling or friend
	older sibling or friend
	rai; 

	.

	type of guitar warn oneself around an open fire ceremonyprŁest; holy; a machete phu yaiheadma,i pla-fish rai•-a measure of land equal to .4 of an acre; a swidden site; evil rest pavilion place for occasional Buddhist ceremonies council 
	pbin•-a 
	phing fai--to 
	phithi--a 
	phra-a
	ban-baJJ1l.et
	sala-a coHN•D•T\al 
	,· 
	salatbam--a 
	sapha tambon-ecOD1BU11e 

	type of fiddle; a ballads' 
	saw-
	a 

	measure of length equal to the forearm; aboutstwenty inches 
	11
	w
	k-•a 

	.
	takraw-a game of keeping a woven hall in the air without using one's hands 
	f "string" made of thin strŁps of bamboo of varying widths thr raiŁ•slash-and-burri agriculture; awiddeniag ual to about 20 liters 
	tpbou-•cnunune
	tawk••lengths_o
	·
	thang•-a 
	bulk measure eq

	go courting 
	thio sao•-to 

	way of preparing "'with -ricewat-ŁBuddhist temple dhist holy day . wat cempouna ased for Buddhist ceremonies ha•-cogon grass, used for roofing 
	tom yam-_,a 
	n 
	Wan Phra••Bud
	wihan••building in 
	vak

	June 
	APPENDIX C. CLIMATIC DATA 

	1. TEMPEBATURE AND RAINFALL MONTHLY MEANS IN NORTIIERN THAILAND 
	1. TEMPEBATURE AND RAINFALL MONTHLY MEANS IN NORTIIERN THAILAND 
	in degrees Centigrade: 
	Temperature, 

	March 
	20 -: 22 for most; 18 -20 for Chiangrai; 22 -24 for Tak 
	.

	Province mountains. 22 -24 for most; 20 • 22 for Chiangrai; 24 -26 for Phrae,Lamphun, & south of 18. 
	° 

	26 28 for most; 22 •"
	24 for upper Chiangrai;& Lang.for Chiangrai; 
	·
	amp

	26 for
	24
	-
	-
	Chiangmai, Maehawngsawn, 30 -32 for most; 26 
	April 

	28 
	30 for Chiangmai, 
	-
	-
	28 
	Maehawngsawn, & Lhun. 
	amp

	28 -30 for most; 26 -28 for Chiangrai. 28 for most; 24 --26 for western mountains;
	26 
	28 -30 for
	-
	JulyAugustSeptemberOctober 
	November 
	December 
	R
	R
	ainfall, 

	-. 
	JanuaryFebruaryMarch April 
	May
	June 
	July


	August 
	August 
	September 
	October November December 
	Ran, Chiangrai, Uttradit, & Sukhothai. 
	26 -28 for most; 24 -26 for Tak; 28 -30 for Nan & Uttradit 
	26 -28 for all. 
	26 -28 for most; 28 -30 for Nan, Phrae, and Uttradit. 
	26 -28 for most; 24 -26 for Chiangrai & Fang; 28 • 30 for Tak, IAhun, up·per Nan, & Sukhothai. 
	amp

	26 -28 for most; 24 -26 for Chiangrai, Tak, & 
	ChiaŁgmai,


	Maehawngsawn. 
	Maehawngsawn. 
	20 Ł ·22 for most; 22 -24 for Maehawngsawn; 18 -20 for Chiangrai, I,ampang, and Sukhothai. 
	·

	in mil1frneters: (25."4 mm equals one inch) 
	0 -25 for all •"
	. 

	0 Ł 25 for Ł11. 
	0 -25 for most; 25 -50 for Phrae & Nan. 50 -75 for most; 25 • 50 for MaehawngŁawn and western Chiangmai; 
	125 -200 for all. 125 -200 for most;200 -300 for most;200 -300 for most; 
	&. 
	Lampang.

	·200 -300 for most; Maehawngsawn. 75 -125 for most; 25 -50 for most; 0 -25 for all. 
	·

	75 -125 for Uttradit. 
	75 -125 for Lampang, Sukhothai, & Tak. 
	125 -200 for I,ampang & Chiangmai,, 
	300 -400 for Chiangrai; 125 -200 for Tak 
	300 -400 for Uttradit; 125 -200 for 
	125 -200 for & Nan. 
	Chiangmai

	50 -75 for Chiangmai & Tak. 
	SQUrce: Plate #3, Thailand. Washington: Geological Survey Bulletin 984, United partment of the Interior, 1951. 
	Geologic RecŁnnaissance of the Min8ral Deposits of 
	States De

	80 
	2. SUMMARY OF CLIMATIC STATISTICS FOR NAN PROVINCE, 1948-1957 AVERAGE 
	,
	MONTHLY MEANS 
	-... . .. ... •· . 
	Temperature "sRelative Month Rainfall Highest Lowest Humidity (%) 
	(°F.) 
	(mm.) 

	January 8.76 86 55 73.63 
	February 13.94 91 58 69.50 
	March 39.31 96 64 64.42 
	April 117.7 
	May 
	<J7 
	93 
	71 66.58 
	74 75.54 
	75 77.69 
	157.2 
	June 136.98 
	July 179.06 August 
	80.70

	90 74· 
	90 74· 
	328.4 
	89 
	74 
	71 
	83.86 
	83.56 
	80.89
	September 258.11 90 October:Ł 77.85
	·
	90 
	November December 
	November December 
	November December 
	6 •.58 2.38 
	87 85 
	66 6S 
	78.28 76.49 

	Annual total mean (average
	Annual total mean (average
	or ) 1,
	321.31 (52.02 inches) 
	75.92 

	.
	.


	Source: Goverrmaent Weather Station, .Nan Prevince; secured by the 
	Provincial ,Agricultural Officer,sOctobe.r 1960. 
	· 

	D. 
	Al'PENDIX 

	GENEMAL STATISTICS OF MUANG DISTRICT, NAN PROVINCE, THAILAND 
	1

	1. DEM>GRAPHIC STATISTICS : 
	Area: 3,125,744 square kilometers (national census report, 1957)3,360.000 square kilometers (Mu'ang District claim, 1958) 
	Composition: 20 coo■aunes (tambon) containing 113 legal hamlets, and one town. The rted in 1958 a population of 13,163, 
	town of Nan repo

	living in 2,508 households in an area measuring 5."4 square kilometers. 
	Population: 1957 1958 In 1947, 85 per cent of the :Females: 34 36 12,972 households were engaged in Males: agriculture. No statistics on Total: 67,348 70,541 households in agriculture are Households: 13,153 13,206 available yet for 1957. 
	3,94
	5,52
	33,404 35,015 

	Temples: 123, of which 11 are located in the town of Nan". 
	Schools: 86 primary schools 3 government secondary schools 3 private secondary schools 
	3 goveroroent trade schools (agriculture, carpentry, home 

	economics) 
	economics) 
	2. AGRICULTURAL STATISTICS: 
	Rice and Rice Land in Mu'ang District: (one Łals .4 of an acre)
	rai
	qu

	29,873 of paddy rice land owned, Sept. 1957, sals 47.8 sq. kilometers 29,817 of paddy::tice land planted in 1957 
	rai 
	qu
	rai

	10,526 rai of upland rice land (swidden sites) reported in 1957 
	kwian (2000 liters each) of glutinous rice harvested in 1957 
	11,077.55 

	15.55 of non-glutinous rice harvested in 1957 
	kwian

	Tangerines, (som khieo wan) : 4915 rai (7.9 sq. kilometers) reported plantedin May 1958 in the whole province; half estimated to be_in Mu'ang District. 
	I
	Animal Census, September 1957: Nan Province Cattle used to plow 1,229 head 7,372 head Water buffalo used to plow 6,020 head 20,"406 head Other cattle " 1,218 head 5,933 head Other buffalo 821 head 7,713 head Old, retired, sick cattle 305 head 1,225 head Old, retired, sick buffalo 678 head 3,801 head Small, young cattle 845 head 5,818 head Small, young buffalo 3,298 head 11,252 head 
	Mu'ang District 
	(wua)
	·
	.
	(khwai)
	(lu'k wua) 
	(lu
	1
	k khwai) 

	·
	Sources: The Mu' ang District Statistical Officer 
	·

	The Assistant Mayor Cat1at tetsaban) of the town of Nan The Nan Province Education Officer Report for 1957 (B.E. 2500) to the Rice Department, Ministry of 
	•griculture, of the Nan Province Rice Department Officer. (Copied in Nan in January 1958.) 
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	Figure 3. Areas Used for Swiddening · by Commune Baw Hamlets . 
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